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ABSTRACT

Introduction:
A short notice on the foundation of Basra and its 

cultural milieu is followed by a discussion of the most 
important representatives of the literary life there, and a 
survey of works by modern European and Arab scholars on 
Ba^ran literary figures. A section on the Importance of Abu 
!Ubaida and the sources upon which the study is based 
concludes the introduction.
The thesis is divided into five parts:
Part One:

This consists of three chapters (I, II & III), the 
first dealing with Abu ,TJbaidals life, the second with his 
socio-religious views. In this chapter I discuss in detail 
the so-called 8hu*ubite and Kharijite leanings of Abu fUbaida 
Chapter III deals with Abu ’Ubaida's output, in the form of 
an introduction followed by a list of his books.
Part Two:

This consists of two chapters (IV & V).
In chapter IV I deal with Abu ,Ubaida,s poetical 

transmissions, and discuss in detail the dlwans and antholo
gies which he has transmitted. In the following chapter I 
deal with Abu lUbaida,s method of transmission, in connection 
with which the various problems of authenticity are discussed 
The last part of this chapter deals with Abu !ITbaida,s 
opinions on poetry and poets.



Part Three:
This consists of two chapters (VI & VII).
This part is In the main devoted to study Abu !Ubaida 

attitudes towards language, and his standing as a philologist 
In the first chapter of this part (Ch. VI) I discuss Abu 
,TJbaida*s opinion of language and its nature, and then deal 
with Abu ,Ubaida as a lexicographer and grammarian. The 
following chapter deals with him as a collector of dialect 
material.
Part Pour:

This consists of one chapter, in which I study the 
Kitab aI-Matjaz. The first part of this chapter gives a short 
introduction to Quranic studies followed by an examination 
of the nature of the book under consideration, and a discus
sion of opinions, ancient and modern, about it.

The concept of matjaz, and its various kinds in the 
works of Abu fUbaida are discussed. There then follows a 
study of Abu ,Ubaida,s methods in dealing with the Quranic 
modes of expression.
Part Five:

This consists of two chapters (IX & X).
Chapter IX gives an introduction to Abu fITbaida!s 

historical writings, and a thorough examination of the Ayyam 
al-1Arab, their transmission, contents, and historical 
importance.



The final chapter deals with the diction, style and 
language of the Ayyam.

The thesis is appended with an unpublished work by 
Abu IUbaida called lasmiyat Azwaj al-Nabi, and specimens 
from Ayyam al-TArab and Birat 'Antara,
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Notes and Abbreviations

1) The full transliteration "Qur’an" has only been used in 
the titles of books. In the text of the thesis, the 
form "Quran" has been adopted.

2) In quotations from De Slane's translation of Wafayat 
al-A'yan, the original transliteration has been kept.

3) Abbreviations.

A.D.R.A.T. - Atti della Beale Academia D’Italia.
A.I.E.O. - Annales de l!Institut des fitudesOrientales,
B.S.O.A^S. ~ Bulletin of the School of Oriental andAfrican Studies.
E,B. - Encyclopaedia Britannica.
E.I. - Encyclopaedia of Islam.
E.R.E. - Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics,
G,L.E.C.S. - Groupe Linguistique D fEtudes Chamito-S&mitiques,
I.C. - Islamic Culture.
J.A.O.S, - Journal of the American Oriental Society,
J.R.A.S. - Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,
M.E.O.U.S.J, - Melanges de^ la Eaculte Oriental© de f\L !Universite Saint-Joseph.
H.M.A.A. - Najallat al-Majma1 al-'Ilmi al-TIraqi,
R.A,A,D. - Revue de L'Academie Arabe a Damas.
T.G.U.O.S. * Transactions of the Glasgow University

Oriental Society*
W.Z.K.M. - Wiener Zlitschrift ffilir die vkunde desMorgenlandes. ^



S after al-Muzhir refers to M.A. IJabl̂ .’s edition only.

S after al-Naqa’id refers to N. al-SawI's edition only.

D after al-Aghani refers to the edition of the Dar 
al-Kutub al-Migriyya only.
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INTRODUCTION

The foundation of Bagra;
In 14/637*  ̂ 'Utba Ibn Ghazwan reached a place called

al-Khuraiba and by the order of the Oaliph *Umar Ibn al- 
-  2Kha-f£ab, Bagra, a town destined to play an important role 

in Islamic life for centuries, was founded. Bo runs the story 
told us by Abu 1 Ubaida and others*^

Although at first, the reasons for the foundation
ZLof Bagra seem to have been military, it took no great length 

of time to expand, and to acquire an importance which was 
unmatched until the foundation of Baghdad in 145/762*

C* Pellat observes, "The town reached its zenith in 
the 2nd/8th century and the beginning of the 3rd/9th century. 
At this period it was fully developed and its population 
had increased to considerable proportions",-'

1, Al-Baladhurl "ffutub al-Buldan" (Cairo 1956) 483*
Yaqut al-]jamawl "Mu1jam al-Buldan" (Leipzig 1866) 1,640*

2# Literally !the soft white stone*. Cf, Ibn Qutaiba "Adab al-Katib" (Leiden 1900) 457. Ibn al-Sî afqlt "al-AddaS? (teiden 1881)J?*3. gutuh a1-Buidan. 483 Mu1,1am al-Buldan 1, 640,4. K7 "Hartmann says "the"rb"ccupWibn of' the point of intersection of the important systems of highways which, in particular, command the approach to Iraq from thexsea, was a military necessity for the conquerors" El*" ' 
(al-Basra) vol.l, part 2. 672. It is worthy oT~note that Dr. §.A. al-fAli echoed,this opinion in his paper\ "Khtytat al-Bagra" Cf. Burner (Baghdad 1952) VIII.72-84 and’281-304.

5. EL^ (al-Bagra) I 1086.
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The picture of the age;
To give a clear picture, in a few pages, of a period 

as long as that in which Abu ’TJbaida lived, almost the whole 
of the second century, and to survey quickly some of the 
relevant aspects of the first century, is anything but simple* 
The difficulty is not lessened by the fact that that period

thas been reasonably well described in the past few decades. 
However, every period in history may be interpreted 

in various ways, and the richer it is in events as well as 
in thought, the more numerous will be the interpretations* 
Thus, it is the intention here to project an image of that 
age and to stress particularly how interesting were the 
activities of the Bagran intellectuals, and their unconscious 
determination to shape, mould and frame not only the cultural 
life of Bagra but that of the Islamic world as well, for 
centuries to come*

The period was, undeniably, one of ferment and 
change, of imitation and innovation. The Arabs who had just 
left a barren and arid peninsula for Iraq, Persia, Syria and 
other countries with deep-rooted civilizations, were put to 
a severe trial, indeed, a critical challenge, which had to

1. Particularly, S.A* al-*AlI "al-Tangimat al-Ijtima-
!iyya wal-Iqtigadiyya fl al-Bagra" (Baghdad 1953)0* Pellat, "Le" Milieu feisrien e~la Format ism de Jahiz Arabic translation by \Dr* I* ai-'5'ajQ.&nx,^al-Jahiz
wa Athar al-Jaww al-Basri fihi (Damascus 1961)
A.IC. Zaki "al-Hayat al-Adabiyya fl al-Bagra" (Damascus 1961)
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have one of two results; either retreat and the collapse of 
their mission, or advance and spread* The challenge was met 
however and a new civilization did emerge. Along with the 
military* advance of Muslim troops destroying empires and 
establishing new institutions and ways of life, there was 
simultaneously a cultural march commensurate with the 
military one.

The importance of Bagra in the political, social and
cultural life of Islam at this time was briefly but vividly
described by Sir William Muir who points out that Bagra, C'j

predominantly settled by North Arabian tribes, was unique
in its origin, and that its influence on the literature,
theology and politics of Islam was immense# He goes on saying
that there was an abundance of time and opportunity since
service in the field was desultory and intermittent. Time,
therefore, was whiled away in recalling the marvellous story
of their faith, or in debates and gossip which too often
degenerated into tribal rivalry and domestic scandal ....
The people grew too petulant and too factious to control,
particularly by weak caliphs and governors 0 Sir William
concludes that this ,!rent the unity of Islam and brought on
disastrous days which* but for its marvellous vitality, must

1have proved fatal to the faith."

1* The Caliphate, Its Rise, Decline and Fall (Edinburgh I92T7 T25-T2'6.---------------------
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The political setting:
Bagra was indeed a great political centre. Any 

sketch, of the political life of this town turns out to he 
a reflection of the general course of Umayyad and !Abbasid 
policy, Basra political identity is believed to have taken 
a more or less definable shape after the battle of al-Jamal 
(36/656), Thus, al-AgmalI is reported to have said "All 
the Bagps are fUthmanite sympathizers, while all the Kufites

J\are Sha.r'ite sympathisers, and all the Syrians are TJmayyad 
sympathisers, while al-Jazira is Kharijite and al-^ijaz 
Sunnite, Al-Bagra has become 'Uthmanite since the day of 
al-Jamal,

The political history of Bagra, especially in the 
first century was so intricate and complex that it resists 
any quick and brief survey. Yet a few remarks on al-Agma1!1s 
statement will be pertinent,

A survey of the active and real political forces in 
Bagra does not, in fact, support the statement of al-Agma’I. 
It is true that the battle of al-Jamal had had a considerable 
impact upon the political structure in Bagra, Yet Bagra was 
not altogether ,Uthm£mite, Bagra was dominated by three 
disparate groups. The 'Uthmanites, the Kharijites and the 
Shl’ites, The revolutions which took place in Bagra attest 
this political distribution. The Day of al-Jamal was an

1, Ibn !Abd Rabbihi "al-*Iqd al-ffarxdM (Cairo 1316) III 255*
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'Uthmanite "battle, Mig'ab b. al~Zubair!s revolution was a 
Shx'ite movement, while the Kharijites engineered many 
revolutions in the first and second centuries*

In all these events the Bagra, actively and 
enthusiastically participated* Bagra, it seems, was never a 
united community on the political level at least. In all the 
previous mentioned revolutions, this city was divided against 
itself* This is due in part to the peculiar social structure 
of the city, and in part to the tribal nature of the Arabic 
society itself#

Yet this political upheaval had calmed down, 
relatively speaking, by the time of the advent of the 
*Abbasid dynasty, and with the establishment of Baghdad, the 
centre of gravity started to shift to this new capital of 
the Islamic empire* Bagra then began to recover and to lead 
a somewhat quieter life, in which a great cultural movement 
blossomed. Bagra witnessed the birth of "Arabic sciences", 
and the Mu*tazilite movement*

Indubitably, the Islamic faith as crystallised in 
the Quran was the stimulus behind this cultural renaissance. 
Some analysis of this factor helps in the comprehension of 
the essence of this cultural current and its different 
aspects.

Gabrieli rightly observes, "religious faith, unquest
ionably, furnished to this civilization [i.e. Islamic] not 
only its common denominator, but also its axis and fundamental
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aspects. All other aspects of life, material and spiritual, 
political and literary, economic and social "bear this 
religious element's mark, take colour from its reflection 
and develop under its influence,"’1'

In the first century, Islamic faith had rested *

solely upon revelation* In the second century, it rested S 
equally upon examination and intensive study re-enforcing 
the faith and re-asserting the revelation* Even the orthodox 
scholars, such as al-Asma'I and Abu 'Amr h* al-fAla', felt 
that faith must he grounded firmly upon "scientific” 
foundations •

Bagra occupies a peculiar position among other 
Islamic centres, since the experience it had witnessed and 
lived through was, hy any standard, a new and profound one, 

Three factors contributed to create that experience 
and to lend it its peculiarity and character, namely the 
amalgam of tribal ethic, Islam and "rationalism”.

The tribal nature of Bagra;
In Bagra we can perceive the difference produced by 

the association of men in an ordered communal life contrasted 
with the anarchy of tribal conditions, and the consequent 
differences of attitude towards the new religion.

Turning to the latter side we see that the tribal

1* "Literary Tendencies” In "Unity and Variety in Muslim Civilization" ed, by G,E, von Grunebaun, (Chicago 1$55)
wr.—  ----------
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nature of the social reality adhered to the ideals and moral 
concepts of pre-Islamic Arabia. Those ideals were well 
expressed in the classical poetry which Bagra did its utmost 
to revive and save from oblivion. The revival of pre-Islamic 
ideals such as !agabiyya, generosity, vendetta, boasting etc. 
was fully reflected in the htiaqa1 ig. of Jarir and al-Farazdaq,^

This trend in Bagra can be understood in the light 
of the following explanation.

Most of the tribes which settled in Bagra were 
Bedouins, and their way of life and traditions were so deeply 
rooted in them that Islam, in such a short time, could not 
supplant their age-old ideals and values. It is perhaps easy 
to a man, and to a community, to change material surroundings 
but it is not easy to change a way of life, morality or 
outlook. Although Islam is a simple faith, the Bedouins were 
in such a primitive mental state that they were unable to 
comprehend the teachings of the new religion. Islam demands 
from its adherents a kind of spiritual and mental discipline, 
something to which those Bedouins were not accustomed. 
Furthermore, the successive governors of Basra, Dr. Ghannawi

1. Dr. M, al-Ghannawi in his study "Naqa1 id Jarir Wal- Farazdaq" (Baghdad 195^) devoted two long chapters to demonstrate and illustrate with plenty of poetical quotations how the pre-Islamic ideals were prevailing in Bagra as the poetry of al~Farazdaq and Jarir reflect.Of. chaps. 5 and 6. 210-290.
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T - T 1observes, with, the exception of Ziyad b. Abrhi, helped,
covertly and overtly, to encourage and revive the pre-Islamic

2ideals and habits by siding with their tribe in case of need* 

Islam:
The new religion, on the other hand, tried to estab

lish new ideals and values by a more humanistic and universal 
way of life and thought*

Islam at once awakened and satisfied a craving for 
a higher, purer, less torn and fragmentary being. It dis
closed to them a gracious, benevolent and all-powerful God, 
who on the one hand would one day redress all wrongs and 
recompense all pains, and on the other punish justly and 
deservedly the sinners and wrongdoers. Its great glory was 
to have raised the moral dignity and self-respect of the many 
to a level which had, hitherto, been reached only by a few. 
Eor, in pre-Islamic Arabia the nArabs had generally recognised 
a code of morals *.. which ... did not always reach a very 
high ethical standard11 and "the maintenance of morality 
was due much more to respect for traditional usage and public 
opinion than to fear of Divine Wrath.

1. In his famous speech Ziyad b» Ablhi warned the Ba^rites from indulging in the pre-Islamic habits. He said "Keep 
clear of pre-Islamic ways, for I cut out the tongue of any man who professed them. You have committed unparallel crimes, and to every crime we will fit the punishment."Cf. al-Ja^iz, "al-Bayan Wal-Iabiyyin" Mu£l al-Dln
al-Kha^Ib's edition (Cairo 1915) II 30.

2. "Haqa'id. Jarir Wal-Earaadaq" 198.
3* Noldek&> (Arabs) in E.R.E. (Edinburgh 1908) I 673 •



Rationalism:
Besides the two previously mentioned trends, there

was a third one which was neither purely Islamic nor pre-
Islamic, hut a "rational" one. This current created an
atmosphere which encouraged criticism and judgement by
reason on all questions, idealogical, theological and social.

The so-called "rationalist" trend in Islam began
1with the debate on the notion of predestination. These 

speculations were motivated by the Quran itself, and the 
verses in which God declared his absoluteness, such as "Say; 
nothing will afflict us save what Allah has ordained for us" 
(IX.5b) or "Surely we have created every thing according to 
a measure." (LIV.A9)#

Before the end of the first century, Mu1 bad b. JuhanI 
(d* 80/699) was the first who instituted discussions on 
"gadar" at Bagra,^ With al-§asan al-Bagrl (d. 110/728) the 
school which is known as Mu'tazila came into existence, The 
most marked feature of it was its rational trend and liberal 
attitude towards problems of theology and thought.

In the second century, Bagra had witnessed some out
standing figures who advocated and promulgated the ideas of 
different schools of thought, Abu al-Faraj related the 
following story, "I was told by Ya'gya b. 'All, who was told 
by his father on the authority of 'Ifiya b. Shablb, who said,

1. A.J. Wensinck "The Muslim Greed" (Cambridge 1932) 53*
2, Dwight M. DonaldsonVMuslim Ethics" (London 1953) 98,
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Abu Suhail told me on the authority of Sa'Id b, Sallam who 
said, there were in Ba§ra six mutakallimun (min ag£.ab 
al-kalam), 'Amr b. *AbId, Wa§il b. !AJa!, Bashshar al~A!ma, 
§aliTj. b. *Abd al-Q^ddus, !Abd al-Karim b<> Abl al-'Awja1 and 
a man from Azd. Abu A£mad/p}. Jarir b. yazim said, they used 
to meet at the home of the Azdite, and discuss [questions] 
there. As for *Amr and Wagil, they became [later] Mu'tazi- 
lites, as for *Abd al-Karlm and §alî L they repented and 
returned to the right path. As for Bashshar, he stayed 
uncertain and perplexed [in his belief] , as for the Azdite 
he maintained al-Sumaniyya, an Indian doctrine, but in 
appearance he stayed as he was before.”

(This ”rational” trend was said to have been promoted 
by a translation movement on a massive scale mainly of Greek
philosophy, ”lhe movement ... began under the Umayyads, when

2 r?some Greek and Goptic works on chemistry were translated,”
In time, these translations had had an immense influence on 
Arabic thought* Ihe Mu1tazilites, in particular, availed 
themselves of the fruits of the translated books in strength
ening their position and buttressing their reasonings.
Noldek§ suggests that "With the aid of Greek dialectic, with 
which the Arabs became acquainted, first in limited degree,

1, Abu al-Baraj al-I§bahani, AghanI (Cairo 1929) H I  146-147 al-Bumaniyya were said to worsKIp idols and believe in the transmigeration of souls. Cf. ibid,, III 147 ? footnote.2. B. Lewis ”Ihe Arabs in History'  ̂(London 1954) 136.
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and afterwards much, more fully, through, the Syriac, [the 
Mu!tazilites] reduced their orthodox opponents to despera
tion*

Thus Bagra was, in fact, a crucible in which many 
trends, movements and currents of thought were mixed and 
fused* However, the essence of this cultural climate was that 
it was integrated with social reality, and that it represented 
a process of synthesis of the classical, the Islamic and the 
"rational” as the foundation for a new culture and creative 
activity*

Literature and poetry:
Pre-Islamic literature, mainly poetry, had an 

essential role to play in this activity, and the Bagrans 
accomplished much in this respect.

Al-Ja^ig, by origin, a Bagran, describes the literary 
climate in Bagra in the second century of Islam in an 
articulate and lively passage, referring to the pre-occupa
tions of the rawls and the public with matters of language 
and poetry. In this passage al-Jâ dLg, with an acute sense of 
observation, detects fluctuations of taste among the Bagrans 
and goes to say "I have seen them [the rawis] running madly 
after al-fAbbas b. al~A£naffs amatory poetry. But soon when 
Khalaf al-AT̂ tmar brought them Bedouin erotic poetry, they got

1. Noldeke "Sketches from Eastern History” (London 1892) 91«



tired of al-*Abbas’ amatory poetry."
"I have listened to Abu 'Ubaida, al-AgmafI, Yâ iya 

b. Nujaim, Abu Malik 'Amr b* Karkara, along with the 
Baghdadi rawls* Yet, I do not remember that anyone of them 
once transmitted a piece of love poetry, except Khalaf 
al-A^mar who used to transmit everything" *

"I know of no aim of grammarians [in transmitting 
poetry] but that poetry in which there is i1rab, no aim of 
the professional reciters but that poetry in which there is 
a peculiar word or difficult meaning which needs to be
pondered upon, no aim of the akhbariyyun but that poetry in

~ 1 which there is a shahid or mathal*"
It is difficult however to over-estimate the debt of 

the cultural movement of Bagra to the pre-Islamic poetry.
IAlthough the Bagran^ intellectuals lived their own life, and 

thought their own thoughts, yet a great respect for the way 
in which things had been done before, by those who had done 
them well, was part of their ideal of literary creation, and 
thus strove to reach the same heights as the classical 
masters *

To them as to Dryden, the masters were the great men, 
"whom we propose to ourselves as patterns of our imitation, 
serve us as a torch, which is lifted up before us, to

1. Al-Raghib al-Isjghanl Mujiadarat al-Udaba! (Beirut 1961)1. 290. Viz. The Grammarians are Interested only in poetry for its grammatical context etc,.
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enlighten our passage, and often elevate our thoughts as
phigh as the conception we have of our author1s genius."

To stress the nostalgia for the past, however, is to 
give a false colour to the intellectual climate of Ba^ra.
The second century, in particular, was an age of imitation 
and innovation, of simultaneous reverence for and derision 
of the classical* That perhaps is what lends this period its 
fascinating atmosphere and special importance*

Arah society had come to a watershed* And dynamic 
conceptions of religion, politics and modes of experience 
were at work, and subjected to scholarly examination and 
scrutiny.

The New Trend in poetry:
Such being the case, it was most likely that new 

ideas and currents would be evoked. In the field of poetry, 
the best known representatives of the new trend were Abu 
Nuwas and Bashshar, both Bagrans although they went to 
Baghdad in search of wealth and fame. Both poets aroused a 
storm of controversy with the new poetry which soon acquired 
a wide public. Najm al-Na^a^. was reported to have said, "I 
recalled my last time in Bagra, there was neither lover nor 
mistress who did not recite the poetry of Bashshar; nor 
professional mourner, nor singing girl who did not earn a

1. J. Dryden "The Grounds of Criticism in Tragedy" in"Dramatic Essays" (Everyman's Library, London n.d.) 129*
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living by it; nor was there any noble man who did not fear 
it."1

And, again it was said of Bashshar that "there is 
nothing which tempts more the people of this town [i#e,
Ba^ra] to lead an immoral life, than the poetry of this blind

pman"•
However, the cultural atmosphere which we are trying 

to illustrate was equally associated with some outstanding 
figures such as, Abu al-Aswad,* al-Du’alx, al-Khalll b, A&nid 
al-Farahldl, Abu 1Amr b, al-*Alar, Yunus b, ^ablb, Abu Zaid 
al-Angarl, Abu *Ubaida, al-Mufa<J.clil al-pabbx, al~A§mafi, and i 
others•

Periods and figures;
The works of those scholars have been a solid 

foundation on which later works were based, Islamic culture, 
undeniably, cannot be fully grasped without a knowledge of 
the earliest literary activity and of those who contributed 
to establish the cultural edifice in the first two centuries 
of Islam.

With the renaissance of the Arab world, the re-inter
pretation, re-orientation, and re-examination of the writings 
of the past was a first and imperative step, Academic studies 
and research play, necessarily, a leading part in this task.

1* AghanI (h) III 14-92. Ibid,
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However, it is by no means easy to determine what kind of 
studies is more needed or profitable, whether studies of 
individual authors or studies of periods and movements. 
Opinions concerning this issue are divided. Some advocate 
the concentration upon particular authors and works. These 
insist on regarding a particular work as an individual, self- 
existent work of art, to be described, analyzed and evaluated 
without regard to the cultural scene, or the social milieu 
of its author. In other words, extrinsic considerations are 
considered valueless.

On the other hand others hold that the study of 
periods and movements is of greater value and validity. One 
cannot deny the value of general notions about the climate 
of opinion in a given period, nor the importance of estab
lishing the relation of individual authors to their age.
Thus full attention should be paid to the cultural milieu 
in which a given work was written. It is also argued that 
before a survey of the cultural climate of a given period is 
made, the study of individual authors can only be of partial 
significance. Because, Mstudying individual authors necessi
tates from the researcher that he establish his (the author*s) 
place in the cultural history of the individual author !s 
tradition and epoch, and that he point out by whom this 
particular author or work was influenced and upon whom this 
particular author exercised his influence*"^

1, A.S, Al-Jawarl ,1al-Shilr fx Baghdad" (Beirut 1956) 2,



In both these theories there is a certain amount of 
truth. The insistence on the individuality of a work should 
clearly be taken into consideration and any particular work, 
can indeed be judged and "evaluated in terms appropriate to 
a work of literary art,"

On the other hand, any literary work, and author, 
stems from a given moment, and unquestionably bears the 
characteristics of the time in which that work was written, 
and in which the author developed and matured. Thus, it 
seems that the interaction between a given work, or author, 
and a given period is self-evident.

It is clear, moreover, that except where we have to 
deal with an individual work of exceptional aesthetic 
importance that the method of setting a writer against his 
background has important advantages.

It is from this stand-point that we have essayed to 
carry out the present work.

Regrettably, studies on individual authors of the 
second century in Basra, to the best of our knowledge, have 
never been thoroughly and satisfactorily carried out. Theses 
and studies have been centered upon poets rather than on 
reciters, philologists, critics or grammarians.

The reasons for this, perhaps are: firstly that the 
nature and approach of studies concerned with language and

1, David Daiches "Critical Approaches to Literature" 
(London 1963) 325T “ ~
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grammar differ from that of poetry and poets, in the sense 
that the former are more technical and difficult. Secondly, 
the study of the poetry of a poet does not require from a 
researcher more than a knowledge of his poetry and an ability 
to discuss it from an aesthetic point of view and a few 
anecdotes concerned with his life, which may or may not help 
to understand the poetry under consideration. A study of a 
grammarian or a philologist on the other hand requires a 
full acquaintance with his works, and of comparable works, 
and some estimation of works either lost or still not in 
print. Such a study requires, moreover that an appreciation 
be made of the writer within the general framework of 
grammar or philology as a whole.

Reviews of Academic Works:
However, few academic theses have been done about 

some early philologists and grammarians, which we are going 
to consider in brief.

Amongst the notable names to which we have already 
alluded, there are only three names who have been a subject 
for studies, namely al-Khalll b. Aljmad, Sibawaihi and 
al-Asma1I.
Al-Khalil b. Ahmad al-ffarahldi:

Al-Khalll b. Â imad al-Farahidi has been the subject 
of three studies, each one distinguished from the other in 
the aspect, or aspects, which the writer has concentrated 
on, and the approach he follows.
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In his study "al-Khalll Ibn Ahmad and the Evolution of 

Arabic Lexicography11 Dr. Darwlsh divides his thesis into 
four parts# The first deals with the first stage in the
development of Arabic lexicography, in which dictionaries

2were arranged in 1anagrammatical1 order. This order was 
founded by al-Khalll. In the second part the writer follows 
the lexicographers who adopted al-Khalll!s model, in both 
the East and the West (Spain). In the third part the author 
follows the development of dictionary until recent times. 
Part four is devoted to a discussion of Kitab al-!Ain, and 
particularly, to the controversy over the authorship of this 
dictionary. In a second volume of his thesis Dr. Darwish 
edits sections chosen from al-*Ain to serve as specimens of 
the text.

This study has the aim of making a contribution to 
our knowledge of the development of Arabic lexicography, and 
the author has succeeded in detecting the stages of that 
evolution, and in revealing the influence of al-Khalll in 
the dictionaries composed after him.

This thesis, in fact, deals with more than al-Khalll 
and the Kitab al-!Aln is taken as a starting point for the 
author to follow the development of Arabic lexicography.

1. A thesis submitted for the Ph.D. degree, University of 
London 1955*2. The anagrammatical method itself consists of changing 
letter-order to form new words.
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Not less important in this study is the question of 
the authorship of al-!Ain whioh was, for a long time, 
debated at length# Dr. Darwlsh discusses this question in 
detail. Reviewing the problem, he finally gives an opinion 
based on internal evidence, which attests al-Khalll!s 
authorship of the book.

The study concentrates on one aspect, al-Khalll was 
a versatile scholar. He was beside being a lexicographer, a 
grammarian. The later aspect has been the subject of study 
made by the German scholar Wolfgang Reuschel "al-Halll IbnV*

T 1Ahmad, der Lehrer Slbawawaihs, als Grammatiker,"
In his study Reuschel attempts to sketch the theory 

of grammar of al-Khalxl through a detailed study of the 
quotations made by Slbawaih in his "al-Kitab".

Reviewing the book Beeston notices "Unfortunately 
for a project of this sort it is plain that Slbawaihifs 
general practice was only to quote his teacher in the dis
cussion of problems arising out of minor irregularities, and 
not in the broad statement of principle. We cannot therefore 
gain a really comprehensive picture of Khalil’s teaching; 
but Reuschel is able to show at any rate that certain 
principles were known to Khalila Most of these principles 
turn out, indeed, to be commonplaces of Arabic grammatical 
theory; nevertheless, it is of interest to have it established

1• Berlin 1959
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that they were already recognized so early in the history 
of Arabic grammatical studies

(The major hulk of this work is occupied by the 
detailed discussions of selected passages* Some of these are 
well presented, hut in others Reuschel regrettably displays 
a muddled thinking and an inability to pick out the essential 
points of Khl!s arguments* What is particularly disturbing

A n(in a work devoted to the evaluation of one of the greatest
Arabic grammatical thinkers) is to find that Reuschel has
in some places quite misunderstood the Arabic text of the 

- 1Kitab *11 Beeston afterwards gives examples demonstrating his 
criticism of the book.

The third study on al-Khalll is more comprehensive. 
Dr. M. al-Hakhzuml1 s 11 al-Khalll Ibn Ahmad al-ffarahldl; 
A fmaluhu wa Nanhajuhu" is a study of al-Khalll as a philo
logist, grammarian and phonetician.

Dr* al-Makhzumx begins his study with a sketch of 
the literary life of Bagra, followed by a biographical note. 
The author then proceeds to examine al-Khalll*s opinions in 
regard to language, grammar, and phonetics.

The study is a serious attempt to put al-Khalll in 
his true perspective and to show his contribution to 
scholarship.

1. UA1-Balxl Ibn Aljmad, der Lehrer Sxbawaihs, als GrammaLiker" in BSOAS (1962) vol.XXV, part 2. 343.2. Baghdad i960.



In spite of the many valuable aspects which the 
author examines, there are still many things which have been 
left untouched, such as the work of al-Khalll as a lexico
grapher and prosodist.

In fact, the author concedes that one book is not 
enough to investigate all aspects of al-Khalil, and that
his study should not be considered as complete, but as an

-  1 outline of the main features of al-Khalil*s activities*
Thus, the title seems somewhat misleading, since the

author, as we have just seen does not study all aspects of
al-Khalil. The sub-title of this thesis ("His works and
method") is not therefore altogether accurate.

On the whole, this study differs from the first two
books on al-Khalil. It is more comprehensive, and more
indicative of al-Khalil*s method and writings.

Sibawaihi:
On Sibawaihi two studies have been made. The first 

by a German scholar A. Schaade, is entitled "Sibawaihi1s
2 T VLautlehre". The second is by an Arabic author 'All Najdi

Ha^if and is called "Sibawaihi Imam al-Huhat".^
Cs

A. Shaade !s study is concerned only with SibawaihiA
as a phonetician. The author tries to give as clear as

1. al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad al-Farahidi, 3.
2. Leiden 1911.3. Cairo 1953*
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possible a picture of Sibawaihi1s opinions on Arabic phonetics*
H.Pleisch says "A* Schaade a fait une etude approfondie de
la phonetique de Slbawayhi, Avec les ressources que four-
nissant le Kitab, specialement dans ce fameux chapitre 11*
565 dont il donne la traduction allemande.”

In his introduction the author apologizes for the
fact that of not knowing Sanskrit, he was unable to say
whether the Arabs had any idea of Indian phonetics, or

2whether phonetics was an original Arabic study* Then he
5states that phonetics after Sibawaihi declined*

Schaade referred to the distinction by Sibawaihi 
between consonants as ma jhura and mahmusa, and made a 
comparison with later grammarians1 distinction between huruf

 ̂ - — hrakhwa, shadida, ma.jhura and mahmusa*
(The book, if we are not mistaken, is an attempt to 

clear up Sibawaihi fs phonetical theory by elucidation of his 
own terminology.

Naturally, this study does not say the final word on 
such an intricate subject, but it does shed some light on it.

A.N. Nasif*s study is concerned with the life and 
the epoch of Sibawaihi<, He devotes only one third of his 
book to a study of Sibawaihifs grammatical theory#

1. "La Conception Phonetique des Arabes d’apr&s le Sirr
ri * » L. _ “i- i ja I n * _______Til • — r-7-rvTi/r/"i / i n r nN n C§ina'at al-I'rab d'lbn Ginnx" in ZDMG (1958) 75*

2. Sibawaihi's Lautlehre Vonwont 2.3. TGT3r.----------------
4. TBTcC.l.



The approach of the author was not critical and 
evaluative. Apart from the first chapters of the hook in 
which Na§if tries to relate Sibawaihi to his time, the book 
fails to convey the essence of this remarkable grammarian.

The author deals with external aspects of the book 
"al-Kitab"; the subject-matter, the composition of the book 
and when it was composed. Valuable though it is to investi
gate those questions, it does not help the reader to get a 
clear idea of Sibawaihi himself*

The book has an index which shows the Quranic and 
poetical quotations in tfal-Kitab11«
Al-Asmay i:

al-Asmafi has been the subject of a study written
by Dr* A.J. al-Jumard, entitled tTal-Asma!I, gayatuhu wa- 

- 2Atharuhu” ♦ This hardly qualifies as an academic study. The 
prejudice of the author manifests itself on every line and 
page.

1. Saaran also examines Sibawaihi *s phonetics in the third part of Chapter 3 of his thesis "A_Critical Study of the Phonetic Observations of the Arab (jrammamTans71"* (ThesisSoAS, London University 1951) * In this chapte r, theauthor examines Sibawaihi!s description of sounds according to the place of articulation and gives a description of the consonants and vowels. Saaran points out that Sibawaihi !s category of the fcuruf majhura and mahmusa corresponds to that of voicea and voice’iess sounds (This however is only approximately true). It is worthy of note to say that before Saaran, Ĵ haade in his book which has already been reviewed^ observes that Sibawaihi1s classification of the -̂uruf into majhura and mahmura corresponds to what he calls in Gel?man"Tfstimmhafb'eu"' 
(voiced) and "stimmlos11 (voiceless) (Cf* SrbawaiE1 s Lautlehre. 1),

2. Beirut 1955*
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This book, in fact, is a biography of al-Asma1! 

more than a study of his works. When the author comes to 
discuss al-AgmafI fs opinions on grammar, language, poetry, 
and criticism, in the last chapter, he is led by his admira
tion into sweeping generalisations and unwarranted judgements. 
The author, for instance, says that al-Asma’I was unique 
amongst his contemporaries in transmitting, understanding, 
criticasing and analysing poetry, and that he collected, 
memorized and transmitted more than any other rawl.

The book is a collection of stories and anecdotes 
related by, or about, al-Asma’*'!, and seldom does the author 
question the authenticity of the anecdotes with which he 
crams his book, in spite of the fact that he admits that a 
lot of stories were fabricated about al-AgmafI, or attributed 
to him.^

The author also makes no attempt to examine the 
stories and to sort out what might be indicative of al- 
Agma^'s attitude and outlook.

This, then, is of no great help to the reader in 
understanding and appreciating al-Asma’I's contribution to 
the Arabic culture.

Apart from these books which, there are no long 
studies of the scholars of the first and second centuries

1. Al-Agma11, Hayatuhu wa It ha ruhu, 148, 157? 304.
2. Ibid.
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of Islam though some articles have been published.

The importance of Abu tUbaida;
There is therefore good reason for a study of Abu 

’Ubaida on a general ground* There are other reasons too.
Abu !Ubaida in his lifetime and in modern times has 

been misunderstood, his works misinterpreted, and his posi
tion as a scholar of high ranking generally misassessed.

Although it was not the fault of Abu ’Ubaida that 
he was born and lived at a time when the struggle between 
Arabs and non-Arabs in the Islamic empire was reaching its 
peak; a time In which anyone was liable to be labelled as a 
Shu'ubite, particularly, if he was of non-Arab origin like
Abu tUbaida, nevertheless this accusation, which is discussed

1in detail below, has precluded many from assessing Abu 
rUbaida fairly.

To modern scholars, although he was,unquestionably, 
anti-Arab, his contribution to Islamic culture can be justly 
evaluated by those who look at him detachedly and objectively.

The fact that Abu ’Ubaida did not attach himself to 
any official party, that he was not patronized by caliphs or

pgovernors; and that the intellectual climate of Bagra was

1. Of. Chapter II.2. It must be noted, however, that Abu ’Ubaida tried to associate himself with the court of Harun al-Hashld as we shall see in Chapter I. This event had no effects on his writings, because his attempt, for many reasons we will later mention, failed and consequently, Abu ’Ubaida returned to Bagra and continued his previous life*
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favourable to free thinking and reason, freed him from being 
less than frank about current issues, literary and social. 

Thus* he can be regarded, perhaps, as a typical 
product of the second century in Ba§ra.

Abu 1 IJbaida was an important figure in the history 
of Islamic culture* This importance stems from the fact that 
he was one of the early collectors, and transmitters of 
Arabic poetry, and that from him stems the first application 
of the tabaqat conception in Arabic criticism, and not from 
Ibn Sallam as it is generally known.

Abu 1Ubaida was also the first to write on majaz and 
to study the modes of expression employed in the Quran, and 
thus he initiated the study of grammar, not as a collection 
of rules, but as a manifestation of style.

He was also the first and most important source for 
the transmission of Ayyam literature. Lastly, his philologi
cal works were utilised to a large extent in the composition 
of the Arabic dictionaries after him.

The sources of the present study:
In spite of the loss of most of Abu !Ubaida!s books,

a few of them survived, and we have based our study mainly
on them. Among these books, Majaz al~Qur* an, al-Naqa1 id,%
al-IChail, and al-*Aqaqa wal-Barara, are in print, and a small 
Ms. "lasmiyat Azwatj al-NabiTI has been edited and appended to 
this thesis.
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A word on how use has "been made of those "books will
perhaps not he out of place.

Firstly, with the exception of al~Hatjaz, these hooks
have not heen studied in isolation for one reason* Every
hook, although apparently concerned with one subject, yet 
contains material which is not on the main subject of the 
hook* To give an example of this, we may instance Kitab 
al-Naqa1id*

This hook is, as its title implies, devoted to the 
satirical poems composed by Jarir and al~Farazdaq against 
each other. But it also contains, valuable data and informa
tion on history, language, dialects and criticism* Thus 
al-Uaqa1 id has heen examined as a collection of poetry in 
the chapter devoted to Abu 'Ubaida1 s poetical transmissions, 
and has heen also utilised in the chapter on al-Ayyam, and 
referred to, and quoted from in other places whenever it 
was relevant to do so*

The same approach has heen made with Abu * Ubaida fs 
other works. Secondly, sources which drew their data from 
Abu 'Ubaida's lost works have been utilized. Arabic books 
on language and grammar are frequently collections of sayings 
and statements of earlier grammarians, philologists and 
rawls, rather than original compositions. Thus, they are 
useful in so far as they provide us with data of not only 
one grammarian or rawl, but of many scholars, and reflect 
different opinions with regard to one problem. Sources of
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this kind are a I-Kamil of Ibn al-Athlr, al-Aghanl of Abu 
al-^araj al-Ig^ahanl and al-^Iqd al-Farid of Ibn *Abd Rabbihi, 
in which are to be found the bulk of Abu !ITbaida,s works on 
al-Ayyam« Also utilised to a less extent are al-Jamhara of 
Ibn Duriad, al-Mukhaggag of Ibn Slda and Lisan al-!Arab of 7^

viding the material necessary for a study of Abu ’Ubaida!s 
views on language on the one hand* and to study his method 
and subject matter, particularly his lexical works\ on the 
other hand* despite the fact that Kitab al-Khail serves as 
an example of Abu rUbaida*s works In this respect.

impaired by the fact that some of them are badly published 
and devoid of indexes0

1Ubaida!s opinion on language and his lexical works without 
the help of statements quoted In such sources as it can be 
seen in Part Three*

two points on which it may be appropriate to make a remark 
or two*

hitherto, been written, the best method would seem to be to 
present him as a whole and to give as complete as possible 
a picture. Then, and only then, can a study be made which is

These works have been of great importance in pro-

The usefulness of these books, sometimes, is badly

Nevertheless, it is not possible to write about Abu

Before concluding this small introduction, there are

In the case of any figure about whom no study has,



more profound in approach, and treatment, and narrower in 
scope.

It Is certain that Abu 'Ubaida could be a subject 
for more than one study, and if this thesis can claim any
thing, it is that It has shed some light on points which 
need more investigation and questions which require answers. 
And it might also be a virtue to adinit that this work has 
perhaps raised more questions than it has answered.

The main characteristic of this study is that it is 
descriptive, in that it aims at showing the reader the scope 
of Abu 'Ubaida's preoccupations, particularly in poetry and 
language, and at setting forth the kind of subject-matter 
which he treated, and the way in which he did this.

The main goal therefore is to describe his works in 
general and also to put his contributions into true perspec
tive. By so doing it is possible to see the marked features 
of his writing and to point out the originality in it.
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Hame and nickname:
The full name of the subject of this study is Abu 

1 IJbaida Ma'mar Ibn al~Mujf$anna al-Taiml. He also has the 
nickname of subbukht which probably indicates a Jewish 
origin.***

!• Aghanx (Bulaq 1868} XVII. 19. there is a misconstruction in the surname. Abu al-Earaj gives it as CS— (Ibid), while Ibn al-Nadxm gives it as ’ (al~ffihrist?
Leipzig^l871. 53)i al-Ja^i^ gives it as cz*?—(alfBayan wal-labx^yln 11.3 quoted in Buck !Arabiyya) 
(Berlin i§50) 47.
Subbukht however seems to be the correct form as^Tha'lab, Ibn Mansur, al-Zabldl and al-QifjI note it. (Majails Tha'lab, Cairo 194-9. 11.424. Lisan al-'Arab. Beirut 
1955o Tl.39. laj aI-*Arus. Cairo" 1306 A'.H. 1.550.
Aribah aI~Ruwat !ala Aribah al-Nuhat Cairo 1955*111*285)* ^

The word in question occurs in verses said to be 
composed by Ibn Munadhir. m ,1 CJ, V Or- (Jt3!' j {

1 G-&1 ~y cJv5?
LmĴ  I Lr*j    j 2̂ ---  O-* jJiPj

These verses^were transmitted by Tha'lab (Majalis 11*424) . Ibn Mansur and al-Zabidl both relate only tbe last verse (Lisan 11*39? Tatj al-'Arus 1.550 respectively)
The origin and the meaning of the word is rather 

ambiguous, although in Tafj a.±~ 'ArVus(1.550) al-Zabldx gives what maybe considered with caution as the origin and the meaning of the word. Thus
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In the margin the gloss runs. ■•V1 Jc>— — • "
_J_x f £_pL~P _x̂ — — ■* Cr-P ^ " «\hfI— ' j?  ̂ js \ j Q-̂ ——-ŷ  \j(J |
/ U3' ̂ 1 j (JJ < j ^ cJ cJX-5̂  ^ I c_tjc." ^  \zS y _

Obviously, neither al-Zabldl nor the writer of the gloss has said the final word^ and "both seem uncertain of what they* record. Al-Zabldr's statement that the word in question was either Arabised or Arabic does not help much, nor indeed does the writer of the gloss, when he suggests that the word was either derived from the 
Persian supukhtan which means "to stab", or alternatively was the Arabised form of zumukht, the meaning of which is not given, but which, according to Steingass, was "styptic, astrigent, a very hard knot, a miser, harsh, severe, improper and untoward." (Persian - English Dictionary. London n 0d. 621).

_J. Pulck in his book Arabiya commenting on the gloss of Ta,j al~!Arus, suggests '"gestossen" as an equivalent of the passive participle (pa * 'ana whf oh is skated to be 
the meaning of sipoht. Curiously enough, the^German word already been referred! to was translated manbudh in the Arabic edition of Pucl^s book (al~1 Arabiyya, LTairo 1951?84). The Prench translator, moreover, suggests two words instead of one as the equivalent of the German word purporting to give the meaning of sipoht namely heurte, choque (Arabiya Paris, 1955* 72)*

_Puclc, at_any rate, doubts the veracity of the gloss in Tatj al~!Arus saying "Aber die durch das Metrum ge s £ chert e Gemination des Zweiten Konsonanten spricht 
dagegen." (Arabiya 47).

It seems unlikely that the word in question could have a Hebrew origin. The nearest Hebrew form to Subbukht 
-̂s sibbelch? a Pi1 el form meaning, to entangle, complicate which! lias the passive subbakh. Any Hebrew etymology 
however is open to the objection that the suffix x in the word under consideration cannot satisfactorily be explained.

The Persian origin of the word was again examined in the course of discussion with DrG O.N. Mackenzie. The latter first suggested that the word consists of two syllables, si "three", and bukht "-Saved"* The word, 
therefore, according to Dr. Mackenzie would mean "saved by the three principles of good thought, word and deed". This name is in fact listed in Justi ( Iranisches 
Kamenbuch. Marburg 1895? 293).

However, the one thing which is clear is that the laqab subbukht was not a respectable one, and as Abu
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Date and Place of Birth:

The date of Abu ' Ubaida!s birth, is subject to dispute* 
It has been variously said that lie was born in 110, 111, 114, 
118 and 119 A.H,'** In bis article on "Abu 'Ubaida", Jaba al
ga jiri, having mentioned the disagreement concerning the 
date of birth, concludes that it must have been many years 
before 110, basing bis conclusion on the following statement 
related by al-Tawwazx on the authority of Abu 'Ubaida, 
"Throughout the year we [via* Abu * Ubaida] saw every 
rider from the direction of the Banu Umayya who dismounted 
at Qatada's door to ask him about an anecdote, genealogy or

'Ty _poem.Qatada, according to al~A§mafI, died in Basra in 
117/735? during the reign of Hisham b, 'Abd al-Malik,^ 
Al-gajirl concludes, "if the statement of Abu !Ubaida

al-Paraj states, Abu 1 Ubaida used to get angry whenever 
he was addressed it (Aghani XVII.19)* If is? therefore, very likely that the meanxng of the word is pejorative.Dr. Mackenzie, then suggested that the word could be derived from the Persian sipukht which means "outcast". 
This suggestion, although not altogether convincing, is at least immune from the second objection*

The name could however be pejorative in that it refers to a Muslim by a Uon-Muslim name,
1. Yaqut, Irshad (Gairo 1925) VII 168. Ibn al-Anbarl, "Nuzhat

al-Alibba1 fI ffabaqat al-Udaba1" (Baghdad 1959) 68* Ibn
Khallikan "Wafayat al-Afyan" Translated by De Slane 
(Paris 1842) ill '3 $6*"'"al^Pihrist" 53.

2. "Abu 1Ubaida" (al-Katib al-Migrl) (March 1946) 279.
3. Irshad VI 202. The same story was related by al-*AskarI In his book "Sharh ma yaqa1 fIhi al-Tashxfwal-Tahrlf 

(Cairo 1963) 5.4. Ibid.
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related by al-fawwazl is true, then we have to make the

would seem to "be hased on the assumption that Abu 1 Ubaida, 
if born in 110, would have been seven or less when Qatada 
died and oould not have remembered events that took place 
at such an early age* But this reasoning is hardly convincing. 
It has to be remembered that there is complete accord between 
Ibn Khallikan, Yaqut and Ibn al-Anbarx on the year 110 as
the date of Abu ’Ubaida's birth*^ As for the other dates,
it was, in fact* only Ibn Khallikan who mentions them, and 
he himself dismisses them. He says nHe [i.e. Abu ’Ubaida] 
was born in the month of Rajab 110 A.H."^ He adds "Other
accounts place his birth in the year 110, 114, 118 and 119?
but the date here given is the true one. The proof is that

^  — Labn Sulaiman Ibn Abd al-M&ttalib, having

al-Mukhzumi has already shaped out my answer: being asked 
the date of his birth he replied, the night on which [the 
Khallf] Omar Ibn al-Khattab died; what excellence was then 
removed from the world and what worthlessness brought into 
it; now I was born the night of al-Hasan al-Ba§rifs death, 
and [the rest of] my answer shall be the same as Omar Ibn 
Abx Rabla ' s •

al-Eatib al~Misrl 279.
2. Wafayat III 396. Irshad VII 168. Nuzhat al-Alibba1 68.
3* Wafayat III 396.

_birth of Abu ’Ubaida many years before 110." His argument,

was born, he replied "̂ foar Ibn Abl Rabia

4, Ibid
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If the' date of his birth has been questioned, the 
place is utterly unknown* There is, however, an anecdote 
related by 'Alan al-Shu'ubl which suggests that Abu 'Ubaida 
was of Persian origin* ,!I have read in a manuscript by 'Alan 
al-Shu'ubl that Abu 'Ubaida was from the people of Pars and 
[thus] of Persian origin*11

And a statement attributed to Abu 1 Ubaida himself 
reports that his^father was a jew from Bajarwan.

Jaha al-igajirl thinks that the first citation (namely 
that of 'Alan) relates to his upbringing, and the second to 
his racial origin. He concludes that Abu 'Ubaida came of a 
Jewish family and that his grandfather was taken prisoner 
in one of the Muslim expeditions and then, in Pars, became 
a maul a of one of the men of the Taim Quraish tribe and that 
here Abu 'Ubaida was born and spent his early life*^ All 
these conclusions however, depend on conjecture and are not 
supported by evidence, not even by statements of Abu 'Ubaida 
or 'Alan. The statement of neither in fact gives any indica
tion of the place of Abu 'Ubaida's birth.

Abu 'Ubaida was a maula of the Banu 'Abdullah b*
T AMa'mar al-laimr, and it is possible that he took the name

1* Pihrist 53*
2. rbfd. " ‘
3‘ "al-Katib al-Migrl" 2?8, 599.
4. Irshad VII 164. Wafayat III 388. Nuzhat al-Alibba1 68. PihrTs't 53.
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Ma'mar from the name of his master.

His Parentage;
Abu 1 Ubaida's father, according to Brockelmann, was
1 Ta slave. It was related however, that al-A$ma'i, hearing 

that Abu 'ITbaida had shamed him by referring to his miserli-
pness, said "That son of a weaver*". On another occasion he
*described him as the son of a dyer. In other words he

considered his father to have been engaged in work which was
not much respected at that time, and al-A§ma'I clearly
intended to insult Abu 'Ubaida by calling him ibn al-nassa.j
and again ibn al-gabbagh*

Abu 'Ubaida1 s father was almost certainly a Muslim
and not a Jew. Abu 'Ubaida himself stated that his father

Ahad told him that his father was a Jew, and supporting this 
is the statement of Abu al-Varaj to the effect that subbukht, 
Abu 'Ubaida's nickname, was one which belonged to the Jews 
and that he was given this nickname because his grandfather 
was a Jew.

1. "Geschichte der Arabischen Litteratur" Arabic Translation
"Tarlkh al~Adab al-1ArabI" by A.H. al-Najjar (Cairo 1961) it* 142. Unfortunately the author has not mentioned his source.

2. Al-Lughawl "Maratib al-Nahwiyyxn" (Cairo 1955) 50*
3* Ibn Duraid "Jamharat al-hugha" (^aidarabad 134-5 A.H.) 11*87* 

VII 165* Nuzhat al-Alibba1 69*
5* AghanI XVII 19*
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His Education:
Information about his early upbringing and education

is lacking, and all our sources pass over this point in
silence# Abu 'Ubaida appears in Arabic sources as a fully-
grown rawl and philologist of reputation, and his biographers
fail to give any account, however short, of his early life
and upbringing# Nevertheless, it is possible to sketch in
outline the early education which shaped his personality.

He studied the1'Arabic Sciences", (language, poetry,
tradition, Quran, akhbar) under the supervision of the most
learned men of his time. Bagra was then rich in outstanding
figures, and was at the apogee of its cultural life. In
Ba^ra was Abu b. al-'Ala’, a great scholar whom Abu 1 Ubaida
highly appreciated. "Abu *Amr b# al-IAla,n says Abu 'Ubaida
"is the most learned man in variant readings of the Quran,
in the Arabic language and in the ancient battles of the 

1 -Arabs." Abu *Amr seems to have had a remarkable influence
on Abu lUbaida, along with Yunus b. gablb, who was a leader
of the grammarians (Imam al-Nufrat) and an authority to whom
all grammarians and men of letters referred their problems,
and whose circle was the place where all Bedouins 'speaking
pure Arabic* and people of science and literature gathered 

2 ~together. Abu 'Ubaida, as he himself reported, stayed with

I* Irshad IY 217*
2. Ibid., YII 310.
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Yunus forty years, filling out his notes from the storehouse
- 1 of Yunus1 memory.

Atm 'Ubaida gives an account of how teaching was
carried out in Yunus1 circle when he says, "Yunus, the
grammarian, being asked who was the best poet, Jarir, al-
larazdaq or al-Akh$al, said, 'The scholars agree on al-Ak^ital. '
Abu 'Ubaida said !I said to a man beside him, ask him who
these scholars are?' The man did so, and he [i.e. Yunus]
answered, 'Whoever you want, Ibn Abi Is^aq, Abu 'Amr b.
al-'Ala*, 'Isa b. 'Umar al-Thaqafi, 'Anbasa al-Fil and
Maimun al-Aqran, those who have assiduously studied language
and practised it, not like those from whom you relate,
neither Bedouins nor grammarians.' I said to the man, 'Ask
him for what reason al-Akhtal was preferred to them* * He
answered 'Because he has more long and good poems with no

2obscenity or rubbish in them*1"
It is quite natural, therefore, for Abu 'Ubaida to 

relate many anecdotes on the authority of both Abu 'Amr and 
Yunus, and it is interesting to trace their influence in 
his writings and upon his ideas.

Apart from these scholars, he accumulated information 
from a variety of people, some of them grammarians, like

1* jiuzhir (S) (Gairo n.d.) II 399* Irshad VII 310. Maratib 
al-Uahwiyyin 21.

2. Irshad VII 310, 399*



1 — — p * 3al-Akhfash and al-Kisa’i, some of them poets like Bu’ba.
Al-Suyufx has listed the Bedouin informants from

whom Abu 'Ubaida, al~A§mafI and Abu. Zaid are supposed to
have drawn, ̂  and Ahu ’Ubaida himself also mentions more than
one person from the Hawazin tribe from whom he drew informa-
tion.

Abu 'Ubaida seems to have been interested in know
ledge irrespective of its source, and to have pursued his 
education even after he had acquired a high reputation and 
become a teacher* Abu al-3?araj relates a story demonstrating 
how Abu 1 Ubaida even listened to his pupils and benefited 
from their knowledge. Al-Iawwazi said, "I asked Abu 'Ubaida 
about what the Arabs call the second day of yaum al-nabr.
He said, "I know nothing about it." Then I met Ibn Munadhir 
in Mecca and told him what he [i.e. Abu ’Ubaida] had said.
He was astonished and said, "Could that come from a man like 
Abu ’Ubaida? They are four successive days, all of which end 
with Tr 1. The first is yaum al-nabr, the second yaum al-qarr 7 
the third yaum al-nafr, the fourth yaum al-gadr". I related 
that to him [i.e. to Abu ’Ubaida), and he wrote it down on 
the authority of Ibn Munadhir."

1. Muzhir II 401.
2. Ibn Qutaiba "Adab al-Katib" (Leiden 1900) I 214.
5. Irshad IV 214.
4. Muzhir II 401.
5. Ibn !Abd Rabbih "al-!Iqd al-Farid" (Cairo 1316) I 150.
6. AghanI XVII. 27*



It seems that Abu 'Ubaida educated himself in Basra 
and Began to make a name for himself in literature and 
language. As well as reflecting tribal alignment, Ba^ra was
a crucible in which many cultures, races and nations were

1 - mixed and fused. To an open-minded man like Abu ’IJbaida, it
was an excellent centre in which to obtain all the knowledge

2he wanted. The wide range of his books goes to prove this*
It is this which would lead one to believe that Abu !Ubaida 
did not go to the desert in search of information and poetry, 
but was satisfied with the knowledge he had obtained, and 
could obtain in Bagra itself.

i

In fact, the rawls of the second century of Islam
to which Abu 1 IJbaida belonged had no real need to go to the
desert as long as the Bedouins themselves came to Ba^ra,

-  3bringing with them their language and akhbar.
The references to this question however, are ambig

uous. Al-Suyu^I relates on the authority of Abu *Ubaida that

1. C. Pellat "al-Jahiz wa Athar al-Jaww al-Basrl flhi" 5-79.2. Cf. Chapter“TTT7 ------------ ----------  -------5. The question whether the reciters and grammarians and philologists of the first and second centuries of Islam did actually utilize these Bedouin informants in a proper scientific way is of course a question of considerable importance. It would not be apposite to discuss this point here in detail^ A more or less flexible attitude was maintained by Abu fUbaida in regard to all the _ information he gets from his Bedouin informants. Abu 'Ubaida ordinarily accepts the data given by his Bedouin informants, but when he is sceptical for one reason or another, he was not slow to question the authenticity of information. (Cf. in particular Chapters IV, V, and VI),
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- - 1"Krsan used to go with us to the Bedouins". And again,
al~Suyuti, speaking about the Basran grammarians and philo
logists including Abu 'Ubaida, states that Abu Zaid has drawn

pmore information than others from the desert# In the first 
citation going to "the Bedouins" cannot be taken as synonymous 
with going to the desert* Ihe Bedouins in question may well 
be the Arab tribesmen who came to Ba§ra# The second citation 
is just as ambiguous, for we have no way of knowing whether 
al-Suyu^I included Abu 1 Ubaida amongst those other than Abu 
Zaid who went to the desert in search of material.

Having mastered the 'Arabian Sciences 1, Abu 'IJbaida 
gradually began to show a character of his own and to develop 
not only as a reciter and philologist, but also as a chronic
ler and man of letters* Tazid b. Murra said, "Abu 'Ubaida had 
fully mastered every branch of knowledge, so that anyone who 
examined him in a particular branch would imagine that he 
could only have mastered that one branch#"-^

Much evidence is to be found in the works of the 
early Arab authors that Abu 'Ubaida became an eminent figure 
in the cultural life of the day, and all his contemporaries 
speak highly of him. Ibn al-A'rabl related that Ibn Munadhir 
said "As for Abu 'Ubaida, he is a most learned man possessing

1, Al-SuyufI, Bughayat al-Wu'at (Cairo 1326 A.H.) 362#
2* Muzhir II 402#
3. Irshad VII 165#
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1vast knowledge." Although some Arab authors thought that

Abu 'Ubaida was distinguished by his vast knowledge of 
—  2al-Ayyam, others thought his speciality was his ability in

x il 5language, or his knowledge of poetry, or geneology, or
6 7history, or rare words.{
It does seem true than that Abu 1Ubaida was so

versatile a scholar that he fully mastered all the branches
of knowledge. According to Dr. A. Amin, he was able to do
this because of the circumstances which exposed him not only

8to Arabic culture but to Jewish and Persian culture as well.
This opinion is not accepted by faha al-gajirl, another
modern writer, who assumes that Abu 1Ubaida had nothing to
do with other cultures, since he confined himself to the
Arabic Sciences from the time he became a pupil of Abu ,Amr
b. al-'Ala’, although he might have had some acquaintance of

qPersian, Indian and other cultures.y

1. Wafayat VI 145.
2* Efruzhir II 402.
5- Naratib al-Nafcwiyyln 59.
4. Irshad VI 165.
5. Ibid. VII 165.
6. al-Mas 'udl, Muru.j al-Dhahab (Paris 1861) I 10*
7. al~'AsqalanI Tahdhlb al-Tahdhlb (Haidarabad 1325 A.H.)

X 24?. Irshad VI 165.
8. A. Amin DuhsTal-Islam,Second edition (Cairo 1938) II 304.
9. al-Katib al-Migrl 281.
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This latter opinion, however, seems unconvincing* It 
is self-evident that a man of Jewish origin and Arabic up
bringing, living at a time and in a place when Persian 
culture found its way into Arabic life and literature, would 
be acquainted with these cultures* The books he wrote,

qindeed, reveal a knowledge of Persian as well as of Arabic,
But although at first glance it seems axiomatic that Abu 
1 Ubaida should have been influenced by his Jewish background, 
this background, it would seem, never manifested itself in 
his writings, perhaps because the Jewish connection was not 
immediate *
Detraction of his Standing as a Scholar:

Abu 1 Ubaidafs reputation as a scholar of high rank 
has been severely criticised as well as praised* It has been 
reported, for example, that he could not read aloud correctly, 
that he made many mistakes, and that he expressed himself 
badly.^

Al-BaJlayusI says ,1Ibn Qutaiba states in his chapter X  
"On Pood and Drink”, the verse: ^

V’ A  ^
and that this verse is not correct in metre* Ibn Qutaiba

- 3states that it was Abu. ’Ubaida who recited it like this.

1. Cf. Chapter III. Uo*58.
2* Wafayat III 390.
3* al-Igtiflab (Beirut 1901) 148. Tabaqat al-Uahwiyyin 192.



Many other statements have heen made concerning his inability 
to recite the Quran correctly even when it was in front 
of him, The authenticity of these stories is, as a matter 
of fact, questionable* Clearly, they are in contradiction 
to other statements suad stories which prove that he was fully 
competent in grammar and other branches of 'Arabic Science1, 

Abu al-fayyib al-Lughawi states, "What we learned 
from our scholars is that Abu ’IJbaida was the most learned 
one of the three [i.e. Abu ’Ubaida, al-Asma'I and Abu Zaid] 
in grammar.”

However, it seems more likely that the claims which 
discredit Abu ’Ubaida were exaggerated. We think that there 
was an attempt to belittle and depreciate him because of his 
broad-minded outlook end his disinterested attitude towards 
Arabic life and culture which provoked the attacks of such 
as al-Agma'i, al-Sijistani and others. His reputation, in 
fact, has suffered from his detractors, in spite of the 
testimonies of unbiased men.

Yet if we examine closely the charges levelled at 
Abu 'Ubaida, we find that most of them lack cogency. The
question whether Abu ’Ubaida had committed grammatical

-x _mistakes^ is not an unfamiliar one, for Abu ’Ubaida was not -

Wafayat i n  389* Tabaqat al-Nabwiyyln 193*
2. Al-BaghdadI Tarrkh Baghdad (Cairo 1931) XIII 256.

Ibn Qutaiba al-Ha’arif (Cairo I960) 256.
3* Tabaqat al-Nabwiyyin 195*
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the only scholar accused of such blunders. (There are reports 
claiming that other notable figures, such as al~Asma!I, Abu

v — -r 1]ganxfa, al-Shilubm, also committed grammatical mistakes.
It is noteworthy that al-Farra’, having made a grammatical
mistake at the court of Harun al-Kashld, said in justifica-

2tion "lafen is likely to occur among town-people*" This 
signifies that the phenomenon is considered as an undeniable 
reality, because the disparity between the language of every
day life and the literary language had become marked.

In any case grammatical mistakes are far from being 
a sign of incompetence in the creative use of language. 
Stories are reported implying that Abu T Ubaida might have 
made some grammatical mistakes on purpose* (Thus Ibn Khallikan 
relates that Abu 1 Ubaida made grammatical mistakes designedly

7, „ ^because ’'grammar brings ill-lucki"-' Also, al-Sulx reports 
that Abu *Ubaida's father advised his son (i.e. Abu 'Ubaida) 
to make grammatical mistakes "to avoid giving himself airs 
of perfect correctitude."

Strange as these stories may appear, they neverthe
less shed some light on the accusations made against Abu

1. al-Hafi'I, "larikh £dab al-'Arab" (Cairo 1940) I 306.
Cf. also "Nuzhat al-Alibba’" 154. Pufra al-Islam II 312.

2* al-1Arabiyya 85-86.
3. Wafayat III, 391.
4. Muhammad b, lahya al-§ull "Adab al-Kuttab" (Cairo 1922), 

131.



' Ubaida and give them some justification*
As for the claim that he "was unable to recite a

verse without mangling it,"^ as Ibn Khallikan puts it, his
pbiographers mention only one example to substantiate it. 

Al-Ba£layusl himself, who relates the story, realized the 
baselessness of the claim and suggested that it was not 
inability on Abu 'Ubaida's part which caused him to recite 
the poetry wrongly, but rather his honesty in reciting 
exactly as he heard, without alteration or improvement. 
Al-BaflayusI vouches for his honesty in the following words: 
"As for their claim that he can not quote a single verse in 
the correct metre, I do not think it is true, and I have 
never known him but to relate what he heard* A1-Khalil 
recited the verse / ) *

 ̂ cJ hi * lj.
and this is right according to the requirements of the metre 
But it has been claimed that it was al-Khalil who corrected 
the verse. This goes to show that the alteration in the 
metre occurred before the time of Abu 'Ubaida. If it was 
another version, other than that of Abu 'Ubaida, al-Khalll 
would not have needed to rectify it*”̂

1* Wafayat III 389.
2. fabaqat al-Nahwiyyln 192-193.
3* al~Iqtidab 14-8. Of. another example in ffabaqat al- 

Nahwiyyin 212.
4*. Ibid* 148, 599.
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Other evidence is related "by Ibn Khallikan on the 

authority of ’All b* al-Ma&xnl: "He was a most correct trans
mitter of traditional literature; never did he give as a
genuine production of the desert Arabs a piece which was not 

1 -*•authentic*" Al-Azharx also reports "He is reliable concern
ing the rare e:xpressions which he relates on the authority 
of the Bedouins*"^

In the light of what has already been said, it is 
not without significance that none of Abu fUbaidafs biograph
ers has accused him of being a forger or interpolator.

His Career as a Teacher:
Abu ’Ubaida, having mastered the Arabic Sciences1, 

then started on his teaching career. The date on which he 
began is unknown* It seems, however, that he practised 
teaching at a very late age, if one accepts that he studied 
■under the supervision of Yunus from the age of 10 or 15 
years, and stayed with him, as Abu ’Ubaida himself said, for 
forty years.^ This would mean that he took up teaching at 
the age of fifty or fifty-five* What may give weight to

1. Wafayat III 391*
2. Tahdhxb al-Tahdhib X, 247*
3* Muzhir II. 399* Irshad VII, 310. Haratib al-Nafrwiyyin 21.
4. It may be that Abu ’Ubaida began teaching earlier than this date, if we assume that, while he was studying under the supervision of Yunus, he was at the same time teaching* Needless to say that all that we have said concerning this point is assumption being based on indirect evidence*
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this assimption is the fact that Abu 'IJbaida visited Baghdad
before 177/793? we shall see later, and was refused
admittance to the Caliph Harun al~Rashid, presumably on the

npretext that he was unknown, having just started his teach
ing career. Later on, Abu 'Ubaida's name came into prominence, 
and he was summoned to the court of Harun al-Rashid. This 
was in 188/803, when Abu 'Ubaida was about 78*

His circle was in the mosque in Bagra, where 
al-Agma'i also taught. The latter used to say when he entered 
the mosque, "Look in and see If that fellow be there", mean
ing Abu 'Ubaida, so much did he dread the sharpness of his 

2tongue *
Ihe fact that al-Agma'x and Abu 'Ubaida were close 

to each other, and that rivalry arose between them, tempted 
al-Bahili to say that "students who went to al-Asma'i's 
lessons were purchasing pellets of dung in the pearl-market, 
and when they went to Abu 'Ubaida they purchased pearls in 
the dung-market*"^

Arab life, in all its aspects, was discussed and 
studied in his circle, while his pupils listened or wrote

1. Al-Zubaidi relates that Abu 'Ubaida refused admittance to the court "because he has an effeminate way and lisps". ($aba<j_at al-Nahwiyyin 193)* But this reason alone seems unsatisfactory«'Had this really been the reason, why then 
was he later summoned by the Caliph?

2. Wafayat III 394. Cf* also "Irshad" VII 168.
3. Wafayat III 390.



notes and asked questions,
Abu 'Ubaida spent all his life writing and teaching

in the Bagra mosque without a break, except for a short
-  1 period when he visited Bars and Baghdad.

His Poetry:
Abu 'Ubaida is said to have composed poetry. Accord

ing to al-Marzubanx, it was not only Abu 'Ubaida who wrote 
poetry but al-Asma’I as well, and although the poetry of 
both those scholars was bad and weak, the poetry of al-Asma’I

2  —  Twas, comparatively, better. Al-Marzubani goes on to say 
that Abu 1 Ubaidafs poetry was so weak and bad that people 
used to make fun of it and sneer at it. An example of what 
the Bagrans used to attribute to Abu ’Ubaida is the following 
two verses which were written in praise of Kharakk, the
nephew of Yunus the grammarian with whom, the story tells us,

-  *Abu ’Ubaida was in love*
1. There is a single allusion in the Lis an, (sabab 1*518) which sounds as if Abu 'Ubaida had been to Egypt. But other sources give nothing to support Ibn Manzur's statement .
2. al-Muwashshafr. (Cairo 134-3 A.H.) 367*3» STdV AbiT 1 Ubaida was accused of being a homosexual. Cf, 

Wafayat III, 395 an -̂ Brockelmann Tarikh al-Adab al-’Arabl TTTPPJ7 Abu Nuwas alluded to this in these two verses:-
God’s blessing on Lu^ and his people, on Abu ’Ubaida, say Amen; for you, surely, are one of their survivors (and have always been so) since the age of puberty, 
though you are in your seventieth year.

Diwan Abu Nuwas, leaf’s edition (Cairo 1898) 176,
The people of Lut are of course mentioned in the Quran as being homosexual. Thus (XXVI: 165-166) "Whati do you come to the males from among the creatures, and leave what 
your Lord has created for you of your wives? Hay, you are a people exceeding limits.”
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^^jJ fc -i ,1 (Jy* o  ^  \j l)> U Ax^ *y 1*0 ^ '^ r°^

Al-Marzubani, having mentioned these two verses, comments:
"Those two verses are irrefutable proof of Abu 1UbaidaIs
inability to write poetry."

The judgment Khalaf al-A^mar passed on Abu 1 Ubaida !s
poetry (the precise date of which is unknown) seems to have
put an end to Abu 1Ubaida's attempts in this field, and
henceforth Abu 1 Ubaida would seem to have realized that being
a philologist or a transmitter of poetry does not necessarily
mean that one could also be a poet. In spite of the vulgarity
of Khalaf*s comment, it gives a precise idea of his reaction
to Abu 1 Ubaida!s poetry. al-Marzubanl says, "I was told by
al-'AnzI who was relating on the authority of 'Amr b. Shabba
who said that Abu 'Ubaida once recited some of his poetry
to Khalaf al-AJimar. (Having heard some) Khalaf said, "0 Abu

2'Ubaida, hide this poetry as cats hide their excrement!"
Arabic sources do not mention Abu 'Ubaida*s poetry. 

Apart from the two verses just quoted, which are related 
only by al-Marzubanl, we have no further examples. Brockel- 
mann, as we shall see in the third chapter, mentions a poem 
rhyming in lam said to have been written by Abu 'Ubaida. On 
investigation however it seems certain that the poem concerned 
is not Abu 1 Ubaida !s but al-Agma* I *s .̂
1. Ibid. 368*
2. TbTK.3. Of. Chapter III.
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His Character, and relations with lais Contemporaries:
Generally speaking, Abu 'Ubaida does not appear to 

have been a lovable or an adaptable man* Stories on this 
subject are many - one of the most significant is the one 
which is reported to have been related by Abu 'Ubaida himself 
~ which was quoted earlier in connection with Abu 'Ubaida1 s 
birth* Abu 'Ubaida, on being asked when he was born, replied, 
"Ijmar Ibn Abx Rabia al-Makhzumi has already shaped out my
answer. Being asked the date of his birth, he replied, "The

0night on which [the Khalxf] Omar Ibn al-Khattab died; what 
excellence was then removed from the world and what worth
lessness brought into itI" How I was born the night of al- 
Hasan al-Basri's death, and [the rest of] my answer shall be 
the same as i/mar Ibn Abl Habra's,"*^

Among his contemporaries, however, he was a contro
versial figure. For although al-Tawwazi describes him to

-  2  —  -ral-Farra* as a man of bad character, al-Suyu$x, as well as
-  T  3al-Baghdadi, states that he was of excellent character*
In fact, Abu 'Ubaida was known as a sharp-tongued 

and witty man, whose sarcasm his contemporaries sought to 
avoid* We have already quoted the saying of al-Afma'I when he 
went to the mosque namely, "Look in and see if that fellow

1* Wafayat III 396.
2* Nuzhir II 404.
3* S>id* II 402. "Tarikh Baghdad" XIII 257*



-  1 is there” meaning Abu !Ubaida, from fear of his tongue.
Ibn Khallikan also reports that "no one attended his funeral
because he had not spared, in his acrimony, either gentle

por simple*” Stories which manifest his ability to leave his 
opponents dumbfounded are many. He once set out for 3?ars with 
the intention of visiting Musa Ibn !Abd al-Ragman al-Hilali, 
who, being informed of his approach, said to the pages, ”Be

iA/ \on your guard against Abu Obaida, for every word of his is \
cutting.” A repast was served and one of his pages spilled

-  Cl/ \some gravy on the skirt of Abu pbaidaTs c l o a k ”Some gravy
has fallen on your cloak” said Musa, "But I shall give you

X li \ten others in place of it”. "Way”, replied Abu Obaida, "Do \ 
not mind, your gravy can do no harm”. By that he meant that 
there was no strength in it”,̂  and that he (i.e. Musa) was 
a miser.

Another anecdote demonstrates the same trait. It is 
related that when Abu 1Ubaida composed his Kitab al-Mathalib, 
an Arab said to him: "You have Insulted the whole of the 
Arabs”, on which he replied: "That can do you no harm, for 
it does not concern you*"^ This fact did net escape his

1. Irshad VII 168.
2. Wafayat III 594*.
5. Wafayat III 393-394-• Al-Zubaidl relates the same story with a slight difference. Cf. (Tabaqat, aI~NahwiyyIn 193)*
4*. Ibid. Ill, 394-.5» Tbid.
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V ' \"biographer Ibn Khallikan who said, 11 Abu Obaida was of so 

sarcastic a humour that everyone in Basra who had a reputa

was quite conscious of his extensive knowledge of the ’Arabic 
sciences1, and we can see in his pride and boastfulness a 
compensation for his humble origin.

an audience with al-Rashid, and he said to me, ’01 Ma’mar,
I have heard that you have a book on the description of 
horses; I should like to hear about it from you1. Al-Asma’I 
said, ’What are you doing with a book? A horse could be 
brought here, and we could put our hands on every part of 
it, mention each part by name, and recite what has been said 
about them.' A1-Rashid said: !0 page, bring a h o r s e A l -  
A§marI stood up and put his hand on every part saying this 
is such-and-such, the poet said such-and-such. When he 
finished, al-Rashid asked me, ’What do you say about what 
he has said?* ’He was right’, I said, ’in some things and 
wrong in others. The right things he said we knew, as for

pthe wrong I do not know where he took them fromi * ”
Al- relates an anecdote in which Abu ’Ubaida

tried to test al-Uag^am. The latter answered extremely well,

1 -tion to maintain was obliged to flatter him.” Abu ’Ubaida

Abu ’Uthman said, ”1 heard Abu ’Ubaida say, *1 had

-  3and Abu ’Ubaida liked his answers and appreciated them. In

1. Ibid. III. 393.
2. Irshad VTI 168.
3. Al-Jafcip, IJayawan (Cairo 1945) H I  471, VII 165.



another story Abu 1 Ubaida shows a tendency to sarcasm and 
disdain, exhibiting his own ability and knowledge on one 
hand, and showing up the ignorance of his opponent on the 
other*"̂ *

Nevertheless Abu 1 Ubaida manifests a notable respect 
towards his teachers. He spoke highly of Abu ,Amr b* 
al-'Ala* and Yunus, And he did not answer Khalaf al~A£mar 
back, when the latter criticised him sharply saying:

We have an argumentative fellow
With a few correct [ideas] and many false ones,
More importunate than a black beetle

2and prouder, when he struts, than a cock.
On the contrary, he used to say that Khalaf al-A^uaar was the 
teacher of the people of Bagra.^ He had the same idea about 
his colleague Abu Zaid, Being asked about him, Abu 'Ubaida 
answered: "He is as abstemious and God-fearing a Muslim as

Zlyou could desire."
Abu 'Ubaida?s relationship with al-Agma'i is of 

exceptional importance, and consequently needs further

1. Ibid. Ill 402.
2* Abu 'Ubaid al-Qasim Ibn Sallam "Fagl al-Maqal fl Shayh 

Kitab al-Amthal" (Khartum 1958) 387. In his book "Hayawan 
(III, 500) al-JaTj.ig states that Khalaf composed those two 
verses satirising al-'Utbi.

3. Irshad IV 179.4, ibid, IV 236.
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comment. His name has been linked with al-A^ma' x1 s, and, to 
some extent, with Abu Zaid's# These were the most learned 
men in Basra that time. Abu al-Tayyib al-Lughawx said: "There 
were at this time three [men] who were the leaders of the 
people in language, poetry, grammar and the Arabic Sciences , 
Nobody has seen the like of them before or after# krom them 
has been taken almost all of what is in the hands of the 
people. They are Abu Zaid al~Ansarx, Abu 'IJbaida and al- 
A^ma'x*"^

Unlike the relationship between Abu 'Ubaida and Abu 
Zaid, that between the former and al-Asma'x was not good.
This was, as Nicholson said, "due in part to difference of 
character, and in part to personal jealousies". He adds:
"While Abu 'Ubaida was notorious for his free thinking

pproclivities, al-Asmarx had a strong vein of pietism". The
same explanation for their rivalry is given by Isjiaq. Musa 

- 3al-gusaini • ̂
This difference in character led them to disputes on 

the subject of the Quran# When Abu 'Ubaida composed his 
"Majaz", in which he comments on the Quran, Al-Asma'x con
sidered it an offence to the Quran and religion and made his 
feeling public. When Abu 'Ubaida was "informed that al-Asmax 
blamed him for composing the ^Kitab al-Majaz" and that he

1. Maratib al-Nahwiyyxn 39*2* Nicholson, "A Literary History of the Arabs"(Cambridge 
1953) 34-5 and tne footnote.3. The Life and Work of Ibn Qutayba (Beirut 1950) 25*



had said; "He speaks of God’s "book after his own private 
judgment", lie enquired when and where he gave lessons, and 
on the day mentioned he mounted his ass, rode up to the 
circle of scholars, dismounted and after saluting al-Asmai 
sat down and conversed with him* On finishing he said:

t"Tell me, Abu Said, what sort of thing is bread?" The other x 
answered: "It is that you bake and eat," "There" said Abu 
Obaida, "You have e:xplained the book after your own private 
judgment, for God, may his name be exalted, has said: "I

JVwas bearing on my head bread". (XII. 36) Al-Asmai replied,
"I said what appeared to me true and did not expla^n^the
Quran after my own private judgment." On
replied: "and all that I said, and which you blamed me for,
appeared to me true and I did not mean to explain the Koran
after my own private judgment.” He then rose up from his

1place, mounted his ass and went offo"
The narrow and strict outlook of al-Asma'l in 

religious questions undoubtedly led him into some illogical 
attitudes. For Instance he refrained from saying anything

2about some words because they are mentioned in the Quran,
and he refrained from uttering "Imru’ul-Qais" because it was
said that "Qais" was the name of an idol, and used to replace 

\ 7it by !̂ mrusu l l a h " T h e  same with the word 'Baghdad1 which

which Abu ©baida

1. Wafayat III 390.
2. Muzhir II, 326-327
3. al-Iqtidab 295.



- - 1he replaced "by "Par al-Salam" *
This rivalry is a commentary on the two important

currents, the "rational" and the "conservative", which can
he detected in the Bagra atmosphere* But this early stage of
Arabic culture did not allow the "rational" current, which
Abu *Ubaida represented, to manifest itself fully, let alone
to prevail* This might explain the comparative "popularity"
of al-A^ma1!*

Yet, in spite of their rivalry, neither al-Agma'I
nor Abu fIJbaida attempted to discredit the other. Indeed,

2they occasionally related on the authority of each other*
In this respect, Abu al-Jayyxb al-Lughawi observed "Abu Zaid 
and Abu 1 Ubaida disagreed with him Ci-e* al-Asma!I] , and 
opposed him as he opposed them* Each one defamed the other 
by claiming that [he] did not pass on a great deal of poetry* 
Yet no one accused the other of having been a liar •*. 
because they kept themselves aloof from such things."-^
His Visit to Ears and Baghdad:

. „  _j.lL —Ibn Khallikan and al-Zubaidx point out that Abu 
* Ubaida visited Ears, but they do not mention when and why,

1* Al-Jawallql, al~Nufarrab Kin al-Kalam al-A!tiamI !ala 
huruf al-Mu1 tjam (Leipzig 1867) 32*

2. "al-fIqd al~Earid" (Cairo 1898) I 237.
3. Maratib ai~Ua&wiyyIn 50, Muzhir II 404.
4-. labaqat al-Nakwiyyin 193, Wafayat III 3 9 3 .



although Ibn Khallikan states that Abu TUbaida set out for
Ears with the intention of visiting Musa b* 'Abd al-Ragman 

- - 1al-Hilali* Presumably this visit m s  short and insignificant*
As for his visit to Baghdad, the statements concerned

are confused* Yet, in spite of their contradictory nature
it can be affirmed that Abu 1 Ubaida visited Baghdad on two
occasions, for the first time before 177/792, and for a
second time in 188/803.

In the Tabaqat of al~Zubaidx we read that Abu gatim
was asked whether Abu 'Ubaida went to Baghdad, and he
answered that he did* Asked why, he answered, "To ask [for
money]"* Abu gatim then said: "He was taken into the presence
of Ja'far bo Yahya, who told him that a man like him should
not see the Galiph*" When Abu gatim was asked why, he said,
"Because he has an effeminate way and lisps, and such a man
cannot enter their presence*" (Then Abu 'Ubaida asked Ja'far,
"should I return disappointed?" He said, "Uo, we will give

pyou [a present]." fhe date of this visit cannot be fixed 
from this text, but certainly it took place before 177/792, 
the year in which Ja*far was killed*

Ibis visit was fruitless for Abu 'Ubaida, and he 
probably went back to Bagra and pursued his former life for

1. Wafayat III 393.
2. Tabaqat al-Nabwiyyin 193.



many years "before he had another opportunity of visiting 
Baghdad#

Many sources allude to the second visit, and give
1the same version with slight differences. This, presumably,

is due to the fact that he met the Caliph, and stayed some
T Ptime in Baghdad teaching Sadath, and also because he then 

met his rival al-Ajma1!, engaging with him in a literary 
competition, and finally because this visit stimulated him 
to write his booh Matjaz al-Qur’an, which raised such a storm 
of controversy amongst his contemporaries and succeeding 
generations *

Abu 1Ubaida himself described this visit saying,
"Al-Badl Ibn al-Rabor sent to me, at Basra, the order to go '

#
and see him. I set off though I had been informed of his 
haughtiness. Being admitted to his presence, I found him in 
a very long and broad saloon, [the floor of which] was 
covered with a carpet of one single piece. At the upper end 
of the room was a pile of mattresses, so lofty, that I could 
not be got upon without a foot-stool, and on those mattresses 
al-Fadl was seated* I said to him, ,fHail to the vizir11. He 
returned my greetings, smiled on me, and bidding me draw

1. Wafayat III 393, Irshad VII 166, "Tarlkh Baghdad" XIII 254.
2. Abu !IJbaida said, "I sat [teaching] in Baghdad and the 

people crowded around me." Of. "Shark ma yaqa* fxhi al- 
Taghlf wal-lahrif" (Cairo 1963) 187*



near, he placed me on tlie same seat, with himself, he then
asked me sundry questions, and showed me such affability,
as set me quite at ease. At his request, I recited to him
the finest airbe-Islamic poems, I could recollect. nI know
most of these11, he said, "What I want [to hear] is gay
verses." I recited some to him, and as I proceeded, he shook
his sides, laughed and got into excellent humour. A well-
looking man in the dress of a Katib then came in. Al-Fadl \— .
made him sit down beside me, and asked him if he knew me, 
on his reply that he did not, he said to him, "This is Abu 
jobaida, the most learned man of Basra. We sent for him that 
we might derive some benefit from his learning.""'*'

The question arises as to who summoned Abu 1 IJbaida, 
and why. The texts concerning these points are rather con
flicting and confused. Ibn Khallikan mentions that Harun

-r 2  —  _  _al-Rashid summoned him, while Abu al-Faraj and Yaqut agree
B “ — -rthat it was not he but al-FacJl.-' Al-Khafib al~Baghdadi 

relates that it was neither of these but Isl̂ aq b. Ibrahim 
who summoned him.^ A careful investigation of these versions 
leads us to believe that al-Rashid summoned Abu 1 IJbaida, 
influenced by al-Fa£l b . al-Rabi1, who in his turn was

1. Wafayat III 389*
2. Ibid.
3* Aghani V 107* Cf. also Irshad VII 166.
4. "Tarikh Baghdad" XIII 254*



influenced "by Ishaq. What confirms this deduction is the 
story related by Abu al-Faraj :A f. t■' C * ■' ' ' 1 i

"IsTjaq used to draw from al-Asma'I and very often 
related on his authority, but their relationship \\rorsened* 
IsT̂ aq satirised him, exposed his defects to al-Rashid and 
told him of his ungratefulness, stinginess, and lack of self- 
respect* He told him moreover that he showed no sense of 
gratitude* He then described Abu !Ubaida as honest, trust
worthy and extremely knowledgeable* Iŝ .aq said the same to 
al-Fa^.1 and sought his support* He [i*e. Is^aq] kept on doing 
so until he had reduced the position of al-Agma1! and deni
grated him in his eyes. Ihey then sent somebody to bring 
Abu 1 IJbaida *,T̂

-  2 -Another story is in al-Wrafayat, in which Iŝ iaq
influences al-Fa$Ll by praising Abu * IJbaida, and by making a 
slighting reference to al-Agma1! in these two lines:

jii /lake Abu Obaida, and treat him with favour, for in
him you will find all science,

Honour him therefore, prefer him, and reject the
she-monkey1 s cub„

al-A^ma1!, as Abu al-Faraj said, withheld some verses from 
- 8Iŝ iaq. Ibis, doubtless, is why the relationship between them

1. Aghani V 107*
2. Ill 391.
5* Aghani V 108, Irshad I 166.



deteriorated to the point where al~Asma'I became "a she- 
monkey1s cub "«

Abu !Ubaida, therefore, on reaching Baghdad, saw 
al-FajLl and the latter presented him to al-Rashld* Al-Agma'I, 
as instructor to al-Amln, Harunls son, also was in Baghdad 
at this time.

Harun al-Rashid wanted to test them and to bring 
them together# Abu Nuwas, anticipating this occasion, had 
commented: 11 Abu 1 Ubaida will recite them the history of the 
ancients and the moderns ... as for al-A§ma*I he is a night- 
ingale in a cage.”

It seems that al-Asma'I had obtained the Caliph*s 
satisfaction and won a horse# Al-Agma'I said, T,And whenever 
I wanted to annoy Abu |)baida I rode that horse to pay him a 
visit*

How long did Abu * Ubaida stay in Baghdad? The sources 
refer, as we have seen, to his teaching gadlth in Baghdad; 
but in spite of that Abu 1Ubaida did not become a courtier*
It seems that the attempt to replace al-Asma'I by Abu 'Ubaida 
failed, and consequently, Abu 'Ubaida*s sojourn in Baghdad 
was short, although we cannot say for sure how short. Abu 
'Ubaida then went back to Bagra where he composed his t!al- 
Hajaz"*^
1. Tarlkh Baghdad II 124-*

Wafayat II 124#
3. "A Literary History of the Arabs" 261*
4. Irshad II 167
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al-Sirafx in his ho ole “Akhbax* al~Uahwiyyin al- 
Ba§riyyxn“ states that “Abu ‘Ubaida and al~Asma*x were taken

—  -r- *r 1to al-Rashid, and then he [i.e. al-Rashid] chose al-Agma!n..“ 
Thus it seems that Abu ‘Ubaida was not considered suitable 
company for the Caliph, presumably because his character in 
general and his caustic wit made him unpopular among the

pcourt society. And* in fact* he was not a good conversation
alist. Ibn Khallikan observes that he lisped and al-Asma!x

3was therefore, “better qualified to be a table-companion“.
nLastly, his origin was humble, and his orthodoxy was suspect* 

All these reasons debarred him from becoming either a 
courtier or an instructor to the Galiph*s son.

The years that followed this visit were full of 
important political events. Soon after the death of al-Rashld, 
the bitter struggle between al-Amin and al-Ma’mun over
shadowed the literary life in Baghdad, which had blossomed 
during the Harun*s reign* Baghdad became an arena of war, 
rather than a cultural centre. It is likely that Abu ‘Ubaida 
stayed far away from this struggle, which was, in some ways, 
a Persian-Arab one. To Abu ‘Ubaida, Basra, his native town, 
was the best place in which he could pursue his literary 
activities.

1. (Paris 1936) ?0.2. Stephen and Handy Ronart Concise Encyclopaedia of Islam 
(Amsterdam 1959) 541.3. Wafayat III 391.4. Ibid. Ill 394-.



His Death:
The question of when Abu 'IJbaida died, and of what 

cause, is as problematic as the question of when and where 
he was born. Therefore, after taking into consideration the 
date of his birth only an approximate date can be given. 

Almost all sources refer to the dates 207, 208,
209? 210, 211, 213 and 216*^ We have already seen that the 
most probable date of his birth is 110, and that he lived,

—  —  v  —  —  2according to Ibn al-Anbarl, al-Zubaidi and Yaqut about 98 
years. Accordingly, the date which would seem to be nearest 
to the truth for his death is 208.

On the subject of his death, a certain anecdote is 
mentioned in al-Wafayat,̂  al-Aghani,^ and Nuzhat al-AIibba* 
without essential difference.

Ibn Khallikan says, "A banana which Muhammad Ibn 
al-Kasim Ibn Sahl an-Hushjani gave him to eat was the cause

1. Muzhir II 462, Eihrist I 53, Tarlkh Baghdad XIII 257, 
Tabaqat al-Nahwiyyln 195, Muru.i al-Dhahab VII 80,
Wafayat III 396, Bugliyafr al-wu'at 395, Nuzhat al-Alibba> 
73, Irshad VII 168. Al-Yafi'I Mir’at al-Janan (IJaidarabad 
1338 AMI.) 11.44.

2. Huzhat al-Alibba’ 74, $abaqat 195, Irshad VII 168 respect
ively. Ibn Qutaiba related in his al-Ma1arif that he was 
about a hundred years old when he died. (269) al-Mas'udl 
relates nearly the same, Muruj al-Dhahab VII 80 al-Muza-' wiMH i—iMrti' .lpir i.m*- wniirm *#

ffir b. Ya^ya relates that he died when he was about
ninety-three. Nuzhat al-Alibba5 73.

3. Ill 396. ~ ~4. Ill 130.
5* p- 73, 74. Of. also Anbah al-Ruwat III. 280*
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of his death* Borne time afterward Abu ’1-Atahiya went to see 
an-Nushjani who offered him a "banana on which he exclaimed ,>• f < / i
"What do you mean, Abu Jaafar, you took away Abu Ot)aidafs

ilife by means of a banana, and you intend to kill me in the 
same manner 1 Bo you consider lawful the murdering of learned 
men*

The version of Abu al-Baraj gives more details, 
having mentioned the anecdote related by Abu al-’Atahiya 
with but slight difference* He relates on the authority of 
!TJrwa b* Yusuf al-Thaqafi saying, "I saw Abu 'ITbaida being 
carried and covered, but he was alive* Near his head there 
was a branch of bananas, and another one was near his feet.
He was being taken to his family* Al-NushjanI and others 
said, "We went to visit him, and said, "What is the cause of 
your ailment?" "This al-Nushjanl brought me a banana. I ate
too much of it, and so it was the cause of my ailment".

2After saying that, he died of this illness."
C. Huart who assumes him to have been a Shu'ubite, 

says that Abu !ITbaida was poisoned for his hostile attitude 
towards the Arabs* He says:

"He had made himself so many enemies by his book 
called al~Mathalib that when he died at Bagra in 825 poisoned

1. Ill 396.
2. AghanI III 130.



by a banana, not a soul followed his coffin to the grave *"■*" 
This assumption can hardly be substantiated, for there is no 
evidence whatsoever indicating that Abu ’ITbaida was poisoned 
or, moreover, that his attitude towards the Arabs was con
sidered Shufubite.

It seems that Abu 1 ITbaida died, simply, from an
attack which followed upon his over-eating bananas *

-  2He died, according to Ibn Khallikan, at Basra. 
al-Mas’udx relates that "Nobody attended his funeral, so 
somebody was hired to carry it,"^ Both Ibn Khallikan and 
IZaqut give the reason: "Because he had not spared in his 
acrimony, either gentle or simple,"

1* A History of Arabic Literature (London 1903) 141•
2. Vfafayat III 396.

fclilM ll l

3. Muru.j al-Dhahab VII 80.
4. Wafayat III 394, Irshad VII 168.
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CHAPTER II

HIS VIEWS ON SOCIETY AND RELIGION
Seldom do we find among Arab scholars and thinkers 

as controversial a figure as Abu ,TIbaida, whose name was, at 
one time or another, associated with many racial and religious

Yet, none of his biographers has been able to prove Abu 
TUbaida!s attachment to any of these movements, Evidence 
on this question is, in fact, confused and contradictory and, 
to the best of my knowledge, no thorough investigation of 
the evidence has previously been carried out*

accepted unquestioningly the statements of early Arab 
authors, and in particular, the fact that Abu TITbaida has 
shu'ubite and Kharijite tendencies was taken for granted*

al~Ha * arif 54-3.
2* Irshad VII.165.
3* Al-Jahig al-Bukhala? (Cairo 1956) 332* 192*

Al-Khayya£ al-Intisar (Beirut 1957) 17•
4. Irshad VII. 165. In Lisan (11.131-134) muhdithat al-Umur 

innovations which are not known in Quran, custom on con
vention* Thw word nmuhdithaM means, heresy, Sometimes the

movements. Thus he was accused of being a Kharijite, a 
Shu!ubite,^ a Mu'tazilite,^ a Muhdith,^ and a Qadarite.

Almost all modern scholars, as we shall see later

!• Irshad VII. 165. III. 388-389. Fihrist 53

5. ffabaqat al-Nahwiyyin 193
word ib-dath denotes adul^ry 
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There was no attempt made to examine the authenticity of 
the relevant statements and no effort made to check them 
against the writings of Ahu ’ITbaida, to see if, in fact, any 
trace of Shu’ubite or Kharijite leanings could he detected 
in them.

Before we start discussing in detail the question 
of Ahu 1 Ubaida!s Kharijite and Shu'ubite leanings, we should 
like first to dismiss the claims, that he was a Hulp.dith or 
a Qadarite.

The accusation of Ahu ’Ubaida as a Mu^dith, in the 
sense of being an innovator in religious matters or a heretic, 
is hardly worth dwelling upon. Firstly, this claim is men
tioned only by one another, namely Yaqut, neither proof nor 
even evidence being adduced. Secondly, Ahu ’Ubaida, during 
his lifetime, was not known as an heretic or ’innovator*. 
Indeed, Ahu al-Mugaffar Jahir h. Muhammad al-As far ay ini 
gives evidence that Ahu ’Ubaida was far from being so. He 
mentions the well-known Arab grammarians and philologists, 
including Abu ’ITbaida, and says, ,fIn their writings they all 
show themselves zealous supporters of tradition and orthodoxy 
and refute the assertions of heretics and innovators.”

The claim that Abu ’ITbaida was a Qadarite is also

1. al-labglr fi al-Din wa-Tamyiz al-Firqa al-NatjIya ’an firaq 
al-Halikin”. (Cairo 194-0) 117#



groundless. In fact, it was categorically denied by
—  —  *- 1al-Sijistani as al-Zubaidl reports. Like the previous

claim, this accusation was made by one author only* The 
third claim, that Abu ’Ubaida was a Mu'tazilite, will be dis
cussed when we study Abu 1Ubaida!s attitude towards the Quran 
in Chapter VIII*

Abu ’Ubaida!s Kharicjite leanings;
References to Abu ’Ubaida’s Kharijite leanings are
pfrequent but a general survey of the evidence leads to the 

conclusion that most of the statements which label Abu 
’Ubaida as a Kharijite, in fact, derive from a few early 
sources* The original sources for this claim can be brought 
down to four only* They are: al-Sijistani and al-TawwazI (on 
whose authority al~Murta$La and Ibn Khallikan relate), al~ 
Jahig (on whose authority both^aqut and al-Khatib al- 
Baghdadi relate), and lastly Tha’lab (on whose authority Ibn 
al-Nadlm relates)*

Ancients’ statements concerning his Kharijite leanings:
Ibn Khallikan, as well as al-Murta$.a, 

relates on the authority of al-Sijistanl* the following

1* Tabaqat al -Nahwiyyln 195*
2* Wafayat III 394. Irshad VII 165* Fihrist 55* Amall al- 

Sayyid (Cairo 190?) I 638. Tarlkh Baghdad XIII 252. 
Al-Ash’arl Maqalat al-Islamiyyln (Istanbul 1928) 114, 
al-Na1arif 543*



statement, "Abu gatim as-Sijistanl related that Ahu jphai&a 
treated him with respect becatise he thought him to he one 
of the ICharijites of Sijistan.11̂ It is generally understood 
from this statement that Ahu ’ITbaida himself had some inclin
ations towards the Kharijite doctrine. Yet, apart from douhts 
ahout al-Sijistani’s evidence concerning Ahu ’Ubaida in 
general and in this respect in particular, to which we shall 
refer in a moment, the statement under consideration, when 
carefully examined, consists largely of an implication on 
the part of al-Sijistani, namely that Ahu TUbaida’s respect 
fo.r al-Si;jistanI was due to Ahu 'Ubaida considering him a 
Kharijite of Sijistan* Since there is no evidence to corrob
orate this statement, one is entitled to ask whether this is 
not mere assumption on al-Sijistanl*s part. Did Ahu ’Ubaida 
in fact consider him a Kharijite? And even if he did, it 
does not necessarily follow that, admitting Ahu ’Ubaida 
did respect him, the reason for this respect was that he 
considered him a Kharijite. liore important, it is quite 
obviously nonsensical as logic to affirm that Ahu ’Ubaida is 
a Kharijite merely because he respects al-Sijistanl for 
being one. A certain sympathy is the most that could he 
implied, and even this would depend on al-Sijistani*s state
ment being accepted as valid.



The truth of the matter, however, is that we have 
little reason to believe that al-Sijistanx, although he was 
a pupil of Abu ’Ubaida, was impartial in his attitude towards 
Abu 'Ubaida. There was, in fact, an ideological difference 
between the two men, similar to that between al-Asma’x and 
Abu 'Ubaida, to which we have already referred in the

1 — Tprevious chapter. Al-Sijistanx’s views can be identified 
with the orthodox school of thought. It may be worthwhile 
noting that al-Sijistanx transmitted many of al-Asma’x’s 
books, such as al-Nabat wal-Sha(jar and al-Darat wal-Karam,
and moreover, adopted the same unfriendly attitude as al-

— — — — pAsma’i towards the Kitab al-Matjaz of Abu 'Ubaida. This
difference could not but lead to opposition between the two 
scholars. Al-Sijistanx himself relates a story which demon
strates what are likely to be Abu 'Ubaida's true feelings 
towards him: "I came to Abu 'Ubaida one day with ’Urwa b. 
al-Ward’s poetry, Abu ’Ubaida asked me, ’What have you 
brought with you?’ ’ ’Urwa’s poetry’, I replied, on which Abu 
’Ubaida commented, ’An idiot has carried miserable poetry to 
recite to a miserable man.’"^ As this story shows, al-Biji- 
stanx was, to Abu ’Ubaida, no more than an idiot* In the 
light of this, the alleged respect of Abu 'Ubaida for al-

1. Cf. p. 65-66
2. Cf. p.3#r
3* Amalx al-Sayyid al-Hurtaja I 638. Cf. also Nuzhir I. 161.



Sijistanl would seem to be difficult to substantiate.
Having shown the weakness of al-Sijistani1s statement

concerning Abu 1 Ubaida1 s Ebarijite leanings, we turn now to 
examine al-Tawwazx1s story. Ibn Khallikan relates on the 
authority of al-Tawwazi saying, "I Ci^e. al-Tawwazi] went
to the mosque and found Abu aida sitting alone and writing
with his finger on the floor* He asked me who was the 
author of this verse

i \
exclaimed, ”God smash your mouth i Why not say, the Commander
of the faithful Abu. Naama?” He then requested me to sit down
and never to repeat what he had just uttered* So I kept it a

1secret till the day of his death.”
Wafayat III 394-* In the English translation of Wafayat, from which the above is taken, the name al-Tawwaai is 
replaced by al-Thaurx. This misconstruction could have been avoided, had the translator, De Slane, noticed that al-Thauri, according to Ibn Khallikan!s biography in 
Wafayat (I 576) ? died before Abu ’Ubaida in 161/777» aû - this therefore contradicts the saying of the narrator,”So I kept it secret till the day of his death,ft which suggests that Abu ’Ubaida died before the narrator of the story* Thus, the narrator cannot be al-Thauri* The same_ story, with slight differences, is related by al-Murta^La 
on the authority of Ibn Duraid on the authority^of al- Ashmanadanl on the authority of al-Tawwazi. (Amali
al-Sayyid al-Nurtada I 636) and this is clearly a more

I said to my soul, when it shook and trembled: 
Back to thy wonted moodI Strive to merit praise 
or else renose fin death!.

I replied that which he



If we are not mistaken, the story implies an admira
tion for Qatari rather than an adoption of the Kharijite 
doctrine which he held. This admiration is expressed by the 
epithet, "Commander of the faithful". Giving Qa^arx this 
epithet is scant evidence for considering that Abu ’Ubaida 
himself was a Kharijiteo Also it must be noted that this
epithet was, in fact, given to Qajarx during his own life-

1 — time, and was not invented by Abu ’Ubaida to express his
admiration•

Apart from these considerations, the fact that these
verses are not Qatari’s adds more doubts concerning its
authenticity and in fact Ibn Khallikan himself does not seem
convinced of the authenticity of the story he relates, and
he clearly voices his doubts when he says, "This anecdote
appears to me contestable, for the verse just mentioned
belongs to a poem composed by Amr Ibn al-Itnaba al-Ansari
al-Khazraji. Ibnaba was his mother’s name and Zaid Manat the
name of his father. No literary scholar denies the verse to
be his, the poem from which it is taken being acknowledged

P —to be of that author’s composition." Al-Murta^La, on the 
other hand, in his Amalx relates the same story with a differ
ent verse. Instead of the verse related by Ibn Khallikan and

*to whxcli we have just referred, we have:- 
"TTcIa
l / £ l (l> ($a$arl) vol.II, part II, p.818.
2. Wafayat III 394.
3. Amalx al-Sayyid al-Murtada I 636.
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The discrepancies in this story and the suspicion of 
Ibn Khallikan, together with our interpretation of the story, 
render these statements unacceptable therefore as an indica
tion of Abu ?Ubaida!s Kharijite leanings.

Turning to al-Ja]p.i2!s statement in this respect, we 
find that his remarks seem to be of special importance, 
because he knew Abu 1 ITbaida intimately, and drew from him as 
well.**- Both al-Kha^ib al-Baghdadi and Yaqut relate al-Ja^is's

Oi
to the effect that, "There is no Kharijite or orthodox 
believer on earth who is more extensively knowledgeable than

- p — _ —Abu 'Ubaida*" And in his book, al-gayawan, al-JajLij;
— _ -  xqualifies Abu 'ITbaida as a YSufari Kharijite", while Ibn

al-Nadlm refers to Tha'lab's statement that Abu. 'ITbaida had
— Lla slight leaning towards the Kharijites*

Although the last-mentioned sources do not prove that 
Abu 'ITbaida was a Kharijite, nevertheless they must be treated 
with some respect* But the question of how far it is valid 
to identify Abu 'ITbaida with the Kharijite movement, basing 
this identification on al-JaT^ij's and Tha*lab's statements

1* Al-Bayan wal-Talj^^rln (Cairo 1913) III 235-236*
2. Tarlkh Baghdad Kill 252* Irshad YII 165# Cf. also 

"Wafayat" III. 388*
5* Sayawan III 402. Naqalat al-lslamiyyln 114*
4* Kihrist 53#
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alone, is open to argument* One tiling must be borne in mind. 
The statements which were examined earlier are suspect, and 
this minimizes the validity and significance of the last- 
mentioned statements of both al-JohA^ and Iha'lab, particu
larly since there is no tangible proof either in the writings 
of Abu 1 Ubaida or in other sources to corroborate their 
statements•

Logically, it is difficult to accept a statement, 
apparently proving an allegation, as evidence, if other 
statements (viz. those of al~Sijistani and others) to the 
same effect have been proved invalid,

The attitude of modern scholars;
Modern scholars have maintained differing opinions.

On the one hand Goldziher dismissed the claim that Abu
'Ubaida had Kharijite sympathies as, "A superficial descrip- 

1tion". His argument is baaed on !Umar b* Shabba's report 
that Abu 'Ubaida admired the poetry of the Shr'ite poet

T 2al-Sayyid al-gimyarr* Gibb, on the other hand speaks of
— _ ^Abu 'Ubaida as a "convinced Kharijite", and he thinks that

his opinion is fully sustained by the best sources, namely

1* Quoted by Gibb in "Studies on the Civilization of Islam" (London 1962) 73.2. Ibid.
5* 'Ubayda) I 158.
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- *** 1 al-Jal^ig and al-Ash'am. Gibb, furthermore, disagrees with
Goldziher1 s reasoning and holds that Ahu 1 Uhaida fs apprecia
tion of al-Sayyid al-ljimyarl1s poetry is not a cogent reason

-  -  2for denying Ahu 'ITbaida^ Kharijite inclinations.
A more flexible attitude is maintained hy hr* A.

Amin. Amin argues that Ahu 1 ITbaida may have adopted Kharijite 
doctrines, basing his argument on the stories of al-Sijistanl 
and al-Tawwazi which have already been referred to# But,
Amin goes on, if Abu fITbaida were truly a Kharijite, then 
his outward conduct in associating himself with the court

■z Twould be incompatible with his beliefs. In conclusion Amin 
says:- "He was a Kharijite in regard to some questions* 
Firstly in his critical attitude towards the Caliphs, and 
secondly in his belief that all those who disagree with them 
Ci.e* the Kharijites] should be considered unbelievers, 
but he would not express [his beliefs] openly*"^

On the last point Amin and Suter are at one. The 
latter says in this respect that Abu 1 ITbaida "agreed with 
the Kharijites only in what regards certain questions so 
that there was some reason to style him a heretic•

1. Studies on the Civilization of Islam 73*2. Though the fact that he did appreciate the poetry of al- Sayyid al-gimyari could well have been used to argue that Abu !Ubaida was a Shi1!. So slender is the evidence adduced ordinarily for implying religious and political beliefs to famous literary men#3. Pufra al-Islam III 335*
A, Ibid. Ill 336*
5. E iU) (A~bu 'Ubaida) I 112.
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None of these statements is entirely satisfactory, 
either one way or the other, and no great weight of evidence 
is adduced for the conclusion* Without stronger evidence, 
however, we are not inclined to accept that Ahu rUhaida was 
"a convinced Kharijite, as G-ihh maintains. ̂ And although 
A* Amin's argument seems apparently pursuasive, his conclu
sion and that of Suter do not solve the question satisfactor
ily.

Ahu 1 ITbaida1 s Shu'ubite leanings;
It is striking that only one of Ahu 'ITbaida's

biographers namely Yaqut (h 626/1229) refers to him as a
Shu'ubite. Xaqut writes, "It was said that he was a Shu!ubite,

-  2and that he used to disparage the ansah*" Other biographers 
mentioned only that he hated the Arabs, disparaged their

3genealogies, and wrote many hooks concerning their faults.
In this connection it is noteworthy that none of 

Ahu lUbaida!s pupils accused him of being a Shu'ubite, 
although they did regard him as a Kharijite, and al-Ja^ii^,

1. It must he noted, however, that__Abu !ITbaida wrote a hook on "Khawarij al-Bahrain wal-Yamama" (Irshad VII 170).But writing a hook on ‘this subject does not necessarily mean that he was in favour of this movement, neither does it imply that he was opposing it. It might he 
regarded as a proof of impartial scholarship. Of. alsop.172. Irshad VII 165.

3* Al-Ma'arif 54-3.
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also did not identify him with the Shu’ubite movement*
Al-Ja^Ligj as is known, repudiated the Shu'ubite claims in 

—  -  ]his T)Kitab al-* Aga11, and was the first writer to apply the 
term "Shu* whites" to those who were against the Arabs, and 
the term "ahl al~taswiyan to those who considered the Arabs

pand other nations equals« It iS;>, therefore, most unlikely 
that if Abu ,Ubaida were a Shu'ubite, al-Ja^d-g, owing to 
his concern with this movement, would not have said so*

After al-JaT̂ ig;, we find that Abu al-Faraj (b* 556/ 
967) applied the term "Shu'ubx" to Isma'xl b* Tasar,^ and 
Ibn al-Nadxm spoke of 'Alan al-Shu'ubx (the Shu'ubite).^ 
Although both those writers have favoured us with valuable 
information about Abu 1 IJbaida, neither refers to him as 
a Shu'ubite. It was not until the time of Yaqut that he was 
labelled a Shufubite.

later biographers, such as Ibn Khallikan (b. 681/ 
1282) and al-Suyufx (b* 911/1505)? disagree with Yaqut on 
this point. This means that, owing to lack of evidence to 
support this claim, all Arab authors, save Yaqut, including 
all those concerned in repudiating the claims of this move
ment, did not group Abu 1 Ubaida with the Shu'ubites, and

1 • Al-Bayan wal-labiyyin I. 1 sqq, II. 1 sqq.
2. Ibid. II 2. Ill 2.
3. Aghanx IV 105.
4. Fihrist 105*
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that all modern scholars, Arabs and Orientalists alike, who
apply this term to Abu 'Ubaida, have done so without first
examining the evidence.

Before we investigate this queation further, we
would like to refer in brief to modern scholars* opinions
on the subject.

Almost all Western Orientalists agree that Abu
’Ubaida was a Shu'ubite, To Goldziher he was TTa typical
example of the whole class of Shu'ubx philologists and
genealogxsts", While Nicholson holds that he "maintained
in his writings the cause of the Shu'ubite against the Arab

2national party", A third scholar considers him as "one of 
the leading spirits of the movement of emancipation of non- 
Arab Moslems from Arab hegemony,"^ As for C. Huart states 
that "his leanings were also Shu'ubite he asserted the

1Lsuperiority of the conquered races over the Arab victors,"
And lastly E.G, Brown‘d considered him as "one of the most

'X 5accomplished of these Iranophile scholars",^ and "a philolo
gist of strong shu'ubx tendencies and the bitter satirist 
of the Arab tribes.

1, Quoted by Gibb in "Studies on the Civilization of Islam" 
6?. " ~  ’ ' "2. "A Literary History of the Arabs", 344.3. "(̂ nc'xse~ Sncyciopaedia of Arabic Civilization" 54-1*4, "A History of Arabic Literature "141, " ~

5* "A Literary Hx4tory ’of Persia"(Cambridge 1928) 1,269*6, rfxTd, 1, 277. “ '
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Arab authors, on the other hand, have tried to 
expose Ahu 1Ubaida*s role in the racial conflict which was 
taking place during his lifetime, hr. al-Durr, for instance, 
considers that his Shu'ubite inclinations played a particular 
role in the marring and mutilating of Arab history, imposing 
untruth upon it, and thus creating a reaction amongst the

n _Arabs leading them to study their own history, hr. Ghannawi
thinks that Abu 'Ubaida explained al-Naqa*icl in such a way

2as to expose the faults of the Arab.
It is fairly apparent that Abu 1 Ubaida !s biographers 

as well as modern scholars derive their ideas of his Shu'ubite 
leanings from his so-called Persian origin on the one hand, 
and from his books on al-Mathalib and his attitude towards 
al-Ansab on the other. It is, therefore, necessary to examine 
in detail these factors if we are going to reach a fair 
judgment in this matter.

Abu 'Ubaidafs origin:
There is a common tendency amongst Arab authors, and 

amongst Orientalists as well, to think that Abu 'Ubaida was 
of Persian origin. This is derived from the words of 'Alan 
al-Shu'ubx, who said that Abu 'Ubaida from Pars was of

1. "Bahth fx Nash*at al-Tarlkh 'ind al-'Arab (Beirut I960)
2. Uaqa’id Jarir wal-Parazdaq. 146-147*
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Persian origin,^ and also from a remark which, is generally
considered as one of Ahu llTbaidals own statements, to the

- 2effect that his grandfather was a Jew from Bagarwan.
As yet, the question of Ahu ’Ubaida*s origin has not 

heen investigated, and to do so, geographical and historical 
evidence must he examined, The enquiry may he framed around 
the following three questions

1, What does the name "Bars” stand for?
2, Po which land and people may it he applied?
3, And did, in fact, the land from which Ahu 1 Ubaida*s

grandfather originate belong to the area of so-
called ’’Bars”?
There is some confusion over the terms "Persia” and 

"Iran", We now regard "Persia" as a synonym of "Iran"* Brown? 
states that "Iran", Eran, Airan, the Airiyana of Arbsta, is 
the land of Aryans, and had a wider significance than the 
term "Persia", which is the equivalent of "Iran" in the 
modern sense has now, Balkh, Sogdiana and Khawarazm were

5Iranian lands, and the Afghan and Kurds are Iranian peoples," 
Phis quotation clearly indicates that there are many 

people of different races living in what are now known as 
"Iran", among them Afghans and Knrds, It is obvious that

1. Bihrist 53.2* TBTd'r~3. X^Literary History of Persia I, 4-. (footnote).
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people who have heen living in this vast land cannot he
regarded as "Persians", for Persia is hut one province. To
quote Browf^ again, "This land "Parsa11, the "Persis" of the
Greeks, the modern "Pars" is one province out of several,
But,because that province gave birth to the great dynasties
the Achaemedian in the sixth century before, end the Sasanian
in the third century before Christ, its meaning was extended
so as to include the whole people and country, which we call
"Persian"; just as the tribe of Angles, though numerically
inferior to the Saxons, gave this name to England and that

1the English now connotes.
Le Strange in his book "Lands of the Eastern Caliph- 

ate" asserts almost the same, "The province of Pars had been 
the home of the Achaemedian dynasty and the centre of their 
government. To the Greeks this district was known as "Persis" 
and they, in error, used the name, the central province, to 
connote the whole kingdom. Their misuse of the name is 
perpetuated throughout Europe to the present day, for with 
us "Persia", from the Greek "Persis" has become the common 
term of the whole empire of the Shah, whereas the native 
Persians call their country the kingdom of Iran, of which,

2Pars the ancient Persis is but one of the northern provinces." 
The question however, remains* where was "Bajarwan", to which

1. Ibid. I 4-5*
2*(Cambridge 1930) 248.



At>u ,Ubaidats grandfather was attributed, situated?
_ 1Bajarwan is a village in the district of Balkh. It

is also the name of a town "situated in Sherwan, a province 
of Armenia, and near which, it is said, lies the fountain

p _of immortality discovered by al-Kbi^r." Ibn Khallikan adds 
"I am inclined to believe that Abu belonged to this
place.

Between Ibn Khallikan and Yaqut there is agreement 
as to its situation* Yaqut states "Bajarwan is a town in the 
side of Bab al-Abwab, near Shlrwan, in which al-Khi$Lr dis
covered the fountain of life*"^ Between Shlrwan and Bab al- 
Abwab is one hundred parasangs and near it Is the Rock of
Noses. They said, "The Rock is Shirwan’s, and the sea is

-  -  -  -  5Jilan and the village is Bajarwan."^
Le Strange describes it more accurately, and gives 

more details. He identifies the town as the capital of 
Mughan, a "great swampy plain which stretches from the base 
of Hount Sablan to the coast of Caspian sea ... it was some
times counted as part of Adharbayjan province, but more

6often formed a separate district."
1. Wafayat III 396.2. Ib'ld.3. Tbld. Gibb, however, maintains that his "grandfather and His™™father came from Bajarwan near Raqqa in Mesopotamia, less probably the village of the same name in Shirwan." But this assumption is supported with no evidence whatsoever. E 1  ̂ (Abu Ubayda') I 158.
4. Mu1 jam al-Buldan I. 454-.
5. T B ia rrn : 28?.”6* HThe Lands of the Eastern Caliphate" 1.75#
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The Arabs5 we presume, used the term "Persia" (Pars) 
to connote many provinces, because, as Brown^states, Pars 
was the strongest. The saying attributed to 'Alan that Abu 
!Ubaida was from the people of Pars, of Persian origin, 
therefore, can not be taken without reservations. However, 
if we are going to accept the statement, we do so on the 
grounds that Pars here connotes a vast land, in which many 
races were living,1Alan used the term "Persia" (Pars) 
ina c curat e ly,

Bajarwan, then, belonged to a district which submitted 
to Persian domination for a while* The logical conclusion, 
therefore, is that Abu TITbaida was not of Persian extraction,

i — —and he was rather a Khazarl, as Jaha al-^ajiri suggests.
The so-called Shu’ubite leanings have nothing to do 

with Abu 'Ubaida*s so-called Persian origin* This significant 
fact has been referred to by Jaha al-gajirl. He states, "If 
he was of Persian origin, he would rather be a Shl'ite. This 
claim, then is far from being correct, because he was from 
those remote districts and races which did not take part in 
the "Races Battle" in Iraq*"^
1. al-Katib al-Nigrl 283,2* Ibid,' 'We need1 not, of course, accept al-gajirlrs^assumption concerning the Shi'ite tendency. Obviously, al-ga.jiri himself does not advocate that Abu 'Ubaida was rather a Shi’ite, because^ elsewhere in his article, the writer presumes that Abu 'Ubaida was a Shu'ubite who believed in 

equality among nations and races, in other words he was one of "ahl al-Taswiya", Ibid. 286*
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Abu 1 ITbaida !s Books on Mathalib:
As for bis books on "al-Mathalib" , it is noteworthy 

that almost all his biographers claim that he wrote books on 
"their [i.e. The Arabs] faults," The issue raised here is 
not that of the existence of such books, but whether it is 
necessary to accuse Abu 1Ubaida of being a Shu'ubite simply 
because he wrote on al~Mathalib»

al-Mathalib (Faults) played an essential part in 
Arabian life* They are always connected with al~Hanaqib 
(Virtues) or al-Ma?athir, as literary genres. Both are to be 
found in the literary life of the pre-Islamic period. It was 
quite natural for one tribe to establish a good reputation 
for itself, and to disparage another in any rivalry that 
might arise between them* The most usual form of this 
phenomenon was hiqa* (poetry) and madih (poetry) in its 
widest sense, as long as the poet was the spokesman of his 
tribe, expressing its good deeds and denigrating the claims 
of other tribes* When Islam came into existence, foreign 
elements engaged in this rivalry. We now find hija* from 
non-Arab poets against the Arab in general, and not against 
any particular tribe. The poetry of Abu Fuwas and Isma’Il 
b* Yasar provides good examples of this. Yet it must be 
stressed and remembered also that the hija> among the Arabs 
themselves still existed in the form of naqa*id.

It Is worthwhile mentioning at this point that Abu



1Ubaida himself considered al-Naqa’ig. of Jarir and al-karaz-
dag as mathalib, and deplored the poems which these two
poets had composed against each other in which their faults

1were exhibited.
Ihe ancients were conscious of the fact that

hitja* and madlb poetry in the form of naq a» id not only
reflected the narrow rivalries between two or more tribes,
but that the poets here brought into the light an important
aspect of Arabic life in general.

However, since poetry was an important source for
any study of Arabic life, we have to admit that the bulk of
Arabic poetry falls under two categories, hija? and madlh,
which parade both faults and virtues alike,

All the Arabs, al-Rafi'I states, were involved to a
greater or lesser degree in this matter and, whether their
manaq.ib or mathalib were true or not they nevertheless

2illustrated a prominent part of their life,
Al-Mas'udI reports that Hisham b* fAbd al-Malik used 

to hold meetings in which al-Abrashl, al-Kalbl, Khalid b. 
jSlama al-Makhzuml, al-fAbbas b. al-Walld and al~Ha£r Ibn

Marwan al-gimairl mention the manaqib of their people and
-  >5n̂o-thalib of other peoples. Indeed, this evidence is of

1. al-Naqa’id 1049*
2, "larlkh Adab al-!Arabn I. 392, 
3* Muruq al-Dhahab V 480-481.
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great significance* From it one can infer that an Arabic 
Caliph did not consider the mathalib as something shameful, 
nor that those who spoke on this subject should be regarded 
as Shu!ubites to be condemned.

Moreover, the mathalib were regarded as a complement
ary part of nArabic Science". al-Raghib al-Isfahan! asserts, 
"Memorising the manaqib and mathalib is part of Arabic 
Science."'*'

From what has already been said, it is clear that 
writing on mathalib is not necessarily a Shu'ubite activity, 
especially if it is connected with writing on the manaqib» 
on the part of a man whose sole pursuit is the study of 
Arabic life in its deepest and widest sense.

In this respect, Gibb thinks that writing on al- 
Manaqib and al-Mathalib was due to "the method generally 
adopted by the early philologists to group their materials 
under categories, so that facts of the same or similar kinds
were collected together in monographs, whether philologioal

€ -forms like faali, (viz* fa'all) or subjects of antiquarian
interest* like the works on Arab horses which have come down 
from Ibn al-Kalbl and from Abu * Ubaida himself."^ Gibb goes 
on to consider the question "To what ... is due the imputation 
that he [i.e. Abu tTJbaida] was a hater of the Arabs?" and

1. Muhadarat al-Udaba* I 152.
2* "Studies on the Civilization of Islam" 68.



finds that "it does not appear to me difficult to find one
explanation - an explanation to which, indeed, there are not
a few parallels even at the present day." "Ahu 'Ubaida
(adopting the method mentioned above) grouped many of his
data relating to the Arab tribes under the headings of
virtues or vices, as may be seen from all the lists of his 

1works
However, on al-Mathalib, Abu 'Ubaida wrote one book, 

although the list of his books given by Ibn al-Nadlm and 
Yaqut mention two titles which refer, apparently, to two 
separate books

1. Mathalib al-'Arab  ̂- (The Faults of the Arabs)
2* a1-Mathalib  ̂ - (The Faults)

We assume that these two books are one, the title
(proper) of which is Mathalib al-'Arab, being shortened to 
ai-Mathalib. It is well-known that Arab authors often delete 
part of the title and refer to a book by the word which sums 
up the main idea.

Unfortunately, this book was lost and thus our 
judgment of Abu 'Ubaidafs treatment of the subject is 
necessarily incomplete, owing to the lack of evidence. Never 
theless, our sources furnish us with two stories said to be

1. Ibid.
2. Irshad VII 169*
5* Fihrist 54. Wafayat III 592. Irshad VII 169. Muruj al- 

Dhahab VII 80.



extracted from "his Mat ha lib.
The first, which Yaqut quotes, runs thus, "Abu 

fUbaida said in the Kitab al-Mathalib, that Hisham b. fAbd 
Manaf begat §aifl, whose name is ‘Amr or Qais* gayya was 
their mother. She was a black slave of Malik or Amr« b*
Salul, the brother of Abu Salul, and father of fAbdullah b. 
Ubaiy b. Salul al-Munafiq# gayya ka& been bought from
gabasha fair which belongs to Qainuqa'. Makhrama b* al-

-  1 Muf-fcalib bo !Abd Manaf b. Qais is their uterine brother*"
The second story, quoted by al-Zubaidl and al-

Suyufl, runs thus: "Abu 1 Ubaida said in Mathalib Ahl al-Bagra
that al-Nagr b* Shumail had left Basra because he could not

2find means by which to live*"
These two stories, obviously, do not indicate any 

hostile attitude towards Arabs or distortion of reality* As 
we are informed that Abu ‘Ubaida had taken the material of
his book on mathalib from a collection of conversations which

- 3took place in the court of Hisham b. *Abd al~Malik,

It is as well to remember that

1. Mu Mam a 1-Buidan II 192-193.
2* Tabaqat al~Nahwiyyin 53. Bughyat al~Wu‘at 4*04-# The title 

"Mathalib Ahl al-Basra? in al-ZubaidIfs story does not 
imply the existence of a book on this subject* Presumably, 
al-Zubaidl was quoting from Abu 1 Ubaida !s Mathalib concern
ing the people of Basra*

3. Murutj al-Dhahab V 4-80-4-81.
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al-Baghdadi made an allusion to the fact that al-Na£r b Q 
Shumail and Khalid b* Salama al-Makhzuml had composed a 
hook on al-Manaqib and al-Mathalib*̂  Yet, if we remember that 
both those authors were at the court of Hisham b# 'Abd al- 
Malik when conversations on the subject used to be held, 
then it could be inferred that Abu !Ubaida was most likely 
acquainted with their book and probably put together stories 
concerned with the manaqib of particular tribes in different 
books, and that concerned with the mathalib in one compre
hensive book*

It is necessary at this stage of our enquiry to 
stress the fact that Abu !Ubaida did not practise fabrication, 
either in the mathalib or in the manaqib, and that he was a 
mere transmitter* Moreover, he did not neglect the "good’1 
side, that is to say the manaqib, for he composed more than
one book on the subject, e*g* MMa*athir al-’Arab" and
"Ma*athir Ghafrafan.11«̂  Thus, we agree with Gibb when he 
states that ”there is nothing so far is known to indicate 
that Abu !Ubaida was more interested in the mathalib than 
in mafakhir, or was actuated by malice, or to suggest that 
he falsified or misrepresented the material derived from his 
Arab informants in order to serve the interest of any party* 
In all that has come down from him he stands out as a

1. Khizana (Bulaq 1299) II* 519*
2. ffihrist I 54. Wafayat III 392* Irshad VII 169. Muruj

al-Dhahab VII 80*



thorough, and, in the scientific sense, disinterested 
scholar."^*
Abu 'Ubaida's attitude towards ansab:

As for his attitude towards ansab, Yaqut seems to
have based his accusation that Abu 'Ubaida was a Shu'ubite

2on the fact that he disparages genealogy* Disparaging the 
genealogy is, in fact, only a part of the mathalib in general* 
The quotation in which Abu 'Ubaida traced the genealogy of 
Hisham b. 'Abd Manaf was extracted from his Hathalib, as we 
have seen*

To Gibb this tendency in Abu 'Ubaida indicates a 
Kharijite inclination rather than a Shu'ubite. He says "As 
a Kharijite he made light of the pretensions of the Arab 
sharlf of his day such as the Muhallabids and publicly 
exposed the results of his researches into their genealogy."^ 

However, this attitude can be best understood, 
perhaps, in the light of his extraction and character, 
especially the sharpness of his tongue. Abu 'Ubaida*s humble 
origin would impel him to look with scepticism upon the 
science of genealogy in general, and on the psychological 
level to stress continually his own ability and knowledge,
i.e. to practise a kind of self-compensation. He once said,

1, Studies on the Civilization of Islam 68-69
2. Irshad VII 165*
5. Studies on the Civilization of Islam 68*



on "being asked "by a man to teach him genealogy, "The only
ibenefit you [can] obtain from that is a knowledge of vices," 

Conclusion:
Having exposed the question in detail, another 

judgment, taking into consideration all these aspects, and 
assessing the evidence of both sides, is inevitable*

It has been shown that Yaqut*s accusation that Abu 
1 XJbaida was a Shuiubite was not soundly based. Moreover, we 
can observe that the sources are not at one regarding this 
claim nor, indeed, has it been stated unequivocally,

The question which arises is "what were Abu * Ubaida* s 
views?" There are two facts that should be borne in mind* 
firstly, Abu *Ubaida was not an Arab. And secondly, he would 
seem to have had an unbiased outlook towards all that he 
dealt with.

It goes without saying that his non-Arab extraction 
prevented him from being a pro-Arab zealot, and gave him the 
chance neither to over-estimate nor to under-estimate the 
question he was dealing with. "Examination of the charges 
brought against him, suggests that they may well be regarded 
as proofs of impartial scholarship rather than of deliberate

pbias." He saw in the Arabs, as indeed in the *Ajam, without 
any pre-conceived ideas, some aspects which cannot be

1* Muhadarat al-Udaba* I 39»
2. E h 1-* (Ta’rlkh) Supp.234.



considered as virtues, and yet were part of their life, as 
represented in their literature*

The fault of those who wrote about Abu ’Ubaida, and 
whom we have, in the preceding pages, quoted or referred to, 
was that they looked at only one side of his writings on 
this question (i.e. al-Mathalib) and ignored the other side 
(i.e. al-Manaq,ib). It is not without significance that they 
always refer to his book on the mathalib, and overlook his 
books on the manaqib.

There must be no confusion between Abu ’Ubaida and 
the group of real Shu’ubites who adopted and propagated 
anti-Arab doctrines. One group of this party tried to trans
form Arab virtues into vices and to deny them every good 
quality. Another group adopted a disinterested outlook and 
reviewed the Arab way of life as a whole; these people, with 
whom Abu ’Ubaida is to be identified, cannot be considered 
as Shu’ubites*

It must be remembered too that many Arab writers, 
among them al-Jal^ij, dealt with the same subject. Also Ibn 
al-Uadlm referred to Abu al-Yaqgan, who wrote many books on 
the subject, as an authority on mathalib and manaqib.

Besides Abu al-Yaqgan, Ibn al-Uadlm refers to al- 
Waqidi, who wrote on Mathalib Rabl’a, and al-Mathalib 
al-gaghlr wal-Kablr. Yet, no s.cholar has claimed those

1. ffihrist 94-•
2. Ibid. 99.



writers as Shu’ubites,
In considering Abu ’Ubaida*s works in their totality, 

surely every Impartial researcher with respect for historical 
truth will base his judgment on what we know of Abu 1 Ubaida *s 
own works. Further, a fair appraisal and criticism of his 
writings on this subject must share his own central purpose, 
to present a complete and unbiased picture of the particular 
matter in hand, and not try to falsify, through preconcep
tions, his attempt at depicting Arab life in its totality.



CHAPTER III 
HIS WORKS

"Abu 'Ubaida" Yaqut says, "wrote about two hundred
1 - - books". Yet, neither Yaqut nor other biographers, such as

Ibn Khallikan and Ibn al-Hadlm, gave a complete list of 
his works.

Ibn Khallikan says, having given a partial list of 
Abu 'Ubaida1s works: "He left besides other instructive 
works, all of which I should mention were I not afraid of

plengthening this article too much."
Moreover, we do not even possess all the books which

Abu 1 Ubaida*s biographers did mention. What we have, in
- 3comparison with what Abu 'Ubaida composed, is scanty indeed.

The biographers 1 lists which do not differ much
from one another, demonstrate the wide range of Abu 'Ubaida*s
knowledge. As will be seen in the course of the present
thesis, his works deal with many subjects; poetry, language,
history, ^adlth,Quran,dialects and other major themes.

His books reveal that he was not a mere transmitter
of the material he drew from his teachers and Bedouin

1. Irshad VII# 170.
2. Wafayat III. 393.
3. Abu jgatim al-Bijistanl declares that Abu 'Ubaida kept on writing books till he died (Jabaqat 193)* Al-Khashni also reports that Abu 'Ubaida was more knowledgeable than al-Asma'I, transmitted more akhbar and wrote more 

books, (Ibid. 188).
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informants, nor a mere compiler* The controversy which raged
around his hook al-Majaz shows the independence of the
personality which lies behind it, and it is not without
significance that al-Asma*I accused Abu 'Ubaida of having

1explained the Quran "after his own private judgment*”
The fact that most of his books have been lost, the 

disagreement concerning their titles, subject-matter, number 
and authenticity are commonplace knowledge* Indeed, this 
kind of thing is a familiar phenomenon, not peculiar to Abu 
’Ubaida alone, but true also for other literary figures*
This should not however be an excuse for leaving these points 
without investigation, and a re-construction of his various 
activities as. embodied in a large number of books is necessary 

As has been previously stated, the lists of his works 
given by Ibn al-Uadlm, Ibn Khallikan and Yaqut are incom-

pplete. We shall, therefore, try to give as complete as 
possible a list of liis books arranged alphabetically and a 
short account of them wherever possible*

Before this, however, we should like to refer to two 
previous attempts along the same lines * The first was made 
by 'Abd al-Salam Harun in his introduction to Abu 'Ubaida*s

1. Wafayat III* 390*
2* Ibn al-Nadlm mentions 105 works (Bihrist*55)i Yaqut refers to 82 works only (Irshad VII* 168), while Ibn Khallikan 

mentions 77 works (Wafayat 111*391)•



1work entitled al-!Aqaqa wal~Barara.
Harun gives a list of 126 works, relying, in the 

main, on the lists given hy Ibn al-Nadxm, Ibn Khallikan and 
Yaqut. However, he has missed some works, and his list is 
not accurate with regard to the titles and authorship of 
some books* Harun, for instance, points out the disagreement 
between Ibn al-Uadlm and Ibn Khallikan on the one hand and 
Yaqut on the other hand concerning the title of one of Abu 
rUbaida* s books* The former two, according to Harun mention
Kitab Khawariq al-Bahrain wal~Yamama, while the latter

—  2 mentions Khawarij al-Bahrain only* This is not in fact
correct, all the above-mentioned authors are in full agree
ment in regard to the title of the book concerned*

After the publication of Harun*s work, Dr* I f *  Sizgln, 
the editor of al-Ma.jaz declared his intention of preparing 
a new list* In his introduction to the Majaz he states 111 
have prepared a list of his [i*e, Abu ‘Ubaida] works arranged 
alphabetically and referred to the authors who have mentioned 
them* But I realise that the list needs to be compared, 
studied and examined, so I have decided to postpone mention- 
ing it until the second v o l u m e I n  the second volume, 
however, Dr* Sizjin did not fulfil his promise*

1. Cairo, 1955*2. AI-!Aqaqa wal-Barara 342.
3* Haqaz I* 16*



The list of Abu 1Ubaida!s works given by Brockelmann 
(GAL) is not, unlike the foregoing, intended to be complete. 
What he does is to refer to the surviving books (six 
altogether) and to lo&t books from which quotations were 
drawn by Arab authors (sixteen altogether) • A few remarks on 
Brockelmann1s list will not be irrelevant.

Brockelmann mentions six surviving books; they are;

Al-Khail
Al-Mubaflarat wa 1 -Mufcawarat 
lafsir Gharlb al-Qur*an ~̂
A qagida Lamiyya

pTasmiyat Azwatj al-Nabi
Of these works, two have already been edited and 

published, namely the second and the fourth. The last one, 
viz., Tasmiyat Azwatj al~Nabi is edited and appended to this 
thesis

The unique MS. of the first work, preserved in
ZlBeirut, was lost during the First World War*

The authorship of the other two, the third and the 
fifth is doubtful as we shall explain presently,

1. This book according to Brockelmann, is al~Matjaz. Of, Tarikh al-Adab al-'Arabi 11.144*2. Tcirikh al-A'dab" al-^Arab'f II. 143-144.3. A p p e n d i x T T . r4. Of, Bo*124 of the list given below.

a)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
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The poem rhyming in lam is definitely not by Abu 
1Ubaida as Brockelmann supposed. According to Ahlwardt, the 
poem is by al-Asma1!*"̂

The ascription of al-Mub.aj.arat wal-Muhawarat to 
Abu !Ubaida is also subject to dispute* Brockelmann, although 
he includes this book among Abu 1 Ubaida1 s surviving books, 
seems to have been uncertain about the real author of the 
book, because he also refers to Bitter!s opinion that the

pbook is by Ibn al-lArabx. To the best of my knowledge, 
there is no author, apart from al-Nadawx, who ascribes the 
book to Abu 1 Ubaida.^ The MS* of this book, at any rate, 
gives no clue as to the author* The catalogue of the Aya 
§ufya library refers to this book (No *4253) without naming 
the author, since a few pages from the beginning and the

lLend are missing, furthermore* the title of the MS* given 
in the catalogue differs from that given by Brockelmann. In 
the catalogue the title is Kitab fx al-Mufcadarat,̂  while in 
Tarxkh al~Adab al-TArabx it is styled al^Muhadarat wal- 
Mubawarat.
_______________ h
1« Die Handschriften - Verzeichmisse der Koniglichen BibXiothek liu Berl xn» (Be'rlih 1894 ) VI. $54*
2. Tarxkh al-Adab al-!Arabx II* 143.
3* Muhammad Hashim al-Nadawx, Tadhkirat al~Nawadir (Haydarabad 1350 A.H.) 121*
4* Daftar Kutub ~Khana Aya gufya (Istanbul 1304 A.H.) 253•
• Ibxd.



The 'book, in my opinion, is not "by Abu ’Ubaida* 
References are to be found in the text which, suggest that 
the book was written by an author who lived in or after the

isixth century of Islam* Thus anecdotes are related on the 
authority of Abu i^aiyan al-Taw^I^r who lived in the fourth

pcentury of Islam, and there are also citations from the 
poetry of Mihyar al-Dailaml (d0 428/1037) Further., the 
style of the author, in which saj1 is not uncommon, has no

_ lLsimilarity to Abu 1Ubaida*s style.
Among the lost books which Brockelmann refers to 

there are two which have been found and edited, The first is 
Naqa*id Jarir wal-Farazdaq, edited first by A. Bevan in
Leiden, and again by A, al-§ax^i In Cairo* The second is
Akhbar al-'Aqaqa wal-Barara, edited by A,8, Harun, as pre
viously stated, under the title al-'Aqaqa wal-Barara.

Undoubtedly any attempt to reconstruct an inventory
of Abu 1 Ubaida*s books is bound to be incomplete for two
reasons. Firstly, a complete list of his works has. not come 
down to us. Secondly, discrepancies in the titles of the 
books sometimes make it difficult if not impossible for one 
to know the real title of the book concerned* Ibn al-Nadim, 
for instance, mentions Kitab alAgasf among Abu 'Ubaida*s

1, Fo1• 6a *2, Fol. 306b.
3* Fol. 305b.4. Fol. 306b.



books, while both Ibn Khallikan and Yaqut mention Kitab 
al-Khuff. Again, Ibn Khallikan refers to a book called 
gadr al~Khail, while both Ibn al-Kadlm and Yaqut refer to 
a book entitled KhagI al-Khail. In both these examples one 
cannot with certainty decide whether al-gasf and al-Khuff are 
two different books or one. If they are the same book, what, 
then is Its real title? The same might be said with regard
to gadr al~Khail and Khasi al~Khail,

With these provisos, the alphabetical list which 
follows is, nevertheless, believed to be more accurate and 
comprehensive than those discussed above.
(1) Kitab al-Adcleid Fihrist 54. Irshad YII.169.

Wafayat 111,392.
(2) Kitab Ad1lya? al~ 'Arab Fihrist 54. Irshad VII.169♦

or Kitab Ad'yat al-'Arab Irshad VII.169. Wafayat III392
(3) Kitab al-'Iffa Irshad VII. 169.

or Kitab al-'Aqaqa Fihrist 54. Wafayat III. 392.
(4) Kitab al-Aglam Fihrist 54,

or Kitab al-Igtilam Wafayat III. 392, Irshad VII.170.
(5) Kitab Akhbar al-gatjtjati Fihrist 54 Irshad VII*170.

Wafayat III, 392.
(6) Kitab al-Amthal al~Sa*ira Irshad VII, 169.

or Kitab al-Amthal Fihrist, 54.
A great deal of this book Is to be found in 

al~fIqd al-Farld (1.333) of Ibn *Abd Rabbihi who clearly
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states that he is relating on the authority of Ahu 1 IJbaida.
Al-1 Askari in his hook sharh iaa yaqa1 flhi al-Tashlcj wal- 
Tahrlf (252) refers to this hook and gives it this title 
al-Maqalla.
(7) Kitab al-Anhaz Jamharat al-Lugha (]Jaidarabad 1345 A.H*)

II. 284.
This hook seems to he on Arah genealogy as the quota

tions made hy Ihn Durald indicate* Cf. ibid.
(8) Kitah al-!Aqarib Irshad VII, 169. Fihrist 55*

or Kitah al-’Uqab Wafayat III, 392. Anbah al-Ruwat
III* 285*

(9) Kitah al-Ariqqa’ Anbah al-Ruwat III . 286*
(10) Kitah Ash’ar al-Qaha’il Irshad VII. 169.
(11) Kitah A rshar al-Jizur ] Fihrist 54.
(12) Kitah Asma’ al-Khail Irshad VII, 169* Wafayat III,

Fihrist 54-*
392.

(13) Kitah al-Asnan Fihrist 53.
(14) Kitah al-Aufiya* Fihrist 54.
(15) Kitah al-Aus wal-Khazratj Fihrist 54. Irshad VII,169.

Wafayat III, 393*
(16) Kitah al-A1yan Irshad VII. 170.
(17

(18

(19

Kitah AyadI al-Azd
or
Kitah al-Ayyam al-Kahir

Fihrist 53, Wafayat III, 392.
Irshad VII. 170.
Irshad VII, 169. Wafayat III,

393*
Kitah al-Ayyam al-Saghlr Irshad VII, 169* III,

393*
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(20) Kitab Fihrist 54. al-Ishtiqaq of 
Ibn Duraid, (Gairo 1958) 21*

(21) Kitab Ayyam Ban! Yashkur wa Akhbaruhum Fihrist 54*
(22) Kitab Ayyam BanI Mazin wa Akhbaruhum Irshad VII.169#

Wafayat 111,593. 
or Kitab Banu Mazin wa Akhbaruhnm Fihrist 54

(23) Kitab al-Baida wal-Dir! • Khizanat al~Adab (Cairo 1348
A.H*) 1*2.

Irshad VII. 169. Wafayat III. 392 
Fihrist 54.
Irshad VII. 169* Wafayat III.392 
Fihrist 53*
Irshad VII, 170 Wafayat III. 391 

(27) Kitab al-Bunyan bi-Ahlihi Wafayat III.392

(24) Kitab al-Bakra

(25) Kitab al-Bazx

(26) Kitab al-Bulh

or Kitab Bayan Bahila 
(28) Kitab Buyutat al-TArab

Irshad VII.169

(29) Kitab al-Dlbaj

Irshad VII, 169 Wafayat III.392 
Fihrist 54. Kashf al~£unun 
(Istanbul 1941) 762.
Irshad VII. 169 Wafayat III.391 
Fihrist 53* Kashf al-Zm u n  782* 

The subject of this book cannot be defined with certainty, 
although the quotations taken from this book by al~Ba£alyusx 
suggest that Abu 1Ubaida deals with the description of horses. 
(al-Iqtidab 138-145).
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(30) Kitab al-Pifan Irshad VII, 169 Wafayat III.391. 
Quotations from this "book are to he found in al-Mu*talif

wal-Mukhtalif (Cairo 1354- A.H.) (96) and Khizanat al-Adab 
(111.386).
(31) Kitah al-Dilwi . Irshad VII. 169 Wafayat 111,392.

Fihrist 54-.
(32) Dlwan al~A!sha Khizanat al-Adab 111,216.
(33) Dlwan 'Algama al-Fab.1 Al-Khail 136.
(34-) Sharh- Dlwan Bishr Ihn Ahl Khazim Khizaipat al-Adah IV“ " “ ~  ~ r̂—  355.
(35) Dlwan Imri*l-Qais al-Khail 136.
(36) Dlwan Yazld Ihn ' Amr al-ganafl al-Khail 14-3.
(37) Kitah Fa!ala wa Affala Irshad VII. 169 Wafayat III.392.Fihrist 54-.
(38) Kitah Fafla’il al~Furs Irshad VII. 170 Fihrist 54-, 

or perhaps Kitah Akhbar al-Furs if this is the hook 
to which al-Mas!udI refers to in his Muruj al-Dhahab 
(II. 237-238). This Is a biographical history of the

Persian kings, Abu 'Ubaida1 s main source for this hook was a 
rawi called 'Umar Kisra, who was well-versed In the history 
of Persia, and for this reason this rawi was given the 
nickname Kisra, Ihn 'Asaqir also refers to this hook, and 
claims to have seen and quoted from it, larikh Dimashq 
(Damascus 1951) I* 12.
(39) Kitah Fada’il al-'Arsh Irshad VII. 169.

Wafayat m .  393 
Kashf al-Zunun 1276,
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(40) Kitab al~Faras (or al-Furs) Irshad VII* 169
Fihrist 54* Wafayat III* 

’ 392.
(41) Kitab al-Farg Irshad VII, 169. Wafayat 111*392* 

Fihrist 54* •
In his Kashf al-£unun (1446) Êajji Khalifa mentions 

this book saying; ’’The Kitab al~Farq, of Abu ’Ubaida, abridged, 
starts with 1 Pafci.se be to G-od* etc. This book [deals] withO* f
the differences between Nan and the quadrupeds - lions, 
beasts and birds*"
(42) Kitab

(43) Kitab Futub al-Ahwaz
(44) Kitab al-Gharat

(45) Kitab Gharlb al-Qur^an

(46) Kitab Gharlb al-gadith

Wafayat III* 392. Fihrist 54-. 
Kashf al-Zunun 1239*
Irshad VII. 170 Fihrist 54-. 
Irshad VII* 169 Wafayat 111*392 
Fihrist 54-.
Irshad VII. 168. Fihrist 53* 
Kashf 1204.
I bah al-Naknun (Istanbul 1945)
II. 147*
Tabaqat al~Nabwiyyin 194*
Wafayat III. 391. Irshad VII.169. 
Fihrist 53.

(47) Kitab Gharlb Butun al-’Arab Fihrist 54-
Vlb&b al-Naknun II, 316. 

(4*8) Kitab al-Nusannaf labaqat al-Nahwiyyxn 298
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(4-9) Kitab al-gayyat

(30)Kitab al-gamam

Irshad VIIf 169 Wafayat III, 392 
Fihrist 53* Idah al-Naknun 11,291 
Irshad VII, 169 Wafayat VII, 392 
Fihrist 53. Kashf al-£unun 1413. 

(51) Kitab al-gaimnalln wal~gammalat Idah al~Maknun 11*291 
$? 54- •

Fihrist 53
Fihrist 54-. I dab al~Hakntin 11.289 
Irshad VII. 169* Wafayat 111.391* 
Kashf al-Zimun 14-11* 

gajji Khalifa mentions another two books with the same 
title written by Muhammad Ibn ’All and al-Ghazlali. From his 
statement, in regard to these two books and that of Abu 
’Ubaida, it seems that the book deals with jurisprudence* 
(Ibid.)
(55) Kitab al-Uums min Quraish Irshad VII* 169

Fihrist 54- Wafayat 111.392.

(52) Kitab al-Hayawan
(53) Kitab al-girath 
(54-) Kitab al-Sudud

(56) Kitab al-Ibdal
(57) Kitab al-Ibl

(58) Kitab al~1Ilia
(59) Kitab 11rab al-Qur * an
(60) Kitab al-I!tibar
(61) Kitab Jafwat Khalid

Irshad VII. 169
Irshad VII. 169. Wafayat 111*392
Fihrist 55* Idah al-Maknun II.. ’ 261*
Fihrist 53.
Fihrist 54-*
Fihrist 53.
Fihrist 53*
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(62) Kitab al-Jamal wa giffin Irshad VII, 170
Wafayat III* 392 Fihrist 54 
Ijafo al-Matoun II • 286

(63) Kitab al-Jam* wal-Tathraya Irshad VII* 169
Fihrist 44* Wafayat 111*313

(64) Kitab Khabar TAbd Qais Fihrist 53.
(65) Kitab Khabar Abl Baghld Fihrist 53.
(66) Kitab Khabar al-Barrad Irshad VII* 169

°r Kitab Akhbar al-Barrad Wafayat III* 392
(67) Kitab Khabar al-Rawiya Fihrist 53*
(68) Kitab Khabar al-lau’am Fihrist 53* Idah al-MakmSn I*

(69) Kitab al-Khail Irshad VII. 169 Wafayat 111,392
Idah al-Nakmun II* 293

(70) Kitab Khalq, al-Insan Irshad VII* 170 Wafayat III.392
Fihrist 54.

(71) Kitab KhagI al-Khail Fihrist 53.
or Kitab hadr al-Khail Wafayat III* 392 Irshad VII.

(72) Kitab Khawarl.j al-Bahrain wal-Yamama Wafayat 111*391
Irshad VII* 170 Fihrist 53.

(73) Kitab al-Khuff Irshad VII. 169 Wafayat III.392
°r Kitab al-gasf Fihrist 54.

(74) Kitab Khurasan Irshad VII. 170. Wafayat 111*391
Fihrist 53*



(75) Kitab al-Lijam

(77)

(82)

Irshad VII. 169 Wafayat III. 392
Kashf al-Zuaua 1454. Fihrist 54.
Irshad VII. 169. Fihrist 54.
Idah al-Makmm II. 326.

Kitab al-fArab Irshad VII. 169. Wafayat III._  ~ 3 9 2

(76) Kitab al-Lughat

(78) Kitab Ma*athir al-*Arab

(79) Kitab Ha *athir Ghatafan

Kashf al-Zurmn 1550 
Fihrist 54
Irshad VII. 169 Wafayat III.392
Kashf al-Zimun 1573 
Fihrist 54 
Kashf al-gamin 1573 
Fihrist 54 Irshad VII.169 
Wafayat III.392 
Kashf al-Zairun 1730 
Fihrist 53 
Irshad VII. 170 
Wafayat III, 392 
Idah al-Makmm 11.336 
Fihrist 54*

Kitab Ilagharat Qais Wal-Taman Idah al-Haknuix II. 334
Fihrist 53

(80) Kitab Ma1 anl al-Qur * an

(81) Kitab Makka wal-garam

(83) Kitab Ma.jaz al-Qur?an Irshad VII.168 Wafayat III
~  391Fihrist 53

or al-Na,jag Kashf al-^’imun 1450
al-Maknun 11.428



(84) Kitab Manaqib Bahila Kashd al-gumun 1586 Fihrist 54
(85) Kitab Manaqib Qurajsh wa Fada*iluhum Al-Tanblh 

wal Ishraf (Leiden 1894) 210
(86) Kitab Han Qatalat Banu Asad Fihrist 54 

°r Kitab Tasmiyat Hem Qatalat Banijt As ad
Idah al-Maknun 11,281 

or Kitab Tasmiyat man qutila min Bann Asad
Aribah al-Ruwat 111*286

(87) Kitab Han Shukira Hin al-!Ummal wa gumida
Irshad VII. 169 Wafayat III.393 

or Kitab Nan Shukar Min af~1 Ummal Idah al-Maknun 11.339
Fihrist 54

(88) Kitab Maqatil al-Fursan Irshad VII.169 Wafayat 111.392
Mu Mam ak-BuldanlV* 999 
Kashf al-gunun 1778 

In his book Akhbar al-Nahwiyyln al-Basriyyln (69) ? 
al-Sirafl mentions this book amongst Abu 1tJbaidals book on 
Avvam. Quotations from this book in both Lisan al-^rab 
(v.270) and MuMam al-Bufdan (1*435? IV 999) support 
al-Slrafl’s statement. The book is lost, although S. Krehkow 
points out that extracts from it are to be found in an MS. 
preserved in the British Museum (al-Khail 178). My efforts 
to substantiate this have not been successful. Al-Masfudl 
relates that he himself has written a book on "Maqatil 
Furs an al-'Ajam" in imitation (mu1 aradatan) of Abu 1IJbaida,s



book. Gf. (al-lanblh Wal-Ishraf 102).

(89) Kitab Maqatil al-Ashraf Irshad VII.169 Wafayat III.
_ 392Kashf al-gunun 1778

Fihrist 54
(90) Kitab Maqtal *Uthman Irshad VII. 170 Wafayat III.392Fihrist 54

or Kitab Maqtal !Uthman b. *Affan Kashf al-gunun1794
(91) Kitab Marn Rahit Irshad VII, 170. Wafayat III.

— 592Idah al~Maknun II, 330
Fihrist 53

(92) Kitab Mas!ud Ibn !Umar wa Maqtaluhu Fihrist 54
Ibn al-Nadlm also mentions a book by Abu 1 IJbaida 

called Mas1 ud (Ibid 53)* fh is most likely that these two 
books are one.
(93) Kitab al-Magadir Fihrist 54 Anbah al-Ruwat III.
(94) Kitab Ma Talhnnu flhi al~1 Smma Irshad VII, 169

Kashf al-gunun 1577 
Wafayat III.393 Fihrist 54

(95) Kitab al-Mathalib Wafayat III, 392 Fihrist 54
Or Mathalib al-1Arab Irshad VII.169

(96) Kitab al-Mawall Irshad VII, 170. Wafayat 111.392
Fihrist 53 Idah al-Maknun 11.341

(97) Kitab al~Mufatabat Irshad VII.169 Wafayat 111.392
Fihrist 54
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(98) Kitab Nuhammad wa Ibrahim Ibnayy ^bdillah Ibn gas an 
Ibn *AlI Ibn Abl Talib* Irshad VII. 169
or ICitab Muhammad wa Ibrahim Ibnayy 'Abdillah Ibn
gas an Ibn Husain, Fihrist 54-
or Kitab Huhammad wa Ibrahim Wafayat 111,595

(99) Kitab al~Mut1tjan Idah al-Maknun 11*528
Fihrist 55

(100) Kitab al-Hulawamat Irshad VII. 169 Wafayat 111*592
or Kitab al-Hulawayat Fihrist 54-

(101) Kitab al-Mullag Fihrist 55 Idah al-Maknun 11,556
Anban al-Ruwat III.286

(102) Kitab al-Munafarat Irshad VII*169 Wafayat 111*591
Fihrist 55 Idah al-Maknun 11.557 

(105) Kitab Muslim Ibn Qntaiba Fihrist 54
(104) Kitab al-Nawashiz Irshad VII *169 Fihrist 55

or Kitab al-Nawashir Wafayat 111,592
(105) Kitab Naqa*id Jarir Wal-Farazdaq. Irshad VII,169

Kashf al~Zunun 1957 
Fihrist 158*

(106) Kitab al-Nawahih Irshad VII. 169 Wafayat 111.592
or Kitab al-Nawa*ih Fihrist 55
gajji Khalifa says in Kashf al~gunun (p.1468) that 

the Kitab al—Hawakih of Abu 1 Ubaida was originally called 
Kitab al-Uawa?ih»
(107) Kitab al~Nawadir Anbah al-Ruwat III. 108.
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(108) Kitab al~Kugra

(109) Kitab al~Q,aba*il

(110)
(HI)

Kitab al-Qabid

Xdab al-Maknun II. 34-3.
Ribrist 53
Irsbad VII, 169 Wafayat 111*391 
Ribrist 53 Kasbf al~Zunun 1448 
Anbab al-Ruwat III. 286

Kitab Qamat al~Ra*Is Idab al-Maknun II,321
Ribrist 54-

or Kitab Nabib al~Ra*ls Anbab al-Ruwat 111*286
(112) Kitab 

or Kitab al-Qawarxr

(113) Kitab al-Qattalin 
(114*) Kitab al-Qaws
(115) Kitab al-Qira*at

(116) Kitab Qiggat al~Ka!ba

Irsbad VII.169 
Wafayat III.392 
Ribrist 53
Xdab al-Maknun 111.392 
Anbab al-Ruwat III.286

al~Maknun 11.323 
larikb al-Qur*an (by *Abdullab 
al-Zinjanl. Oairo 1935) 18,24-

Irsbad VII.169 Wafayat III,592
al-Maknun 11.228.

Ribrist 54*
(117) Kitab Qudat al-Basra Irsbad VII.170 Wafayat III.392

or Kitab Qudat Basra Ribrist 54-
(118) Kitab al-Rabl Irsbad VTI.169 Wafayat 111*392
(119) Kitab al-Rustiqbadb Idab al-Maknun 11.300

Ribrist 54*



(120) Kitab al-Saif Irshad VII.169 Fihrist 54*
Kashf al-ftunun 1429

(121) Kitab al-Sar.j Irshad VII.592 Fihrist 54
Kashf al~2fanun 1424

(122) Kitab al-Sawad wa Fathuhu Idah al~Maknun 11.304
Irshad VII.1?0 Fihrist 54

(123) Kitab al-Shawarid Irshad VII.169 Kashf al~Zunun
« lZĵ I"
Wafayat 111.392 Fihrist 54

(124) Kitab al^Shifr Wal-Shu^ra* Wafayat III* 392
Idah al~Maknun 11.306 

Brockelmann mentions this book -under the name labagat 
al-Shu1 ara*, and points out that the unique MS. of this 
book is preserved in Jairtî at al-Qiddxs Yusuf in Beirut* 
After writing to the editor of al-Mashriq. lAbdu Khalifa 
al-Yasu'I about this MS. I had a letter from him declaring 
that this MS. was lost along with others during the first 
World War#

L. Sheikho* however* in his Shu * ara * al-Nasraniyya 
quotes from this MS. but unfortunately it is not easy to 
single out the quotations which he takes from Abu ’ITbaida's 
books because of his inadequate system of referencing. All 
that Sheikho does is to give a list of his sources after 
each chapter.

An attempt to reconstruct the skeleton of this MS. 
and to study the concept of tabaqat is made in Chapter 5*
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(125) Sirat *Antara
The romance of 1Antara is traditionally ascribed 

to al-AgmafI (A literary History of the Arab, 4*59)? although 
Arberry thinks that this asumption nis wholly indefensible" 
[because] "the picture of the meticulous philologist which 
is presented by the biographers of al-A§mafi hardly 
accords with such activities as the spinning of tall yarns 
about a semi-mythical Bedouin hero*"'1’ (The Seven Odes*
London 1957* 169)*

There is no clear reference to Abu * Ubaida having 
written such a book by his biographers. Elsewhere there are 
allusions which suggest that Abu 1 Ubaida, if he did not 
actually write a book on this romance, nevertheless definitely 
transmitted elements of this famous cycle. (MuMam al-Buldan 
IV* 728* Jamharat al-Lugha 11*580)

The transmission of Abu tUbaida and al-Asma'I found 
its way to the story-tellers who added unmercifully to the 
historical material transmitted by both the afore-mentioned, 
in order to attract larger audiences and more attention.
Thus, the historical facts of this cycle, were covered by 
thick layers of fiction and imagination, and expanded till

1. Arberry is not right ho we vex** Although it Is agreed that al-Agma1! was meticulous, it is also obvious that when the modern researcher ascribes the 'Antara romance to al-A§ma!I and Abu 1Ubaida, he does not mean the version as altered and amended by the story-tellers, but the original version which was almost certainly nearer to reality and history. Of* below
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they consisted of eight large volumes as Abu al-Fida says 
(al-Mukhta^ar fl Akhbar al~Bashar MS. British Museum Add*
23>292* 3? .46)^ Abu al~Fida did not preserve the slra of 
fAntara as transmitted by the story-tellers. In other MSS. 
however, whioh give a full account of the story, Abu !TJbaida 
and al~Asma*I are referred to as the main sources of the 
material. The unpolished style of the extant romance, let 
alone its grammatical mistakes, indicates unmistakeably that 
the extant version suffered considerably at the hands of the 
story-tellers. It is now difficult, if not impossible, to 
disentangle the original version from the fiction. Specimens 
from the MSS. referred to previously are given in appendix
(126) Kitab Tabaqat al-Fursan Irshad VII.169

Wafayat III.391 
Al-*Iqd al-ffarid II.33*44*69 

In his introduction to al-Ja$.igjfs book al-Taj, A£mad 
ZakI Pasha refers to other books which have the same title, 
and among them is a book by Abu *Ubaida. The editor in a

1. Abu al-Fida says "This romance is based on the storytellers* account, between their account and that of the historians there is a big difference." Having mentioned fAntar!s battles, he goes on "... Because of its palatable style, this romance can easily be enjoyed and appreciated by laymen. The story abounds with incredible anecdotes 
and differs from the accounts of* the historians. It is in eight big volumes (based on) the transmissions of al- Agma*I and Abu_ fUbaida Ma*mar Ibn al-Mu Thanna" * Cf. al-Mukhtagar fl Akhbar al-Bashar ff.46).^
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footnote, however, doubts whether Abu ^Ubaida wrote a booh 
called aI~Ta;j, basing his assumption on the fact that 
similar quotations are once referred to as having been 
derived from al~Tatj (al~fIqd al-Farld II#69)?and on another 
occasion from al~Dlba,j (al-Kamil 372)# He then suggests that 
Abu tIJbaida wrote a book0 the name of which is al-Dlbatj,
(No*29 supra) and that later on some authors gave the book 
the title al~Tatj # Of# Al~Tat1 fl Akhlaq al-Muluk (Cairo 1914-) 
introduction 35*
(128) Kitab al-Tamthll Muzhir II# 138#
(129) Kitab a -Tarufa Fihrist 53

or Kitab al-Zarufa Iftah al-Haknun II#312
(130) Kitab lasmiyat Azwa.j al-Nabl Yusuf al-!Ashsh

Fihris Hakhtutat Par al-Kutub al" 
%ahirlyah (Damascus 194-7) 7°.
Cf# Appendix I.

(131) Kitab al-Zar1 Irshad VII# 169 Wafayat III#392
Fihrist 54-

(132) Kitab al-Zawa*id Idab al-Maknun II# 301
Fihrist 54-

(133) Kitab Akhbar 'Abd al-Qais

(134-) Kitab Nathalib Bahila
These two books are mentioned among Abu !Ubaida!s 

historical writings by C* Pellat (al-Jafciz 199). Unfortunately 
the author does not mention his source*
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PART IX 
CHAPTER IY 

Abu !IJbaidats Poetical Transmissions

Introductory note:
It is generally agreed that Arabic poetry in the 

pre-Islamic period was not set down in writing* Attempts 
have been made to substantiate the opposite view by Dr* N*D* 
al-Asad* but the evidence in support of his assertion that 
Arabic poetry was set down in writing on a large scale can

pnot be considered conclusive. This poetry was circulated 
amongst Arab tribes orally in general by members of the 
tribe to which the poet belonged and in particular by his 
rawiya #

With the advent of Islam Interest in poetry tempor
arily dwindled* The adherents of the new religion busied 
themselves with reciting the Quran, and some of the poets 
ceased composing poetry* When Islam had firmly established 
itself, and the Arab communities had settled down, the Quran 
became a subject of study aimed at proving the inimitability 
of its style. This particular aspect of Quranic studies 
resuscitated an interest in poetry and hence the collecting

1* This ignores the rather weak argument of Margoliouth and Jaha ^usain that Jahill poetry is not genuinely pre- xslamxc* Cf, p, footnote.2. Magadir al-Shi'r al-Jahlll wa Qxmatuha al-Tarxkhiyya. 
XTJairo” T95S) particularly "'Chapter I * part 2 *
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and studying it in order that the vocabulary, syntax and
metaphors of the poetry might throw light on Quran interpre-

7tation# "It has been said" Gabriel observes, "that this 
[i#e# collecting poetry] was done because the ancient poetry 
contained documentary maternal for the exact understanding 
of the Holy Book, and this partially true, but the whole 
archaic period of imitation of pre-lslamic poetry, which was 
pursued in the first century of Islam and which was to con
stitute one of the poles of the "Ancients -Moderns" quarrel 
under the Abbasids, proves that this poetry was nevertheless 
experienced not only as a means but as an end, with an 
artistic and historic dignity of its own#"

Collecting pre-Islamic poetry began in the Umayyad 
period and reached its apogee with the endeavours of the

pscholars of the Abbasid period* Inevitably, reciters played 
a leading role in this task, and with indefatigable energy 
they collected, commented on, and transmitted Arabic poetry* 
It is their efforts that have saved Arabic poetry from 
oblivion and preserved valuable documents of ancient Arabic 
civilization and intellectual life as Goldziher states*

1* Unity and Variety in Muslim Civilization, 91.
2* Tarlkh al-Adab al-'Arabl 1,65.
5* I, Goldziher "A Short History of Arabic Literature"

(gaidarabad 1958) translated and enlarged by Joseph de Somogi. Reprinted from the quarterly "Islamic Culture" 25*



According to G-oldsiher again "the collections of 
tribal dlwans formed the labours of the most important 
philologists during the second and third centuries (A.H.)" 
Nicholson, on the other hand, states that the scholars of 
Bagra and Kufa "have arranged their material according to 
various principles * Either the poems of an individual or 
those of a number of individuals belonging to the same tribe 
or class were brought together —  such collection was called 
Dlwan, plural Dawawln? or, again, the compiler edited a 
certain number of qagldas chosen for their fame or excellence 
or on other grounds, or he formed an anthology of shorter 
pieces or fragments, which were arranged under different 
heads according to their subject-matter#" The reciters1 
efforts were certainly not limited to collecting the tribe- 
dlwans only. A cursory glance at al-Eihrist of Ibn al-Nadlm 
is sufficient to corroborate the view that efforts were also 
being made to collect and annotate the dlwans of individual 
poets*

Both aspects of this movement flourished in Basra.

1. "Some Notes on the Dlwan of the Arabic tribes" in JRAS
(1897) 333.2. A Literary History of the Arabs 127-128• Dr. A* Trabulsi thinks that ancient poetry was preserved euad collected in five forms; (a) dawawln (b) general anthologies(c) tribe anthologies“(SJ'bo oks usually deal with the poets* life^and their^classes and (e) literary books such 
as al-Hayawan of al-Ja^i? or 'Uyun al-Akhbar of Ibn Qutaiba# df. ia Critique Po&tique des Ar'abes (Damas 1955) 14-15* 53-54. ~
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It was a good centre for this purpose, owing to the fact 
that al-Mjrbad fair was situated not very far away, and 
because of the tribal structure with Ba§ra itself, The result 
was that a school of distinctive character was established 
there to study the "Arabic sciences" including poetry*

Abu tUbaidats role in transmitting poetry:
Abu ’Ubaida was a prolific reciter, and one of the 

earliest known authorities for the transmission of Arabic
poetry, Yaqut, for instance, mentions amongst his work

-  -  -  1the Kitab Ash!ar al~Qaba*ilo Giving an account of his
contribution in this field offers many problems, but not 
altogether insoluble ones,(These, problems are raised by the 
fact that only a few of the books in which Abu Ibbaida
presumably transmitted, a great deal of poetry are extant,
and that most, if not all, of his poetical transmissions 
that have survived are scattered in literary books, antholo
gies and dlwans,

Such being the case, it must be admitted that any 
attempt to re-collect his transmission will be incomplete 
until a general survey of the material scattered in these 
anthologies, and MSS is carried out0 (This task is beyond the
scope of the present work, and we must content ourselves
with a general account which, if it cannot give the exact

1, Irshad VII. 169*
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amount of Abu ,Ubaida,s poetical transmissions, at least 
sketches the scope of his efforts in this field,

Abu ’tfbaida's extant books, as well as the list of 
his lost works given in al-ffihrist, al-Irshad and al-Wafayat, 
furnish us with the clues needed in such a general survey.
In these books and others, there are many references which 
indicate that Abu fUbaida transmitted particular dlwans,
These references serve as a starting point from which one 
may attempt to detect how much Abu fUbaida transmitted of a 
particular dlwan in such sources as al-Hufaj-daliyyat 
al-Aghanl» al~Khizana and others,

Abu !trbaidafs poetical teansmissions may be grouped 
under two distinct headings:

(a) Poetry pertaining to one poet. The list of Abu 
,Ubaidats works does not indicate that he compiled poet - 
dlwans. This, probably, is what made Goldziher in his 
previously-mentioned article think that the collection of
the tribe-dlwans formed the labours of the most important

1 — philologists of the Abbasid period* And ’'possibly Abu
MTbaida followed in the same path with his monographs on the
V> „ _ pGafrafan, Aus and Khazraj, as also the Banu Mazin." This
assumption, however, is open to objection: one may ask how 
far these monographs can be considered tribe-dxwans, or more

1. JBAB 328.
2. TBoS. 328-329.
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simply whether these monographs are really anthologies* By 
and large it would seem that they are not. Anthologies, as 
is known, assume either the name of the anthologist, e.g. 
al-Mufaddaliyyat, named after its compiler al-Muf a£L$Lal 
al-pabbl, and al~Agma1 iyyat after al-A§mafl, or they are 
given a title which indicates the subject matter of one of 
the chapters of the anthology, such as al-gamasa; or they 
are prefixed by the word ash1 ar followed by the name of the 
tribe as e.g. AshTar Banr As ad. Thus, the books of Abu 
,Ubaida taken by Goldziher to be examples of tribe "dlwans are 
as, Pellat rightly notes, historical works»

(b) Poetry pertaining to one subject* An example of this 
is Kitab al-Khail, in which Abu ,Ubaida collected what the 
Arab poets had said on horses. The Kitab al-Haqa*id» and 
al~rAqaqa wal-Barara, furnish other examples. It must be 
noted that in these books, Abu ttlbaida interpolates into his 
poetical transmissions historical and linguistic explanation^ 

The following pages will be devoted to a discussion 
of his poetical transmissions, firstly in the dlwans and 
secondly in the anthologies.

1* Al-Jahig wa Athar al-Jaww al-Bagrl fihi 199-200. Inconsideringthese book's 'historical does not include the possibility that these books may contain a certain amount 
of poetry.2. It could be seen that we excluded in this categorization the collection of poetry pertaining to one tribe or more, such as Kitab Ash1 ar al-Qaba* il of Abu lUbaida. This exclusion ‘"is "BasedTon the fact “that this book is lost and is not going to be discussed*
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Diwan al-A^ha;
This diwan was edited by E. Geyer in 1928. The 

edition was "based mainly on the Escurial MB.**" which contains 
73 poems, transmitted and annotated hy A^mad b, Ya^a Tha!lab. 
That Tha!lab was the transmitter of the diwan in question has 
been mentioned by Ibn al-Nadlm.2

Although no allusion is made by Abu fUbaida,s 
biographers to his being a transmitter of al-Afsha*s poetry,

— ~r — — ^al-Baghdadx refers to Yunus b, Matta’s transmission, and 
elsewhere to Abu !Ubaida*s transmission.^ And in this 
present diwan also there is a clear reference which undoubt
edly confirms al-Baghdadl1s statement that Abu !Ubaida 
transmitted al- A fsha*s poetry. Thus in the prefatory notice 
to poem no.37 we read:

"Abu fUbaida said, 'Alqama died in Hawran, where he

1. The editor refers to other MSS. One is preserved in Gairo,the second in Leiden, the third in Paris. These MBS donot differ from each other, says Geyer, and contain 15 poems only. They are poems nos. 3, 6, 12, 15? 18, 29? 
55,_77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82 in the present diwan. Of*Diwan. Introduction, XIV, XX,

2. In fact Tha*lab was not the only transmitter of the diwan.Ibn al-Nadlm refers also to al-A^ma1!, Abu 1 Aror (probablyal-Shaibanl) al-Sukkarl, al-!fusl, Ibn al-Sifcklt, and
Abu Bakr Muhammad b. al-Qasim. ffihrist 7^*75,78,158.

3* Yunus b. Matt a is the "official" rawiya of the poet,
Cf. Khizana IV. 197*

4. Ibid, III. 216.
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was the governor of 'Umar b* al-Khappab• Al-A'sha said, 
satirizing *Alqama and praising 'Amir 

The verses ..."
"This poem has been referred to in the seventh 

kirras, after it being the poem rhyme in gad which begins*..

That Tha* lab’s transmission was based mainly on Abu
,Ubaida!s we can see from the fact that he relates most of
Abu ,Ubaida!s explanations, comments and variants* Tha1lab's
second sources is Abu *Amr b* al-'Ala’, on whose authority

2a considerable number of poems were transmitted*
In his introduction, R* Geyer assumes that the poems 

transmitted by Abu fAmr b* al-'Ala’ are nos* 6, 11, 28, 29, 
30, 57 > 65 and 66, while poems transmitted by Abu 'Ubaida 
are nos* 1, 29, 34, 55, 58, 59 and. 60*"We do not know"
G-eyer adds "the transmitter of the other poems

G-eyer, however, has no ascertainable grounds on 
which to base his assumption* It goes without saying that 
Abu 'IJbaida transmitted more than the seven poems cited* 
Judging from the diwan, Abu 1 IJbaida transmitted and/or 
authenticated or refused to authenticate the following poems

1. p.173.2. In this respect, we disagree with Shawql paif who assumes that the present diwan was based mainly on a kufite 
transmission. Of, A'l~TAsr al-Jahill (Cairo I960) 34-0*3* Ulwan introduction, 'ScvYl. —
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Poem No* 1* "Abu 'Ubaida transmitted saying*. *"
ti tt

i t  ri

i i  it

i t  ii

i t  it

f t  ti

it i t

i t  ii

t i  ii

6* "Atm 1 IJbaida said that he transmitted the poem 
on the authority of Abu 'Amr *.."

7* "Abu 'IJbaida said, he [i.e. the poet] said in 
praise of ..."

13* "Abu 'Ubaida related that Abu !Amr admitted 
that he composed this verse, [the second in 
the poem], and he [i.e. Abu fAmr] asked God' 
to forgive him*" Abu 'Ubaida did not transmit 
this verse*"

15* "Abu 'Ubaida said that the poet [i*e* al-A'sha] 
composed the poem satirising 'Umair b* 
'Abdullah b. al-Mundhir»"

29* "Al-A'sha said in praise of Ayas b* Qubaiga, 
transmitted by Abu 'Ubaida on the authority 
of Abu 'Amr*"

32. "Abu Bakr did not transmit verse no.Al because 
Abu 'Ubaida did, not authenticate it."

33* "Abu 'Ubaida said, "Al-A'sha said in praise
of al-Muhallaq"

34. "Abu 'Ubaida said, "Al-A'sha said in Kisra..."
4-2* ^Abu 'Ubaida said, "Al-A'sha said in praise of

Yazld and 'Abd al-HasI^. from al-garith*"
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Poem Ho* 51* "Abu !Ubaida related on the authority of
Hisma1.

“ 11 5^* "Abu ‘Ubaida said that this poem was ascribed
to al-Mukhariq al-Mazinl.

" " 55. "The commentator said that this poem was found
written by Abu ‘Ubaida himself."

" " 56. "Abu ‘Ubaida said that this poem was ascribed
to Saif b. Phi Yaaan."

" " 57• "Abu ‘Ubaida transmitted this poem on the
authority of Abu *Amr b* al-'Ala’,"

" " 56* "The commentator said that this poem was
transmitted on the authority of Abu ‘Ubaida."

" " 59* "The commentator said that this poem was
transmitted on the authority of Abu ‘Ubaida,"

" " 60, "The commentator said that this poem was
transmitted on the authority of Abu ‘Ubaida."

" " 62, "Abu ‘Ubaida said that this poem was ascribed
to Na bigha of Banu Shaiban."

In addition to these poems, we may add to this list 
the following poems on the grounds that Abu ‘Ubaida *s name 
is referred to as a commentator, either explaining the

1, This poem is repeated, with one or more verses, in poem no.61 of the diwan.2. The first 18 verses were transmitted on the authorityof Abu ‘Ubaida,_The rest of the^poem^ five verses, on the authority of Abu ‘Amr b. al-^Ala* (Diwan. 197)*
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meanings of words or giving variants for some verses* Nos*
2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23,
25, 35, 36, 38, 39, 52, 53* Against the deduction made 
above regarding poems 2, 3, 4 »•* 53, the objection might 
be raised that although Abu fUbaida!s remarks and comments 
are cited by Thaflab, this is no proof that he accepted 
these poems as authentic and transmitted them* This objection 
is, however, a weak one, Abu 1 Ubaidals comments on these 
poems are not general comments which can be quoted to fit 
any poem or text* They are comments arising from the particu
lar poems concerned, with which Abu 1 Ubaida must have been 
fully acquainted* However, to substantiate our argument, 
we should like to refer to the verses which Abu 1Ubaida 
quoted in evidence in his books, al-Najaz, al-Uaqa * id and 
al~Khailo

Table Uo * 1^
Diwan Al-Majag

1 I 299,351,325
2 I 664; II, 159
3 I 38, 1015 II, 181
4 I 208; II, 164, 313

1, The numbers in the first column refer to the poems as numbered in the diwan edited by R. G-eyer, and those in the second column refer to the pages in which different pieces from the same poem are cited*



Diwan Al~Ma(iaz
6 I 117, 408; II, 35, 120, 218
7 I 126, 345; II, 191
8 II 165, 201
9 I 72, 136
11 I 74
12 II 248
13 I 62, 293; II, 97, 125
14 I 82
15 I 302
16 I 401; II, 307
18 I 36; II, 89, 286
19 I 153
22 I 267
25 II 129
32 II 135
33 I 244; II, 75, 179
34 I 61, 283
35 I 218; II, 116
54 II 283

Table No *2
)Iwan^ Al-Naqa * i&^

6 I 478
16 I 64
19 II 960
20 II 654f 749
26 II 645
33 I 62
40 II 644
56 II 645
57 II 645

1* G-eyer*s edition.2. Sevan's edition.



Table Uo»,3 
Diwan Al-Khail1

56 125
57 125

Comparing with, the above tables the poems which Abu 
1 Ubaida commented on and certain verses for which he gave 
variants, it can be seen that the assumption that those 
poems were transmitted by Abu ,Ubaida is a defensible one.

Among the poems from which Abu 1 Ubaida quotes in his 
&1-Hatjaz and al-Uaqa’id» there are further poems which 

are not mentioned in the diwan of al-A’sha as transmitted 
by Abu ’Ubaida* These poems, which must be added to the list 
of poems transmitted by Abu !Ubaida, are nos. 25* 35 (cited 
in Majaz), 20, 26, AO (cited in Naqa*i&). Other sources 
refer to two more poems of al-A’sha transmitted by Abu
1 Ubaida. One of these exists in the diwan cited but without
reference to Abu ’Ubaida as a transmitter, namely verse (no. 
205 in the supplement of the diwan cited) which is to be

—  *r 2found in al-Aghani. The second poem is to be found in
- 3  - _al~Khizana 21 verses of which al-Baghdadi transmitted

saying that Abu 1 Ubaida and Ibn Duraid had ascribed it to 
al-A’sha.^

1. gaidarabad 1939*2. VIII* 85.3. (Cairo 13A9 A.H.) III. 213-216.A. Cf. "The Pearl-driver of Al-A’sha1* an article written by C.Lyall concerning this poem in JRAS (1912) pp.A99-502.
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All in all* the poems of al-A'sha which Abu tUbaida 
transmitted and authenticated are as follows;

19 poems in the diwan cited concerning which there are
clear allusions to Abu 1 IJbaida as the transmitter#

22 poems in the diwan cited on which Abu 'Ubaida
commented.

5 poems part of which Abu 'Ubaida cited in al-Ma(jaz 
and al"Naqa*i<U

1 poem in al-Khizana.
1 verse in al-Aghanl#

48

Whether these 48 are all what Abu !Ubaida transmitted 
and authenticated of the poems of al-A'sha is not easy to 
determine, nor can it be said that they represent the total 
poetic production of al-A'sha# There are in the diwan under 
discussion another 35 poems ascribed to al-A'sha by other 
transmitters, and 140 pieces with which the editor supple
ments his edition# All these poems and fragments are said 
to be al-A'sha1s, and in the absence of detailed critical 
study, we must either accept them and consequently regard 
Abu * Ubaida* s transmission as incomplete, or reject them as 
spurious and regard Abu 'Ubaida's transmission as complete, 
though clearly some have a good line of transmission through 
transmitters other than Abu 1 Ubaida as e#g# al-Agma'I or 
Abu *Amr b# a!-1Ala*.
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Diwan Bishr Ibn Abl Khazim:
Al-BaghdadI in his IChizanat al-Adab tells us expressly 

that he had in his possession a kufite MS of Bishr!s diwan 
from the hand of Abu 'Ubaida."*" Ibn al^Nadlm, on the other
hand, states that al~A§ma'I, al-Sukkarl, and Ibn al-Sikklt

2collected the poetry of Bishr3 but he makes no mention of 
Abu 'IJbaida1 s collection*

Abu 'Ubaida, as Dr* 'I. gas an, the editor of the
diwan presumes, was the first rawl to write about Bishr and

*3his poetry. His concern with Bishr was due, firstly, to the 
fact that Bishr took part in the Ayyam of his tribe, the 
BanHAsad, and especially in the yaum of al-Nisar and

-i 4-al-Jifar, and secondly, that Bishr was one of the great 
pre-Islamic poets* Abu 'Ubaida, indeed, names him side by 
side with al-Nabigha as a great poet (fagl).^ According to 
Abu 'Amr b* al-'Ala’, it was the poem in al-Mufaddaliyyat, 
the opening verse of which is:-

! p* \ ^ c>£ ‘

1. (Cairo 134-9 A.H.) IV. 355.2. ffihrist 157, 158.
3. Diwan Bishr Ibn Abl IQiazim al-Asadi (Damascus I960) 5*
4. Hayawan VI. 275, 278.
5. Agfaani IX. 164.
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that entitled Bishr to the epithet of fahl.^
Abu 1 Ubaida!s transmission and his commentary are 

lost, save for some extracts found in al-Khlzana, 
al-Mufad&aliyyat and other works.

pA* Hartigan, in an article on the poet, sketches 
the poet's life and collects, with comments, six of his 
poems. In I960, Dr* !I* gasan edited the diwan. This edition 
was hased on two MSS,, the commentator being unknown* It 
seems, however, that this diwan, which conaists of 46 poems 
and 12 other pieces, is a combination of many transmissions, 
one of which is Abu lUbaidats, though there is insufficient 
evidence to reconstruct Abu !Ubaidafs transmission* We can, 
however, avail ourselves of quotations made by Abu * Ubaida 
in his books and utilize other sources such as al-Khail, 
al-Naqa*id, al-Khizana, al-Aghanl and others*

The following tables show the number of the poems 
I*1 cited in part by Abu 1 Ubaida in his writings.

Table 1
Diwan Bishr Ibn Abl Khazim al-Khail^

No. 39 p. 32
11 41 pp. 116, 125
" 15 PP. H7, 118, 150
" 38 p. 119

1. Diwan 201*
2. ”Bisr Ibn Abl Hazim" in M.B.O.U.S.J. (Beirut 1906) 

1* 284-302. "
3. gai&arabad 1939*



Table 2 
Diwan Bishr Ibn Abl Khazim al-Naqa7 id  ̂

I. 241 
I, 241

No. 1
No. 2
No * 3 I. 243-245
No* 4 II. 917

*Abd al~Qa.dir al~Baghdadx in his Khlzana, presumably,
availed himself of the Kufite MS. of this poetfs diwan, 
which he was said to possess (Of. supra) and if this is so, 
the quotations he makes would have been drawn from Abu 
'Ubaidafs collection. In fact, al-Baghdadl terminates his 
chapter on Bishr by saying "In conclusion, this is his story
which I have quoted from his [i.e. Abu 'Ubaida] Kufite

2handwriting." (min Khattihi al-KufI)•
The poems quoted in al-Khizana, compared with Bishr 

diwan, are as follows:
Diwan Bishr Ibn Abl Khazim al-Khizana

No. 29 IV. 335
No, 31 IV. 336
No. 5 IV* 336
No • 46 IV. 336

1. Beis/an's edition.2, Khizana IV. 339*
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In addition to these, the following poems have “been 
stated, in the works listed below, to have been transmitted 
by Abu 1Ubaida *

Diwan Bishr 
No ® 41 
No * 31

No. 15' 
No* 38

No. 41

Aghani 
IX. 164 
XV* 87 

Al-MufadgLaliyyat^
p ̂ 660
p. 677

Mu ftjam al-Buldan
I. 584-585

Some of these poems are of course, repeated in the 
previous sources, so that the total number of poems trans
mitted by Abu fUbaida are twelve: viz* 1, 2, 3? 4, 5* 15, 29, 
31, 38, 39, 41, 46.

Comparing the total number of poems in the diwan 
(46 and 12 fragments) with the 12 poems which Abu 'Ubaida 
is said to have transmitted, one begins to wonder, why the 
amount of material which Abu * Ubaida transmitted is so s canty<

1* Al-Mufa^al chose four poems from Bishr for his anthology (Nos* 96, 97, 98, 99), two of them transmitted by Abu ! Ubaida*
2. In this poem al-Mufa^gLal relates, on the authority of Abu 'Ubaida, that verses nos* 41 and 42 belong to a poet from the lamim tribe, and not to Bishr (al-Mufaddaliyyat 677),

and that verse no.45 belongs to al-firimma]^ (Ibid. 676).
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Al-Jafc.igi, however, states that a great deal of 
unauthentic poetry was ascribed to Bishr by rawis, and

UJ-CJ.X ' VfcSjjL-tje I /O  -DJLiSUX* ,  W U i O U  i l U U  ’ U U c l  X U . c l  U.icLUX'_LU t?U . O U  C lX —

Owing to the suspicion which surrounds Bishr *s
poetry, one might e:xpect Abu 'Ubaida*s transmission to com
prise considerably less material than the diwan*

Diwan al-Mutalammis:
Al-Mutalammis* poetry was collected by al-Sukkarl

reciters are lost except for a part of al-Asma'I, which was 
put together with that of Abu 'Ubaida and that of Abu !Amr 
al-Shaibanl as we shall see later*

1. Hayajwan VI, 279-280.
2. Ibid., VI. 280.
3. Al-Muwashshah 76.
A. Al-Shifr wal-Shu'ara* 1A5 quoted by Brockelmann 

larlkh al-Adab al-'Arabl I. 131.
3. Fihrist 158.
6. 8hu1ara» al-Nasraniyya (Beirut 1890) I. 330-3A9.

refers specifically to poem no.7 An the diwan, and elsewhere
p _to poem no. 5* Abu 'Ubaida himself ascribed poem no .AO to

I 'Zal-Mussayyab b. 'Alas, and Ibn Qutaiba ascribed one partic-

Jirmma^..

and al-AsmafI among others.^ The transmission of these

atpoetry in his book Shu1ara * al-Nagraniyya. Sheikho based his
^ _ aedition, for the most part, on the IChedxwi Library ffi. This



collection consists of 18 poems supplements with. 3 fragments, 
two of them consisting of one verse each and the third of 
four verses, said to he found in other literary sources.

In 1903 K. Vollers edited the diwan, collating three
1MSS. Vollers* edition consists of 17 poems and 2A fragments

found in other sources. (al-'Iq.d al-Farid, al-Hamasa,
_ ^Lisan al-!Arab, Jamharat al-Amthal, Kitab al-Aghanl,

al-A(jdad and also Shu1 ara? al-Nasraniyya) .

The MSS* of this diwan are full of discrepancies in 
the number and arrangement of the poems and verses. Hence, 
the two editions, that of Sheikho and Vollers, differ from 
each other, and both in turn differ from the MB of the India 
Office Library, as the following table shows.

1. Madina, Cairo and British Museum. But Vollers mainly depends on the MS preserved in the KhediwI Library,^ written by Muhammad Mahmud b. al-Talamld al-Shinqi^I in
Madina, dated^l2th Dhu al-Qi'da 1296 A.H. Thus, the MS of theJEQiedlwI Library is, in fact, copied from the MB of Madina. It must be noted also that the MS of the 
diwan wh€nh is preserved in the India Office Library (No. li'b̂ ' was'^written by al-g&dd 'Abdullah al-Makkl on the 
20th of RabI1 al-Awwal 1200 A.H. Cf* E, Denison Koss Catalogue of Two Collections of Persian and Arabic
M M H M M IM M flM M M M iM H — "--------------
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(a) Arrangement of Poems: 
Cb) Humber of Verses,

Vollers Edition Slieikho Edition India OfficeMS Library

(a) Cb) (a) 0 0 (a) Cb)

1 19 7 19 1 20

2 6 8 6 2 6

3 2 1 2 3 2

4. 22 5 22 5 18

5 13 6 14 11 4?

6 18 9 16 14 17

7 10 10 12 6 6

8 8 11 8 7 8

9 9 3 10 4 9

10 2 4 3 8 3

11 4 12 4 9 4

12 8 13 8 10 8

13 6 14 6 16 6

14 10 15 10 16 10

15 15 16 15 « -
16 2 17 2 17 2

17 12 18 12 -

18 2 — - 18 2

19 2 - - 19 2

20 1 - - - -
21 1
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Vollers Edition SheiMio Edition India Office
m

Library

(a) 0 >) (a) 0 0 (a) 0 0

22 1 - — — -
23 1 - - -
24 1 — - - -
25 1 - -
26 1 - m m - -
27 1 19 1 -
28 1 - — «
29 1 20 1 - -
30 1 - - - -
31 3 - - -
32 l - — - IM*
55 1 - - - -
34 4 — - - —
35 1 - - - -
36 1 - - - m m

37 4 21 4 -

38 3 - - - -
39 1 - — - -
40 2 ##4 m m *—

4i 1
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Yet, in the prefatory note to Voller*s edition we read "The
diwan of the poetry of al-Mutalammis al-puba!I, transmitted

—  1*by al-Athram and Abu 1 IJbaida on the authority of al-A^ma'I."
In the prefatory note to the British Museum1 s MS (Add.
24-,34-9) we ^©ad? "Al-Mutalammis* poetry transmitted hy Abu 
al-Hasan al-Athram on the authority of Abu 1 Ubaida, Abu *Amr

Pal-Shaibanl, al-Asma11 and others."
The difference between the two statements, raises 

certain problems* The first statement implies that the whole 
diwan (17 poems altogether) was transmitted by Abu 1 Ubaida, 
in co-operation with Abu al-gEasan al-Athram, on the 
authority of al-Agma1!, and that Abu 1 Ubaida was not an 
original source. The second statement, on the other hand, 
suggests that Abu 1 Ubaida was an original source, but trans
mitted only a part of the whole diwana The second statement 
is almost certainly the correct one. It may be indeed that 
the first statement should be read with waw in the place of 
ran, and vice-versa, viz. ”... on the authority of Abu ,Ubaida 
and al-Agma’I .. ,** this emendation is based, firstly on the 
fact that al-Athram, being the pupil of Abu 1 Ubaida, is more 
likely to have related on the authority of his teacher rather 
than to have co-operated with him, and secondly on the fact
that in the diwan itself, Abu al-^asan al-Athram relates on

- 3the authority of Abu ,Ubaida.,,-y This remark, of course,

1. Diwan 18.2 * IPo'i4-a .
3. Diwan 18.



means that Abu 'Ubaida was an important source to al-Athram 
in his attempt to collect al-Mutalammisf poetry*

But how can Abu !Ubaida!s transmission be disting
uished from those of the other two chief sources, 
al~A|>ma'i and al-Shaibanl*

Undoubtedly, the first three poems (according to 
the arrangement of Vollers1 edition) were transmitted by 
Abu 'Ubaida, because these three poems deal with one subject 
The reason why al-Mutalammis satirised lAmr b# Hind, how the 
latter wrote to his governor in al-Baljrain ordering him to 
kill the bearers of his letter, al-Mutalammis and Tarafa, 
and how al-Mutalammis discovered the plot, Sind threw away
the letter, was described by Abu 'Ubaida, along with the

1three poems related to it#
Apart from these poems, the diwan itself gives no 

clue as to whether Abu ‘Ubaida transmitted other poems, and 
if so, which and how many. The Kitab al-Aghanl in this 
respect is of great help,since, in his biography of al-Mutal 
ammis, Abu al-Faraj relates on the authority of Abu 'Ubaida* 
Clear references in this source indicate that four of
al-Mutalammis* poems (nos* 1, 4-, 5, 6 in Vollers* edition)

-  2were transmitted by Abu 'Ubaida^
In his Majaz, Abu 'Ubaida quotes from three poems of 

al-Mutalammis (nos# 4-, 9> 36 in Vollers* edition)

1. Ibid# 18-28#
2* AghanI XXI. 187, 198, 201* 
3* Majaz I* 4-06* II* 73P 158.



Lastly, Hibatullah b. igamza al-*AlawI, in his Dlwan 
Mulch tar at Shu1 ara* al~1 Arab transmits four poems on the 
authority of Abu ‘Ubaida (nos, 1, 3? A in Vollers1 edition, 
and one single verse which is not in his edition). Thus, 
it can be stated, with fair certainty, that the 8 poems and 
one verse transmitted by Abu ‘Ubaida are as follows

(a) poems nos, 1, 2, 3 in the dlwan itself;
(b) (Excluding the repeated poems) poems nos, A, 5 aB-& 6 

in al-Aghanl;
(c) (Excluding the repeated poems) poems nos, 9 and 36 

in al~Matjaz»
(d) (Excluding the repeated poems (one single verse in 

Dlwan MuMitarat Shu1ara’ al~‘Arab,
Here, the question poses itself, whether these 8 

poems and one single verse are all that Abu ’Ubaida trans
mitted and authenticated of al-Mutalammis1 poems.

Although no definite answer can be given, two facts 
should be borne in mind, Firstly, al-Mutalammis was one of 
those poets who left few poems (muqill). Abu ’Ubaida himself 
is reported to have said "It was agreed that the best of the
muqillln poets in the pre-lslamic period were al-Mutalammis,

—  2al-Musayyab b, ‘Alas and al-gu^ain b 6 al~Humam,,r Secondly, 
Abu ‘Ubaida was suspicious of the additional poetry ascribed

Mukhtarat (Cairo 1306 A 0H.) 31? 33? 35? 56a
2. AghanI XXI. 187*



to al-Mutalammis, and it is related by Abu 'Ubaida that some
1of Bashshar 1 s poems were ascribed wrongly to al-Mutalammis,

In the light of these facts, it would seem that Abu 
'Ubaida was cautious regarding al-Mutalammis1 poetry and 
transmitted only the few poems that he felt certain were 
genuine•

Dlwan Imru *ul~Qais:
Ibn al-Nadlm says "Imru *ul-Qais' poetry was trans

mitted by Abu b. al-*Ala’, Khalid b. Kulthum and Muhammad 
b. gablb*11̂  He adds "Abu Sa'Id al-Sukkarl put together those 
transmissions excellently. Abu al-!Abbas al-Al^wal, although 
he did not finish his work, and Ibn al-Bikkrt also collected 
them.

It would appear then at first sight that Abu 'Ubaida 
neither transmitted nor collected this dlwan. However, this 
is far from being the truth* A clear allusion in Kitab 
al-Khail shows that Abu 'Ubaida did in fact transmit and 
collect this diwan.^

The poetry of Imru ’ul-Qais was first published by 
De Slane, who based his edition on two MSS. of al-Shantamri1 s

_ _ -  5Dawawin al-Sha'ara* al-Sitta. In 1870, Ahlward: edited

-1-* Aghani III. 48-49*2. Bihrist 78* 158*3. Tbra."' 158.A. £T=Khail 136, 141.
5* Le Dlwan D'Amro*lkais (Paris 1837) Preface X-XI. Cf. also 

Drwan Imri*il-Qais (Cairo 1958) introduction 8.
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al-S'uMcarl1 s transmission supplementing it with some further 
poems and fragments said to he hy Imru’ul-Qais* Imru’ul-Qais1 
dlwan was subsequently published many times in Egypt,India 
and Persia, the best critical edition being that published 
in Cairo in 1958 by Muhammad Abu al~Pa$Ll Ibrahim, This latter 
would also seem to be the most complete, containing all that 
has been ascribed to Imru’ul-Qais, and being based on the 
following six different transmissions:-

1) Al~A!lam al-Shantamrl! s transmission.
This consists of 28 poems and pieces* Al-Shantamri 

transmitted the dlwan on the authority of Abu Hatim 
al-Sioistanl and al-Asma'x.1

2) Al-Tusi's transmission.
This has three parts:
(a) 42 poems transmitted on the authority of 

al-Mufa$$al al-pabbl*
(b) 7 poems transmitted on the authority of al-Agma'I 

and Abu 1 Ubaida* Al-JusI called this part umin
al-qadim al^gahlb al-manfrul" by which he meant that these
poems are unauthentic according to al-Mufa^al, but authentic

2according to other reciters.
(c) 26 poems which have been added to al-Jusi's 

transmission by an unknown scholiast, called as a group

1. Dlwan Imri*il-Qais» (Cairo 1958) Introduction, 10*
2. Ibid* 15*14.
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"al-majkul al-Thani".
3) Al-Sulckarx1 s transmis sign *

67 poems and fragments, collected from "different
—  —  T  1transmissions" (min mx&htalif al-riwayat) "by al-Sukkarl•

4) Al~Bafrlayust1s transmission. )\
30 poems and fragments.

5) Xbn al~NahhasT transmission.
50 poems and fragments transmitted on the authority

-  -r 3of Abu ,Ubaida and al-Asmafx*
6) Abu Sahlrs transmission.

59 poems and fragments, the commentaries on which 
were transmitted on the authority of Abu 1 Ubaida, al-Agma1! 
and Abu 'Amr al-Shaibanx*

The transmission of Abu 1Ubaida cannot be extracted 
easily from all these sources, although Ahlwardt in his 
introduction to "The Dxwans of The Six Ancient Arabic Poets" 
assumes that al-Buhkarx1 s copy of this dxwan was based on
the text handed down by Abu 1 Ubaida, who probably received

-  -  5it from his teacher Abu !Amr b* al-’Ala*.^ This assumption
is, however, a doubtful one, since Ibn al-Uadxm clearly 
states that al-SuMsarx put together all the available

1.. Ibid# 15.2. TblU. 17.3. TSxcL 18.4. TExU.^20.5. ffKe1 "Dxwans of the Six Ancient Arabic Poets (Paa?is 1913) > 8.



1transmissions. Dr. al-Asad, on the other hand, thinks that 
there is no essential difference between Abu 'Ubaida1s

Ptransmission and that of al-A§ma!x. Yet the total of the
poems transmitted by al-Asma'x according to Dr., al-Asad, is
twenty-seven.^5 But is it possible to accept this conclusion
and regard al-Agma1 x 1 s transmission as if it was that of
Abu 1 Ubaida? Despite the conclusion of Dr. al-Asad which at
first sight seems acceptable, the question is a complex one itand/would seem that the amount of Abu 'Ubaida1 s transmission 
can only be known by an examination of the Dxwan and other 
sources•

In the dxwan of Abu al-Fadl Ibrahxm, there are sfhtfê
poems in the transmission of al-1|>u$x, and fifty-six poems in

*

the transmission of Ibn al-NalpĴ as which are said to have 
been transmitted on the authority of Abu * Ubaida and 
al-A^ma'x.

Regarding these two transmissions, the following 
points arise; (a) The striking difference in number between 
the two transmissions, (b) Neither al-Jusi, nor Ibn 
al-Na^as mention specifically which the poems were trans
mitted by Abu 'Ubaida and which by al-A§ma'x, (c) There is 
disagreement between al-Jusx and Ibn al-Nahli.as regarding a

1. ffihrist 158.
2. Masadir al^Shi'r al-Jahilx A89*
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few poems* The former mentions poems nos,
4-71 50 (53? 4-8, 49, 52 in the edition of Abu al-FadJL Ibrahim)
as transmitted by both al-Afma1! and Abu 'Ubaida, whereas
Ibn al-Na^as, who is supposed to have been transmitting on
the authority of both al-ASma'I and Abu ‘Ubaida, does not
refer to them, (e) Neither transmission is altogether
reliable, Abu ‘Ubaida himself, for example, states that poem
No,46 (48 in Abu al-Fadi's edition) in al-jusl's copy was

1falsely ascribed to Imru’ul-Qais♦

It would seem that the best method of establishing 
Abu 'Ubaida !s transmission is to consult the references to 
Imru*ul~Qais1 poems in Abu 1 Ubaida's boohs.

The following tables show the poems from which Abu 
‘Ubaida quotes.^

1. Al-Khail, 160
2. In this table and in the following two, the numbers in the_first column refer to the poems as numbered in the dlwan edited by Abu al-Fa$Ll Ibrahim, and that of the second column refer to the pages in which different pieces from the same poem are cited.



Table No.l
Dxwan al-Khail

1. 11 51, 57» 116, 127
2. 2 87, 90
3* 5 91, 9^, 102, 137
4. 8 80, 100
5* 9 100
6. 29 48, 70, 91, 94
7* 49 117
8. 60 48, 72, 75

Table No.2 al~Ma,iaz
9 2 I, 76? II, 6, 180

10 3 II, 17
11 11 I, 383
12 12 II, 13
13 21 I, 318
14 26 II, 2
15 27 II, 272
16 29 II, 12
17 32 II, 17

1. Al-Baghdadx in his "Khizanat al-Adab" (III, 406) trans
mits this poem on the authority of Abu 'Ubaida, Also^ Abu al-Faraj ? in his biography of al-A'sha, transmits one 
single verse_from this poem on the authority of Abu !irbaida (Aghanx» VIII. 78). Lastly, al-’Askarl quotes^a few verses from the same poema on the authority of Abu 1 Ubaida. Cf. Sharh ma Taqa1 fihi al-Taslxxf wal-Tahrxf 
223, ^
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Table No.3
Dlwan Al-Naqa* id

18 19 259
459
459

19 20
20 95

Excluding the poems repeated in the second table
(No*2*3*29)? the total number of poems transmitted by Abu 
!Ubaida is 17# Yet, this is not all that he transmitted. The 
following poems which are unquestionably alluded to in the 
dlwan itself as being transmitted by Abu. 1 Ubaida must be 
added, vis. Uos. 10, 13? 14, 15 and 18.

mitted by Abu lUbaida. In Sharh ma Yaqa1 fxhi al-Taghlf
1  m  t ^  n  *1 t A  n  t rm n  i  *7s 5 ?

Qais 1 dxwan is then? as follows:
8 poems in Kitab al-Khail?
6 poems in Al-Naqaa (excluding three poems already 

given in al-Khail .
3 poems in af~Naqa*id?
Jr poems in the dxwan,
H  poem in Sharh ma Yaqa1 fxhi al-Taghxf wal-lahrxf 

— — (excluding two poems already given in al-Khail and the

Other sources also refer to a few poems being trans-

_ 1 44? 1? in the Dxwan, among which only poem no%ll7 te not/)
referred to in any other source.

The total of Abu 'Ubaida*s transmission of Imru’ul-

dxwan) *

1. P? 83?87?223?231,235s236,238,239,246.



It lias already "been mentioned that Dr. al-Asad
assumes the transmission of al-Agma'I to he the same as that 

— 1of Ahu !Ubaida* It is true that the two are almost unanimous 
with regard to the number of poems they authenticate for 
this poet. Al-A§>ma*x transmitted 27 poems, Ahu 'Ubaida 24. 
Yet, they disagree on which poems are to he ascribed to 
Imru5ul-Qais. To see the difference between these two trans
missions, we refer to the numbers of the poems transmitted 
by al-Agma'I (a) and Abu 1 Ubaida (b) respectively.
(a) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7» 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28.2
Cb) 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19,

20, 21, 26, 27, 29, 32, 49, 60, 93.
Ihe number of poems in Abu 'Ubaida*s transmission

compared with the total number in the dlwan is therefore 
scanty. This is due to the fact that the early reciters were 
suspicious of much of the poetry ascribed to Imru^ul-Qais.
It is reported that "most of the poetry as.cribed to Imru’ul- 
Qais is not his, but it belongs to some young poets (fityan) 
who were with him, such as rAmr b. Qumal’a."-'

Dlwan ! AbId Ibn al-Abraig:
'Abxd b. al-Abras, one of the pre-Islamic poets,

1. Magadir al-Shi'r al-Jahllx, 489 •
2. Ibid. 515-521.
3* AI-Nuwashshab. 34.



belongs to the trihe of Asad, and was contemporaneous with 
the celebrated poet* Imru’ul-Qais* "No information has 
reached us as to the scholar who first put together the

poetry of this poet was collected* annotated and handed down
without any clear allusion to the rawx who compiled them*

fl^wan, or what is supposed to he the dxwan, was published
by Lyall in 1913 > with a long introduction on the poet and
his poetry* Lyall supplements his edition with a full trans-

2lation of the poems, and historical and linguistic notes 
as well*^

add nothing to what the editor has already said* "From the 
observation of Ibn Sallam it would seem that when he wrote 
the ffabaqat al-Shu^ara* al~Jahiliyyxn they [the poems] had

referred to in our commentary no less than ten times, as 
acquainted with several of the poems; he is also the

1. The Dxwans of ‘Abxd Ibn al~Abras of Asad, and 1 Amir Ibn al-1ruTaxTT Vf 'TCiLir Tfrn’ V̂â 'aY l^TT^y C. Lyall [london T3I37 IFtro duction y~  — '--- , \2. In an article written by R* Gabriel1, entitled ,TLa poesia di 'Abxd Ibn al-Abra§" in A*D»R„A*L. (Rome 19A0) XVTII. 2A2, tbe writer notices that some verses which assume 
particular difficulty were omitted in the translation*

3* Ihe volume published by Lyall contains also the poetry of Jlmir Ibn al-Jufail and 'Amir Ibn Sa'sa'a*
A* Lawan, introduction 9«

surviving poems of ‘Abxd into a dlwan"} Lyall says, The

Concerning the transmission of this dxwan we need

not yet been collected*"
-  \"Yet" says Lyall, "Abu ‘Amir al~Shaiban’a is



authority for the version of the story of ’Abxd's inspiration 
as a poet with which the dlwan opens."**' Lyall says "Al-Asma11
and Abu rUbaida are each cited in the Scholia three times,

-  -  -  2Khalid b. ICulthum twice, Abu al-gasan al-Athram once* But
the authorities most frequently mentioned in the Scholia 
for the interpretation of the poems are Ibn Kunasa and Abu 
al-Walid."5

The editor goes on: "The many citations of ’Abrd's 
poems in the work of Jahidh are good evidence of the exist
ence of the dlwan (or the poems composing It) early in the
third century, while Ibn Qutaibah attests its currency later

4in the same century*"
However, It seems that Abu 1 Ubaida, being the earliest 

rawl amongst those mentioned by the editor, was, along with 
Al-A^ma1! an important source of the poetry of *AbId. And 
the dlwan, and particularly the Mukhtarat of Ibn al-Shajarl, 
clearly prove that Abu *Ubaida had transmitted the poetry 
of !AbId and related some anecdotes concerning his life*'*

These two works are the most important sources 
regarding lAbId!s poetry* The former does not reveal all

1* Ibid* Introduction 9*
2* Tbocf. The places in which those realtors were cited are, 

TT7~41, 52, 41, 52, 59-j /41, 52,/37 respectively.3. Ibid*4. XbicL Introduction 10.
"Mukhtarat 83* Of. Aghanl XIX, 85*



that Ahu !Ubaida transmitted from lAbId, while al-Shajarx, 
on the other hand, did not collect all !AhrdTs poems, hut 
only a selection of 12 poems, which seem to have heen trans
mitted hy Ahu 1 Ubaida*.

Ihn al-Shajarl opens his selection saying; "A
selection from the poetry of !AhXd h. al~Abra§; Ahu !TJbaida,

-  1Ha*mar b* al-Nuthanna said,.*" The author ends his selec
tion saying: ’’This is what I have chosen from the poetry of 
!Ahrd h, al-Abrag*”^ The collection of Ihn al-Shajarl 
suggests that there was, at his disposal, a large number of 
!AbId*s poems if not perhaps all of them* Why al-Shajarx 
transmitted only the twelve poems is, perhaps, a moot point* 
In fact, those poems, compared with other poems of *AhId, 
are not the best, so that we may infer that al-Bhajarx chose 
the best of *AhIdrs poetry as any compiler usually does when 
he sets out to compile an anthology* There remains one 
possibility, and that is, that al-Shajarl chose only such 
poems as Ahu ,TTbaida had transmitted and authenticated.

The twelve poems transmitted hy al-Shajarx on the 
authority of Ahu !ITbaida are:-
1* The tent-traces of Sulaima in Dakadik are all effaced 

and desolate; the violent tearing winds have swept them 
away, 18 verses*

1. Ibid* 83. 2* Ibid* 108.
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1
2* Oi My two friends! stay a little while and question

the abode that is fading away of the folk of al-Hilal.
17 verses*

2
3* 0* Thou that threatened us, for the slaying

of thy father, with vile abasement and death. 25 verses*
3

4* Changed are the abodes in Dhu~d-Dafxn
And the valleys of al-Liwa, and the sand of Lin*17 verses*

4
5* Is it at tent traces whereof the trench round the

tents has become thin, scarcely to be seen,
And at vanished abodes that thy tears are falling fast?21 verses

5
6* Whose are these camels, bridled for a journey before the

dawn,
About to start for regions to us unknown? 14 verses.

Mukhtarat, 87, in the Dxwan, 51* Abu 1 Ubaidafs name was referred to.
2* Ibid* 88, Dxwan 58- Abu 'Ubaida!s name was mentioned in the' "Dxwan 5%#
3* Ibid* 90, Dxwan 27* Abu al-Daraj transmitted 23 verses from this poem on the authority of Abu 1 Ubaida in his 

biography of ’Abxd Aghanx XIX, 85*Mukhtarat 92. Dxwan 44*
5* fbxd7'^4* Ibid* 71*
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1

7. 0 Home of Hindi There have wrecked it showers continuous
and heavy

In al-Jauw it lies, like a precious staff of al-Yaman,
ragged and tattered* 18 verses.

2
8. The phantom glided among us while we lay in the vale 

from Asma's folk I hut it came not pledged to visit us
there* 12 verses.

3
9* Hight*s rest she "broke with her railing: no time that

for her tongue 
Why didst thou not wait for dawn to ply thy trade of

reproach? 15 verses

A

1. Mukhtarat 96. Dlwan 60.
2* ibid. 97* Ibid, 25* 
3* T5TS. 99. TFxH. 69.
4* TEIg. IQO.T b l d . 75* Al-Jeiljig (al-gayawan VT, 131-132) referred to tliis poem, and quoteHrwo verses on the 

authority of Ahu tUbaida, who, al-Jagi.g says, preferred the poem of Imru^ul-Qais on the description of rain to this poem of TAbxd which deals with the same theme.



10# Still to see are the traces at ad-Dafln, and
in the sand-slope of Dharwah, the sides of Uthal,33 verses.

1
11* Whose is the abode that has become desolate at al-Jinab 

effaced all but a trench and traces like writing in a
book* 18 verses*

2
12* Nay, there is no avoiding the encounter of noble knights

When they are called to an alarm, at once they ride forth#18 verses

3
Apart from these poems, Abu !Ubaida also transmitted 

■fc*16 mu!allaqa of *AbId (No#l in the edition of Lyall), 
despite the fact that Ibn al-Shajarx does not refer to this

— — lLin his anthology# Abu 1 Ubaida cites this poem in his Ma,jaz.
al-Naqa*id, Abu 1Ubaida transmits three verses

Mukhtarat 102* Iiwan 36# In Mukhtarat (102) the word
Uthal in the verse is dhiyal*

2. Ibid* 103, Ibid. 73*3# IbTS ♦ 106, DfwEn 14, al-Shajarx did not transmit the firsteleven verses which are to be foLind in the dlwan,4* 1*30, Abu al-Farao in his biography of al-Hutai7a alsocited one verse from this poem on the authority of Abu* Ubaida (AghanI XVI. 39-40)



—  1from !Abxd in his account of yauro al-Nisar.
In light of the fact that Ahu 1 Ubaida authenticated 

14 poems of 'Abxd's, Ibn Sallam*s statement that !AbIdfs 
poetry is "in a state of disorder and confusion and passing
out of men*s memories11 and that he "knows no other poem

- Pother than "Malljiub is desolate and its folks are gone"
seems untenable, A modern scholar, F, Gabrieli, in a paper
discussing and analysing the poetry of *AbId, concludes that
"the inclusive authenticity of the poetry of TAbId, against
all criticism, results from an intrinsic examination of the
dlwan itself which presents us with a character oddly
Unitarian and artistically coherent, ̂  Again, in his article
on fAbxd in the E.I, Gabrieli says, "The very distinct
archaism in the structure and the language of the dlwan is

4a strong argument for its authenticity*"

Naqa*id Jarir Wal~Farazdaq:
Al-Uaqa1 id (flytings)^ is a collection of diatribes

1. 1.245*2* AghanI XIX, 84,3* A.L.R.A.T. 241,4, El~2~ ("fAbxd Ibn al-Abrag) 1,99#
5. G*S, Fraser says "Flyting; a word used by late medieval Scottish poets for a personally cynically insulting poem. There is no equivalent word in Standard English, An equivalent phrase might be f Comic invective1"Cf, "The Modern Writer and His World" (London 1964) 56*
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on parallel themes, composed mainly hy the two great Umayyad 
poets, al-Faraadaq. (Hammam h* Ghalib) and Jarir b. 'Apiyya# 
Its satirical nature has never been disputed, though Shawqi 
paif thinks that al~Naqa9ig. are literary debates aimed at 
auras ing the Arah communities of Bagra.1 Goldziher, on the 
other hand, thinks that they are poetical competitions 11 to 
be regarded as the most genuine expressions of the spirit 
of the Umayyad period,"

This collection was transmitted, as Ibn al-Hadim 
states, by:^
1) Abu *Ubaida#
2) Al-Agma'i.
3) Abu Sa'id al-gasan b# al-Ifusain al-Sukkari#
4) Abu al-Hughlth al-Audl, on whose authority Tha'lab

4transmitt s*
Ibn al-Nadxm states explicitly that Abu 'Ubaida*s 

transmission is the best one,^ This statement may explain 
the continued existence of Abu 'Ubaida's transmission, while 
all others are lost# Abu 'Ubaida!s transmission was passed

1# Al-Tatawwur wal-Ia.i did fi al-Shi'r al-Umawi (Cairo 1959) 200-20?:2. A Short History of Arabic Literature, 27*3* kiiirist'' r . g g r—  ------------------------------------------------------------

4# Al-Ghannawi puts forward the view that al-Mufa^al al-pabbi 
was the first reciter to transmit al~Naqa*i&» according 
to an allusion in al~Naqa»id itself# Of# his study 
entitled "Naqa^ifl Jarir wal-ffarazdaq," 123*

5. ffihrist I# 158.
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down on the authority of al-Zxyadi, on the authority of 
al-Sukkari* on the authority of Muhammad b. gabibj, on the 
authority of Abu 'Ubaida,***

It might be supposed from the title of the collection 
that al-Naqa*id consists only of poems composed by Jarir and 
al~Parazdaq, In fact* the first thirty poems by Jarir are 
directed not against al-Farazdaq but against other minor 
poets and these are accompanied by 13 poems written by these 
poets against Jarir, Ihe total number of poems constituting 
the collection is 113* distributed as, follows:

62 by Jarir 
38 " al-Farazdaq 
6 " al-Ba'Ith 
5 " Ghassan b 0 Dhuhail 
1 tf 'Uqba b, Mulaig
1 " Numair b, Shuraik, known as al~Afwar al-Nabhani,

Q?he question inevitably arises whether Abu 'Ubaida 
collected all of the naqa * id which al-Farazdaq and Jarir 
composed against each other, Shawqi paif assumes that he did 
not* because there are in the Diwans of both poets some 
satirical poems not found in the collection and because he 
considers it unlikely that the two poets should have composed 
only a hundred poems (viz, the contents of the Uaqa* id 
excluding the thirteen poems written by al-Ba'ith* Ibn Dhuhail,

Al-Naqa9iff. (IS) (Cairo 1956) I.l.



Ibn Mulai§ and al-Nabhanl), a comparatively scanty number 
considering the long period (about 45 years) of dispute 
involved.

To the best of our knowledge* the earliest attempt 
to reconstruct al-Naqa*id was made by A.A. Bevan, the first 
editor of this collection* Bevan1s edition was based upon 
three MSB,* the first belonging to the Bodelian Library, the 
second to the British Museum, the third to the University of
Strassburg. The first MS. consists of 113 poems, the second

2of 70 poems, the third of 88 poems. By collation of these, 
Bevan attempts to reconstruct the complete collection of 
al~Uaqa*id. A further attempt was made by Dr. M^pmud 
al-GhannawI in his study Ûaqa^id Jarir wal-ffarazdaqn. 
Besides the three MSS# upon which Bevan based his edition, 
al-GhannawI found a fourth in Dar al-Kutub al-Migriyya

1. Al-Tatawwur wal-Ia.idld fl al-Shi fr al-UmawI, 222. The dis
pute, Brockelmann assumes, started in the time of fAbdullah b. al-Zubair (65-67/684-686), and lasted until the deathof al-Farazdaq about 110/728. Cf* Tarlkh al-Adab al-!Arabi
(1.217). Also Alpmad al-Shayib "Tarlkh al-flfaqa?ifl fi
al-Shifr al~*ArabI" (Cairo 1946) 282. Al-Gannawl, on the other hand, rightly thinks, that the dispute between Jarir and Ghassan b# Dhuhail started some time between 42 and 46 (A.H.), and that the dispute_between Jarir and al-Barazdaq started in 66/685. Of. Naqa» id Jarir wal- ffarazdaq 66, 73.

2. *The missing poems in the second MS. are 1-5,8-26,37>38,
79,80,88,90,91>102,103, in the third 8-13*49»50,53-56, 63-66, 71-74, 88,104-106, 109* Of. al-Naqa*id» introduction XII.
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1 — T(No* 18 sh.) which, contains 106 poems. Al-Ghannawr attaches
much importance to this MS., because, he says, it not only
helps us to rectify and correct; the text, hut also contains

psome verses not found in the other three MSS. However, this
fourth MS* does not answer the question whether Ahu *Ubaida
put together all the poems which Jarir and al-Farazdaq
composed against each other# Al~ChannawI agrees with Shawqi
Daif that the extant collection of al~Naqa*igt is incomplete,
hut tries to discover the missing poems* He was ahle to add
31 poems ranging from one verse to seventy-seven verses in 

*length#^
Obviously, all attempts to reconstruct the Naqa?id 

transmitted hy Ahu 1 Ubaida are invalid, unless we can 
ascertain the number of poems which Ahu 1Ubaida transmitted 
as naqa*id# We cannot simply add any satirical poem composed 
hy Jarir against al-Farazdaq or of al-Farazdaq against J-arlr

1# Ihe^misaing^poems are, 85, 86, 88, 10A, 105, 106, 109* Naqa’id Jarir wal-Farazdaq, 30*
2. T B H T 3 5 7   -------3. Ibi’d* A26-4-37* We may add another naql&a to this supplement which is to he found in an old edition of the dlwjn of Jarir published in (Cairo 1313 A.H.) II*54-* This naqlcla starts with al-Farazdaq*s two verses: “

c O xj> 1  ̂ ^

Jarir answers with the following two verses: 

j lL> I L> « ji*. o L >  J'u,
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to the Naqa*id» since it is not known whether Abu * Ubaida
had in mind* when he transmitted the Nag a* id, the aim of
collecting all the satirical poems of Jarir and al~Earazdaq
against one another. This assumption* however* can neither
be substantiated nor accepted as a working hypothesis for
the sake of argument. If Abu 'Ubaida1s aim was to collect
all the satirical poems of Jarir and al-Earazdaq against one
another, one may ask why Abu 1 Ubaida then excluded certain

1 —satirical poems from his collection. Abu 'Ubaida, it would 
seem, had a specific conception of the term naqljla which, by 
definition, excluded some poems and included others.

pEtymo logically a naqlda should, figuratively 
speaking, put down, destroy or reverse the allegations of 
another poet. In other words a naqlda must be a reply in the 
same rhyme, repudiating or refuting an allegation. Thus a 
naql&a is not simply any satirical poem. The collection 
undoubtedly reveals that Abu 'Ubaida did have this concrete

1. Xt is almost certain that Abu 'Ubaida1 s intention was not to collect all the satirical poems composed by Jarir and al-Earazdaq. Thus Mu^ammad^b. al-Mubarak in his book "Huntaha al~Ta!ab min Ash'ar al-A'rab, observes that one 
of tke satirical poems he chose by Jarir in his collection ’’does not occur in the Naqa’id". Of. "Notes of an Unknown Anthology of Ancient AraFxc~poetry"• JR/IS. (1937) 4-39*

2. The word naqada means "to pull down a house, to break a compact, tore verse a judgment or untwist a rope". Of* Lisan (naqcL) VII.242. .... . » ■ »  v h i imi "m m w  +
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conception of the term naqxda in accordance with the above 
definition* For, to Abu 1 Ubaida a naqlda must have a counter- 
part, dealing with the same theme, and having the same rhyme* 
Concerning naqxda no* 107 for instance which was composed 
by al-Farazdaq and directed against al-Bahill, Abu ITTbaida 
says, "When al-Bahill found himself unable to repudiate it, 
Jarir replied"'**

On other occasion Abu rUbaida says in regard to the
following naqa?id (nos* 16,17>18,19> and 24 composed by
Jarir)

*r 2A naqxda has not been heard of * • *
A naqlda has not been found of *.*^

-r 4We have not found a naqlda of * *.
5It has no naqxda*# mm*

„ 6It has no naqxda*
It has no naqlda * ̂
Undoubtedly, Abu 1 Ubaida would not have made such 

statements, had he not held a conception of naqxda which 
considered a counterpart to be an essential feature of the

1* Naqa»id II. 1031. 2* Ybid* TS) 1.28.
3. TEId* (S)4. TBIct. (S) 1.29*
5 . T51 cl• (8 )6. TExcC* (S) 1.30.
7 . TEod. (8 ) 1 .3 6 .
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1art-form*
(The difference between Bevan*s attempt to reconstruct

al~Naqa*id and that of al~Ghannawi is that the former aimed
at putting together the poems which Abu 1Ubaida actually
transmitted and considered naqa?id in the sense defined
above, while the latter aimed at putting together every thing
he considered to belong to the naqa* iff, of Jarir and al-
Barasdaq, regardless of whether Abu 1 Ubaida transmitted it
or not* Hence, it would seem that the collection of Bevan is

- 2nearer to the actual transmission of Abu 1 Ubaida,
One problem concerning the Uaqa*id may be mentioned 

briefly, namely that of order* It is commonly agreed that 
the present order does not relate to any chronological 
sequence* Bevan observes that “the order of the poems differs

1, It is true that these poems without ripostes or counterparts such as naqa * id nos, 36^37*38 by al-Ba!Ith and 
naqlda no, 88 and 104 by Jarir* In Bevanfs edition of al-Naqa*icU it appears that the counterpart of naqldais naqi^a 89* But a careful examination showsrEa^E 
naqlda "89"is* in fact the counterpart of naqlda 87 judging from ^he similarity in^ theme, and more orgies s' of rhyme, (naqlda 87 rhymes in qaf alif as e.g. rlqa, and naqlda 89
in qaf as e.g. muthaqu.) Hence, it would seem that naqlda 88 is without a counterpart, and was inserted between “ 
naqlda 87 and 89 arbitrarily. On^the other hand, the counterpart of naqlda 104 by Jarir is to be found in his 
dlwan (I.Ill) publisEed in Cairo 1313 A.H.2. V/e should like to note here that we by no means suggest that the 31_additional poems discovered by al-GhannawI are not naqa*id* They are in fact part of al-Naqa * id in so far as they were !flytings' comp0sed "by the two poets concerned* Hue to our primary concern with Abu !Ubaida,s transmissions these naqa * id are disregarded.
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so widely in the three MSS* It is manifestly illegitimate
to assume that any one MS* gives us the order which was

- 1adopted by Abu fUbaida himself*” No attempt is therefore
made by the editor to re-arrange the Naqa*id chronologically* 
but al-GhannawI does make an attempt* and using internal 
evidence provided by the poems themselves* arrived at an

2order which differs widely from that of Bevan collection.
It is unlikely however that al-GhannawI has thereby come 
closer to the order adopted by Abu 1 Ubaida* unless Abu 
1Ubaida attempted to arrange the poems in chronological 
order and this of course we do not know that he dido

Al-Khail and al-fAqaqa wal-Barara:
Two other "anthologies" still exist apart from 

al^Naqa* id* They are Kitab al-Khail and al~fAqaqa Wal-Barara* 
To call these two "anthologies" is rather an over

statement, since the first is a book on horses with a number 
of poems describing them* The second treatise is a very small 
pamphlet containing a few poetical pieces dealing with 
"filial ingratitude"* However* they are considered as 
anthologies here because they comprise an independent source 
containing a considerable body of poetry dealing with a 
distinct subject* attributed to a number of pre-Islamic and

1* Naqa*id* introduction I*XVI'*
2* Naqa*id Jarir wal-ffaradaq 116-121*
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Islamic poets. Apart from the prose element, the feature 
which differentiates these two anthologies from al-NaqaMgl 
is that they* contain extracts and selected pieces, while the 
latter is made up of complete long poems.

Dr. fE. Mustafa, discussing anthologies "based on 
extracts, points out that "the arrangement of the anthology 
[i.e. gamasa of Abu fammam] is, however, completely new. 
Before al-Hamasa no anthology or dlwan or collected poetic

1work of any type, was arranged according to subject matter." 
Since however Abu !I3baida!s anthologies conform to this 
criterion this statement is hardly acceptable. Prom the 
historical point of view therefore the priority in this 
respect must be given to Abu tTJbaida.

Bearing in mind the fact that in al-Khail and 
al-*Aqaqa wal-Barara attention was focussed on extract, 
rather than complete poems, the question as to the criteria 
according to which selection was made comes to the fore.

At the beginning of the selection of poetry in 
al~Khail, Abu tUbaida simply states "And [something] of what 
the Arabs have said in their poetry on the description of

phorses", but this prefatory note does not indicate his 
criteria* Thus, we have to go through the pieces themselves

1. *EzzedIn Ibrahim Mu^fafa "fhe Methods and Techniques of
the Early Arab Anthologists"(Ph.D. thesis, University of 
Fondon.: T9S3J1%:---2. Al-Khail, 1460
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in order to see if any criteria for inclusion can be found,
Abu 'TJbaida allowed himself great latitude in 

selecting? and it seems that he was influenced by his own 
personal taste and the selection undoubtedly shows an 
inclination towards poetry that possesses philological rather 
than literary value.

However? two further points arise from the collection 
as a whole, Firstly the reputation of the poet in regard to 
the description of horses? and secondly whether the piece 
chosen is excellent as such, irrespective of the poet who 
wrote it.

It was made clear by the compiler himself that he 
had chosen seven poems by one poet? Abu fuwad? because he

i"was the best amongst Arab [poets] in describing horses," 
(̂ f

He also states that fufail al-GharmawI was called Jufail ^
al-Khail and al-Mu£abbar because of the excellence of his

2poetry. Further? he chose the two well-known poems of 
Imru’ul-Qais and !Alqama al-Fâ il on the description of 
horses*^ He did therefore choose the poems because of their 
excellence and the specialised knowledge of the poets,

The anthology is unique in its treatment of a 
particular and specialized subject. In other Arabic anthologies?

1. Ibid. 141
2. TfJIcC. 150-151.
3. TEia. 136-137♦
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the pieces selected usually deal with a few conventional 
subjects* such as 11 Apologies*’ * "Self-praise” * "Dirges"* 
"Satires’*} "Panegyrics" and "Description" • As an anthology 
devotes to one. subject Kitab al-Khail stands unrivalled. 

Looking for the main characteristics of this 
anthology; three features stand out (a) the shortness of the 
piece cited3 (b) the unity of the piece* (c) archaic 
vocabulary*

The number of verses in those pieces ranges from 3 *
to 26 (in the longest poem* that of !Jhifail al-GhanawI)* The 
shortness of the pieces is quite justifiable* since one may 
assume them rightly* to be extracted from longer poems. As 
is generally known* the Arabic qaglda consists of many parts. 
It starts with the traditional erotic prelude and the des
cription of the desolate encampment and proceeds to describe 
the journey of the poet to the person whom he intends to 
praise* This* in fact* gives the poet ample scope for
describing the terrors of the desert and for comparing his

1camel or horse to various animals of the desert* Thus* 
descriptions of horses, when they occur* would occupy usually 
only a small part of the whole gagIda* but the pieces 
extracted have an organic unity in themselves both because 
of the way in which they have been chosen and because of the

1. Krenkow* vol*2. part 2* p.796.
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nature of the gasida since it deals with a number of more 
or less unconnected themes*

Judged by diction and imagery, it could be said 
that this anthology reflects to a great extent Bedouin life 
and spirit, and allied to the rough, unpolished diction one 
finds archaic vocabulary, The images are strange or beyond 
the imagination of the modern reader, but the structure is 
tightly knit, grand and stately. Even the poems by Islamic 
poets, al-*Ajoaj and Tbn Qais al-Ruqayyat for instance, show 
the same features.

The poems are assembled haphazardly, neither metre 
nor the name of the poet nor chronology being taken into 
account* A few poems by Abu Duwad, for example, are assembled 
in one place,1 and then another piece by the same poet Is

pgiven elsewhere. The whole collection consists of 53 poems 
by 37 poets, distributed according to their metre to (10) 
poems in khafmf, (9) in bagIt* (8) in kamil, (7) in mutaqarib, 
(6) in tawil, (5) In ramal, (3) in wafir, (2) in raqaz 
(2) In hazatj and (1) in munsarifr*

As for al-fAqaqa wal-Barara, the prefatory note 
indicates that Abu '!Fbaida!s aim was to collect poems on 
"filial IngratitudeM ^

1. Ibid* 141-145*
2. Tbld. 147. ,3. 1 Abd al-Salam Harun, Rawadir al-Mi\kh$utat (Ho *7) (Cairo 

1955) 352* ~ ^
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Almost all the poets whose poems are cited in this 
very small anthology are, with the exception of al-gufai * a 
and A !sha Sulaim, obscure and unimportant*

The pieces are short, ranging from 1 to 8 verses, 
with the solitary exception of YaTjya b. Sard's poem which 
is believed to be complete and consists of 34- verses*

The whole collection consists of 30 pieces by 21
poets.

Unlike the previous anthology, Abu ,Ubaida transmits 
each piece with an editorial note explaining the occasion on 
which the poem was written.

Owing to the fact that these poems are expressions 
of strong momentary feelings, the collection is characterised 
by two distinct features. Firstly, the shortness of the 
pieces and secondly simplicity and ease of diction and tender 
and ardent passion*

With regard to Abu lUbaida,s transmissions one 
further point should not be forgotten* The few dlwans and 
anthologies that have been discussed in order to find out 
the amount of Abu !Ubaida's poetical transmissions certainly 
do not contain all his contributions in this field. It has 
already been made clear in this thesis that Abu *Ubaida was 
a prolific transmitter of pre-Islamic poetry. Although Ibn 
al-Nadim does not refer to Abu 'Ubaida's activities in this 
respect, the mere fact that he was not only a reciter, but
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a philologist, a chronicler and a commentator, required a 
vast knowledge of Arabic poetry and a memory that could 
store all that had been composed in pre-Islamic times. A 
glance at the poetical insertions in the Ayyam suffices to 
demonstrate the abundance of his poetical transmissions, as 
the quotations in the Ayyam constitute themselves a sizeable 
anthology or martial poetry.

Only those diwans have been examined in which some 
definite allusions to Abu ,TJbaida being a transmitter have 
been found. As the transmission of those diwans was more 
often than not the work of a number of transmitters, it 
seemed desirable to try and isolate Abu TUbaida*s contribution.

Ill the process of transmitting poetry, Abu 'Ubaida 
was engaged in a two-fold task: on the one hand, setting 
right the discrepancies contained in the texts, and authenti
cating poems the authorship of which was doubtful, and on 
the other hand evaluating and judging the poems and poets.
The first may be called "textual criticism", the second 
"literary criticism". In the following chapter these two 
questions will be discussed in more detail.
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OHAP!EER V 
Method of Transmission

With regard to the transmission of poetry, Abu 
*Ubaida*s work can be considered under two main and comple
mentary headings. He was concerned on the one hand with 
problems of authenticity, including questions of nahl and 
intihal, gan*a, and taghlf and taljnrf; and on the other with 
analysing and evaluating that poetry. These are really two 
aspects of the same critical task, the first part deals with 
textual criticism in so far as it tackles the text itself to 
the exclusion of purely aesthetic judgments. The second part 
is more or less literary and comparative, and is mainly 
concerned with evaluating the poetry as such.

These two aspects of Abu 1Ubaida*s activities are 
the subjects of the present chapter, which deals first with 
problems of authenticity*

Textual Criticism:
Textual criticism for Abu *Ubaida deals with three 

questions, namely nahl and intihal (false ascription, and 
wrongfully claiming poetry), san1a (forging) and al-tagbaf 
wal-tahrif (roughly, mistakes of orthography and vocalization).

It is generally agreed that Arab critic-reciters 
came up against these questions from the very beginning of 
their endeavours to colleat and pass down Arabic poetry. Abu
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’Ubaida made many observations in this respect which indicate
the great importance he attached to these questions, and the
critical outlook with which he examined and scrutinized
transmitted material, in order to separate spurious from
genuine verse.

Problems of authenticity were referred to by early
Arab authors, notably Ibn Sallam, and have been investigated

1at length by a number of modern scholars*

Nahl* intihal and tanahhul:
It is fairly clear that modern scholars, Jaha gusain 

in particular, have used the term nahl to indicate forgery 
(i*e. san1 a) . In fact, these two terms are not synonymous * 
Nahl and intihQ-1 existed, as literary phenomena, in the pre-
Islamic period, while ganfa occurred in Islam as a result of

2 -social, political and religious factors. Thus al-A'sha, a
Jahill poet, refers to this phenomena in his poetry* He says: 

”What a disgrace) Being accused of plagiarism (Wan- 
tih&lr al-qawafl) in my old age#”^

1. D. Margoliouth in "The Origins of Arabic Poetry” in JRAS 
.(1925): pp.417-449. Dr* Tahajfusain ”Px al-Adab al-JaKIK” (Cairo 1927): Dr. N. A. * A z zam ” A Cri't i c al Study "of "the Poetry o^ the Sira of Ibn Hishamif "Ihes'is, University of London 1955: Dr. W.TAraf&t Â' Critical Introduction to the Study of the Poems As crib e d^Fo ̂hass~ar~Ibn Thabit11 Thesis, 
University of London, 1954, and '"Early Critics'of the Authenticity of the Poetry of the Sira” in BSOAS, (1958)
PP. 453“465 *2. 3?. ^usain ”ffl al-Adab al-Jahill” 117-181.

3* DisSn (nahl) XI. 651.
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Other poets tried to make certain that their poems would not 
he claimed by others or wrongly ascribed, by mentioning 
their names in it, or by leaving a specific sign to indicate 
their authorship as Bashama b. Ghadir did.^

There was genuine difficulty, however, for the Arab 
reciters in attributing a poem to the correct author, since

\Kwrongly ascribing and claiming poetry has long been familiar 
phenomena, and were widely practised* What probably makes 
definitive judgment more difficult is the comparative lack 
of recorded diwans and other documents*

Abu 1 Ubaida refers to the term tanahhul and gives 
it a clear definition namely "al-tanahhul is [falsely]

pclaiming and plagiarising poetry" a definition substantially 
the same as that of Ibn Mansur*

Abu 'Ubaida, it is reported, used not to accept the 
ascription of a poem without examination and verification*

i
He once heard Abu al-Za'ara’ reciting a verse said to be by
Tarafa. As Abu TUbaida had previously attributed it to Yazld

_ _ ■ /b* al-gakam al-Thaqaf,I he asked Abu 'Amr b* al-'Ala’ about ;
it, and the latter (clearly accepted as a reliable authority

_ _ hin this case) said that Abu al-Za!ara* was right*

1. The gamasa of Abu Tammam (Bonn 1828) I* 194-* 
Naqa’id (S) 11*32*

3* Lisan (nahl) XI. 650*
4-. AghanI XI. 104*.
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Elsewhere, Abu 'Ubaida says: "Qirad b. IJanash was 
one of the poets of the Gha^afan, and a good one. Other 
poets of the Gha^afan used to claim his poetry. One of them 
was Zuhair b. Abi Sulma who claimed these verses [following]
. The story suggests that Abu 'Ubaida realised that one
of the reasons which tempt poets to claim as their own the 
poetry of others is the excellence of the poem concerned.

The terms intih&l and nahl can therefore be differ
entiated as follows: whereas a false claim to the poetry of 
another (intihal) was a deliberate action on the part of the 
claimant, as in the case of Zuhair, nahl results from the 
ignorance of the reciters concerning an author's identity.

Abu 'Ubaida has left some valuable examples of nahl 
especially in Kitab al-Khail. The following are a few 
representative examples:-

1. Regarding Yasld b# Dabba's poem, he says, "Some
r 2people have [wrongly] ascribed it to Abu Duwad."

2. Concerning one of Imru’̂ UX-Qais' poems he says,
"This poem is mixed with material by Rabl'a b. Jashm 
al-Nimrl.

3. In regard to Ibrahim b. 'Imran's poem, he states,
4-"This poem is wrongly ascribed to Imru’ ul-Qais."

1. Sharh Dlwan Zuhair b. Abi Sulma (Cairo 194-4-) 334-; 
al-Nuwashshah 4-7; Tabaqat Fuhul al-Ghu'ara’ 568.

2. al~Khail 14-1.
4-. Ibid. 160.
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4-* In regard to ga^a'a’s poem Tae comments, "These 
verses are [wrongly] ascribed to Haritha b* Badr 
al-G-hundanl •

5* Abu 1Ubaida transmitted three pieces by an unknown
poet saying that people used to ascribe them wrongly 
to Abu Duwad.^
These few examples demonstrate his interest in 

establishing the real author of any particular poem* His 
extensive knowledge and consequently his correct conclusions 
acquired for him a fine reputation, and people used to con
sult him about poems, when they did not know to whom they 
should be attributed*

(b) gan*a*;
The problem of spurious poetry (al-ganfa) was clearly 

referred to by Ibn Sallam who "points out that when Islam 
came, the Arabs occupied themselves with other matters to 
the neglect of poetry and that when later on they turned to 
it again, they found they had too little poetry, and there- 
fore tried to supplement it.n̂

Al-Ja£ij in his gayawan speaks of the abundance of 
poetry in some Arab tribes and its scarcity in others, thus

1. Ibid.* 15.2. Ibid* 54-55. Another example al-Iqti§.ab 524*
3* TfTabaqat Fuhul al-Shufara»tf 39-40 as summarized by Dr. 

W. 1Arafat BSOAS (1958) 455.
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—  1indirectly corroborating Ibn Sallamls statement*
It should he noted, however, that early reciters

such as Abu TAmr b* al-’Ala* and al-Asma1! had noticed the
existence of this literary phenomenon and to some extent

2took part in it.
Abu ’.Ubaida, as we have seen in his transmissions of

poetry, seems to have accepted pre-Islamic poetry as genuine,
though with some reservations, and hence he authenticated
but little by each poet* He did not trust any source whatever,
even the Bedouins in Ba§sra. Abu 1 Ubaida, as Ibn Sallam
reports, rejected the poems recited to him by the son of
Mutammim b. Nuwaira when he realised that Mutammim had not

*composed them*
However, he added to the poems which he heard from

his teachers if he was quite certain that the new verses
formed part of the original piece, and, conversely, he
deleted any verses if he was uncertain of their authenticity.
Tha'lab, for instance, in "Sharb Dlwan Zuhair Ibn Abi SulmaM,
transmitted a poem and, having reached verse 38, says "This
is the end of Abu !Amr b. al-1 Ala’s transmission, whereas
Abu 1Ubaida and al-Asma1I have transmitted [the following]..."

aand he added another seven verses* On the other hand,_____
1."Hayawan" IV. 380.
2. Tarlkh Adab al-’Arab I. 383* Aghani III. 23.
3 • labaqat Pubul al~Shu!ara ’ 4*0 •
A, Dxwan 141. Por another example Of. Abu Baler Mubammad b. 

al-Qasim al-Anbari, "Sharb al-Qaga’id al-Sab1 al-Tiwal 
al-Jahiliyyat" (Cairo 1963) H5*
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al-Ja£ig relates on the authority of Abu. ’Ubaida part of a
poem by al~3Jarith b* gilliza and rejects the rest of it

-  1because Abu ’Ubaida had said it was spurious.
In the light of this scrupulousness, it can be said 

that there is no solid ground for the charge made by G-oldziher 
against Abu ’Ubaida that he was a forger and that he did not 
hesitate to fabricate poems in order to support one particular 
party, or for the accusation made by Jaha gusain to the 
effect that both Abu ’Ubaida and al-Agma’I fabricated the 
two well-known poems on horses ascribed to ’Alqama and Imru’ 
ul-Qais.̂

For this charge, however, no supporting evidence is 
to be found, whereas the evidence of his honesty abounds*
’All b* al-Hadinx, for instance, states: "He [i.e. Abu 
’Ubaida] was a most correct transmitter of traditional 
literature: never did he give as a genuine production of the

Kdesert Arab a piece which was not authentic.1*
It is noteworthy that charges of forgery have been

made against Abu 'Amr b. al-’Ala’ and al-Agma’I, let alone
- 5the two notorious reciters, £ammad and Khalaf, but nothing

of this sort was alleged in ancient times against Abu ’Ubaida.

H&y^wan III, 44-9-4*50.2. Quoted' by Pellat in "al-Jabi? wa-athar al-Jaww al-Basri f ihi11 201.
3.MFl al-Adab al-Jahill11 223-224*.
4. "Wafayat” III. 391.
5* "larxkh Idab al-’Arab11 I. 383.



Having discussed Abu ’IJbaida’s efforts at ascertain
ing the authenticity of the Arabic poetry he transmitted, it 
now becomes necessary to investigate his method of dealing 
with the problems of nahl and san1 a and to examine the criteria 
by which he distinguished genuine poetry from spurious and 
established the true identity of the author of a poem.

Abu ’Ubaida established his method on external and 
internal evidence* The external evidence is concerned with 
the circumstances which led to the production of the poem and 
then to its transmission* The internal evidence is derived 
from a comparison of the characteristics of the poem under 
consideration with the acknowledged distinctive qualities of 
the poet it is ascribed to, or to be ascribed to*

In his account of Yaum al-Nisar, Abu ’Ubaida does
not accept as authentic the poem of *Auf b* *A*tiyya al-Taimx,
in which al-Aswad is mentioned as having been the head of
al-Ribab on that Day, on the grounds that al~Aswad was not

1even present at that particular battle.
Again he considered spurious the poem by Hind d.

al-Hu’man which he transmitted because no other trustworthy
2reciter knew it.

As for internal evidence, Abu ’Ubaida attaches much 
importance to the main characteristics of the poet concerned

1* al-Uaqa’id (S) I. 225.
2. al-Muzhir I. 180.



which serve as a ’’touchstone”• A poem which is incompatible 
with the distinctive qualities of the poet can not be by him 
and is therefore spurious. Two examples may suffice to demon
strate this.

Abu ’Ubaida relates that the son of Mutammim b. 
Fuwaira had come to Ba§ra, and that Ibn Nu £l and he went to 
see him. Having satisfied him and met his needs, they asked 
him about his father’s poetry, which he recited to them. When 
he had finished his father’s poems, he started fabricating 
poems falsely attributed to his father, purely for monetary 
gain. Abu ’Ubaida and his friend soon realised that the 
latter poems differed from Mutammim’s real poetry, despite 
the fact that he (i.e. Mutammim’s son) was capable of imitat
ing his father’s poems skilfully, mentioning the places his 
father had visited, and the battles in which he had taken 
part. Nevertheless when he continued, Abu ’Ubaida said, ”We

irealised that he was forging.”
The second story demonstrates the same thing. Abu

’Ubaida related that he heard Bashshar once reciting a verse
said to be by al-A’sha, but Bashshar rejected it on the
grounds that it was not in keeping with al-A’sha?s poetry.
Abu ’Ubaida admired this remark and considered Bashshar a
good critic. Later on, Abu 'Amr b. al-*Ala? admitted that

-  2he wrote this verse and had ascribed it to al-A’sha.

1 * Jabaqat Fuhul al-Shu’ara’ 4-0.
2- Aghani III. 23.



Abu 'Ubaida's method seems to be based on, firstly, 
the consensus of the reciters; secondly, on the consistency 
of the events described in the poems with the actual events; 
and thirdly, the compatibility between the general character
istics of the poet's work and the poem under consideration. 
This method is sound as long as it can be applied to every 
suspect poem, but this is a very onerous task. Besides, it is 
not infallible. The better the poetry, the less likely is 
this method to detect it, and we are informed that forgers 
were often too competent to leave any trace which might 
smack of forgery. Al-Mufa^al is reported to have said that 
the corruption which poetry suffered through gammad could 
never be repaired, "for gammad is a man skilled in the 
language and poetry of the Arabs and in the styles and ideas 
of the poets, and he is always making verses in imitation of 
someone and introducing them into genuine compositions by 
that author, so that the copy passes everywhere for part of 
the original, and cannot be distinguished from it except by 
critical scholars: and where are such to be found?”

(c) Taghlf and Tahrlf:
Al-Tagfeif, as Ibn Mansur says, "is a mistake in the

sahxfa”, while al-Tahrif is a changing of the meaning of a 
2word. Essentially, both terms signify a corruption in the

1. AghanI (D) VI. 89.
2. Lisan (suhuf) IX. 187, (barf) 43
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usage of words which, causes a change of meaning*
To the ancient reciters there was no definite dis

tinction between these two terms* Al-Suyu£i, for instance, 
writes a chapter "On Knowing al-Taghlf and al-lahrifn but 
he does not use the second term at all in his discussion. 
Furthermore, the anecdotes he relates about early eminent

2 Treciters indicates that they do not use the term tabrif to 
signify a particular kind of mistake. Al~A§ma1I, however, in 
his statements, and Ibn Duraid, in one statement, use the 
verb nakhta*a" (made a mistake) to explain al-tahrlf^  In 
this respect Abu 1 Ubaida was no exception. He used to criti
cise those who committed taghlf, although he himself was
accused of being a musahhif. In his book Sharb ma yaqa' flhi ,

* v ' /al-Tagblf wal-Tafarlf, al-*AskarI has a chapter on "Abu /
lUbaida!s mistakes",^ and he relates on the authority of
Kisan that once Abu 'Ubaida recited a verse by fAbdullah b.

1. Muzhir II 353 sqq.2. Such as Abu ‘Amr b. al-!Ala’, !Isa b. 'Umar, Abu 'Amr
al-Shaibanx, al~Jabi^ Abu Bakr al-Zubaidx, bamma<3-» Ibn
Duraid, Abu 1Ubaida.

3* Muzhir II 360, 364, 356* According to !Abd al-§alam Harun, it was Ibn gajar first accurately distinguished these two terms when he used the term taghif to indicate confu- 
s *̂on (iltibas) in the pointing of letters of the same shape (such as fa and paf,or ba* and ta etc) and tahrlf to signify
the_changing of the form of the letters* Cf* lahqlq, al- Nusus wa Nashruha (Cairo 1954), 51* This distinction came 
ratKer late, as Ibn 5adar waS born in 773/1371, &r.d accordingly the confusion in employing these two terms 
would seem to have been current at least until the beginning of the eighth century.4. pp.82-88.



Rawaha and said "Khazltu lahu", Klsan said "By God, 0 Abu 
'Ubaida, you have made a mistake, [the word] is "khadhltu 
lahu", on which Abu 'Ubaida replied, "You are right, 0 Abu

_ iSulaiman" •
Abu 'Ubaida uses the term tagblf to indicate altera

tions in words and, more generally, discrepancies in trans
mission# Thus when al-Agma'x recited the verse:

Abu 'Ubaida accused him of being a musahbif> as the verse
should run: - , '

} ̂  uL— ~ ^cJ^CS cr°. ^->-^1 u j £ 2

Again, he said with regard to the verse:
6Uji <J C-- <_> ̂ ej t.yu6l/iJy

'kkat "al-musabhifun of this word sibd are many; they say sld 
[a wolf] while it is actually sibd, with bjil 0 It has been 
said fulan sibdu asbad."^

Abu 'Ubaida *s remarks in this connection are numerous 
and deal with two points. Firstly alterations in vowelling 
and grammar; e.g* y ,

1. In dlwan Zuhair, ^  ̂  J
« js,J( I P  clr* L* —  ̂* c_j— /iAbu 'Ubaida transmitted ■ t • - h-

1. Sharb ma yaqa* flhi al-Tasbif wal-Tahrlf, 83-84.2. TETcU l06. ' “ — — -
3* "al-Shi'r wal-Shu'ara»" 21.
4. p.167# Cf. also al-Zubaidl "Labn al-'Awamm" (Cairo 1964)57° ~  _ _ _
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2* In dr wan al~A*sha
— p ^ ̂  V'Abu 'Ubaida transmitted ' “

Secondly in the letters, fhe following are a few
2examples out of the many which can "be found in the sources,

t, *
1, al~MufagL<Jal recited ^  ' 3' ̂

Abu !Ubaida recited '
2. Tha’lab recited Lv ^ J J'jJ-’trj£>"^

Abu 'Ubaida recited r- ^
5. Iha1 lah also transmitted ^  0,̂ , L< C v-?(y ,_c- V-

Ahu 1 Ubaida transmitted ^ y< ^ ° u ^  ^  ^
In putting right all these misconstructions, mis

spellings and wrong vocalizations Ahu 1Ubaida hased his 
corrections on his understanding of the text and the harmony 
of the particular word with the whole verse, Ahu 1 Ubaida*s 
comment on the following verse discloses his method.

w j ,  I <y<J>' 1 ' V. ^  — - ’ j u J-Xfi s >
sHe says of this verse "al-Nugahhifun and those who rely on 

manuscripts recite this as al-rabilat. What is the connection 
between al-rabilat (the origins of the thigh) and al-thanaya 
(the teeth) and al-rjabrn (the forehead)?” "Al-rabilat”, he 
goes on, "means the origins of thigh. One says rajulun 
arhalun, if he has a hig thigh; therefore the word must he

1.p.21, _ ^2. See notahly al-1Askarr*s hook "Sharh ma yaqa* ffrhi al-
Tagfaif wal-ODahrrf ” and "Dr wan al-A * shaTt.

3. "al-ffadil” 82.
4-. "Drwan. al-A *sha" 83*
5* 1 ^ 7 3 7 . ------
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al-ratilat with, a ta’. [The Arabs] say tta.ap;hrun. artaluru 
meaning a mouth, the front teeth of which are separated.” 

Another example is furnished by the verse:-
* U 1 ul°J

in which Abu 1Ubaida rejects Yathrib and suggests instead 
"Yatrib"* His justification of this is that ‘Urqub mentioned 
in the verse is one of the 'Amaliq and that Yatrib is their
homeland, so that it is more appropriate that the word should

-  -r 2t>e Yatrib than Yathrib, where the ’Amaliq had never lived.
Discrepancies in poetry were almost inevitable how

ever* Gibb asks sceptically, "Was it really possible, given 
the utmost good faith of the rawls, to preserve the authentic 
original texts over so long a period from errors, revisions, 
some polishing here and there, or (especially in view of the 
rather loose articulation of the Arabian ode) from omissions 
or misplacements? Might not reciters make mistakes over 
authorship, attributing poems to the wrong poet, or transfer
ring verses with like metre and rhyme from one poem to 
another

Paced with such difficulties, the reciters considered 
it part of their task to put everything right, and so for 
the sake of passing down the exact text they engaged in

1. al-Shifr wal-Shu’ara* 21.
2* Pisan (turb) I. 251#
3. Arabic Literature, Second (revised) edition (Oxford 1963) 

20.



correcting poetry as, for instance, Khalaf al-Alnmar did, 
when he corrected a verse hy Jarir ,"*■ It may he worth mention
ing that Khalaf himself advised al~A§mafI to correct poetry 
because "the rawis used to correct the poetry of the ancient

ppoets*"
What Ahu ! TJbaida had done was actually in keeping 

with the general attitude of Arab reciters to problems of 
authenticity. Of course one cannot presume that all Abu 
,Ubaida,s attempts in this respect were justified. Mention 
has been made of the fact that even Abu * Ubaida was accused 
of making mistakes, particularly in regard to tasfeif and 
tafcrif. But in each individual case close examination will 
show that good reasons, such as the consistency of the word 
in question with the context or the general meaning of the 
verse, actuated Abu 1Ubaida to make his correction.

Textual criticism, however, for Abu 1 Ubaida was not 
divorced from literary questions, and was concerned with 
evaluation and comparison. It is now time to examine this 
more closely and in detail.

Literary Criticism:
In the process of transmitting Arabic poetry, Abu 

1Ubaida manifests great interest in authenticating poetry, 
side by side with analysing and evaluating poetry. It would

1, al-Muwaslishah 145*2. Tbid, 125.
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seem that Ahu lITbaida!s views on poetry and poets were pro
pounded in his hook entitled al-ShiTr wal-Shn^ara* to which
Ihn al-Nadlm refers,'*' or Tahaqat al~Shu*ara* as other scholars 

2call it* This hook is a study of poets according to the 
Tahaqat conception.

The Concept of Tahaqat;
Jahagat, to quote Heffering, means "similar, lying 

ahove one another, and with regard to time, following one 
another .,. [therefore] *,, titles of hooks like Tahaqat al- 
Shuf ara* indicate that in them successive generations of 
poets, singers, jurists, traditions etc., are dealt with,
that men living at the same time form a tahaqa, a generation,

xstratum, or category.”
This definition is rather general. In poetical 

studies, the term tuhaqat has assumed a more definite signif
icance. According to !faha Ihrahlm, this term came into 
existence when the reciters and philologists of the first 
century started to compare the three Umayyad poets, al-3faraz- 
daq, al-Aklrfal and Jarir, and regarded them as one class 
Ctahaqa), possessing the same poetical standards and renown. 
Thus, the conception regarding some particular poets, on

1. Fihrist 54-*
2. 1A. Hukhlis ”Naqadat” in R.A.A.O. (1927) VII. 553: Brockelmann Tarikh al-Adah*1 ''ai'l HTrahi II* 143;

J. Zaidan Tarikh Adah al-Lugha al-!Arahiyya (Cairo 1912)II. 101.  ̂ ““  * “ “ "
3. El (Tabafcat) Supp. 214.



account of their standards, fame and other considerations, 
as one class became clear in the mind of the reciters of the 
second century of Islam including Ahu ’Ubaida.

According to this conception, poets were looked at 
both chronologically (in regard to their time), and aesthet
ically (in regard to their poetic standards).

Chronologically, four classes were distinguished:-
1. Al-Jahiliyyun (the pre-Islamic poets), who liyed before
Islam, and whose poetry was authoritative in ree ĝrd to lang-

\

u.age, grammar and poetic structure.
2. Al-Mukhadramun who lived before and partly in Islamic 
times. They were so termed because the word khajrama means 
to "cut off11* This appellation was used figuratively as if 
the poets were cut off from paganism,
3. Al-Islamiyyun (Islamic poets) who were born and lived in 
Islamic tinges.
A* Al-Muhdathun (Modern poets ), who were born and lived in 
the first fAbbasid period and after. They had absolutely no 
authority in regard to language and grammar, but they did
have authority with respect to the rhetorical sciences. The

2appellation was given to them because of their recentness.

1* Muahir I* 296, Lisan (khidrim) X I I 185- The poets of W is class were also called muhadramun, Of. Lisan (haclram)
x i i . 137. 77 n “2. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon. Preface I. IX. EI^ ' vol.III. 
part lT'*̂ pr._79'5, Ihe poets of this class were also called muwalladun • (Ibid.)
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Aesthetically, the poets of each period, say the 
Jahiliyyun, were classified into three, sometimes more, 
classes, each class consisting of a certain number of poets, 
the number varying according to different critics. Again, 
poets of each class, say the first class of the Jahiliyyun, 
were arranged according to their poetical standards into the 
first poet, the second poet, the third poet, etc..

Abu 1Ubaida was probably the first critic to give 
this conception special application in his book [pabaqat al- 
Shu1ara*, a fact which must be taken into account in a study 
concerned with this conception, and its development in 
literary studies.

In spite of the loss of this book, an approximate 
sketch can be drawn, based on information which other literary 
sources afford us.

Abu lUbaidals classification of poets:
Abu 1Ubaida accepts the chronological classification 

of poets, though he does not recognize the second class (al- 
Mukhadramun). The justification for his overlooking this 
class seems fairly reasonable. Poets of this class, according 
to Abu tUbaida, must either be grouped with the Jahill poets

1. It must be noted, however, that classifying poets aesthetically has assumed another form in which poets were classi
fied according to their poetical standards^ and given the 
terms khindhldh, mufliq,, shaT ir, and shafrur, instead of the first, the seconBT.♦, Cf.'Ibn Rashiq, al~!Umda (Cairo, 
190?) I. 74.



if they are nearer to them in spirit, or with the Islamic 
poets if they are nearer to the Islamic spirit. Al-gufai’a, 
for instance, was a mukhadram, but the main characteristics 
of his poetry seem to be those of the Jahill period, hence 
it is reasonable to group him with the pre-Islamic poets as 
Abu ’Ubaida did.’*' On the other hand, JJassan Ibn Thabit, who 
was also a mukhadram, was considered an Islamic poet, because 
the Islamic influence upon his poetry was conspicuous, and

_ 2Abu ’Ubaida therefore grouped him with the Islamic poets.
Abu ’Ubaida, then, recognizes, chronologically, 

three classes, each one consisting of many poets. Of the 
classification of poets according to their quality as con
ceived by Abu ’Ubaida, we have only a rough idea. Indeed, 
the information on this question is rather contradictory. An 
attempt has been made, notwithstanding, to sketch this 
classification as conceived by Abu ’Ubaida, followed by an 
esqposition of his opinions regarding the poets of each class.

1. Of. Table Uo.l.2. Cf. Table Ho.2.



Table No. 1 
The Jahiliyytua

First Class Second Class
1) Imru’ ul-Qais 1) Tarafa Ibn al-*Abd^
2) Zuhair Ibn Abl Sulma2 2) Al-ijarith Ibn IJilliza0
3) Al-Fabigha al-Dhubyani 3) *Amr Ibn ICalthum'7
4) Al-A'sha4 4) Suwaid Ibn Abl Kahil®

Third Class
1) qAl-Muraqqash J
2) Ka fb Ibn Zuhair10
3) A l - ^ a i ’a11
4) Khidash Ibn Zuhair1^
3) Duraid Ibn al-Simma1^
6) !Antara Ibn Shaddad1^
7) *Urwa Ibn al-Ward1^
8) Al-Nimr Ibn Tawlab16
9) Al-Shammakh Ibn Lirar1^
10) 18TTJmar Ibn al-A£mar
11) Aus Ibn gajar1^
12) Al-Nabigha al-Ja*dI^°

1-3 Al-Qurashl Jamharat Ash!ar al-TArab (Bulaq 1308 A.H.) 34.
4. Al-SbdVr wal-Shu'ara* (Leiden 1902) 141.
5-8 Ibid. 92. 141.
9-18 Jamharat Ash!ar al-IArab 35 *
19-20 AghanI X. 6. Khizana IV. 286.



Table No. 2 
The Islamic Poets 

First Class1 Second Class Third Class
1) gassan Ibn Thabit Nil Nil
2) Al-Farazdaq
3) Jarir
4) Al-Aktrfal

2Second classification of the first class
1) Al-Akhpal
2) Jarir
3) Al-Farazdaq

Third classification of the first class^
1) Al-Aktrfal
2) Al-Farazdaq
3) Jarir

The Muljdathun
First class^

1) Al-Sayyid al-gimyarl
2) Bashshar Ibn Burd
3) Abu Nuwas. ) ^

_ )4) Al-firimmalj.)

1* Jamharat Ashfar al-!Arab 35*
2. AghanI VII. 172._3* Al-Mubarrad al-Faj.il (Cairo 1956) 108* It is worthy of note that Ibn 'SaTl^m considers the three Umayyad poets mentioned above as. one class?-and adds another one, namely al-Ha1! al-Numairl. Cf. Tabaqat Fubul al-Shu'ara’ 249-250.4. AghanI VII. 4. ~ ~
5* Khizana I. 315* AghanI (D) VI, 95*
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Abu lIIbaida!s opinions on the pre-Islamic poets:
The Jahill poets held a high position in Abu lTJbaida*s 

mind. In this, doubtless, he reflects the general predilection 
for these poets, a trend which dominated the literary life 
of his time. Four amongst these were, unanimously, considered 
the best, namely Imru5 ul-Qais, Zuhair, al-STabigha and al- 
A*sha. The early critics disputed a good deal on the question 
of who was the best of these four and this disagreement led 
them to explore their poetry in search of a justification of 
their views. Thus, a preference for one or another poet was 
no longer baaed on vague liking as was the case in earlier 
Islamic times, ,fThe interest in the classification of poets" 
Von Grunebaum observes, "and their interdependence widened 
and naturally resulted In an Increasingly close scrutiny of 
the extant works."

Abu fUbaida records considerable divergence of 
opinions in regard to the four above-mentioned poets* Imru* 
ul-Qais, he relates, was preferred to the others because he 
Introduced new elements Into poetical style which have been

p «adopted ever since. To other critics, however, al-Nabigha 
was preferable because his poetry was devoid of useless 
verbiage and obscenity, while another group of critics gave

1* "Arabic Literary Criticism in the 10th Century A,D." in •TAOS flQ41
2. ITS'hl'r wal-Shu'ara’ 52, 53.
3. Ibid. ?8.
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priority to al-A’sha, because he composed longer poems and
1was extremely versatile* Lastly some critics acclaimed

2Zuhair because he was the best panegyrist*
Abu *Ubaida himself gives precedence to Imru’ ul-Qais, 

the second poet to him being Zuhair, followed by al-Nabigha 
al-Dhubyaia * "AI-A1 ©ha" Abu !ITbaida says is the fourth among 
the Jahiliyyun. He is preferable to Jarafa because he com-

V

poses longer poems, had greater ability to write at length 
on wine, and to praise and satirize.11̂

Another three poets were added by Abu !Ubaida to the 
first class according to al-Qurashl in his Jamhara, namely 
Labld, *Amr b* Kulthum and Jarafa. On the authority of Abu 
*TJbaida, al-Qurashl relates that "the best poets are the 
Bedouins, especially Imru’ ul-Qais, Zuhair and al-Habigha"*
He adds, "(To us Abu *Ubaida,s statement [in this connection] 
is the best one* Imru’ ul-Qais must be the first, followed 
by Zuhair, fll-Habigha, Labxd, !Amr b* Kulthum and yarafa.**"^ 

In fact, al-QurashI!s additions to the list are 
suspect and contradicts two statements of Xbn Qutaiba on the 
authority of Abu fUbaida* In one of these statements, Abu 
ftrbaida says "yarafa is the best [poet], but, I think, he 
cannot catch up with the great poets [al-fu&ul], therefore

1. Ibid.2. Tbid, 61.
5. THid* 141.
4. Jamharat Ashiar al-!Arab 34-•
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he must he grouped with his follewtS'3, al-§arith h. IJilliza,
-  1 —'Amr b. ICulthum, and Suwaid." In his second statement, Abu

!Ubaida re-asserts his previous judgment saying "As for 
farafa, he should be grouped with al-^arith b. §illiza, !Amr 
b. Kulthum and Suwaid b. Abl Kahil*"^

In his classification, Abu !Ubaida groups twelve 
poets together in the third class as it has been mentioned 
above, more than in either the first or second class* These 
poets, however, differ widely in quality, and this creates 
some doubts as to the correctness of the list,

Abu tIJbaida*s opinions on the Islamic poets:
In the second half of the first century of Islam, 

poetry was the prevailing literary form, Hany good poets 
lived at that time, but three, al~Farazdaq, Jarir and al- 
Akhjal, overshadowed the others and dominated literary circles. 
They attracted the attention of reciters, grammarians and 
people, and they were looked upon as forming one class. Abu 
fUbaida thinks that they were the best poets of the ahl 
al~Islam, in other version "shufara? al-Islam."

Much has been said of them, and they were often 
compared with poets of high standing amongst the Jahill poets.

ZLAbu lUbaida compares al-Farazdaq with Zuhair, and relates

1• Al-Shi1r wal-Shu1ara * 92 *2. TKCT; TAT7~~ ---3* J'amHarat Ash!ar al-TArab 355 AghanI VII, 172# 
h. Khiaa&a I, 205.
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that Abu *Amr b. al-'Ala’ used to compare al-Akh£al with 
al-Nabigha.'*-

Although the critics put these Islamic poets in one 
class, they disagreed on who was the best of them. It is 
related that Yunus b. IJablb said "I have not seen a majlis 
in which these two poets [i.e. al-Rarazdaq and Jarir] were

2mentioned, where agreement was reached on which was the best.
As is shown in the table for this class, three classi

fications were attributed to Abu ,Ubaida. In two of them 
priority was given to al-Akh£al, and in one to al-Rarazdaq*
Ihe former opinion seems to correspond most closely with Abu 
!irbaidafs estimation of those two poets. In regard to 
al-Akh$al, Abu lIJbaida observes that ,The was more akin to 
the Jahill poets as his style is compact, terse and devoid 
of rubbish*whereas "al-Farazdaq borrows ideas and poetry
[from other poets] It is noteworthy, that Abu lI3baida

1 r\reflects Abu ’Amr b. al-TAla5,s opinion on al-Akh£al who 
greatly admired him. Abu *Amr said "Had al-Akh^al lived for 
one day in al-Jahiliyya, I would not prefer any other poet 
to him."^

gassan b. Thabit was regarded as the first among his

AghanI VII. 172.
2. al-Mubarrad Al-RagLil 109* 0fP also Ibn Rashlq. al-'Umda 

(Cairo 1926) 1.97". ~  „3. Al-Shifr wal-Shu!ara? 78. Aghani VII. 172.
Al-Muwashshah 110.

5. Aghani VII. 172.
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class according to al-Qurashl. The latter relates reputedly 
on the authority of Abu !Ubaida, "The best poets after

— -p 1^assan are al-Farazdaq, Jarir and al-Aklrfal." The priority 
is given to ]Jassan on the basis that he was the poet of the
prophet, and that "no one [poet] could match the poet of the

P -Prophet*" This arbitrary giving of the priority to Hassan
cannot, of course, be accepted. Firstly, there is good reason 
to believe that Abu ,Ubaida is unlikely to have given prefer
ence to a poet on non-literary grounds. This wotild be out of 
character. And secondly al-Qurashi has been shown above to 
attribute a statement to Abu ,Ubaida which it is improbable 
that he really did make.

We know nothing about a second or a third class 
dealing with the Islamic poets.

Abu !Ubaida!s opinions on the Modern Poets;
In regard to this class, Abu *Ubaida uses the term 

mubdith, and sometimes muwallad. Unlike the poets of the two 
previous classes the sources furnish us with little informa
tion concerning the classification of the modern poets.

The burning issue of literary criticism at this time 
was the struggle between the conservative (Jahill and early 
Islamic) and modern. Abu !lTbaida admires pre-Islamic poetry 
for its own merit and not because it was pre-Islamic, but at

1. Jamharat Ashfar al-'Arab 35*
2. TBItH----------------------------- ----
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the same time he voices his admiration for moderns such as
Abu Nuwas, Bashshar b* Burd, al-Sayyid al-^imyarl and al-

—  1 -  -yirimma^.. He even compares Abu Huwas in relation to the
—  t  2.modern poets with Imru* ul-Qais in relation to the Jahills, 

though this does not of course imply that he puts the two 
poets on an equal level*

Abu lUbaida clearly distinguishes between two differ
ent classes, each possessing its own features and character
istics. Thus, Abu Nuwas is the best in relation to his class, 
as Imru5 ul-Qais in relation to his*

Abu tUbaidafs attitude toward the modern poets was 
liberal in comparison with the general trend and the poetic 
criteria and values laid down by the philologists and the 
reciters of whom al-AsmafI was an example, as the following 
story demonstrates:

Is^aq al-Mausill said, "I recited the verses to 
al-A§ma11: -

Is there a way to get one glance at your face 
to quench the burning thirst of my desire?
That which means little to you, means much to me 
and the little about her whom you. love means much. 

Al-A^ma1! said "By God, this is khusruwanl si Ik I Whose poem 
do you recite to me?" "They were composed last night" Isliaq

1* Khizana I* 515; Nuzhat al-Alibba* 28; Aghani VII.A;
Aghani (D) VI* 95.

2. Khizana I* 315*
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said. Al-Asma1! [then] said immediately, "There is no doubt
** 1 that traces of artificiality are apparent in them*"

In fact, this issue was misunderstood hy almost all 
authorities in poetry during the first two centuries* The 
modern poetry was evaluated according to the criteria applied 
to the older poetry, which was a gross error, since it 
neglected a very important factor in the shaping and creating 
of any artistic form, namely the factor of "time". Abu 
*Ubaida had some conception of the importance of this factor* 
He understands poetry not as an isolated phenomenon, hut as 
something which emerges from its environment* The relatively 
great change in the circumstances of life in Iraq at that 
time was likely to produce poetry different from that of 
previous ages, and this poetry must therefore he judged 
according to criteria of its own* Ahu 1TTbaida, Muhammad h. 
al-ArqaJ relates, refrained from comparing Ihn Munadhir's
poetry with that of fAdyy h. Zaid, because one was Islamic

— P —poet and the other jahill* In so doing, Ahu *tTbaida avoids
giving absolute preference to Jahill poetry and rejecting
the modern, unlike his teacher Ahu !Amr ho al~lAla9 who said,
"If they [i.e. the modern poets] utter something fine it is
an imitation of something that has been said before, hut if
they utter something poor that is their own work*"^

1* Al-JurjanI, "al-Waga'fca baina al-Nutanabbl wa Khugumihi" (Saida 1915) WJ7 “ -
2* Aghani XVII* 12*
3* Ibid* XVI* 113*



It is much to he regretted that the information we
possess on the classification and names of the poets of this
class is almost nothing* We know that Ahu 1Uhaida expressed
admiration for Ahu Nuwas, al«Jirimma^., al-Sayyid al~gimyarl
and Bashshar h* Burd,^ and -very little more of the last two
poets he says "the best poets among the moderns are al-Sayyid

— p —al-!gimyarl and Bashshar." It may he, therefore, that Ahu 
,Ubaida considered those four poets as one class headed hy 
al-Sayyid al4gimyarl and Bashshar.

Ahu fIXbaidals aesthetic .judgments of poetry:
On Ahu fTJbaidafs conceptions of criticism, Ahu al- 

Faraj in his Aghani relates the following story: "Ahu *Uhaida 
said, *1 heard Bashshar reciting from al~A!sha’s poetry:

And she did not know me, and the accidents because 
of which she did not know me..,
Were none other than hoarness and baldness of the 
forepart of the head.

Bashshar denied that this line was al~A!sha’s, because it 
did not resemble his poetry. Ten years later, I [i.e. Ahu 
lIIbaida] was with Yunus, and he told me that Ahu !Amr h. 
al-'Ala’ had composed this verse and ascribed it to al-A!sha," 
Ahu *Ubaida goes on to say "I was extremely astonished at

Khizana 1* 315; Aghani (D) VI* 95; Aghani VTI. 4. 
2. Aghani VIII. 4.



his [i#e# Bashshar] cleverness, truth, intuition and the 
excellence of his critical ability."1

Criticism of poetry to Ahu flTbaida would seem to con
sist in "a study of the poetfs characteristics", the discovery 
of the poetfs most prominent characteristics being the first 
step "forward evaluating him in relation to other poets#

The application of this concept can be traced in his 
critical judgments, in which he stresses the Characteristics1 
which make a poem good or bad.

The following characteristics are required to be 
observed in a good poem by his critical canons:

oa) In regard to meaning: rarity, originality and clarity#
*b) In regard to form: excellence of poetic structure.

Zj_c) In regard to the content; absence of offensive description
—  5 Vand ability to compose in different styles (aghrab) .

In a bad poem the following defects may be observed 
which must be avoided:

6a) In regard to meaning: imitation of others and
7imperfect expression of an idea.r

1. Ibid# III* 23.2. UZShl'v wal-ShuT araJ 52-53. al-Muwashshala 359.
3. r r i K u w a ^ h w "ggy:—   “A. Al-Slii1 r wal-Shu!ara? 52, 53.
5. HSIdT'141"6# A1 ~Huwash shah 110^ 176.7. Iha ll a b gharh Diwan Zuhair Ibn Abi Sulma (Cairo 19^) 14-5.

The same story was related in Sharb al-Qaga»ib al-Sabr al-Tiwal al-Jahiliyyat 26.



b) In regard to form: weakness of poetic structure
c) In regard to metre: metrical deficiency (iqwa* and ItEl

pfor Instance)*
d) In regard to words: repetition.^

As it is clearly observed, Abu 'TXbaida attached 
equal importance to both meaning and structure* content and 
form. Thus In a judgment he passed on Ahu Nuwas1 poetry he 
says "He [i.e. Ahu Nuwas] is like a mason whose tools are 
perfect, hut whose structure is imperfect, though it should

Zlhave been better*"
Jahill poetry was characterised by its compact and 

terse structure, and modern poetry, to Ahu !Ubaida, seems to 
lack this quality. It is noticeable in this connection that 
the modern poets themselves were conscious of this fact* We 
are told that Bashshar b 0 Burd used occasionally to write 
poems Imitating deliberately jahill sentence structure. He 
once recited to IChalaf al-A^tmar \

cii -rM
Khalaf said "0 Abu Mafadh, had you said " ^

" instead of  ̂ '
would it not be better?" to which Bashshar answered "I

1. Al-Muwashshah 263*
2* Naqa*id 1026. al-Muwashshah 5* 39> 59* Another example: 

Ibn Qutaiba TUyun al-Akhbar (Cairo 1925) 11.157*
3* Al~Shi!r wal-Shu!ara? 141.
4. Al-Muwashshah, 263*



have composed the verse in pure but unfamiliar Arabic, and 
thus said £ urJ ° ( as the desert

iBedouins would say.”
However, excellence of structure is not everything 

in a poem. It is but one face of the coin, the other being 
the meaning, A poet should invent his images and create his 
own ideas. In fact, the lack of originality in introducing 
new elements and motives into poetry meant to Abu 'Ubaida a 
weakness in poem, and implicitly in the poet. Similarly the 
repetition of old themes is deemed detrimental to a poet's 
fame and position, but the enrichment of a conventional 
motive by a new shading is as highly esteemed as the inven
tion of a completely new one, Ihus, Abu *IIbaida says concern
ing Dhu al-Rummafs poetry f,When he describes he is like

^ 2larlr and there is nothing [new] in that,”
In the foregoing pages, we have tried to give an 

account of Abu 'Ubaida's views on poets and poetry, and the 
criteria by which he judged Arabic poetry and classified the 
poets whose poetry he transmitted, collected or commented on.

Yet, there are still two questions which should not 
be left unanswered, which require to give a brief account of 
Arabic criticism before Abu 'Ubaida, namely the the qxxestions 
of the quality and standing of his critical ability.

Aghani (D) III, 190. 
2, Al-Nuwashshah 176*
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From pre-Islamic times, literary criticism had 136611
concerned with poetry rather than with prose, and with the
single verse rather than the whole poem* That is due to the
fact that poetry was the prevalent literary form, and to the
fact that poetry was composed mainly to he recited and not
to he read* Criticism, therefore, originated as personal
impression and snap judgment which cannot form a critical
theory* The critic, or the listener, declares the verse in
question to he the hest verse ever composed or the poet under

1consideration to he the hest who ever lived. On this casual 
manner in treating a poem Von Grunebaum observes that "rarely 
do the Arabic critics stop to justify their judgment, and 
when they do, their explanatory remarks are of the most

2brevity and mostly in a rather misleading terminology.”
The turn of the first century, however, marks a new 

stage in the process of Arabic criticism developing primarily 
out of the Quranic studies, and characterized by an immense 
admiration of the classical models.

The philologists, the reciters and the grammarians, 
necessarily, played an important role in this respect. The 
problems which the literary life set forth demanded a new 
outlook to poetry and this outlook was based on a profound 
and extensive knowledge of language and poetry alike. Literary

3-* Aghani IX. 162.
2. JAOS (1941) 52.



judgments though, not completely were devoid from spontaneous
observations depending on the taste of the critic. From the
fact that cultural life was dominated by the philologists
and grammarians who "have exercls.ed the greater influence on
the direction of the new poetic art, and on the activities

1of the contemporary poets" as G-oldziher says, the trend of 
criticism was somewhat linguistic and grammatical, that is 
to say, the critics were concerned mainly with vocabulary, 
syntax and metres. Philologists though Abu fUbaida was, he 
did not altogether share the criteria of the philological 
school of criticism.

Abu IUbaida discerned the importance of taking into 
account equally both the form and meaning of a poem. Thus 
he seems to be in favour of endowing the classical forms 
with fresh meanings and motives.

The kind of criticism Abu 'TJbaida practises can be 
seen from the fact that his work lay in authenticating and 
transmitting Arabic poetry, after which analytical criticism 
became necessary. In dealing with Arabic poetry, he was 
obliged to explain, comment upon and analyse poetry, because 
he aimed at the listener and not the poet. It could be argued 
however, that most of the reciter critics did almost the same,

1. Quoted by G-ibb In "Arab poet and Arabic philologist" in BSOAS (1948) XII. 574.
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as the nature of the stage through which Arabic criticism 
had to pass necessitated this kind of criticism. It was only 
later, when the stage of transmitting Arabic poetry was over, 
that the critics began to theorise and give direction to 
poets, as did Qudama b. Jaffar in his Naqd al~Shifr »



BART III 
CHAPTER YI 

Abu !Ubaida and the Arabic Language

Philology before Abu lUbaida;
Philology in all nations would appear to have its 

origin in the differences between two languages or two 
dialects in the same language* In India this science origin
ated from the contradictions between the Yedic language and 
the popular dialects: in Babylon, between the Sumerian 
language and Akkadian language* In the light of this theory, 
Brockelmann puts forward the factors which brought the Arabs 
to a methodical study of their language* They are firstly 
the difference between the tribal dialects, secondly the 
difference between the tribal dialects on the one hand and 
classical poetry and the Quran on the other, and lastly the 
need of the non-Arab elements to study the language of the 
Quran.^

In his introduction to the "Manhatj al-SalikM of 
al-Ushmunl, S. Grlazer agrees with Brockelmann1s statement 
summarised above and suggests another two factors which 
encourage philological studies, namely the opposition between 
Arabic and Persian, and the fear that the steadily increasing 
corruption of the purity of the classic tongue would

1* Tarlkh al-Adab al-'Arabi. II. 128*
2. Ibid.
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eventually result in a failure to understand the sacred 
1texts .

The prime factors would in fact seem to be two. 
firstly the study of the Quran aiming at proving the inimita- 
bility of its style and language. Thus al-Tha* alibi unequi
vocally declares that "Whoever loves God most High loves His 
prophet *.« and whoever loves the Arab prophet loves the 
Arabs. And whoever loves the Arabs loves the Arabic language 
in which the most excellent of books was revealed to the 
most excellent of Arabs and non-Arabs. And whoever loves the 
Arabs must busy himself with it [Arabic] and apply himself

pto it." Similarly Gibb observes that "Arabic philology
■5undoubtedly arose out of the study of the Quran.

The second factor was the degeneration of the Arabic
in the mixed society of Iraq. Corruption of the language was

Adetected even in the life-time of the prophet, and in the 
Hmayyad period this corruption clearly manifested itself 
among the purely Arab elements, let alone the non-Arabs, and 
even among poets and reciters,^ In Iraq, at a later stage, 
Arabian society ceased to be Arabic and became Islamic and 
the degeneration was consequently noted on an even larger 
scale.
1. p. XXXIX (Few Haven, Connecticut 194-7).
2* "IPiqh al-Lugha" (Cairo 1958) 1.
5* "Arabic Literature" 52*4-. Lane '"Arabic - English Lexicon" VIII.5. Al-Bayln wal-Tabiyyin I.?!.
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In early Islamic times this corruption was so insig
nificant that it did not actuate the Arab to study their 
language in an attempt to counteract the corruption. But in 
the second century, the protection of the language clearly 
became necessary. This corruption had widened the gulf 
between Classical Arabic and the popular speech* so that the 
classical language had become almost unintelligible. We are
informed that reciters sometimes did not understand the

1 — •*language of particular verses. Al~SuyuJx, for instance* 
relates that a man came asking Abu !Atir b. al-,Ala5 about 
two verses* and that Abu fAmr did not know the meaning of 
them. The man then went to see Abu 'TXbaida, who said, having 
read the two verses, "God has not informed me with a knowledge 
of the unseen." The man then asked al-Asma!i, who answered, 
"Surely if the poet himself was asked about them, he would 
not know what to say." Lastly, the man went to Abu Zaid, and 
asked him to explain the two lines, Abu Zaid said, "This man
[i.e. the poet] is a madman, and nobody knows the speech of

2 —the madman but a madman 0" And when Abu lTJbaida went to
visit Umm al-Haitham al-A!rabiyya, she described her illness 
in unintelligible languageo Astonished, Abu fUbaida asked 
"Do people have two languages?"^ In this regard Haywood,

1* Viz. both because of the corruption of the popular language and the obscurity of poetic language.2. Muzhir I 140-141.
3. Lisan (zalhk) III.22
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rightly observes that "Lugha was initially the study of 
words which, though they occurred in the Quran, the £adlth

iand pre-Islamic poetry, were not known to every day speech#,T 
Such “being the case systematic study of philology 

was called for# Ihis movement began in Basra, but it is 
difficult to state precisely when it began, and who were the 
first philologists, though it is generally held that Abu 
al-Aswad al-Du*alI was the first to initiate this study* 
Al-ZubaidI said, "He Ci.e# Abu al-Aswad] was the first to 
establish the science of Arabic language, to lay down its 
methods, and to establish its rules, and that was at a time 
when the speech of the Arabs became disturbed and people 
high and low came to make mistakes* So he laid down the 
rules of the fa1 il , maf *ul and igafa, and in the noun, and

pverb raf1, nasb, ,jarr and jjaam* But this and similar 
stories are not acceptable to scholars such as Brockelmann, 
and Â jnad Amln.^ Haywood, on the other hand, accepts it and 
thinks that "there seems no particular reason to doubt the 
story that the first grammarian was Abu al-Aswad, even though

i±no philological works by him are extant#n
"We hear vaguely", says Gibb, "of one or two

!• Arabic Lexicography (Leiden I960) 17# 
labaqat al-Nahwiyyxn 13.

5* ffSrikh al-Adab al^!Arabi 11*128. pufau al-Islam 11.285# 
Arabic Lexicography 11#
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names in the Umayyad period , but it is not until close on 
the turn of the century that we find definite historical 
figures* The first systematic expositions were made by 
al-Khalll.1,1

Although it is true that al-Khalxl1s is the first 
systematic exposition of grammar, some philologists had 
already made efforts to collect and study the language, 
though their attempts are not separable from their study of 
poetry, grammar and history# Among them we can mention Abu 
1 Amr b. al-*Ala (a. 14*5/762), flsa b* ’Umar (d* 149/766) 
and Yunus b* Jablb (d. 182/798).

Abu *Amr was considered one of the seven authorities 
on the Quran, and was one of the teachers of al-Khalll. His 
activities were directed towards compiling classical poetry, 
and to studying the Arabic language > Out of religious 
fervour, it was said, he put all his works into the fire and

pdevoted himself entirely to studying the Quran#
’Isa b. !Umar al-Thaqafx was a remarkable grammarian 

and ’reader1 of the Quran* He is said to have composed two
books on grammar* His student Slbawaihi is said to have based

-  zhis al-Kitab on the Jami! of his teacher.
Yunus b* IJablb, a freed slave of an Arab tribe, was

1. Arabic Literature 53.
2. Irshad It* 217.
5. Ibid* VI* 100. Manha.j al-Salik p* XXXIX.



a student of Abu *Amr. He collected peculiarities of language, 
dialects, proverbs and words* He studied also syntax and

__ nwrote Kitab al~Qiyas fl al~Nahw.

The methodology of the early philologists:
Arabic philology began with collecting vocabulary 

from the mouths of the pure Bedouins, either by travelling 
to the desert, or by drawing from informants in Basra* Ibn 
al-Hadlm refers to some of these, such as Abu al-Baida* al- 
Hiya^I, Abu Malik *Amr b. Karkara, Abu Sawwar al-GhanawI,

pShabll b. ’Ar’ara al-Daba’I. This method of seeking inform
ation from Bedouins seems to have been developed in Basra 
under the stimulus of Abu *Amr b# al~TAla*.^ This method 
was a source of pride to the Bagran.Later on, when another 
school of language and grammar of different characteristics 
was established in Kufa, Abu al-Fâ Ll al-Riyashl, a Bagran 
scholar, boasted that they drew their linguistic material 
"from the pure Bedouins, hunters of lizards and eaters of 
jerboa, while the Kufites draw their language from the semi-

_ LlBedcmins, the people of al-Sawad."

1. Ibid. VII. 510-312.
2. Pilarist 44-45.
3. B. Lewin EI^ (al-Agma’I) I 717*
^ * Eihrist 86. Akhbar al-Hahwiyyin al-Basriyyin 90. Nuzhat

al-Alibba’ 263 "al-sawad" used to indicate the district between 'Basra and al-Kufa with the towns around them. Sometimes it indicates the district of towns and villages 
and cultivated land of Iraq. Of. Lane IV 1462, Lisan 
(Sawad) III 225.
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Abu !Amr b# al~fAla!, whom Krenkow speaks of as a
ilexicographer would seem to have been the head of the Bagran 

school and his opinions to have passed down through his 
pupils , notably Abu ,TTbaida, al-Asma!I, Yunus b* gablb and 
others though none of his books have in fact survived*

In the collecting of lexical entries, the first 
concern of the early philologists would appear to have been
the collecting of the gharlb and the nawadir (peculiarities

. 2 - *«■ - - of language). Al-Qalr in his Amall relates on the authority
of Al-Asma'x saying "I came to Abu ’Amr b* al-*Ala5 one day
and he asked me "Where do you come from Agma1!? I said,
"Prom Mirbad". "Tell me, what have you heard there?" he said,
so I recited to him what I had in my papers and six words

occurred whose meaning he did not know* Abu rAmr said then
"You have surpassed me in al-gharib," And he left me hurried-
ly.”5

Treatises and monographs were written on al-gharib
- 4*an& nawadir by almost all men learned in language*

In the second century of Islam, philology made a
little headway towards more classification and systemisation.

1. "The Beginnings of Arabic Lexicography till the time of al-Jauharl, with a Special Reference to the Work of Ibn 
Luraid" in JRAS (Centenary Supplement) (1924-) 256*2. Fihrist 88* Muzhir I, 234-.3. H O S 2 , ------4*. Fihrist 44# 4-5#



Treatises were written on one subject, such as al-Khail,
al-Ibil, al-gasharat and so on*^ These were, in fact, small
dictionaries which led the way to more comprehensive ones*

However, with al-Khalilfs magnum opus Kitab ’al-
1 Ain, the Arabic dictionary reached its apogee* In ”al-!Ain”
al-Khalil arranged his dictionary according to the manner in

2which the various Arabic letters are produced*
Al-Khalil, however, was not a mere compiler, he was 

a man of remarkable standing in the ’Arabic Sciences” in 
general and a philologist of great ingenuity and sensibility 
in particular* He ”had laid the foundations for the study 
of Arabic from internal evidence*”^

With time, this movement flourished and the philo
logists did not confine themselves to collecting and classi
fying vocabulary, but tried to ’’define the correct modalities 
of high Arab speech and to preserve the pure idiomatic usage 
of the peninsula11* Nevertheless Arab philologists were not

1. Fihrist 41*
2- lisan 14« ibn Jinni states that the arrangement of 

al-Khalil Is confused and advances another markedly 
different arrangement* Cf, Sirr §ina!at al-I’rab (Cairo,
1954)? 50.3* Arabic Lexicography 41.4* C r i t > 1 o A'rabTc" Literature 54* Fuck in his book ”al-’Arab- iyya” a&mirably comments on the linguistic situation in all "its aspects. He calls the activities of the philolo
gists to protect the purity of Arabic ’’garakat tanqiyat al-lugha” (Cf* particularly chapter 5 of 'the Arabic
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1at one concerning the correct usage of language, and the 

difference between them sometimes went so far as to give 
the impression that each held a different opinion on issues 
of some importance, Ibn Sxda, for instance, considered the 
word §irs (tooth) as either masculine or feminine in gender, 
while al-A^ma1! denied that the word was feminine basing 
himself on a verse by Dukain which he quotes in support of 
his opinion, Furthermore, the plural of the word according 
to Ibn Slda is aflras, according to al-Agma1! adrus, accord-

t- — — 2ing to Sibawaihi daris, and according to Abu tTJbaida jurus. 
Such discrepancies, it would seem, was inevitable 

as long as their methods of collecting linguistic information 
from the Bedouins were not fully systematized. One can indeed 
observe certain deficiencies in their method:

1) They did not differentiate* when quoting verses in 
evidence, between the language of poetry and the language of 
prose;

2) They largely neglected the systematic description
of tribal dialects and the differences between them.^

4*3) In the process of transmitting poetry they rectify 
and correct the language of verses according to their own 
criteria of correctness* Thus, they tend to eliminate the

1, Al-1Arabiyya 61*2* AT-Nukhagias (Oairo 1316 A.H,) 1.14-6o3* Of. liowever Chapter YI1 in which their method of collecting this information are discussed,4-, Cf* Chapter Y.
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linguistic peculiarities of each, tribe*
Had their activities, particularly the collecting 

of the gharih and of dialect material, been systematised, 
and their linguistic data geographically distributed, many 
problems concerning synonyms, homonyms, phonetics and 
morphology would have been solvable*

Their works on language, however, are still a 
potential field for study* They made many observations on 
almost all branches of linguistics, and although we by no 
means suggest that they rigorously applied scientific method, 
nevertheless, to some extent, they touched upon the methods 
that modern linguistics is applying to language,

Prom what has already been said, it can be under
stood that the Arab philologists studied language synchronic- 
ally, and not as a product of evolution (diachronically), 
and consequently they did not trace its growth and develop
ment through all its stages and from the times of its earliest 
records* They did, however, have some comprehension of the 
impact of Islam in introducing new words, and this suggests 
that they may have had some conception of linguistic evolu
tion* But to do them justice, it must be admitted that the 
historical method could not have been applied by them, since 
any historical and comparative study would have required a 
knowledge of other Semitic languages, and also complete 
records of ancient Arabic texts on which to base their 
theories,
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(They accomplished indeed almost as much as they 
could do, in that they prepared the material required for

1historical studies which they themselves could not initiate*

Abu >Ubaidals works on language:
Abu *TJbaida wrote on almost all branches of the 

’’Arabic sciences’* and interesting linguistic data can be 
found in most of his books* Yet, it cannot be said for sure 
how many books he wrote on language, since firstly nearly 
all his books have been lost and secondly the titles of his 
books as preserved in our sources give no adequate idea of 
their contents* However, it is possible to refer to some of 
his books whose titles imply that they deal with some aspect 
of language* 

lexicography
1* Gharxb al-Qur»an (Obscure vocabulary in Quran)
2* Gharlb al-Eiadlth ( ’* ” " ffadith)
3* Khalq al-Insan (The physical characteristics of man)

1* W.P* Lehmann' says, ’’Outside the Indo-European family historical linguistics has tremendous opportunities and 
obligations. Historical grammars of individual languages, 
of languages families and their branches are almost universally needed, as are studies in dialect geography, 
vocabulary and etymology* Even in a set of languages so well known as the Arabic, historical grammars must now be produced on the basis of the descriptive grammars which are becoming available for its various dialects. When we have an adequate historical grammar of Arabic, we hope that the other West Semitic branches will be similarly equipped*’* Of* ’’Historical Linguistics: An Introduction” 
(Hew York 1962) ”
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4* Al-Asnan (On teeth)
5. Al-Ehail (On horses)
6* Asma’ al-Khail (On the names of horses)
7. Al-Sayyat (On serpents)
8* Al~1 Aqarib (On s corpions)
9. Al-Hamam (On turtle-doves)
10. Al-Bazx (On falcons)
11* Al-Khuff (On feet of camels)
12, Al-Saif (On swords)
13. Al-Balda wal-Dir1 (On helmets and armour)
14. Al-Qaws (On hows)
15. Al-Sar.i (On saddles)
16. Al-Li.iam (On bridles)
17. Al-Bakra (On pulleys of draw-wells)
18, Al-Rabl (On camel saddles)
19. Al-Zar! (On cornfields)
20. Al-Nawadir (On rare words)
21. Ea^la wa Af!aia (On triliteral and quadriliteralverbs)

Dialects
1. Al-Lughat (On dialects)
2. Ma lalbunu Exhx al-'Smma (On the errors of thevulgar language)
3. Al-AgLd&d ( On hymonyms )
4. Al-Ibdal (On replacement & substitution)
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Grammar
1. Air«isub 1 wal~Tathnxya (On the plural and dual)
2. 1 1rab al~Qur?an (On desinential inflection in theQuran)
Style
1* Ha.jaz al--Qur*an (On tropical expressions in theQuran)
2# Ma!anx al~Qur*an (On rhetorical expressions in the

Quran)
Studying language to Abu !Ubaida was a multiple 

task* It seems that he more or less conceived of language as 
a system of sounds used for the purpose of communication, 
Ihus, language is not only a corpus of vocabulary, but also 
groupings of vocabulary arranged in certain ways; it is 
not an abstract system but rather a social phenomenon*

Arab philologists were at variance as to whether
language is of divine origin (Tawqlfiyya) or a social product

—. "L —(Istila.fr.iyya), Ibn * Abbas for instance, maintains that
language is of divine origin according to the verse "And He

^  r1. Ibn larpiyya^thinks that this question was never disputed 
before’"Abu Iiashim al~Jabba*x, when the latter disputed with al-Ashfarx on the origin of languages, Abu Hashim said^that it is Istilafriyya while al-Ash*arx said, it is Tawqxfiyya, Of. %1-TKSn pb"quoted by al-JawInl in Manhatj
al~Zamakhsharx fx tafsxr al-Qur*an (Cairo 1959) 242,De Boer says '"'frhe' question was "dxacussed whether language is the result of ordinance or a product of nature, but gradually the philosophic view preponderates that it came 
by ordinance•" History of Philosophy in Islam (London 1903) 134-* But we'"can hardly agree *wxth Boer in his last assumption.
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taught Adam the names of things, and then set them before
the angels and said fTell me the names of these things if
you are right*1’ (II* 31)

This theory is also to be found in Judaism. In
Genesis we read "And out of the ground the Lord God formed
every beast of the field, and every fowl of the air, and
brought them unto Adam to see what he would call them, and
whatever Adam called every living creature, that was the
name thereof* (11*19)

Abu rUbaida does not state his opinion of the
origins of language unequivocally nor is it certain that he
ever consciously asked or answered such a question, or set
himself to reflect on the origins of language, and still
less likely is it that he framed a specific speculative
theory* Nevertheless in studying language he did adopt a
certain attitude towards it, and through an examination of
his writings it ought to be possible to sketch his opinions
in broad terms*

We are told that he said "the first [man] who spoke2clear Arabic was Isma'Il [and that was] when he was fourteen*" 
Again al-Suyu^I relates that once Abu gatim al-Bijistanx

1. It is noteworthy that the Indians call the Sanskrit, "the language of God". Cf. I.J.S. laraporewala 
Elements of the Science of Language (Calcutta 1951) 10*

2* Bayan III* 145# Cf, also "Shark al-Qaga’id al-Sab1
al~£iwal al-jahlliyat" 254,



asked al-A^ma'I "Why is the muthanna (dual) called muthanna?"
al-A§ma!x did not know, Abu Jatim then asked Abu *Ubaida who
answered "I was not with God when he taught Adam the names

1of all things, to ask Him about the derivation of nouns," 
These statements imply that he accepts the theory 

of the divine origin of language, but the linguistic observa
tions he makes infer that he believed language to be a social

pphenomenon. Some references suggest that he half conceived 
of language as an onomatopeoic phenomenon"^ namely that human 
speech originated as an imitation of the sounds produced by 
animals and of other natural sounds. Certainly he believed 
that a certain relation exists between the 1 symbol1 and the 
* referent1»

As examples of his etymological theories, e.g. he
says that the word "saif" (a sword) is derived from the word
"safa" which means "to perish":^ that the word’Hahannam"
(Hell) is derived from al-.jihnam, which means "the unfathon- 

*5 -able well,""^ Abu fIIbaida however goes further and proposes

1. Muzhir I, 355*
2. Abu !XJbaida notices that "the word Nilgai means unbaked dry clay. When tapped, it produces a sound called galgala; when baked it is called fakhkar. Everything that produces this sound (galgala) is fligalT" (Mapag 1.350)* In another place he also states "gilggixs unbaked dry clay which 

produces a sound when tapped by reason of its dryness." 
(Ibid II. 243)3* Often referred to as "The bow~bow theory" Cf. "Dictionary of Linguistics" 154.

4. Xamhar a XlYX ̂ .
5. Ibn Buraid Ishtiqaq (Cairo 1958) 555* Other examples in Lisan (ghair) Y. 41, (laqa) XV 253*
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that once a word refers to an object, the word and the
object become one. It was reported that once Abu al~*Abbas
was asked about whether the symbol (al-ism) was the referent
(al-musainma). He answered "Abu rUbaida said that the symbol
is the referent itself."^-

Languages would seem to equip themselves first with
sensory words describing concrete objects, and primitive
languages consist of almost entirely of such sensory words*

In pace with the development of the community,
2 -sensory words come to signify abstract ideas. Abu TUbaida

kisan (sama) XIV* 402,2, Among early Arab authors who entertained this theory was al-Zamakhsharl who in his "Kashshaf "attempted to trace 
the abstract meanings of wor&s "back to their sensory origins* Among such words are "qaddasa", "sabbaha" and "tathrib". Of. "Manhaj al-Zamakhshari fx tafsrr al-Qur’an"

This theory has its supporters among European scholars as well, Whitney says "It is not to be denied that concrete things are first to be recognized, distin
guished and classified in the earliest synthetic operations of the intelligence; so are they also in the inferior intelligences of the lower animals," (Language and the Study of Language (London 1870) 424). Jesperson observes ttiat ’l!'ffie ~aborrgxnes of Tasmania had no words representing abstract Ideas .., neither could they express abstract qualities such as "hard", "soft", "warm", "cold" ... (Language, its Nature, Development and Origin (London 1922X^4297. EntwfstTe notices that "The informative value of language grows with civilization, and passes from the concrete to the abstract," (Aspects of Language 
(London 1953) 20). As for Vygotsky, he also asserts that "Primitive peoples think in complexes, and consequently the word in their language does not function as the carrier of a concept but as a "family name" for groups of concrete objects belonging together, not logically, but factually," (Thought and Language (U.S.A* 1962) 72),Cf. also Pischer "The Necessity of Art" (London 1964) 24.



seems to have noticed this though not in a precise manner*
In regard to the word "tag TIr" (haughtiness) for example, 
he says that the word is derived from ga!r, which a disease

./{ iinflictsi the camel in his neck, and thus that the abstract 
derives from the concrete.

This statement also implies that vocabulary and 
language in general are In a state of constant motion* Abu 
,Ubaida,s remarks, apart from the one we have already 
mentioned, in this connexion are worth mentioning.

In regard to the word "hanlfu Abu ’Ubaida observes 
the change in meaning saying, "Al-hanlf in pre-Islamic time 
was used to denote the one who was circumcised and had 
performed the pilgrimage* Today [via* in Abu 'Ubaida's time]

pthe word means a Muslim*"-
Again in regard to the word ig 1 ad, Abu !Ubaida 

states that the word originally means "to ascend a mountain", 
then it used to mean "ascend stairs", then "to go through 
the land, and towards a land higher than the other*

Abu tUbaidals philological method:
Having propounded his opinions on the origin and 

nature of language, we should like to consider another 
aspect of the question, namely Abu ,Ubaida,s method in

1* Majaz II 127-
2. TSrdT I 58.5* Ibid* I 105* Another example, ibid* II* 215*
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dealing with, language.
One cannot fail noticing three factors which shape 

Abu ’TJbaida's attitude towards language.
(a) Poetry
(h) Al-Sama* (Hearing)

— 1(c) Al~Q,ivas (Analogy)

(a) Arabic poetry was of supreme importance to Abu 
*Ubaida in matters of language# The pre-Islamic poets were 
taken as authorities in regard to usage, grammar and 
lexicography# Unlike other philologists such as al-Asma1! 
however, he considered the earlier Islamic poets as 
authorities of equal importance.

Examples in this respect are ample* A cursory
glance at Abu 1Ubaida,s Matjaz and al-Khail is sufficient to
show us that whatever poets say is taken as irrevocable 
authority* Abu !Ubaida explains the Quran by poetry and 
seldom vice-versa* Similarly, poetry is quoted by Abu !tTbaida, 
particularly in al-Najag, to explain Arabic modes of 
expression*^

Phis excessive use of poetry as a criterion in 
linguistic matters is clearly not without its dangers* When 
applying poetry to the elucidation of prose it must be borne

1. For an account of al-qiyas in language and grammar Cf*
Ibn al-Anbari, al-Ighrab fl tjadal al-I'rab (Damascus 1957)
93-112*2. Cf. p* s??-
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in mind that poetic style is not the same as that of prose 
style, and that the poet's usage of vocabulary differs 
radically from prose usage.

(b) Al-sama1 was, in the lifetime of Abu 'Ubaida and 
before, an acknowledged method in education, and was highly 
regarded by almost all Arab scholars.

Ibn JinnI claimed al-sama1 as an essential method 
in language. He says "A part of it [i.e. the language] cannot

- 2known by hearing from the authentic ruwat.11
How much importance Abu 'Ubaida attaches to this 

way of studying language can be seen from the following 
story. Abu fAmr al-Shaibanl relates that Abu 'Ubaida used 
to say hashlka and hashlfa instead of hasika and hasifa.
When Abu 'Amr corrected him, Abu 'Ubaida contradicted him 
saying that he had heard both of them.’'

(c) As for al-Qiyas, (Analogy), Ibn Jinnl states that
it is a method of studying language, maintaining that "A

4*considerable part of language may be known by analogy*"
Yet he admits the pitfalls that beset this method, which

^ungif (Oairo 1954-) 1*3*
2. Nuzhir I 82.
3. 'Pabaqat a 1 -Nafrwiyy In 212; other example 101.
4. Hungif I. 2.
5. Ibid. I. 3.
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compels the philologists to employ qiyas with caution. It is 
said for example, that Abu ]Jan^fa wrongly made the plural 
°£ fa-lb , kulub by analogy with qalb, the plural of which is 
aulub•^
11,1*1 ■■■.>.. M ir,H

Analogy with Abu !IJbaida was the yardstick by which
a plural or pronunciation could be judged for correctness,
Por instance, every word, Abu 'Ubaida says, which consists
of four letters, the third of which is either alif or ya*
or waw, must have its first and second letters madmum in.

2the plural. And in analogy of cLarb the plural of which is
durub, Abu 1 Ubaida gives qufur as a plural of qafr. ̂ These
two examples are typical of how Abu 'Ubaida employed the
analogical method* Clearly, he does not regard analogy as a
general rule applicable to any case. Thus Ibn Mangur, having
given the meaning of ma!w as 'date1 with the singulative
majwa, quotes Abu 'Ubaida as saying that this was deduced

aby analogy and that he himself had not heard it* Analogical 
method, it would seem, to Abu 'Ubaida is not an inclusive 
rule, and the validity of the application of it to linguistic
questions must be subjected to sama'»

!• Al-'Arabiyya 65*
2. Majaz I. 320.
3- Naqa’id (S) II. 204.

kisan (ma'I) XV. 289*
5. The word Tamhd is a case in point; Cf. Majaz 1.320, also

Lisan XV (laqa) 253*



Lexi c o graphy:
In the following pages we shall give a descriptive

analysis of Abu ’Ubaida*s lexical works* Abu !IJbaida wrote
21 treatises on lexicography,*** hut not one is extant save 

- 2Kitab al-Khail« Later lexicographers, however, have availed 
themselves of Abu ’Ubaida*s works, and we are in a reasonably 
good position to describe the subject matter of his books 
and the method he adopted if we make use of the material 
existing in dictionaries compiled after Abu ’Ubaida*
Kitab al-Khali:

We shall begin with this work as the only extant 
lexical book, and studying it at length enables us to know 
the methods which Abu. 1Ubaida applied in treating this 
subject.

Abu ’Ubaida composed this book before 188/803.
Luring his visit to Baghdad, which took place in 188, 
he was asked by al-Pa$il b. al-Rabx* about the book, and we 
are told that al-A§ma*x, who had composed a book on the same 
subject was present* Al-A§ma’x said that his book was in one

1. Cf. p.2£^2. This book was published in 1939 (igaidarabad) by S.Krenkow. The edition is foot-noted with comments and explanations. Quotations which havejbeen made by Arab authors from this work such as Ibn Mangur, al-Jawhari, al-Zabxdx, Ibn Sxda, 
have been referred to* This edition is also supplemented 
by a short biography of Abu ’Ubaida, and a chapter (183- 191) on "The Prophet’s Horses”.



volume, while Abu ’Ubaida said his was in fifty volumes.
Al-3?a$Ll then challenged them* He brought his horse and said
"This is my horse. Come, both of you, and describe it, naming
every part of its body as you have written in your books.”
Abu ’Ubaida replied that he was not a veterinary surgeon,
and that the vocabulary had been collected from Bedouins*
When al-Agma11 ’s turn came, he began naming the members of
the horse from head to tail, pointing to each and quoting

1verses connected with it.
The editor of this work doubts the authenticity of 

this story, particularly regarding the size of Abu ’Ubaida!s 
book* In this he is right* Abu ’Ubaida’s book is not as big 
as he claimed at the court of al-PajjLl. We also doubt the 
story regarding the method Abu ’Ubaida followed in collecting 
his material. The story tells us that he drew his vocabulary 
from Bedouins, but the book shows that Abu 1 Ubaida drew his 
information directly from the poetry which he quotes in 
evidence. Moreover, we read in the Mukhaggas of Ibn Sida 
that Abu ’Ubaida drew all his material from 'Abd al-Ghaffar
al-Khuza’l's book On Horses , and added some other materials

-  2to it, and that Abu ’Ubaida has no real knowledge of horses*

1. Al-IUxail 177. Cf. also "Nuzhat al-Alibba’ 81-82. 
Al-Mukhagsag III. 36* Maratib al-Nahwiyyln 86.
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Furthermore it is related that Al-Agma’i said "If a horse
was brought and he was asked to put his finger on every part
of the horse !s body* he would not know where to put it*

The book was transmitted by Abu Yusuf al~I$bahanx
on the authority of Abu gatim al-Sijistanl* It begins with
stories which show the Arabsf love for their horses and what
they said about them in poetry* The author, then, proceeds
to prove that the interest of Arab Muslims in horses was not
less than that of the Arabs in the pre-Islamic period, and
he quotes as evidence the verse, 11 And prepare against them
what force you can and horses tied at the frontier, to
frighten thereby the enemy of Allah and your enemy." (VIII.60)
Following that are 24 traditions and fragments of poetry on
"What the Arabs said in the Jahiliyya concerning horses."
The author transmits nine pieces by seven Jahill poets and

2four pieces by four Islamic poets.
Part 2 begins with a description of the outward 

members of the horse’s body, starting from the head, through 
the ears, eyes, teeth, forehead, eyebrows, neck, chest, 
upper arms, knees and forelegs to the hoofs.^

The following part deals with the internal parts of 
the horse’s body: heart, liver, belly, veins, etc. The author 
concludes this part saying "The names of the horse’s members

1. Lisan (sahar) IV. 384*2* pp.ia-.l5;5* p*16.
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1are ended, praise "be to God.”
Another chapter was devoted to the description of 

horses, male and female, from the time of conception until 
delivery, and the condition of the foal till teething* The

2author as usual quotes verses in support of his explanations *
A short passage follows on nBird Names used for 

Horses'1, and another one on "Calling Horses" (Du1 a9 al-Khail)^

After that a long part deals with "The Defects of
II.Horses" followed by "Marks of Beauty and Excellence in

H o r s e s " ,  ̂an^ a chapter on the differences between male and
6female, followed by "Names of Horses".

A long chapter is devoted to "What Arabs like in
7Horses".' In this chapter Abu !irbaida quotes in evidence 

more than thirty poets, most of them Jahilis.
oHe then writes on "Colours of Horses" and this is

9followed by a chapter on "Horses and their Characteristics",
and by a description of the gait, movements and neighing of
horses* Lastly, the author puts together poems on "What

10the Arabs have said in their poetry on Horses".

1. p.58.2. pp. 38-4-5 •
3. p.4-6.
4. pp.47-52.
5. pp.52-65.6. p.66.
7. pp.68-105.8. pp.105-114.
9. pp.114-124.10. pp.156-173
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As with, all Abu 1 Ubaida *s works, especially the 
lexical ones, later authors quote from Kitaj? al-Khail. Thus 
these are a few of the important writers who quoted from 
this work:

1. Ibn Qutaiba in his Adab al-Katib1
2o al-KhaJxb al-Iskafl in his book al-Khail^

_ x3. Ibn Man&ur in his an al-!Arabv
4. Al-Qall in his Amall^

Apart from al-Khail, Abu 1 Ubaida wrote other books 
on the same subject, such as Kitab al-Dxbaj. The title of 
the book does not suggest the contents, but the many quota
tions drawn from it indicate that it is also a book on 
horses*

Ibn Qutaiba, as al-BatlayusI reports, takes complete
— — .r— — Rpassages from al-Diba(j in his book 11 Adab al-KatibM.̂

Kitab al-Khail is a systematic book, aimed at giving 
a detailed account of a subject which was dealt with by 
almost all Arab philologists, such as al-Kalbl, al-Asma1!’

1. pp.126, 137.2. al-NuMam al-fArabI (Cairo 1956) I* 128.
3. hisan II. 524; IY. 58, 118, 365; VIII. 125 &c.
4. al-Khail 177.
5. al-Iqtidab 138, 140, 141, 142, 353, 360.



1al-Ua$r b. Shumail and others*
As previously stated* the author draws all his 

information from Arabic poetry* He said, for instance, that 
an excellent horse must not be of low origin, and the line 
of its stock must be known* The author goes on, "and the 
proof of that is what the Arabs said (on this subject) in 
their poetry" and he quotes verses by ’Alqama b. al-’Abd, 
Yazld b* *Amr al-HanafI, Abu Duwad al-Ayadl and others.

Vocabulary is treated under headings* Thus Abu 
’Ubaida deals with each limb separately, starting with the 
names by which the Arab used to call that limb and following 
this up with explanations of each word with verses quoted 
in evidence* This method is applied throughout the book. 
Poetry is inordinately quoted. It is Abu ’Ubaida’s stock-in- 
trade, from which he draws his data, and this is true not 
of this book alone, but of most of his books, e.g. Kitab 
Khalq al-Insan (Okie physical characteristics of Han) *

This book is lost, yet many quotations are made, 
particularly by Ibn Slda in his al-Hukhaggag, which enables

1* Dr. gusain Uas^ar in al-Hu ’ jam al-1 Arabl (1*127) observes that books on horses followed? different methods: some of them were historical, that is to say, the author stresses the historical aspect of the subject, and some literary and some linguistic. A comparison of Abu ’Ubaida*s book with that of al-Agma1I1s, shows that the latter*s work 
is smaller but more systematic, and contains more vocabulary*

2. p*65*



us to give an outline of its contents

Kitab Khalq al-Insan;
We should like before we describe Abu 'Ubaida’s 

treatise to say a word on Ibn Slda's method of treating this 
subject.

Ibn Slda devotes about two volumes to this subject. 
He starts with a passage on "The Meaning of [the word] Insan" 
followed by passages on pregnancy, delivery, weaning, teeth, 
head, hair, ears, face, eyebrows, eyes, nose, lips, mouth, 
tongue and arms by which the first volume is completed. The 
second volume deals with the palm of the hand, fingers, back, 
stomach, sexual organs, thighs, legs, feet, etc.

Comparing this method of handling the subject with 
that of al-Agma’I, we find some resemblances between them, 
especially in that the general introduction is followed by 
a general description of the parts of the human body starting 
from the head and finishing with the feet.

Despite the loss of Abu 'Ubaida's book, it is likely 
that he treated his subject systematically, as he did in 
al-Khail. Thus a quotation in al-Hukhaggag concerning "the

I# Throughout the first book of al-Mukhassag Abu 'Ubaida's 
name recurred about 69 times s’ pp. 2:4, 25, 53, 54, 55, 58, 
65, 86, 87, 89, 90, 97, 105, 106, 127, 145-14-9, 161, 162, 165-168. In the second book pp„ 4, 6, 9-10, 14, 17, 19, 
22-27, 31-58, 40-46, 48-51, 54, 55, 57, 61, 65, 75, §8,90, 96, etc. Cf* M. al-Talibl al-Mukhasgag li Ibn Sida 
(Tunis 1956) 46. °
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characteristics of the legs" for instance, suggests that
Abu IUbaida discussed the subject in a logical order dealing

1firstly with the eyebrows.
[Regarding the subject matter of Abu lUbaidafs book, 

some features which characterise the book could be summed 
up as follows:-

1. Ihe description of Man*s characteristics is dealt
with under short headings starting with the head

2and ending with the feet.
2. [References were not made to be vocabulary only:

duals, plurals and variant readings were also given.
3* Poetry was quoted in evidence, and used as a source

for the definition of vocabulary.
Kitab Gharlb al-gadlth and Gharlb al-Qur *an:

Other examples of Abu ,Ubaidats lexical works are 
his two books Gharlb al-jjadlth and Gharlb al~Qur*an.

Books on al-Gharlb were composed by Arab philologists 
before Abu 1Ubaida. The first to write on Gharlb al-Qur?an 
was 1 Abdullah b* 1 Abbas, followed by Abu Sa*Id b. Taghlib

1. "Abu tUbaida said [that] rajulun azajjun ’a long-legged 
man1s (compare) imra*atun gajja’u (the meaning of) 
zajaj (narrowness and length of eyebrows) has been 
referred to before" al-Nukhagsag II* 54-*

2. Ibid*3. TBaS. I. 104; II. 41.
4. TF7~6, 17, 37? 38, 40, 51.



-  -  -  1 al-Bakri, al-Yazidi, al-Nadr b. Shumail and others.
0n ĥax̂ ih al-gadith it is said that Abu 1 Ubaida fs

2work is the earliest of its kind.
At first glance, identifying books on al-Gharxb 

with lexicography seems to be a doubtful proposition. De 
Slane does not regard the two books composed by Abu 1 Ubaida 
on the obscure vocabulary in Quran and gadxth as lexical in 
the strict sense of the word. However, his deduction is not 
well-grounded and not based on a thorough investigation of 
the books written on this subject* On the other hand, Dr.
A. Darwxsh in his 1TA1-Khalxl Ibn Ahmad and the Evolution of 
Arabic Lexicography", Dr. gusain Naf§ar in his flAl-Mu! jam 
al-1Arabx" and J.A. Haywood in his (lArabic Lexicography” 
rightly considered books on this subject (viz. Gharxb in the 
Quran and gadxth) as lexical works

According to Ibn al-Athxr Gharxb al-gadxth was a 
small treatise in which the author collected the rare vocab
ulary of Hadith.^ lhat the treatise was small, as Ibn

1. Al-Mu1jam al-1Arabx I* 39. larxkh al-Adab al~1Arabx 1.33#
2. larxkh Baghdad XII. 405. to* Fag^ar in his al-Mu1 jam 

al~rArabx (1.50) thinks that Abu 1 Adnan !Abd al-Kagman 
b. TAbd al-A*la? was the first to write on this subject.

5* Wafayat III, 391.
4. I. 117; I* 39? 50 and 96 respectively.
5* Hihayat Gharxb al-gadxth (Cairo, 1904) 1.4.
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al-Athxr points out, does not mean that Abu 'Ubaida was not 
fully acquainted with Gharlb al-gadlth, since

1* Abu 'Ubaida was the first to write on the subject,
and all new work starts on a small scale and is 
then added to hy subsequent writings*

2* People at that time still had considerable knowledge
of the Classical language, and it was not as urgent 
for an author to deal at length with al-Gharlb as 
it became later •"*"
It is noteworthy that the "traditions:I in this work

— P ~ —have no Isnads and secondly that Abu 'Ubaid al-Qasim b,
Sallam depended on Abu 1 Ubaida fs book*^ Ibrahim al-garbl 
says that he found forty-five spurious traditions in Abu 
'tTbaida's work.4

Abu 1 Ubaida composed a treatise on Gharlb in the 
Quran, but we know nothing about it, although some scholars 
think that this book is al-Hajaz itself.^

Ihe aim of the two books mentioned before was to 
elucidate the rare vocabulary in the Quran and gadith. Ibn 
al-Athlr's statement in this connection is clear enough, and

1* Ibid*
2. Tarlkh Baghdad XXI. 4-05.
3. Irlisad VI. 163.
4 * larlkh Baghdad XII. 413.
5* Cf* Chapter VIII*
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it can "be presumed that Atm ,ITbaida selected particular 
traditions, arranged them and gave explanations after each* 

It would therefore seem that we should group them 
with Abu 1Ubaida*s lexical works, in which vocabulary is 
dealt with according to the subject*

Kitab al-Qaws and other Lexical Works:
Ibn Duraid in his Jamharat al-Lugha preserves a

few extracts from Kitab al-Qaws* He wrote a chapter on "Rare
words on bows and their description on the authority of Abu
*Ubaida" and gives a few extracts on arrows, strings and 

2arrow-heads•
Abu 1 Ubaida* s method In this work in so far as we 

can judge It from these extracts does not differ from the 
method applied in Kitab al-Khail* He sometimes refers to the 
correct usage of a word,^ and the different words used by 
particular people, probably dialect words* He also gives 
synonyms, on derivations occasionally,

Finally, there are these lexical works composed by 
Abu 'Ubaida according to morphological patterns, like the 
Kitab ffa'ala wa Af'ala. This book marks a new type of

1. III. 456.2. III. 457-458.
5. III. 458, 459.4. III. 456.
5. III. 457.6. III. 458.



contribution to lexicography*
Books on fa*ala wa af!ala, that is to say on tri

literal verbs and derived themes augmented by hamza, usually 
deal with the following:

1) Verbs which may be used either in the pattern fa *ala 
or Q-f1 ala viz. where there is no difference in meaning 
when one is replaced by the other*

2) Verbs in which these two patterns have different 
meanings*.

3) Verbs in which these two patterns are without differ
ence in meaning but where one pattern is used by one tribe 
and the other by another tribe (viz* lughat)*

Abu 1Ubaida!s book on ffa*ala wa Af!ala is lost, but 
whole passages have been preserved in the Jamharat al-Lugha 
of Ibn Duraid*’*'
1* I chanced to find In the British Museum anMS* (Or.4178) without title or author!s name* In this MS* were frag

ments of an early lexical work and among these was an extract on ffa*ala wa-Af*ala of the Jamhara (F* 31b-40a)* This MS. is written in fine old, carefully vocalised naskhl, apparently, as Charles Kieu the compiler of ^Supplement to the Catalogue of the Arabic Manuscripts 
In the 'feri'tish Museum (London 1894T35B0 says, in the 
Tlth century.The author is referred to ̂ by his kunya Abu Bakr.Mr. Rie\x thinks (Ibid. 369) that_"the work belonged to the celebrated Lexicographer, Abu Bakr Muhammad b.Al-Hasan b. Duraid."In the margins are observations and remarks ascribed to a writer designated now as Abu fAmr, now_as al-Jaraml. Presumably, he is the grammarian Abu !Amr Salih b. Ishaq 
al-Jarmx, who died in 225/839*One cannot fail however to notice some differences between the text preserved In Al-Jamhara and that in this MS* In which a number of lines are"'misUingT™Cf. Jamhara III. 442, MS* 41a, 42a, and III 440, MS. P 39b, 40a*
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Presumably nothing of significance in Abu lIJbaidaIs 
work was left out of the Jamhara* Later philologists also 
quoted from Ahu ltTbaidaIs treatise, such as Ibn Qutaiba or 
his Adab al~Iiatib, who wrote a chapter on Pa!ala wa-Affala 
with similar meaning,’1' and Xbn al-Sikklt in his 1!Iglah 
al-Mantiqu who wrote a chapter on naf1alta used by the vulgar
instead of fa1 altaiT,and another chapter on nfaTalta used

2by the vulgar instead of af !altair « Others have briefly 
referred to Abu lUbaicLa,s opinions on this subject, like Ibn 
al~Qu*£iyya, Ibn Mansur, al-Zubaidl and Ibn Jinnl*^

(The use of the quadriliteral pattern instead of the 
triliteral one was a familiar phenomenon in popular speech 
and the Ba§rans and the Kufites had been treating 
subject of fa* alta wa af!alta since the time of al-Asma1!

ZLand Qufrub* Arab grammarians and philologists, of course, 
paid full attention to the other dervied verbs whether 
formed by prefixes or infixes, as also to the conjugational 
prefixes and suffixes equally, and the functions these 
affixes have;^ but since prefixation of hamza does not 
change the meaning of all verbs, it became necessary to sort

1* p *150 and after*2* p. 2^1 and after*
3* al-Af1al (Leiden 1894) 161, Lisan (ghabash) VI, 323;

XV* 398; Maratib al-Nahwiyyfn 70 and al~Munsif I, 75t 
77 respectively.

4* al- 'Arablyya 138.
5* Of. al-Mungif I, II and after*



such verbs out, in an attempt to make their usage clear and 
unambiguous *

1The text of the Jamhara preserved was entitled 
11 Chapter on what Abu Zaid and Abu ’Ubaida agreed regarding 
what the Arabs said regarding fa’altu wa af’altu* Al-A^ma’I 
was strict on this point and did not authorise the use of

pmost of them.11
The more important features of this treatise can be 

summed up as follows:-
1# Abu 1 Ubaida was as concerned with giving the meaning 

of these words, as much as interested in defining 
them*

2* Where the triliteral pattern augmented with hamza
differs in meaning from the triliteral one, Abu 
1 Ubaida states the difference in meaning between the 
two words as, e,g* the difference between "waha11 and 
nawhan.̂

3# Verses were quoted in evidence as to the admissibility
of the quadriliteral pattern in the sense of the 
triliteral*

4. Abu ’Ubaida, it seems, conceived that one reason for
the existence of this linguistic phenomenon was the 
difference between Arabic dialects*

1* Jamhara III* 434-440*
2. TBidT III * 434*
3* Ibid, III. 435.



Conclusion;
Little information on Abu lUbaidals other lexical 

works is available, but from what has hitherto been said a 
few conclusions can be drawn as to his method;-

1. The ultimate goal of Abu ■Ilbaida was to collect
linguistic facts in general and nawadir in particu
lar* This aim was achieved in two distinct ways.
(a) by treating vocabulary according to the subject 

matter$
(b) by treating words according to their patterns*

2* The first aim necessitates elucidating the meaning
and stating the correct usage of words* To Abu 
!Ubaida, meaning and usage were determined both by 
Islamic and pre-Islamic poetical standards and norms. 
This explains the excessive quotations of verses to 
be found in his books.

5* The second i^m necessitates a brief investigation, 
some aspects of language, such as phonetics and 
morphology.
This is quite reasonable* Jesperson observes that

"Grammar deals with the general facts of language, and
lexicography, with special facts” and that thus, "there are
certain things which it will be necessary or convenient to
treat both in grammar and in the dictionary" because "grammar
and dictionary in some respects overlap and deal with the 

1same facts."
1. "The Philosophy of Grammar" (London 1952) 32, 34*



The Importance of Abu lUbaidats Lexical Works;
The historical importance of Abu lUbaidats lexical 

works can be more clearly seen if we bear in mind three 
points which have been developed in the previous pages: 
firstly, Abu ?Ubaidafs activities in general and his lexical 
works in particular are part of a larger philological move
ment in which other philologists participated to a greater 
or lesser degree* Putting his lexical contribution in its 
true perspective one can discern a close connection between 
Abu ’IJbaida and his contemporaries who contributed in this 
field, and discern thereby the relative importance that he 
enjoyed in relation to others* Secondly and consequently, 
the differences, if any, in method, subject-matter and scope 
between him and others must be analysed* This provides us 
with a means of estimating Abu ,Ubaidafs original contribu
tion in the field of lexicography* Thirdly, the two previously 
mentioned factors can only be satisfactorily comprehended 
with respect to a given stage of development in time, account 
of which has to be taken into consideration*

These points together, are our guide in looking at 
Abu lUbaida,s works more closely and more in relation to 
others, for the determination of the historical importance 
of any work is no more than pointing out the main character
istics that are new and original, and which contribute to 
promote a better understanding of a specific branch of 
knowledge*
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"The "basic object of lexicological study" Weinreich 
says, "is the word, as a unit of ■vocabulary. A word is an 
invariant relation between a sound complex and a meaning. 
However, the manifestations of a word are variable, both 
chronologically and grammatically, as well as semantically.* 
The task of lexicology,accordingly, is the study of the 
nature of the variations of words against the background of 
their invariance."

Glancing back to Abu lTJbaida!s contributions in the 
light of what Weinreich says, it seems that he was far from 
being a lexicographer in the modern sense. The period in 
which Abu !Ubaida was living witnessed the birth of Arabic 
lexicography. Such being the case, to expect a fully devel
oped nethod and outlook is to expect too much too soon*
Abu fUbaida!s works on lexicography suggest that he assigned 
to this branch of philology a prominence not comparable with 
that enjoyed by grammar or rhetoric; this reflects the 
relative importance of lexicography in his scholarly discip
line, and the fact that he was a language-conscious 
philologist.

His works, as shown before, yield valuable results 
in so far as they help to clarify the precise use and meaning 
of words. It is not to be denied that Abu IUbaidals

1. "Current Trends in Linguistics" (The Hague, 1965) 66. Edited by' 'Thomas A . ' SebeokV ~



descriptive rather than historical approach has to some 
extent precluded him from seeing words as changing and 
developing entities although one must admit that he 
occasionally does do that.'**

On the other hand, his lexical activities, from this 
standpoint of methodology and subject-matter do not present 
much originality nor are they a milestone in the development 
of Arabic lexicography. Nevertheless his works along with 
those of al-Agm1!, Abu Zaid and other philologists were the 
raw material for the later lexicographers. These heavily 
relied on the massive amount of material which the earlier 
books offer, and with more skill and accuracy tackled 
lexical problems to produce the improved dictionaries such 
as the Lisan which are still of great use today.

Grammar:
- 2Abu 'IJbaida wrote two treatises on grammar. Whether

these two treatises qualify him to be considered as a
grammarian of high standing is arguable and indeed his
position as a grammarian has been hotly debated. Some of his

3biographers say that he was fully competent in grammar, 
while others maintain that he was not. Al-Azharl, for instance,
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acknowledges that Abu !Ubaida was well-versed in the Ayyam
al-!Arab and gharxb , but says that he was awkward in matters
of grammar.̂  Al-Askarx also reports, t!as for Abu ,Ubaida,
al-Asma1! and Abu Zaid, they were not competent grammarians

2... and thus they cannot be considered grammarians*” The 
opinions of Al-Azharl and al~TAskarx are unjust* Abu ‘TJbaida 
shows in his works a remarkable understanding of grammar, 
its problems and its role in speech* (Thus Dr* F. Sizgin says 
"Abu !Ubaida relies on his linguistic perception in analysing 
the desinential inflections (i*rab) of Quranic verses or 
poetry, disregarding what the grammatical school [presumably: 
of Basra] was laying down* Whence their disapprobation"^
(i*e. the disapprobation of those who detracted from Abu 
fUbaida in matters of grammar)*

It should, however, be recognized that Abu lTJbaidaIs 
concern was not directed towards grammar proper but towards 
akhbar, lexicography and poetry* Abu fUbaida did not con
tribute to the furthering of the study of grammar, nor did 
he enjoy in it the same reputation as some of his teachers, 
or even the reputation he himself enjoyed in respect of 
other branches of the "Arabic Sciences." He wrote only two 
treatises on grammar, and this contribution is insignificant,

■L* (f asha) XV* 58 and (ghair) V. 59*
2* Al- Askarx, al-Magun fx al-Adab, (Kuwait I960) 120* 
5* Hajaz, introduction, 15*
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compared with, his numerous hooks in other fields if we hase
our opinions on quantity rather than on quality* However as
long as none of his grammatical works survive, the above-
mentioned assumption may he taken as a working hypothesis,
and it is fairly safe to conclude that he was not a grammarian
in the same sense as Slhawaihi for instance*

Abu !tTbaidals outlook on grammar differs considerably
from that of his contemporaries* Grammar as such was not to
him a science of intrinsic importance, hut only a tool hy
which speech could he comprehended and appreciated. He does
not place grammar ahove all other studies of speech, rather
does he subordinate grammar to language and discourse. For

1him grammar is a manifestation of style.
If this is accepted, then his attitude towards his 

fellow grammarians can he fairly understood. The work of the 
latter consists of subjugating all speech to rigid rules, 
and to construct criteria for judgments regardless of the 
reality which often runs counter to their rules.

It is reported that Ahu 'Ubaida once said "I have 
seen nothing more amusing than the sayings of the grammarians. 
They claim that a feminine ending cannot follow another 
feminine ending in a word. However they [i.e. the Arabs] 
sa^̂ * 1alqat in which the feminine ending is o followed

1. Cf. Chapter VIII.
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- 1another feminine ending, namely alif al~maqsura»" Occasion
ally, Ahu !Ubaida refers to the grammarians with the words

2"The grammarians claim" or "According to the sayings of 
the grammarians. " ̂

Ahu *Ubaida!s opinions on grammar are scattered 
throughout his hooks* and as quotations in other literary 
sources* Some of these opinions are his own, others he 
relates on the authority of his teachers, notahly al-Khalll, 
and occasionally he gives more than one explanation of a 
problem without referring to any specific grammarian or 
preferring one opinion to another*

In the following pages a few questions illustrative 
of what has been briefly stated above are discussed*

(a) According to the Bagra school the mufl.af (adjunct)^ 
cannot be separated from the muflaf ilaihi (correlative noun) 
except by an adverb or a preposition, because, the Basrans 
maintain, the muflaf and the mu&af ilaihi are to be considered 
as one word*^ Abu ’Ubaida holds a more flexible attitude and 
permits their separation by something other than an adverb 
or a preposition* He instances a saying he heard from an

1. Khasa*ig (Cairo 1913) I. 272.
2. m s ag II* 150, 152.
3. Ibid* II* 143*
4* Yiz* a form in the constract state*
5* Ibn al-Anbarl, "al-Ingaf fl Masa’il al-Khilaf Baina al~ 

Basriyyln wal-ICufiyyln" (Cairo 1954) 249-251*
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Arab 1Tinna al~shata la~tatjtarru fa-tasma!a gawta - wallahi 
rabbiha.fÎ*

Obviously, the argument of the Bafra school is not 
convincing* It is true that the relation between the mu&af 
and the muflaf ilaihi is close, but the two are far from 
being one word* A word is an independent entity, and the 
division of it causes not only ambiguity but ordinarily 
negates meaning* On the other hand, the separation of the 
mujlaf and the mu&af ilaihi does not negate the independent 
existence of each word, nor does it ordinarily cause obscurity* 
Further, the separation of the mu&af and the mudaf ilaihi, 
by something other than an adverb or a preposition, was in 
fact permitted by Arab grammarians, as Ibn Malik indicates:
his example supporting his statement, and of course indirectly,

— PAbu 1Ubaida!s attitude, are undoubtedly genuine*
(b) In his Majaz, Abu *IJbaida relates al-Khalll*s 

opinion that no imperfect should in the subjunctive except 
after an whether implicit or explicit. Abu fUbaida goes on 
to say "al-Khalil was asked rBut do not these particles 
hatta, lan, kay and lam al"taflxl when they precede an 
imperfect also make it subjunctive?* al-Khalil replied !Ihe 
regent (al-1 amil) here is an1#”  ̂ In this example Abu tUbaida

1* lbid*
2. Ibn Malik "Alfiyya" (Leipzig 1851) 206-207*
5* Majaz II* 155*
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was apparently only referring to al-Khalll*s opinion. It 
cannot "be ascertained that he himself agrees with al-Khalll.
In either case, the question was one upon which "both the

-  1Bagra and Kufa schools disagreed, though they hoth maintain
that an can he implicit only in certain cases, namely when
the imperfect is preceded by lam al-jubud, >aw, fratta,

-  -  2fa? al-sababiyya and waw al-maTiyya. (Thus, it seems that
in cases in which the imperfect is preceded by lan and kay, 
there is no need to imply an as al-Khalil says.^

(c) Concerning the Quranic verse suratun anzalnaha 
(XXIV* 1), Abu ,Ubaida says that the word suratun is in the 
nominative because it is abstracted in initial position.
He, however, also refers to other grammarians who think that 
the word in question should be in the accusative in analogy
with the expression Zaidan laqltuhu which means laqltu

» - 4* / %zaidan.  ̂ 1
\  ,3'

The question here whether Abu *ITbaida followed the 
Bagra schoolls line in grammar, and could he consequently 
be regarded as a Basran. Abu TUbaida in fact was a Bagran,

1. *Abbas §asan tfAl~Nahw al-wafl" (Cairo 1963) IV. 210-228.
2. Ibid. IV. 240 sqq.
3* Cf. Mahdl al-Makhzuml 11 Madras at al-Kufa1’ (Baghdad 1955) 327 for more details concerning ttie particles lam idhan and others, and why an should be Implied*

^an’az II.63* Other examples, Majaz I* 87; 11*34.



educated tinder the supervision of Bagran scholars, and his
1biographers identify him with the Ba^ra school. This identi

fication, however, was based simply on superficial evidence. 
Abu ’Ubaida, as far as can be seen, never actually expressed 
his adherence to the Ba^ra school.

Before we answer this question, a few words may 
perhaps be said on the idiosyncrasies of the Bagra school.

It is generally agreed that to the grammarians of
2this school, grammar is an analogical system, to which the 

mass of data, poetry and prose alike, has to be subjected: 
evidential verses which contradict the rules are ruled out 
as deviations. Oontrarily, the analytical Kufa school, 
founded later, allows as idiomatic many forms which diverge 
from analogy. Fleisch says that to the Kufite grammarians 
the first source of grammar is all the material collects in 
all its diversity.

It is, however, true to say that Abu lUbaida dis
agrees with some of the tenets of the Basra school, for 
language was to him a social reality and a phenomenon not 
to be judged by reason or logic alone* This is a sensible

1. Tabari Jami1 al-Bayan, VIII, 189* Fleisch considers^Abu ’TJbaida a grammarian of the Basra school. Cf. Traite Be Fhilogie arabe (Beirut 1961) 48.
2m Traitl /tie Philologie arabe, II. Fleisch comments that  ̂when analogy is cultivated for itself, it becomes an f 

obstacle to the development of the language. Ibid.3. Ibid. 8. “
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and pragmatic attitude* In agreement with this view we may 
quote M* Schlauch, "Grammarians have at times deluded them
selves , one cannot keep thinking, into an assumption that 
language is put together logically. Especially the grammar
ians who lay down rules for learners are apt to claim an 
inner logical harmony for the practices of sentences, 
structure . * • yet correct sentences are often put together 
in a way that, upon closer examination, turns out to he any
thing hut logical,11

Grammar to Ahu ,Ubaida was not a hody of rules which 
all language has to fit, hut a manifestation of linguistic 
relationships to he observed,

2lo the Bafra school the text must fit the rule,
whereas to Ahu 'TJbaida the rule must fit the text. He accepts
all that he draws from the Bedouins even if it apparently
contradicts grammatical rules. In this he is diametrically
opposed to the Bagra school which rejects texts which run
counter to their formulae. As a typical example of this
attitude on the part of Ahu fITbaida we may remind the reader
of the example already referred to above on the permissibility
of separating the mu&af and the mu&af Ilaihi by something 

an ^other than/adverb or a preposition, Ahu fUbaida here

1, Ihe Gift of longue (London 194-3A 1A2*
2* Duka al-Islam II. 294-295,MadraA al-Kufa 341.
3. Al-Ingaf 249-251. A



rejected the formula of the Bagra school, because he heard 
his example from a Bedouin, and this is justification enough 
for him to accept the expression.

Another disagreement with the Basra school is 
illustrated in the following

As regards Question 36 in al-Ingaf the Bagra school 
held that the exceptive particle could not be placed at the 
beginning of a sentence and would not accept a sentence such 
as ilia taTamaka ma akal zaidun, The Kufa school rejects 
this rule and gives as evidence a verse transmitted by Abu 
'Ubaida,’**

It might be argued that Abu 'Ubaida, being at least 
to some extent, an analogist, must have had much in common 
with the Bagra school who assigned to analogy a great import
ance in determining linguistic questions.

It is true that Abu !Ubaida employed analogy in 
questions of language in general, but for him the authority 
of analogy had to be confirmed by sama1, If analogy is in 
flat contradiction of the evidence he drew from his inform
ants, it had to be rejected as invalid and priority given 
to sama*, Here Abu 'Ubaida diverges considerably from the 
general line of the Bagra school.

Some examples show that Abu 'Ubaida disagreed on

1, Ibid. I* 176.
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some points with both the Ba$ra and Kufa schools, Al-Ba£lay- 
usl furnishes us with a typical example,

Regarding the verse of Imru ’ul-Qais 
fa-lamma ajazna sahat * l~bayyi wa-ntaha 
bina hatnu hiqfin fl ruldamin ’aqanqall

grammarians of both schools are at variance as to the
apodosis of the particle lamma, !The Bagrans say that the
apodosis virtually niltu amall minha is suppressed, fhe
Kufites assume that intaha is the apodosis, and that the
conjunction waw is here an otiose particle, Abu fUbaida
entertains a third opinion, namely that the apodosis is
simply the verb hasirtu at the beginning of the following 

1verse*
Obviously, Abu *XJbaida,s opinion has much to 

recommend it, since it is not necessary to assume a suppressed 
apodosis, or to explain away the conjunction waw, Abu 
1 TJbaida, following his acute sense and inbiased mind, 
neither postulates an implicit apodosis nor the otioseness 
of the conjunction; and indeed the meaning of the first 
verse seems to the writer to necessitate its completion in 
the second one,

Al~lqtidab 377-578



Al-ZarkashI refers to another example in which Ahu 
‘Ubaida disagrees with both schools.

Pending the discovery of Abu ‘Ubaida*s grammatical 
works, therefore, it can be safely concluded that he did 
not distinguish himself as a grammarian of high repute or 
originality. It is also to be noted that he, as far as our 
data show, disagreed (at least on occasions) with both 
schools of grammar. The belief that, because Abu ‘Ubaida 
was educated and lived In Bagra, he must have been with this 
school in grammar is misleading, Neither can it be proved 
that he was nearer to the Kufa school# On important points 
he shows an Independent opinion characterised by flexibility 
and abhorrence of rigid logical and philosophical tendencies. 
This is due to a large extent to his literary temperament 
which was able to appreciate texts as they are, without 
paying over-much attention to rules or to logic0

1. Al-Burhan fl ‘Ulum al-Qur*an (Cairo 1957) HI. 124,
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CHAPTER VII
The Dialects

A dialect is "a particular or characteristic manner
of speech3 and hence any variety of a language*"'*- This
linguistic phenomenon, however, is the product of specific
circumstances* Anls observes that a dialect is, more or
less, a group of linguistic characteristics which belong to

2a specific environment* The existence of dialect is, there
fore, predictable as long as people do not live in similar 
social and geographical circumstances. Whitney states, "It 
is true that a certain degree of dialectic variety is 
inseparable from the being of any language, at any stage of 
its history*"^

It Is generally agreed, in regard to Arabic dialects, 
that their diversity and differences are due to the isolation 
in which the tribes were living on the one hand, and to the

lLvasimess of Arabia on the other* With the advent of Islam, 
many factors had jointly contributed to the smoothing down 
of dialectical peculiarities* Among these factors were the

1. EB (dialect) VIII.155*
2* Al-Lahajat al-1Arabiyya (Gairo n.d.) 18, 23♦
3* "Language and the Study of Language" 181.
4, AI-Lahaj at al-1Arabiyya * 26. 0. Jespersen says "The most Important?' cause of a language splitting into dialects *.. is want of communication for whatever reason." (Mankind, 

Nation and Individual) (Oslo 1925) 41*



levelling influence of the Quran and Arabic poetry, and of
1the military expeditions, and finally the rise of great 

towns, particularly in Iraq, such as Bagra, Kufa and Baghdad* 
Other factors, however, played an important rule in 
speeding up the linguistic unification which directly 
resulted from the unity of the Islamic community.

Yet, this statement should not lead us to the belief 
that dialects vanished overnight* In fact, the unification 
of the language evinced itself most in the big cities and 
among tribes which abandoned willy-nilly their isolation*
As for the Bedouins, they still retained their linguistic 
peculiarities. Ihus al-Sijistanl relates that a Bedouin 
recited from the Quran jmba lahum, and when the former 
corrected him saying tuba, the Bedouin took no notice and 
repeated his reading, al-Sijistanl tried over and over again 
to correct him saying £u. * •» on w*iich the Bedouin replied

(The Arab Philologists and the Dialects:
The attitude of Arab philologists towards dialects 

and their method of studying them should be taken into con
sideration. (The commonly held opinion is that Arab philolo
gists did not lend this subject full attention and care.

1* J, Buck notices that tribal peculiarities were levelled down in the time of Islamic conquests. Cf. Al-1Arabiyya 8,
2* Al-Khasa?g I. 77•



C. Rabin in liis sttidy Ancient West Arabian states that,
"to the Arab philologist the recording of dialect data was 
a sideline, something that did not form part of his proper

1"business of codifying the laws of the Glassical language11, 
and that 11 the grammarians of the Ba§rian school evinced 
little real interest in the dialects."^ Dr* §• al-Salilja 
says, "It would seem that the ancient philologists did not 
examine the ancient Arabic dialects in their different 
aspects*11 ̂ Al-Rafifi also notes that in spite of the fact 
that the reciters wrote on Arab tribes, their genealogies, 
Ayyam, etc* they, nevertheless, did not write on dialects 

However, the existence of dialects amongst tribes, 
to the reciters, must have seemed self-evident, and,indeed, 
they admitted the occurrence of such peculiarities even in
the Quran* Abu fUbaida treats some of these peculiarities as

— rmatjaz in his study of the Quran.
Al-Suyu-J;! clearly states that parts of the Quran

were revealed in the dialect of the Quraish, others in that
of the Hudhail, others again in that of the Hawazin, and in
that of Yemen. ̂ Abu Bakr al-Wasi^I gives a list of fifty

1. p*6*2* p*7*3* "Dirasat fl Fiqh al-Lughan (Beirut 19b2) 51 •
4. larikh idab al-‘Arab II. 134.
5* Hajaz I. 15.
6* Al~Itqan fl !Ulum al-Qur’an (Cairo 1941) Ic230,



1dialects which contributed to the vocabulary of the Quran.
Thus, a full consideration might have been expected

to have been paid to dialects on that account, The compara
tive indifference of the philologists to this subject can 
only be understood in the light of the knowledge that the 
philologists, were primarily concerned with explaining 
dialect form which occurred in their texts. Such forms, 
however, they considered inferior to those of Classical 
language as exemplified in the Quran and in pre-Islamic 
poetry* Dialects were therefore always of secondary import
ance. Nevertheless, and contrary to what Anls and al-Rafl1! 
maintain, books were written on dialects; by Yunus b. §abrb,

_ __ pAbu 1 Ubaida, al-Farra’, al-Agma!I and Abu lAmr al-Shaibanl*

ects, Firstly, the dialect peculiarities of all 
the Arab tribes were never fully recorded® "We have" says 
Rabin "fairly plentiful information only for three areas 
within Arabia; Jijaz (probably only the Holy Cities), Yemen 
and Tamlm, for other areas we have some information which 
permits us to recognize the general character of the
1. Ibid,
2. Ancient West-Arabian 6, Regarding al-Shaibani1 s book entitle cT,fral-Jim" Krenkow in his article "The Kitab al- 

Jim of Abu ~rAmr~al-Shaibanl" (IRASo 1925) states that this book "is a dictionary of Arabi^~dlalects .., the author, apparently had always before him his own collection of the diwans of the tribes and from these he selects such words as were used by the tribe in question with a meaning not generally used by other tribes0" p«307#

Because of their basic attitude to dialects, the 
; of this material by the philologists reveals two
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dialects spoken there. lor the rest of dialects of the
peninsula we have little information that we must consider

1their language totally unknown*" Secondly, they did little 
or nothing on dialect geography to categorise and clarify the 
physical extension and the boundaries of dialectic peculiar
ities, Such studies would also have indicated what uniformity 
there was in the occurrence of idiosyncrasies, vocabulary, 
syntax , etc, Rabin again notes that "Philologists speaks 
of either large tribes or tribal confederations (Tamlm, Qais),

« — por large and ill-defined regions (Yemen, gijaz, Najd, lihama).
When the philologists speak of the QurashI or the

Tamxnl or some other tribal dialect, by so doing they
implicitly acknowledge the tribe as a linguistic unit. But
a critical investigation of those so-called dialects proves

?>that tribes in fact do not form a dialect unit* Differences 
in language, as Bloomfield states, can be detected in every 
village, or at most in every cluster of two or three

Zlvillages,
Differences within tribal dialects were however 

attested by the reciters, and these were usually taken for

1. Ancient West Arabian 16.2. Ibid. 15. ~~
3* ^bid* same assumption is implicit :in some recentstudies. Of. e*g. Cantinean "Etudes sur quelque parlers de nomades araber d1Orient", in AIEO II (1936, 1-118) and III (1937. 119-236).
4*- language (London 1935) 325*
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granted. Thus, for example, al-Jaliig says "differences are 
to he found between the upper Tamlm, Lower Qais, higher 
Hawazin and the correct speakers (fuaaha*) of IJijaz; and 
also between these tribes on the one hand and the provinces 
of Xemen on the other hand*1’

These differences, were never subjected to close 
scrutiny« Obviously, the first step in studying dialects is 
to recognise their phonetic and morphological systems, and 
it is this which the Arab philologists, because of their 
basic attitude, have not done, Al-Rafi1!, who presumably
reflects the ancient philologists1 opinion, states that

- — 2dialects are linguistic curiosities (shawahid wa nawadir),
Rabin maintains much the same view,^

Borne of these peculiarities were regarded as symptoms 
of a degeneration which sound correct language must do away 
with* We are told for example that Mu*awiya once asked about 
the tribe which spoke most correct Arabic, and was given the 
answer by one of his courtiers "that tribe which keeps away 
from the furatiyya of Iraq, keeps to the right of the 
kashkasha of Tamxm and to the left of the kaskasa of Bakr,

1* Majmu*at Rasa’il (Cairo n,d,) 6, Also ibn JinnI al-Khasa’s
r; sag, s ;   .... .....

2* Tarlkh Adab al~TArab I, 135*
3* Ancient West-Arabian 13* In his study "English Dialects11 XXondoK T963) ATg7 llitchell notes that T,We should speak of differences rather than of corruption, of characteristics rather than of faults," 20*
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which, does not have the ghamghama of Qu$LaTa nor the 
tumt'amaniyya of giroyar." Mu’awiya asked "and who are they?" 
The man said "My tribe, 0 Commander of The Faithful". "Of
which tribe are you then?" asked the Caliph. "A man from

1 - — Jarm", the man replied. Similarly, Abu ,Amr b. al-rAla’
once rejected a dialect form with the words 1TIt is an

- 2abominable Tamimite dialect form."
Abu 1 Ubaida‘s attitude towards the dialects:

Having discussed the dialect position in general, 
we may turn now to examine Abu ’Ubaida^ opinions on this 
subject,

Abu ‘Ubaida employs the word "lugha" (plural lugha t)
*to signify a dialect, or a dialect form,-' and it is reason

able therefore to suppose that his book entitled "A1-Lughat" 
must have been a book on dialects. Modern scholars indeed,

Zlhave no doubt in this regard*
Regrettably, this book is not extant, and it has been 

necessary to collect data on this subject from his other

1. Al-Mubarrad, al-Kamil (Leipzig 1864) 364.
2, farlkh Adab al~‘Arab I# IgO.
3* Rabin enumerates different usages for the word lugha and thinks that the fact that this word has many meanings is a "fertile source of confusion". .Ancient West-Arabian. 19*4. Ibid. C.G-. Flugel "G-rammatische Schulen ‘derAraber’r (Leipzig 1862) 69. iOT-IlJjam aT- *Arabx' 1.9* Lane in his lexicon" reckoned W s  ooafc* as a dictionary *XII),
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"books , notably al-Hajaz and to some extent al-Naqa*itj, and 
from other linguistic sources which transmitted dialect 
material on his authority.

Ahu 'Ubaida's references to the dialects in his 
hook al~Matjaz are those demanded hy the text* It is agreed 
hy Arah philologists that the Quran was revealed in seven 
ahruf, that is to say, in seven readings (qira*at)• Some of 
these readings, Wolfensohn observes, correspond with the 
Arabic dialects which prevailed in the first century of

1 *1*Islam. Anls also states that "the seven authoritative 
readings (of the Quran) can he ascribed to different dialects,

pparticularly, those of the most famous tribes.” Thus, the 
considerable amount of information in the Quran would seem 
to have stimulated the interest of the philologists in 
dialects rather than decreasing it, contrary to the common 
■belief that the Quran had superseded the other dialects by 
employing only the Qurashite dialect* Hence, all Quranic 
commentators had to deal with the dialects existing in the 
Quran, and Abu 'XJbaida notes in his Majaz that in the Quran 
not only the Qurashite dialect also the Yemenite dialects 
is represented* He said T,And well-known Yemenite dialects

1. Tarlkh al-Lughat al-Samiyya (Cairo 1929) 208.
2. Al-Laha.jat al- 1 Arabiyya. 39#
3* A* Al-fAlayilI Maqaddima li-Daris Lughat al-!Arab (Cairo 

19A0) 191.
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1 —words occur in the Quran*tf Unfortunately, Abu 1 Ubaida does
not specify many of these dialect peculiarities to which he 
refers, although he does so occasionally, as we shall see 
later#

In the Uaqa’ij, the dialect in which Abu fUbaida 
was primarily interested as a commentator was the speech 
of the lamlm, since the poets of the Uaqa>id, al-Farazdaq 
and Jarir, were both lamlmite* IPor this reason he sometimes 
refers to this dialect and compares it with others, espec
ially the Qurashite dialect#

As far as can be determined Abu fUbaida seems to 
be acquainted with the following dialects:

1.
2 •
3* 

5.
6.
7.
8.
9*
10#
11. 
12.
13.

Lat AI 
Lughat Ahl ffa.jd 
Lughat Ahl Al-gijaz 
Lughat BanI Tamlm 
lughat Bakr b. Wa*il

Lughat Ahl al-Sham 
Lughat Qais 
Lughat * Uqail 
Lughat Ahl Makka 
Lughat ai-Ribab 
Lughat Mudar
Lughat Ahl al-Yaman

1. Muzhir I* 211*
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Essential it might seem, this localization still lacks 
sufficient precision and accuracy and helps little to form 
an idea of the linguistic geography of Ancient Arabia. 
Obviously, to identify a dialect as that of Mu<jLar or fthl 
Najd is to make too broad a generalization. Mu<Jar was not 
in fact one tribe5 the name denotes a number of tribes, the 
most famous of which is Kinana, one of whose clans was 
Quraish*^

Abu TUbaida occasionally tries to be more accurate 
and precise. He once identifies a dialect form as a lugha

t* 2for some of the Tamrm tribe* In another place he localizes
T 3a dialect form by saying "It belongs to the Tamrm of Najd."^ 

Apart from the relatively scanty data which are 
thus localized, he does not define accurately when he refers 
to dialectical peculiarities and most of his dialect data 
is therefore difficult to utilize satisfactorily.

An analysis of the dialect material recorded by Abu TUbaida: 
Examining the dialect material collected by Abu 

1Ubaida is therefore a difficult task, because the spareness 
of the data hardly allows of any but hypothetical conclusions, 
and little can be done with it but make a few observations 
which indicate rather than finalize. In this light we shall

1. larlkh Sdab al~!Arab I*125°
2 • Iglafc al~Mantiq. 317 *
3. Ibid* 35.
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examine first phonetics, then morphology and syntax*

Consonants - Hamza;

Hamza^ is a glottal stop# The "difficulty"^ in 
articulating this soirnd has heen referred to *by almost 
all Arah philologists* Al-Suyu£l £0^ example says "Hamza 
is the heaviest consonant and its place of articulation is 
deepest*

The Arabs, Slbawaihi oh serves, in general elide it 
115S22;) 03? lighten it.^ Ibn Mansur also states that

1* It is to he noted that our discussion of the hamza, and in fact of all other dialect phenomena, is not" "intended as a comprehensive survey and is restricted to the 
observations which Ahu 1 Ubaida passed down, with short references to what other philologists and grammarians 
have to say on the points under consideration where these seem appropriate. Arah authors gave hamza serious attention and wrote about it at length* We may refer e.g., to Slhawaih’i's Bah al~hamza in Al-Hitah (Calcutta 1887; 
892, al^Zamakhsharr In his al-Mufaggal CChristianiae 
1889) 165, 167j, ^Xbn "in tKe Lxsan (I. 1 7 -2 2 ) ,and Ibn al-Ahbarl in al-Ingaf in regard”to the differences 
between the Basra and Kufa schools concerning the hamza 
baina baina* (question 105 )* Modern European scholars have also studied the hamza, among them C. Rabin in his Ancient West-Arabian (15o~145) and other places in the book* He also'wrote a paper 'L'occlusive glottale en hebreu parl& et Involution d'une nouvelle classe de_ voyelles (Comparaison avec l1arabe classique 6xx Hidjaz)1 
in CLECS (1937 -1948) III (7 7 -7 9 )*  Cf. also H, Eleisch in his'"book Traite de Philologie arabe * (98-139): Hans Kofler in his 'study "Reste Altarablscher Dialekte" in WZKM (1939 ) (9 8 -1 0 6 ) f and M*S* Howell "A Grammar of the 
Clas sical Arabic ̂ Language " (Allahabad 1911X1) 3(>-988 *2* I put this word in inverted commas since this is of course_a value judgment*

3* Al-Itqan* I* 421.
4. al-Kitab * 711*
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hamza could either he retained, replaced, elided or
1 -  i-lightened. According to al-Suyu^i the Qurashites used to 

replace the hamza "by a lengthening of the preceding vowel, 
thus a became a, î  became I, and u became u, This is 
by and large how the hamza is treated in the modern dialect. 
The elision of hamza is a marked feature of "every Semitic 
dialect ,.. Though only in Aramaic can we observe that it 
disappeared as completely as in West Arabia."^

It is commonly agreed that the retention of the 
hamza is a Tamlmite idiosyncrasy and that its elision is a 
characteristic of the Qurashite dialect. Abu Zaid, however, 
limits the elision of the hamza to the people of "Najd, 
Hudhail, and the people of Mecca and Medina,^ but does not 
refer to the tribe or tribes which retain this glottal stop. 
Ibrahim Anls, however, attempts to show the tribal areas in 
which hamza did or did not occur* According to his hypothesis, 
retaining or lightening the hamza was peculiar to the tribes

I. Lisan I. 17* The "lightening" (talyln or takhflf) of the hamza is known as hamza baina baina, viz* a sound between a hamza and a semi-vowel (faarif lln) which correspondsto "-EEe vowel following the hamza. Clbid. XIV* 66).Dr. T.M. Johnstone notes in a review "oT Fleisch "traite^de philolo gi e arabe ... that "perhaps an adequate translation of hamza bayna would be "a new breath impulse". BSOAS vo 1.X3tVlIX. part I. 147. Ihus, this hamza as Dleisch points 
out "is not a hamza that has disappeared, but which has 
weakened. Traitfe de philologie arabe (Beirut 1961) 105.2. Itqan 1.170. Also A grammar of the Classical Arabic Language 

Language IV. 934.3. Kabin Ancient West Arabian 13004. Lisan T, 22T. In another place Ibn Mansur also states "that hamza is not a [feature of the] Qurashite dialect."TLblS. I. 77).
• Ibid.



which lived in the middle and east of the peninsula* while 
the people of gijaz elided it."^ On the last point Rabin 
and Anls are at one. The former notices that nthe most
celebrated feature of the dialect is the disappearance

2of the hamza or glottal stop."
Turning now to Abu lTJbaida we find that the observa

tions he made on this point? or to be more accurate? the 
data still extant which were related on his authority? are 
scanty. Those observations, however, are enough to show that 
Abu *Ubaida did not treat the hamza in all its aspects. For 
instance, he does not refer to the lightening (takhfif) of 
the hamza  ̂though other aspects, namely its retention, 
elision and replacement have been treated*

To Abu *Ubaida hamza was a difficult consonant to 
pronounce and thus the Arabs were inclined to elide it. In 
fact, if I understand his statements discussed below, hamza 
seems to him a peculiar consonant since on the whole he 
refers only to tribes which retain the hamza or to words 
in which hamza was retained, leaving the reader thinking 
that the "rest of the Arabs" elide it.

Al-Lahajat al~1 Arabiyya. 58* Unfortunately the author c[oes™not''refer cl early r t o his sources.2. Ancient West Arabian. 130.3* InTTiis study of hamza Fleisch says that takhfif al-hamza consists of (1) Hamza baina baina, (2) the r epTacement 
of the hamza (qaib’)^ (5T"hhe' suppression of the hamza (h a d h f (7JT* Traite de philologie arabe, 103)*
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(1) According to him, the lUqail articulated the hamza 
in the words faVra, mu’sa, tju*n and hu* t, contrary to the 
rest of the Arabs who elided it in these words*'** This state
ment obviously does not imply that ^qail everywhere re
tained the hamza * Likewise, he states on the authority of 
Yunus that the people of Mecca, contrary to the practice of 
other Arabs, stressed the hamza in the three words nabl,
bariyya and dhurriyya (viz* pronounced as nabl*, barl*a and

p « —dhurrl?a respectively* Al-BuyufI, on the authority of Abu
!Ubaida, adds a fourth word khabiyya (khabl’a)*^

The explanation which Abu !IJbaida gives for the
elision of the hamza by almost all tribes in the words listed
seems unconvincing, namely that the "Arabs have done away
with the hamza in four [words] because of the frequent use
[of these words in their speech].^ Rabin points out that
"the two words (viz* nabiyy, bariyya) were of foreign
origin and presumably reached Arabic in their Aramaic form
without hamza4 To Horovitz the word nabiyyun is borrowed
from either Hebrew nabl, or from Aramain nebl?a *̂  At any rate

-*-• Hay a wan II* 307
2* J§Ia& al-Mautjiq 179* Sharh al~Qasa?id al-Sab* al-Jiwal
3. Muzhir II* 252. Cf. also Ma,iaz II. 14-5.
4 . TbTr;  ~
5- Ancient West-Arabian 133-
6. EI^)", (nabl) vol.Ill, part II* 802. Horovitz however

seems when he gives this form with_final hamza (before affixation of -a) to quote the katlb form of Ezra (51) which is inferior to the Qrl form as a reading.
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even if we accept the word nabiyy as Hebrew and reaching 
Arabic without alteration of its form, i*e, without hamza, 
this solution is not relevant in the case of the other words 
referred to by Abu !Ubaida*

(2) Ru’ba, says Abu fUbaida, used to stress the hamza 
in two words, thundu*a and while other Arabs elided

ihamza in these words * This is an odd example. The state
ment of Abu !ITbaida suggests that the usage of the two above- 
mentioned words was peculiar to Ru’ba, and is not valid for 
the poet*s tribe, Tamlm, But this interpretation is mis
leading since the general tendency of the Tamlm is claimed 
to be the retention of hamzaa It may be safe to infer here 
that the usage of Ru’ba is also valid for the Tamlm generally,

(5) Abu ‘Ubaida gives also a few examples of the replace
ment of hamza by another consonant, Fleisch states that ,fEn 
commencement absolu, 11 affaiblissement du hamza serait 
possible selon Sxbawaihi, comme on l!a vu plus haut ♦ 
mais 11ibdal ne peut se produire, L 1Ibdal est en effet ici 
de lfordre de 1 ‘assimilation et suppose avant le hamza un 
agent assimilateur. On ne recontrera done 1‘ibdal qufa 
l'interieur dlun mot ou dans la rencontre de deux mots

pdifferents." Fleisch instances from Sibawaihi the word 
minsa’a which became minsat as a case in which ibdal takes

1, Iglab al-Nanfriq 178*
2. Traite de philologie Arabe 104,



1 -place inside the word, Abu *TJbaida also refers to thrs
word in bis Maejaz saying that minsa*atuhu is one of the words

2in wbicb "the Arabs did away with hamza", and instances
two verses by unknown poets in one of whose verses the word

- 3occurs as minsat and in the other as minsa * a.
(4) The word ikhtata*tu, is another example of ibdal*

Here the hamza was replaced by ya? and thus it is pronounced 
/i, rikhtataitu* Similarly, the word iddara*tu became iddaraitu,̂

6and dha5a, yadh?a, dha»yan became dhawa, yadhwa, dhawyan*
In his Matjaz, Abu ,Ubaida refers to the word bada9 tu and 
badaitu as dialect variants,^ and instances the verse of 
1Abdullah b, Rawafya,8

In all these examples the hamza was replaced by waw or by ya* *
(5) In the poetry of al~Rarazdaq, the word tailafu is 

used instead of ta* lafu. Abu ,IJbaida comments on this that
Qthe first variant is a Tamxmite form. In this example,

1* Ibid*
2» Manaz II* 145._3* Tbid.
4. Maratib al-Nakwiyyln. 18.
5» I§lah al-Mantiq.. 176.6. ibict:'"2i?r.
7. Majaz I* 20*8. Ibid'*' I* 21.
9* Naqa’ijL (S) II. 243* It is î orthy of note that Abu !Ubaida used 'tihe terms nahl Najd11 and the Tamlm as synonymous.

Of. Majaz, I* 163: Na^a’id (S) II. 68. Needless to saythis as an inaccixcate'‘identification.



however, the hamza has been replaced by ya*, contrary to 
what was claimed to be the general tendency in the Tamxmite 
dialect which was said to retain the hamza« What is certain 
is that the sound change attested in al-IParaz&aq1 s verse is 
unlikely to have been poetic license, because retaining the 
hamza in such cases does not change the metre of the verse,

(6) The elision of an initial hamzated non-radical 
syllable (viz. af1ala fa* ala) is also reported by Abu 
*Ubaida as a dialect phenomenon* He gives a number of 
examples; thus:-

ashada * shada"*"
ankara \ nakara^
aftana > 3fatana^
aina-* a > yana1a^
asljiata > sahata^
awra > wara^

The dialects in which these forms occur are not 
specified except for the first and the last, and in these 
cases the nature of the statements is rather contradictory. 
With the first word, namely ashada and shada, Abu !TJbaida 
states nashada and shada are two dialect forms (lughatan).

d* Mufaddaliyyat 425
2. Ibid. 565.
3 -6. Matjaz I. 168; II. 202, 21, 252 respectively.
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1Eke elision of the alif is a Qurashite dialect variant.11
On the last word he says "waraitu is of very frequent occur-

2rence and is used by the people of lfajd*u In the light of 
the claim that the retention of the hamza is peculiar to 
the lamim and the elision of it to the Quraish, the last 
example, namely the statement that waraitu and awraitu are 
used by the people of Najd, acquires a special importance* 
faking this word along with the previous example, that is to 
say the tailafu of al-Parazdaq, a conclusion may be reached 
with some reservations, namely that although the generaliza
tion that lamlml and central Hajdi dialects retain hamza 
seems to be true, nevertheless, certain words occur in 
these dialects in which hamza is elided*

Philologists and grammarians give a good deal of 
information about ibdal (the replacement of one consonant by 
another)* Ehey conceive of this replacement as a dialect 
feature, though their attribution of linguistic phenomena 
of this kind to individual tribes is not entirely convincing 
or satisfactory*

The cases recorded by Abu IUbaida for consonants 
other than hamza are discussed below*

Nufaj4aliyyat 4-25* 
2* Hajaz II* 252.
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!) £ a
Examples:

mislaq
ashkhasa'

Al-Khalil says that every £  preceding £  in the
same word can he replaced by s. : thus §agr > saqr. Ibn
Hangur states however that the latter form is a dialect 
variant* In fact it would seem to be a Tamlmite idiosyncrasy 
Ibn Mansur adds "The Kalb tribe changes the s followed by

attempt to define the phonetic conditions under which £ > s 
as al-Khalxl does.

The process involved in this sound change would 
appear to be as follows:

articulation almost identical, in general £ is not replaced

1. Majag II* 135.
2. Is lab. al-Mantiq. 292.
3. Al-C^s£allanx I V . 3 q u o t e d  by Babin Ancient West-Arabian

195-4. Lisan (saqr) IV*372* Kofler says that "Hit seltener 
Einhelligkeit wird den Tamlm, insbesondere den zu Tamlm 
gehorigen Banu Al-!Anbar, die Substitution von s fur s 
zugeschrieben". WZKM (1939) 88.

5*  Iiî Sn (saqr) IV. 372*
6.I.Anls,al-Agwat al-hughawiyya (Oairo 1961) 26.

It is worthy of note that Ibn Mangur does not

(a) since both s and £ are voiceless and their place of

6



Cb) in the contiguity of £, hut not in contact with it,
£ >  s in the dialect of the Banu Al-'Anbar of the Tamxm.
(c) in the dialect of the Kalb in comparable conditions 
£ ->2* This argues that gad in this dialect may have been 
a voiced sound*̂

O 7Rabin? following Kofler, suggests that emphasis 
is a factor of importance in this process.

This explanation accepts that the uvular plosive £ 
can be grouped with the emphatic (velarised, mutbaq) conson
ants £, &c*, an equation which is not altogether accept
able* Both however may be grouped together as buruf musta1 -

Zlliya (raised sounds) according to the Arab grammarians and
this may be a relevant feature* Ibn Duraid, for example,

- - -r 5quotes occasional variants such as guq < suq for the Tamxm. ̂
The regressive assimilation suggested by Kofler however is

6 —not one involving emphasis but the huruf musta1 liya*
Even this is not altogether satisfactory, however,

1* Of* Ancient West-Arabian 195*2. Ibid.
3. ffzEFl (1939) 89.4-. Tn ™the articulation of which the tongue is raised towards the palate. Of. Ibn Jinni Sirr ginaTat al-I'rab 71? and

Fleisch Traitede Fhilologie arabe 233. Ibe term 
"mufahM^bamair is sometimes used' a s a synonymous with 
11 miisFa1*>lTyra,,l'* Cf. Gairdner, The Phonetics of Arabic 
(Oxford 1925) 107* Fleisch an lifs Tralte de Fhilologie Arabe (226-227) says of gh and kh tEaF~tEey have 1 diminished velarisation* or *tKe beginning of velarisation* •

5. Ancient West Arabian 195.
6 . U M "(1 9 3 9 )  89.---------
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since firstly gh and kh are not reported as having this
effect and secondly, according to al-Ba£layusx, *ain which

1is not a 1raised consonant1 does have this effect,
h2) £ > -L (voiceless pharyngal fricative > voiced

pharyngal fricative)
Examples:

2dabaha j> daba Ta
*muqdhadir > muqdha! ir^

lLmuqmah > muqma1
It is reported that the replacement of Jj. hy

is peculiar to the Hudhail <r The philologists called this
6phenomenon fafr-faha, although the term is not in fact

mentioned hy Abu ,IJbaida. The much quoted example in this
_ - 7case is fcatta which becomes 1atta in Hudhali dialect/

Kofler gives other examples such as dabafca and daha1 a, 
hihrat and hi1rat ?

1* Ihid* 88,
2. Majaz II, 30?.
3# HuzK'Ir (B) II, 207*
4, Ha,jaz II, 157*5* Muzhir (S) I, 133* Of* also Howell "Arabic Grammar" 11,317* Lane I. 510. “ “
6, TEIcT,7* toiler extends this phenomenon to cover not only theHudhail hut the Thaqxf as well; he says "her Wandel £l >*, den die Grammatiker als fah.fafa.at Hudhail bezeichnen, ist 

den Hudail und Taqxf, einem Unterstamme der Hawazin"
WZKH (T939) H OT 8, TBT3.



(3) i > 5 (Velarised alveolar stop -> dental stop) 
Examples:

1gutr .> gutr
-  - 2aqtar > aqtar

Ibn Mansur points out that gutr is a variant of gutr with
— ^the plural forms aqtar and aqtar* (This suggests that the

form with t is peculiar to a certain tribe or tribes while***

the one with £ is standard Arabic* Neither Abu !Ubaida nor 
Ibn Hangur refers to the tribe in whose dialect these forms
occur, although the latter states that Imru’ul-Qais uses 

u
5

ILthe form qutr in his poetry, and al~Earazdaq the form
taqattara,

Kofler suggests that £ quite often becomes either
d or t* He says "Nicht relten wird dialektisch £ zu d oder
t; meist ist dieser Wandel als Dissimilation zu begreifen,
wenn in der betreffenden Wurzel noch ein anderer emphatischer

6haut vorkommt*11
Si > £ (Dental fricative > labial fricative) 
Examples: 
tj adath -> tjadaf^

1 - 2 .  Hatjaz 1*31? 244. Other examples referred to by* Ibn Manzur are harata and harata, nafata and nafata. Lisan II* 
103 j. VII, 416 respectively*"3. Lisan (qatr) V. 72.

4. Xtid. V T T 07.5. Itid. V. 72* with alif al-itlaq.
e. g a m  (1939) 97. ~— —  —7. Naqa’id (S) 11*86.
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Xbn Mansur says that the Arabs 'used to substitute
1 —the th for f.x The form jadath, plural atjdath is commoner,

while the plural of the second form (a.j&af) is "abominable11, 
and some philologists denied that such a plural exists or

2 -ris used* Al-Suhaili, nevertheless, states that the plural
a.jdaf occurs in the poetry of Ru’ba.^

This substitution, Kofler notes, is to be found in 
old Arabic, and still exist in south Arabian and Horth 
Africa*^

Abu ,Ubaida identifies the form with th with the 
people of al~fAliya, and the form with f with the dialect 
of the Tamlm. ̂ Kofler, quoting Lane who in his turn is
quoting al-Xaiyumxfs al-Misbafo., identifies the first form

(*with lihama and the second form with the people of N3jd.

(nadafa) IX* 24.
2* Ibid* Ibn JinnI in his book nSirr gina*at al-I'rab” 

states that Arabs did not say ajdaf (1*250), but Howell 
(Arabic Grammar IV, 1196) disproves Xbn Jinnx's statement*3* tfTOTTI4. IhxclY The opposite change (viz. f_ th) also occurs in 
XraEian dialects. Of* Socin Dxwan aus Oentralarabien (Leipzig 1900-1901) Glossary S~. f . ltm '= fara. ~

5* Abu !Ubaida uses the term ahl Hajd instead of Tamlm in
Naqa’id (S) 11.86 and in Majaz 11.163.

6. WZICF1 (1939) 86. Lane Arabic-English Lexicon I, 388*
According to Ibn Manzur the word Tihama is a name of Mecca and its inhabitants.Lisan (tahima) XII.72.
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(5) z > db (dental fricative > interdental fricative) 
Examples;
yafruzu ■> yabudhu^

2zabr > dhabr
Xbn Mansur says that Abu fUbaida used to recite

budhl instead of buzl in a verse of al~!Ajjaj, and that the
xmeaning of both is the name. Al-Agma1! on the other hand

used to recite a verse of Abu Xhu’aib in which dhabr occurs
instead of zabr* Ihe second form of the second word dhabr
is said to be Hudhali dialect*^

(6) k > £ (velar plosive > uvular plosive)
Example:

6
lC 9 - S l l Q . t J i7 U -  *> Q _ c l3 l lc L ’£/*bTJl
*— , » „ ,1 , Ml - " 4  ,| illli MU i ■ 18 I |Mb 1,̂

Abu lUbaida does not specify which tribe uses which 
form, but Ibn Mansur says that the form with k belongs to 
the Qais, and that with £ to the As ad and Tamlm. ̂ On the 
other hand, Xbn JinnI attributes the k- form to the Quraish

Qand the £- form to the Tamlm and Qais*

1* Matjaz I. 1422. Ibid. II. 241. Of. also Sharh al-Qasa’id al«Sabl al-Tiwal
j  ̂ r r in ■iirmiani>i*Mf mr-ir nil i t ~i it ~r i t t ------ 1— ~i-- 1— '------------ -— ^

3* Lisan (hawz) V* 34*0.4. XBTcC# (a&aS’r) IV# 301#
5. TE1* ~ ~
6# Dirasat fl Eicih al-Lugha* 109*
7* Lisan (kashata) VII. 387* (qashata) 379 respectively.
8. Sirr gina1 at al-I!rab I. 278. In this book Ibn JinnI

referred' "to' ̂ liese two words as kushitat and qushitat and 
points out that the a here is not a substitution of thek but the words are two different dialects* Ibid.
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(7) r > 1  (alveolar rolled dental lateral)
Example:

1amra-fr amla^
(8) 1 > n (dental lateral > alveolar nasal)

Example:
2rifall > rifann

The word rifall is reported to have been used by Ibn
Mayyada the poet, and rifann by al~Nabigha al-Ju*dI* 7, J

. 1 1  i r n- m .  ■ ; . ^

Ibn Mansur points out that the form with n is a dialect 
one, but he does not attribute it to any particular tribe*

Ho other examples are given by the philologists or 
reciters as undergoing the phonetic change r > 1  or 1 
Neither Abu ,ITbaida nor the others who recorded these cases 
have attempted to localize the words by tribes* Howell 
comments that the "substitution of the 1 for n ought not in 
every case to be named "common", the common being only what 
is regular or frequent in some dialects like *atj !a;ja In the 
dialect of £u3ala*t!̂

I§lab- al~Mantiq» 80*
2* Na.jaz I* 297#
3* Lisan (rafl) XI* 292.

£bLd* (rifann) XIII* 183-184*
5. Ibid* XI* 292*
6* Yiz* this is not a regular sound change* Cf. Howell,Arabic Grammar 17. 1189*
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Vowels:
The treatment of the vowel system in the works of 

Arab philologists was reasonably adequate, except as regards 
karakat and in their ignorance of the function of vocal 

cords *
Abu 1Ubaidals remarks on the subject are rather

random, and indeed they are no more systematised than his
remarks on the consonants* I. Anis, however, generalises
this phenomenon to all Arab philologists whose statements

1on phonetics, he says, are vague and defective*”
Abu ,Ubaida,s observations in this respect are scanty

and are hardly a satisfactory survey of the subject. However,
the few remarks at our disposal are discussed below.

In a statement Abu !Ubaida made that ’‘the §ijazis
give full weight to every sound (yufakhkhimum alAkalam)
except for the word *ashra which they shorten. Ihe Najdis
do not give full weight to sounds except in this one word

2 -which they pronounce !ashira.” Ihus Abu !Ubaida puts his 
finger on an important phonetic difference between the 
Eastern dialects and those of the West, fhese examples 
clearly show a tendency to elide an unstressed vowel In the 
Eastern dialect while the HijazI dialect retains it, with 
the exception of the form quoted. Ihe Eastern dialect, as

1. Al-Lahajat al~ *Arabiyya 67. In this he adopts the usual European view.
2. Itqan 220, quoted in ’’Ancient West~Arabian” 98*
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Rabin says, elide not only tlie unstressed i but also the u,
1 —thus reducing both fi*il and fu*ul to fif 1 and fu * al* Abu

lUbaidats examples, moreover, show that it is not only the
i and u are subject to elision but the a as well, so that

2Mialaf becomes Khali and athar becomes athr*
Another Eastern feature is vowel harmony, namely

the assimilation of unstressed to stressed vowels*^ Such
assimilation in Arabic is more frequently regressive than Aprogressive* Abu *Ubaida gives a number of examples of 
progressive assimilations thus: 

yabs > (*yabes) > yabas 
qadr *> (*qader) > qadar 
!ad.hl *> (*adhel) > Tadhal 
t&rd v> (*tared) > tar ad 
sham1 > ( * shame * ) > shama! ̂
Ibn al-*ArabI is reported to have said that the 

first pattern (namely, fa11) is more correct* fhe two 
Umayyad poets, Jarxr and al-Earazdaq use both patterns in 
their poetry^

1* Ancient West-Arabian 97*
2. Majaz I* 170.
5# Ancient West-Arabian 99*
4* Al~Laha,jat al- ’Arabiyya 51*
5* Adab al~Katib 55i sc19..
6. Ibid* 553.
7* Islah al~Mantiq» 109*
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Abu !TJbaida also records a few examples in which, the 
form fa!ila > fa!ala (as e.g. naqima ^ naqama) and of 1
faTula > fa1ala (as e.g. nazula > nazala: bakhula > hakhala)

Abu ’Ubaida gives few examples of regressive vowel
assimilation. The data we have gives only one example in

pwhich the form fu* al > fa1 al; thus zulam >zalam.
Other cases recording variant of patterns are given 

hy Ahu 'ITbaida, as e.g, a case in which i and a are variant, 
as ftiky nahy. The first pattern was attributed to the

^  ZLTamim of Na^d, the second to other unspecified trihes. This 
suggests that the second pattern was in more general use 
than the first.

Similar to this is the example in which i is a 
variant of u, as for example, tiby and tuby. In this 
instance Ahu !Ubaida does not localize the dialects in 
question, Rabin thinks that In a smaller number of cases the 
igijazl dialect has i against Eastern u in the neighbourhood 
of uvular and emphatic consonants in most instances combined 
with labials: gijaz migbaf against Tamim mugfraf. He adds,
1. Ma.laz I 170* II. 155.2. Ibid. I. 153.
3. Is inti al-Nantiq 35*
A. T b 'id .5. Ibid. A3.6. Ancient West Arabian 101. Ullendorff puts forward, bo we ver r "a ̂ dTf f er ent opinion in regard to the word"mishaf": he states that the Ethiopic mas?haf (book) being a "loan word in Arabic, appears as mugbuff, mishaf and very rarely as ma§haf. Of. "The Semitic Languages of Ethiopia" 

(London 195177^61 • .... .....
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"as against this, there are some instances in which the
JijazI dialect has u against classical a as e.g. luma and

— 1 — lama." This phenomenon x̂ as also recorded by Ahu !TJbaida
and he gives many examples such as:

maula mula
salam sulam
malawa mulawa

2sharb shurh
Ahu ,Ubaida also records fi’l and fiTal as variants. 

Thus he gives qim* and qjma1, dil1 and dil&T» nit1 and nifra1 . 
Ihn al-Sikklt referring to Ahu ,Ubaida,s statement in this 
connection says that the first pattern is characteristic of 
the CPamlm and the second as gijaa.^ Rabin. identifies the

trsecond pattern, fi1al with the Hudhali dialect.^ However, 
the variant pattern fi1 al. seems not to he peculiar to 
^ijazl or Hudhail, nor the pattern fi!l to Tamlm* It is 
likely that the pattern which is said to belong to Tamlm

1. Ibid. 101*
2. Matjaz 1.251* 250, 234; 11.89 respectively. If these examples can he taken as indicative of any sound change, it would seem that a > u in this dialect in the contig

uity of the lahialsT This of course occurs fairly regularly in certain modern dialects such as Iraqi.
3. Islah al-Nantiq, III.4. ^ i d ?5« SyEuSies in Early Arabic Dialects (Thesis 1939* University of London) ^0. This thesis was published with some differences under the title "Ancient West-Arabian” from which many quotations were made in- the present""cHapter»
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represents Eastern dialects in general and that the pattern 
which reportedly belongs to the Hudhail and the IJijaz 
represents the Western dialects. Rabin, having mentioned 
that there is tendency in gijazl to avoid consonant clusters 
by means of anaptyctic vowels, doubts whether the vowels in 
the aforementioned words really are anaptyctic, or "whether 
the full forms are not the original ones, and those of the 
CL (viz* Classical Arabic) due to the elision of the post
stress vowel*

A few examples are given by Abu 1Hbaida in which the
pattern fu*ul is a variant of fa11 as e.g. 1 urnur for 1 amr,

2 -du'uf for da1 f and mukuth for makth. In the Lisan, the
zfirst word has a third variant, namely, !umr, and the second

IL -a variant du1f . Ibn Mansur refers to da1af as a dialect 
variant of da 1f .̂  Ihe use of a (da1f)against u (duf f) is said 
to be Eastern and the latter "the language of the Prophet,11̂

1. Ibid* 70.
2. Matjaz II. 106.
3. Lisan ('amr) IV. 601.
4. Ibid. (da1f) IX. 203.
5. Ibid..
6. Ancient West-Arabian. 100.
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Total consonant assimilation:
One of the phonological features of dialects is

—  1 —idgham (total assimilation of consonants)* Ahu ,Ubaida
notes that final lam of the interrogative particle hal may
or may not he assimilated hy a following ta1 * Thus, hal
ta1 lam or hat^taTlam* In the second instance in Ahu ,ITbaidals
phraseology the lam is suppressed (yakhmudunaha), and the Ip adoubled (thuqqilat)* This of course is/clear example of
regressive assimilation*

Arah grammarians also speak of another kind of
idgham which they call idgham al-mithlain, hy which they
mean the replacement hy a geminate consonant of two
identical letters separated hy a short vowel. The phonetic
process in this case is conceived of as the elision of one
of these two consonants, and the doubling of the other*
Pleisch says "deux fearf remblables, s&par&s par in b&raka
entrent en contact par 1 1iskan du premier (suppression de
son bar aka) ; I1 idgham les r&unit en un b&pf mushaddad. Ainsi

 ̂ devient puis C*est 1*idgham al-mi'playn,

1.nIdgham" is a Kufite term. The Ba§ra school uses the term
"iddigham" Gf* (Traitfe de philologie arab§) 243* In terms of modern linguistics assimilation is Ha phonetical pro- cess in which two phonemes, adjacent or very near to each other acquire common characteristics or become identical"• 
Gf* (Dictionary of Linguistics), 20. Dor an account of 
idhham In Arabic' Gf. [al-haha,jat al-1 Arabiyya) 51-5&*H* Pleisch (TraitS de phiTologie arabe) 141 sqq*

2. Najaz 11*9*
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— 1"1*idgham de deux (lj.arf) semblables•fr
Abu !Ubaida in Naqa9id relates Jarir*s verse

"faghuddu al-tar fa11 in which the consonant £ is geminate in
2the word faghuddu, and this would seem to indicate that 

the retention of idgham is peculiar to the Tamlm tribe 
while dispensing with it is peculiar to ]Jijaz* Ibn *AqIl, 
in fact, notes this in his commentary*

Abu 'TJbaida also records an example of idgham 
al-mutaqaribain. In this kind of Idgham the assimilation 
occurs between two similar consonants* Fleisch observes 
"Assimilation; 11idgham est prec§d£ d*une assimilation quand 
les huruf entrant en contact n*etaient pas semblables, mais

h _proches*" However, Abu ,TTbaida records that some people, 
whom he does not identify, say watid, others, also unidenti
fied, watad; but the people of Hajd say waddun*̂  The phonetic 
process involved is not explained by Abu *Ubaida, but it is 
quite clear that in this case the t has been assimilated by 
the d. According to Xbn JinnI, (quoted by Fleisch) "on a 
derobfe au ta* son kasra (iskan) (soit ^  -> ), puis

Traits de philologie arabe* 243*
2. Naqa*id (S) 11.150.
3* Alfiyyat, 380.
4. Traite de philologie arabe, 243*
5. Iglah al-Mantiq 113*
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Norphology and Syntax;
Ai^abic dialects, as the previous pages show, differ 

from the standardised language not only in the vocalic 
structure of various patterns, hut also in morphology and 
syntax* The differences in morphology are partly a result of 
the differences in phonetic features*

(The observations of Ahu *Ubaida in this regard hy 
no means cover the whole range of dialect differences. Only 
the few examples related hy Ahu *UDaida will he discussed 
in the light of what other philologists have had to say on 
the same cases.
(1) Hallumma:̂  Ahu ,Ubaida states that in the dialect 
of the people of al-!Aliya this form is not inflected for 
number or gender, and that it was considered as a verbal 
noun. On the other hand, the people of Najd have halumma 
for the masculine singular, halumml for the feminine singular, 
halumma for the dual, masculine and femine, halummu for the

1. Traite de philologie arabe- 24-3. X have not succeeded in consulting the Arabic source.2. Halumma (come oni) is a compound of ha* and lumma. The
first particle is harf tanbih (ha* to attract attention).
3?or an account of the "ha*11 and its function, Cf. Ibn
Hisham "al-Mughnl al-Labtb" (Cairo n.d*) II. 34-9) sqq.

3* It is called in Arabic "?ism fi *I11, an inflexible particle having verbal force.



1plural masculine and halumna for the plural feminine.
The difference of usage was referred to hy almost 

all the philologists and grammarians. However, there is some 
disagreement ahout the dialects in which this occurs.
Sxbawaihi, for example, says that the people of al-igijaz do

2not inflect this word, while the people of Najd do* al-Laith, 
on the other hand, states that it was only the Banu Sa!d who 
inflected the word. al-Mubarrad points out that the in~

— Zlflected form is peculiar to the Banu Tanam. But, it is
agreed upon that the IJijazI uninflected usage of this word

5xs more correct, and this, presumably, is due to the fact
that in the Quran the word is twice used without inflection
(VI. 150. XXXIII. 18).
(2) bara*;

Abu *Ubaida notes that the people of al~!Aliya do 
not inflect this word, while the people of Hajd use the word

-r 6ban* and inflect it for number, gender and case. According 
to al~Suyu$x the word bar a* is peculiar to the :gijazis, and
that this form is not used by the "rest of the Arabs", who
use the form ban* P  al-Suyu^I goes on to say that "both

1. Matjaz I. 208.
2. Lisan (halumma) XII. 617-618.
3. ibid. XII. 616.A. TB33.5. TbTd.
6‘ Ma.jaz II. 203. 
7. Muzhir II. 276- 277.



dialect forms occur in the Q u r a n . I n  fact, tlie Quran
employ the word barl* ten times, and the form bara* only 

2once*
The disagreement between Abu *Ubaida and al-Suyufl 

in this connection is obvious, firstly, Abu ,Ubaida attri
butes the uninflected form to the people of al-1 Aliya, while 
al~Suyu$I says that it was peculiar to the Jijazis, This, in 
fact, is not a serious disagreement. As has been shown in 
the preceding pages, Abu !tJbaida, occasionally, used the
terms "Nayd" and "Tamlm" rather inaccurately, as if they

3 -were synouyms;^ so also with regard to the terms nIfijeis” and
11 fAliya” • In fact, he expressly states concerning the word 
halumma, that the people of al-1Aliya did not inflect it,
and afterward he repeats the same thing saying 11 and the

-  a „Hijazis do not inflect it.11 Needless to say Abu !ITbaida
here uses the term "gijaz". as synonymous with "al-'Aliya* 
Thus, we can see that there is an agreement between Abu 
!Ubaida and al-Suya£l that the usage of the uninflected form 
is §ijazl.
1. Ibid. II. 276.
2. M.B* Al-BaqI al-Mu'nam al-Mufahras li al-lfag al-Qur’an al-ICarlm (CaiFo~T94yriT7.— ~ -----
3. Qf ._pTX? 9
4. Matjaz I. 208.5. In spite of the somewhat ambiguous definition given by Yagut for al- ' Aliya it could be seen that the word covers the_western parts of Arabia against the Red Sea, from Madina in the north till Tihama in the south, gijaz, .■Ew- 

in fact is included in this part of Arabia. So_it is/to say that al-'Aliya includes the Hijaa, but Ijtijaz does not include al-'Iliya. Of. "Mu',jam al-Buldan II. 205; III.592).
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The serious difference, in fact, is in the localiza
tion of the inflected form of the word under consideration. 
While Abu !Ubaida confines the use of this form to "Najd", 
al-Su^u£xrs statement, on the other hand, suggests that it 
is used hy the "rest of the Arabs", excluding, of course, 
the Hijaz. It seems that al-Suyutrx1 s statement is in fact 
more correct if we can judge from the frequent use hy the 
Quran of the inflected form, as previously stated* If this 
is true, then it can he said that in some words, Ĉijaz does 
not have inflected forms whereas other parts of Arabia, not 
only Najd and Tamlm, do. This is applicable, as far as our 
data goes to the words bara*, and halumma* As these two 
words indicate, a tendency toward inflection can be detected 
in certain forms in Eastern dialects and the contrary in the 
western dialects*
(3) The demonstrative pronoun 3 ula * ilea is a Qurashite
dialect form and it was used in that way in the Quran

-  1according to the statement of Abu ’TJbaida, Other tribes, he
- - - psays, used the form 9ulaka or 1 ulallka* Obviously, the

difference here is the occurrence of the hamza in the 
Qurashite dialect, and its non-occurrence in the variant 
forms 5ulaka and ’ulalika. The last two forms are not

1* Naqa’id (8) I. 276.
2. Ibid.
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ascribed to a particular dialect by Abu tUbaida. According 
to !Abd al-§amxd llasan ula*ika is a §ijazi dialect form, 
while ill a 1 ika occurs in the dialect of Rablfa and the

T 1Tamlml dialects of Rajd*
(A) The feminine plural relative pronoun form recorded

oby Abu !lTbaida are al^lawati and al4lati» Although he does
f /not state which tribe used the first form and which the

second, he, nevertheless, quotes al-Akh£al in whose verse
the first form occurs and another verse by an unknown

-  3rajiz in which both forms occur*
Presumably all-latl is the form current particularly 

in the gijazi dialect* The Quran, however, which is generally 
supposed to have been revealed mainly in the Qurashite 
dialect uses the form al-^latx[ In his Alfiyya, Ibn Malik 
refers to the form al-flati, \ and al^la’i, s \
as the usual forms, although, he states that it is permiss- 
able to attach a ya» to the end of these two forms
(5) The word zakariyya> Abu !TJbaida records, has three

/ « - 6 * — ---  ̂ an(̂  zakariyyun.

1* al-Qawa^id al-NafcwIyya (Cairo 19A6) p*lA5* Unfortunately thejauth.or does not mention his source*
2. Man's® I* 119*
3. T M 5 T
A * Al-Mu1 3 a®. al-Muf ahr as 36*
5* p. 59* —6* Matjaz:; 11*2.
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Ibn Sxda adds a fourth pattern zakariyy, and remarks that

T 1 -the last pattern was rejected by Sxbawaihi. Al~Zajjaj and
T  -*■ -r 2al~Jawharx agree with Ibn Slda and with Sxbawaihi*
In fact, the differences in the pattern of this word 

result from the differences in the reading of the Quran, We 
are told that Ibn Kathxr, Nafi*, Abu IAmr and Yafqub, as 
also Abu Bakr and lAsim, read zakariyya *, while §amza and 
al-Kisa’x read zakariyya.̂  Ihis word occurs in the Quran

_ hseven times with the final vowel maqgm?, We may postulate, 
since the philologists and grammarians do not give an 
ascription for this word, that the Qxiranic pattern is a 
§ijazi one, basing our assumption on the generally-held 
view that hamza does not occur in the gijazx dialect, 
zakariyya * would then, accordingly, be a Tamxmite variant. 
However, this conclusion cannot be other than tentative, 
being based on negative evidence. With zakariyy and 
zakariyyun there is no hint to help us to ascribe them.

In regard to syntax, a few observations were made 
by Abu lXJbaida, He observes that in the matter of concord 
certain words are feminine in the dialect of some tribes, 
masculine in others, Abu lUbaida considers this dialect

1, Lisan (zakara) IV. 326.
2. m   ----
3* TbxcU



feature as a majaz in his bookj, 

al-Hajazŝ
(X) On the word gaum, he states that "some of the Arahs

2 —considered gaum feminine, and others masculine # Ibn Mansur1 s 
statement on the same word suggests that the word must be 
masculine, although it occurs in the Quran as a feminine 
noun in the verse "Kadhdhabat gaumu Rubin" and again 
"kadhdhabat gaum Lutin" (XXVI* 105? 160). Ibn Mansur justifies 
the treating of this word as feminine in the Quran twice by 
saying that the "feminine ending t attached to the verb 
kadhdhabat, belongs to the word jama1 a which is elided.

-  ZlIhuSj the verse is in fact "kadhdhabat jama1 atu qaumi Ru^in"*
Ihe word nakhl, Abu 1Ubaida also observes, is considered

5feminine with some tribes, masculine with others,^ Ibn al-
Sikkit identifies the feminine form with JijSz and points

6out that the word is masculine everywhere*
(2) It is generally known that the predicate of the 

particle ma must be in the accusative in §ijaz, while in

1. I. 15*2. Hajaz II, 178*
5* bisan (gaum) XII* 505*
4* Ibid* It is perhaps better considered however as an agreement ad sensum*
5. Hajaz II* 88, 241, 267*
6* Al-Addad 75 quoted by Rabin Ancient West-Arabian 167*
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ffamimi it is in the nominative# Sibawaihi says that the 
particle ma in lamimi does not exercise any rection, because 
it is not regarded as a verb*

In a statement which Abu !Ubaida makes concerning
one verse of Imru'ul-Q.ais, and in which ma exercised rection,

-  « 2we say "ma in this context is IJijazite". No other reference
is made by him indicating a Qurashite usage, although, it is 
implied in this statement that the Qurashite ma exercises 
rection0

Co Rabin observes that "We have not much evidence for
the ma, with the nominative, called by grammarians ma al~
lamlmiyyatT̂ in spite of al~Asmafx*s statement which he quotes
"that he [i.e. al-Agma'I] never heard ma used with the

4accusative in Bedouin poetrye"
— 5(3) Lat occurs in the Quran exercising full rection.

(This particle with the JJijazis, Sibawaihi points out, is
i -r 6like laisa, particularly when it is associated with bin*

Ibn Hisham also says in his Commentary on al-Alfiyya, that 
the rection of lat is similar to that of laisa" and this is

1. Al-Kitab 29* .
2, Sharh Dxwan Imri^l-Qais (Bombay 1315 A*H.) 192*
3* Ancient West Arabian* 175*4. Ibid*
5* Majaz II. 176.
6. al-Kitab 29#



1the opinion of the majority of grammarians•"
This particle occurs in a number of variants amongst

Arabic tribes. As Abu !TXbaida records lat is originally
derived from la, and some of the Arabs, whom Abu 'Ubaida does
not name, say lali, viz. la with the ha* al~waqf, this ha*,

—  2in context, becoming ta*«» The Arab grammarians both of the
Bagra and Kufa schools are at one on this point as Ibn

-  *Mansur states*

Conclusion:
It is quite clear from what has already been said 

that Abu ,Ubaida*s interest in dialect was a by-product of 
his main activities. Lacking his book on al-Lughat which 
seems to deal systematically with dialect, the data were 
collected from books of his and other writers, which do not 
deal specifically with dialects*

His concern with dialects is doubtless part of his 
concern with language as a whole* In his treatment of the 
dialect, Abu !TJbaida was a mere recorder or transmitter of 
linguistic peculiarities, and judging from the data we have, 
he never explained why such and such a phenomenon exists 
among certain tribes, and not amongst others • Thus, it was

1. p. 83 sqq*
2* Hajaz II* 176*
3* Lisan (lat) XV* 468. Ibn Hisham In his "al~Hughnl al-

Lablb*1 (I. 254) refers to Abu 'Ubaida’s opinion in regard 
to the ta* being otiose*"
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necessary to examine and analyse these data* and to do so 
we have recourse to other information recorded by other 
philologists* The result of the previous pages are not of 
course final, and the aim of this chapter has not been to 
finalize the questions which have been raised, but it is 
only through an analysis that the gaps in the information 
passed down by Abu *Ubaida can be bridged*

Abu fUbaida, obviously, does not record all the 
dialectical peculiarities, but what he does record will help 
to a better understanding of what is already known about 
Arabic dialect, if his information has been properly 
examined.
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PART POUR 
CHAPTER VIII 

Majaz al-Qur’an
In the present chapter Abu ’Ubaida’s book Majaz 

al~Qur?an is examined from two aspects, firstly as a book 
which systematically explores one subject, namely majaz and 
secondly as a study of Abu ’TTbaida's investigation of the 
modes of expression in the Quran, in comparison with Arabic 
style in general, and poetry in particular, which arises out 
of his initial studies.

The second part of this examination can be considered 
as complementary to Abu fUbaida,s studies on vocabulary 
discussed in Chapters VI and VTI.

Some introduction to Quranic studies before Abu 
!Ubaida is necessary at this point.

The Quran was considered to be a miracle of style and 
the belief in this miracle consequentially required a full 
understanding of the sacred text.

The first stage of Quran exposition was the period in
1which the Prophet himself expounded the Holy Book, and this 

was followed by a second stage in which ten ’Companions1 were 
recognised as pre-eminent in this field. Among these were:

1. Evidences are legion to prove that Muhammad explained to his followers many chapters in the Quran* Cf. al-Suyufx 
al-Itqan fl ’Ulurn al~Qur?an (Cairo 194-1) II* 325 sqq.



Abu Bakr, ’Umar b. al-Khat^ab, 'Uthman, 'All b. Abl Talib,
Zaid b# Abl Thabit, Abu Musa al-Ash'arx and 'Abdullah b.

1 _ al-Zubair* Of these Ibn 'Abbas, it is said, used to talk
2 -on the whole Quran* Ibn 'Abbas' commentary was based on a 

knowledge of pre-Islamic poetry on the one hand, and on what 
was known by the "People of the Scripture" on the other hand.
A third stage was reached in the period of the Tabi fun (viz. 
those who came Immediately after the Companions). These became 
very strict in matters of tafsir, an attitude which clearly 
expresses decreasing certainty on the part of the expositors.

These stages in the development of the Quranic 
studies are characterised by a number of Important features. 
Firstly, exposition was based by and large on the sayings of 
the Prophet. This type of exposition was called tafsir bil- 
manqul (or ma*thur) (Commentary based on Tradition), in 
contrast to tafsir bil-ma'qul (Commentary based on Reason) 
Secondly, commentary on the Quran was limited to a few of 
the Prophet's companions, and thirdly, the Quran was probably 
not explained in full.

Then there followed in the second century of Islam

1. Ibid* II. 318.2. Ibn Taimiyya Tafslr Surat al-Ikhlas (Damascus 1933) 128.
3. Al-Tabari, Jarni1 al-Bayan 'an Ta’wxl al-QurJan (Cairo1954) h i. Wf.4. This type of commentary began_to manifest itself at the end of the second century, Abu 'TTbaida being its first representative. Cf* also al-Dhahabi al-Tafsir wal-Mufass 

irun (Cairo 1961) II. 152-255*
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a period in which the Quran became the subject of intensive 
studies in all its aspects. These studies mark a shift in 
aim* In early Islamic times, commentary on the Quran aimed 
at maiding clear only the meaning of the Quran to the adher
ents of the new religion* The question of the "inimitability" 
(1 1 tjaz) of the Quran was never disputed amongst Muslims. It 
was only unbelievers who denied the miraculous nature of the 
Quran, or that the word of God was beyond imitation, or who
claimed that the Quran was the poetry and rhymed prose of

nthe magicians all over again*
2Early works written on the Quran, one may safely 

conclude, were purely on tafslr and not on i !tjaz*
It was at the end of the second century of Islam and 

after, that the question of i* jas was first debated - not as 
V. Grunebaum would have it in the 10th c. A.D. /4 c. A.H*^
The term i 1 jag was used in the lifetime of al-Jal̂ tig (d* 250/
864), and he himself discusses the question in his book 
"gujaj al-Nubuwwahn

1. Qur’an VIII, 31* XXXIV, 43•_2* it Is reported that Ibn *Abbas wrote a book on tafsir which was transmitted on the authority of MujahicL b. 
TIkrima. Cf* Eihrist 50,51* Carra de Vaux EI^  ̂ (tafslr) vol.IV. part IT7T04. ' "

3* A Tenth-Century Document of Arabic Criticism (Chicago 1950) Introduction kVII* * " “ ~4. Here again von Grunebaum is wrong when he says that the term i'jaz "does not seem to have been used in his [I.e. al-Ja^Lisj time". Cf. ibid, introduction XVI.
5. Rasa*il al-Jahig (Cairo 1933) 117-154*



Two later authors who wrote on this subject expressly 
state that before their time, people were discussing and 
debating the question of al~i1jaz» One of these, Abu Sulaiman 
!gamad b. Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Kha^abi (dr 388/998) says 
in the introduction to his book Bay an 11 jaz al~Qur? an that:
"In past and present times people hare spoken at length on

ithis question and they differ widely amongst themselves." 
Similarly al~Baqillani (d* 403/1012), referring to the books 
written on i 1jaz, reprimands their writers because they did 
not do their job well* "It would have been more proper for 
philologists who had written useful books on the meaning of 
the Quran, or for the dogmatists, to have explained in detail
the reasons why it [i#e* the Quran] was beyond imitation,

2and to have assigned to it its fitting place." He goes on 
to say "What has been written on the subject is incomplete 
in itself and unconvincing in argument, confused in its 
treatment and faulty in its arrangement."

One may therefore conclude that books were written 
on the Quran at the end of the second century aimed at proving

1. ’All b. fXsa al-Bummani "Thalath Rasa *il fi 
Qur*an" (Cairo 1959) 19*

2. I!jaz al-Qur* an 6-7*3« Ibid* 7* It is believed that the first to write a book with the word i/jaz in_Its_title was Abu Abdullah Muhammad b* Yazid al-Wasiti (d* 306/918). His book 
entitled I 1jaz al"Qur?an fi Hagmihi wa Ta?lifihi but this book is losu./Lbid. ixitroiunEioiiTo".



the inimitability of the Holy Book, through a thorough exam
ination and analysis of it and of the modes of expression 
and rhetorical figures employed in the Quran* These studies, 
followed the early attempts to explain the Quran, namely 
tafslr books, but differ considerably in method and aim*

Abu TUbaidaIs attitude towards the Quran:
Surprisingly enough, despite the fact that Abu 

,TJbaida lived in a period witnessing the birth of Quranic 
studies on i1jaz, he did not touch upon this question at all; 
indeed he seems deliberately to ignore it.

Concerning Abu ’ITbaida’s opinion on i 1 jaz, I have 
formed the following hypothesis, unorthodox in part and open 
to ammendment, but consonant with what we Imow about him, and 
accounting for the general line of his thinking*

As will be seen, Abu !Ubaidafs aim was to analyse the 
modes of expression and structural patterns which are found 
in the Quran, by establishing a correlation between these 
modes and patterns as they occur in the Quran and in Arabic 
poetry.

Thus, the authorfs aim, it seems, was to prove 
indirectly and implicitly, that the style of the Quran, 
excellent thmigh it may be, does not place it beyond imitation. 
Abu !Ubaida may therefore have entertained the theory of 
al-garfa (the 1 deterrence* theory) which is discussed below*

It is difficult to substantiate this assumption in a



positive way, since, Abu ’TTbaida never expressed an opinion 
on i T jaz*

However, the argument can he summed up as follows:- 
In the discussion of Abu ,UbaidaIs socio-religious 

views, it was seen that one of the accusations "brought 
against him was that he was a Murtazilite* This brief 
allusion seemed to us then important, particularly when it is 
Connected with his attitude towards the Quran*

The conclusion which we reached concerning Ahu 
,Ubaida!s broad-mindedness, especially the way he treated 
the Quran, basing himself on "opinion" rather than on"tradi
tion" , is in full accord with his learnings towards the 
Multazilites more than towards the Kharijites or Shu’ubites.

Moreover, Abu IUbaidaIs study of the Quran was marked 
by some features to which the Mu'tazilites striGtly adhered* 
Firstly, the assumption that language consists to a large 
extent of matjaz is essentially Mu1tazilite.^ Secondly,

2commentary based on reason is also a MuTtazilite principle. 
Needless to say both these elements appear in the Majaz al- 
Qur?an of Abu Ubaida. Al~Macjaz is therefore the earliest

1. Â imad al-Sawi al-Jaivrnx, "Manha.j al-Zamakhsharx fi Tafslr
al-Qur?an" 295• It is worthy of note that al-Zamakhsharl1s treatment of the artistic imagery of the Quran was based on the same (Mu*tazilite) principle viz. that language 
consists to a large extent of majaz. Ibid. 295*

2* Cf. G-oldziher Al-Madha hib al-Islamiyya fi Tafslr al- Qur’an, 99* v-/
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■boolc of its kind, a study which blazed the trail for later 
commentators5 particularly those such as al-Zamakhshari, 
who based their commentaries on "reason”•

From this point we move to another, namely, the 
doctrine of garfa* (This doctrine was first associated with 
Ibrahim b* Sayyar al-Naggam (d. 220-230/835/845), & remarkable 
theologian and an extremely perspicacious and subtle dialect
ician* Al-ETagjgam asserts that there is nothing extraordinary 
in the style of the Quran,and that its inimitability lies
in the fact that God deters (garafa) people from imitating

2 -it or writing something better* It was not only al-Naggam
who adhered to this doctrine. Some contemporary and later
theologians and authors declared their approval of this 

xtheory.
Abu IUbaida may have accepted al-Nag£amfs theory.

It is perhaps profitable to remember here that Abu ,Ubaida
was one of those who admired al-Naggam as has already been 

Anoted. This admiration, taken along with other points 
already made, gives some reason to believe that the sarfa 
doctrine would be likely to appeal to him0

1. Al-Itgan fi ^lum al-Qur?an II, 117-118*2. Tbid* II# 200. “  —
3. SucE as *Isa b. §abi£ (d. 226/840), al~.Jalj±g (d. 255/868), 

al-Rummani (d. 384/994), al-Sharif al-Murta^La (d. 436/
1044). Of. Mahhatj al-Zamakhshari fi Tafsir al-Qur?an. 205.4. Of. p. ^3



Matjaz al-Qurhan, its title and transmission:-
Abu !lTbaida was quite specific concerning the aim 

of this book and its title* He related bow he was invited by 
al~Fa£Ll b. al-Rabl1 and was brought into the presence of the 
vizier. He goes on "A well-looking man in the dress of a 
katibj then came in, al-Fa£Ll made him sit down beside me and 
asked him if he knew me. On his reply that he did not, he 
said to him, "This is Abu^baida, the most learned man in 
Basra; we sent for him so that we might derive some benefit 
from his learning." "May God bless you! exclaimed the man* 
"You did well". Turning then towards me, he said, "I have 
been longing to see you, as I have been asked a quesiion 
which I wish to submit to you." I replied, "Let us hear it." 
"The Koran which is the word of God", said he, "contains 
this passage: *The buds of which are like heads of demons! 
How, we are all aware that, in promises and threats, the 
comparisons which are made should refer to things already 
known yet no one knows what a demon’s head is like! To this 
I replied "God spoke these to the Arabs in their own style;

| A A' Jhave you not heard the verse of Amro^l-Kais:
Will he kill me? me whose bed-fellows are the sword 
and [arrows] pointed with azure [steel] like unto 
the fangs of ogres.
Now, the Arabs never saw an ogre, but as they stood 

in awe of suoh beings, they were often threatened with them."
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al-Kadl and the man who questioned me approved the answer,
*

and on that very day, I took the resolution of composing a
treatise on the Koran, in explanation of this and similar
difficulties, with every necessary elucidation. On ray return,
to Basra I drew up the work and entitled it ”aI~Majaz”

Yet, in spite of this clear reference to the title
of the hook, ancient Arab writers were at variance about its
real title, presumably because Abu tUbaida wrote more than

2 -one book on the Quran. Al~Zubaidi, for instance, speaks
about "Gharxb al-Qur’an” which is called "al-Majaz" *̂  The
different MSS* on which the editor of the published edition
based his edition refer to more than one title of the book.
In one of these MSS*^ the title is "Kitab Matjaz al-Qur*an”,
while in the colophon we read "the last half of the Kitab
Gharxb al-Qur’an"* The title in another MS is "Kitab
al~Matjaz li~Tafsxr Gharxb al-Qur* an” and this title is also

6given in the Tunisian MS*
Modern scholars have attempted to solve this problem. 

Dr* Sizgxn puts forward the view in his edition that Abu 
,Ubaida wrote only one book on the Quran; and that the titles

1. Wafayat III* 389-390. Also "Anbah al-Ruwat” 111*277-278*
2* They are: Hajaz al-Qur*an, G-harlb al-Qur* an, Ma1 an!

al-Qur*an and Ifrab al-Qur*an. Cf* Chapter III.
3• Jabaqat al-Fahwiyyxn 125 *
h. The editor calls it ”The Isma'xl §a*ib Copy”. Cf. Matjaz 

introduction, 22.5* The editor calls it "Murad Munla Gopy”♦ Ibid. introduction, 
21.6* Ibid* introduction, 18.
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referred to above are different names for al-Najaz* Tbe
ancient Arab writers, be presumes, looked at this book from
different angles, each one naming the book according to the

1aspect of it wlaicb be considered most important*
Zagblul Sallam, in partial agreement, states tbat

Gbarib al-Qur’an and Matjaz al-Qur * an are two titles of the
2same book, wbile H. !Abd al-Ghanl £Easan argues tbat tbe

- -  ̂ - 3Hajaz al-Qur’an is one and tbe same as tbe HaTana. al~Qur1 an*
None of tbese assumptions are valid, and tbere is no 

reason to doubt tbat Najaz al-Qur Van, Ha!anx al-Qur’an, and 
Gbarib al-Qur’an are separate books* Abu ,TJbaida unequivocally 
states, as we bave seen before, tbat be called bis book 
al-Hajaz*

Tbe book was transmitted by many ruwat * Tbe editor 
refers to (a) tbe recension of Abu al-gasan al-Atbram,
(b) tbe recension of Abu IJatim al-Sijistanl,^ (c) tbe 
recension of Hafi* b* Balama, (d) tbe recension of fAbdullab 
b. Muhammad al-TawwazI and (e) tbe recension of Abu Ja'far 
al-Hasadiri• ̂ None of tbese recensions is extant save tbat

1* Ibid* introduction. 18.2. Athar al-Qur’an fi Tatawwur al-Naqd al-'Arabl (Cairo 1955)
5 — I — *3* lalkblg al-Bayan fi Majazat al-Qur’an (Cairo 1955) 
introduction, 9* ”3 ™A* One cannot be Ip wondering bow Abu gatim al-Sijistanl did transmit tbis book since be opposed Abu !TJbaida for bis commentary, and, as was reported, said tbat be would prefer to be whipped tban to read it. Cf* Tabaqat al~ 
Nabwiyyln. 19A*

5* Hajaz, introduction, I* 19-20.
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of al-Athram, but tlieir plurality in older times may account 
for some part of the confusion over titles.

The reaction of the ancients to Abu 'Ubaida's Majaz al-Qur’an: 
This booh called forth a storm of indignation,

perplexity and admiration both from contemporaries and from
2 - succeeding generations* The storm which rose amongst Abu

'Ubaida's contemporaries and immediately after focussed on 
one particular point. Among modern scholars, however, dispute 
centred on another point, quite different from that which 
preoccupied the earlier generations.

The point at issue amongst Abu !Ubaida!s contempor
aries was that the author had produced his commentary on the

2Quran according to his own personal judgment. This was the 
charge which al-A^ma'I made against Abu !Ubaida according 
to the following account: 'Abu 'Ubaida, having been informed 
that al-A§ma'I blamed him for composing the Kitab al~Matjaz 
and that he [ al-A§sma' 1] had said "He speaks of God's book 
after his own private judgment", enquired when and where he 
gave lessons and on the day mentioned he mounted his ass, 
rode up to the circle of scholars, dismounted, and, after 
saluting al-Asmai,. sat down and conversed with him. On

1. Abu 'Ubaida seemed to have had foreknowledge that his 
book might raise a storm of indignation. Of* Ibid* 11.121.2. In fact, Abu 'Ubaida, occasionally, relates tlie comments 
of other early commentators such as Ibn 'Abbas, Cf, Majaz
II. 21, 68, 89.
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finishing tie said, "Tell me, Abu Sa'Id, what sort of a thing 
is bread?" The other answered, "It is that which you bake
and eat*" "There", said Ab aida, "You have explained the 
book of God after your own private judgment, for God, may 
his name be exalted, has said, "I was bearing on my head [a 
loaf of] bread#" (XII# 36). Al-Asmai replied, "I said what 
appeared to me and did not [mean to] explain the Koran after
my private judgment". On which Abu Obaida replied, "And all 
that I said and which you blamed me for appeared to me true 
and I did not mean to explain the Koran after my private 
judgment," He, then, rose from his place, mounted his ass

In another story related by al-Jarmi, al-A§mafI told 
the former, having seen Kitab al-Majaz with him, " fAbu 
fTTbaIda said that la raiba fihi means la shakka fihi in the 
verse dhalika al~kitabu la raiba fihi (11*2)* How did he 
know that al-raib is al-shakk?" al~Jarmi said, "But you said 
the same in regard to this word in the verse

Al-Asma*i, then, kept silent and returned the book to

Wafayat III* 390* The same story, with_slight difference, Is related by al-Qifti In Anbah al-Ruwat III. 278.
2, Akhbar al-Nahwiyy in al~Basriyyin, 62.

and went off •! ̂

p _al-Jarmi." The same attitude towards al-Majaz was adopted
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by Abu gatim al~Sijistanx, one of Abu ,UbaidaTs pupils. We 
are informed tbat al-Sijistanx said, "It would be easier for 
me to be whipped than to read this book*"

Al-yabarx1s attitude towards Kitab al~Majaz was not 
altogether inimical. Although he nevex* mentions Abu 1 Ubaida 
by name, one can see from the many quotations that al~ 
Jabarx's has drawn from Abu * Ubaida1 s Majaz.

The main criticism of al-fabarx is focussed on Abu 
1Ubaida*s methods of treating the Quranic text. Like all Abu 
* Ubaida *s contemporaries, Jabarx accuses him of having based

phis commentary on "reason" and not "tradition", and he
further accuses him of being incapable of understanding the
Quranic verses. Expressions like the following occur often:
"One Ba§ran who was considered well-versed in Arab speech 

4a s s e r t e d . , or "One, whose knowledge of his predecessors* 
commentary was mediocre, asserted..,"^

When despite his objections Jabarx does quote in 
many places in his commentary, Abu *Ubaidafs comments and 
explanations, such quotations are introduced by expressions
like the following: "Borne Basrans who are well-versed in

6Arabic language..." or "Some Ba§rans who have a good know-
7ledge of the Arabic language..."' or "As for those who are 

learned in Arabic, they say..."®

1. fabaqat al-Nafcwiyyxn, 194.
2-8. Jami* al-Bayan I. 43-44, 43, 44. X. 53* XV. 21, 40.3TT T/0"r e sp ectxve ly.
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Thus , despite the criticisms al-Majaz was an import
ant source for many Quranic commentators and rhetoricians 
Beside Jabari’s one may refer also to Xbn Qutaiba who relates 
on the authority of Ahu ’Ubaida in more than one place, to 
Al-’AsqalanI in his Bath al-Barl, and al-Qurfubl in his
a 1-1 ami1 li-Abkam al-Qur * an, such quotations from al-Majaz

2are too numerous to be detailed here*

The attitude of Modern Writers towards al-Majaz;
Modern scholars look at the book from a different 

angle, and the issue which raised so much controversy among 
the early Arab authors now passes unnoticed* Modern writers 
are much less concerned with Abu ’Ubaida*s attitude towards 
the Quran or his methods than with the nature of the book 
itself*

Of the many and divergent opinions put forward on 
this point most agree that al-Majag was concerned with tafslr. 
Thus Amin al-Khuli, for instance, maintains that Abu lUbaida 
does not use the term majaz in contrast to baqjqa, and that, 
the term here must accordingly be taken as synonymous with 
tafslr.̂  Sayyid Uawfal in his study al-Balagha al-1 Arabiyya

1. Ta*wil Mushkil al-Qur*an (Cairo 1954*) 153» 2795 372, 406.
2. A glance at al-Majaz itself, and the footnotes in particular, _ demons'^ruEes^he extent of other authors1 dependence on Abu ’Ubaida* Cf. for example, Majaz I* 77s 189 j 190- 191, 194* II. 242-244^ 269, etc. —3* Sayyid Uaufal al-Balagha al-’Arabiyya fi Dawr Uash’atiha (Cairo 1948) Q l T ~



1voices almost the same opinion.
One or two writers such as Muhammad 1 Ahd al-Ghani

Hasan suggest that al-Majaz is a hook devoted to explaining
p — —the rare words (gharib) occurring in the Quran. Jaha ljusain, 

also holds this opinion, hut goes on to explain that al-Majaz 
"is a hook on language, in which Ahu 'Ubaida tried to put 
together those words which are not used in their real 
[haqlql] meaning". He adds, "There is no indication that Ahu 
1 Ubaida knew 'ilm al-bayan ... the term majaz to Ahu 'Ubaida 
was a vague and undefined word."

Finally, the editor of al-Majaz makes the sensible
remark that "Ahu 'Ubaida bases his commentary on his know
ledge of the Arabic language, its style, modes of expressions

ZLand usages."
All of these writers, then, lay stress on one aspect 

of the truth, hut they have not apparently observed other and 
more important aspects,

It was not unreasonable that Ahu 'Ubaida should deal 
in his hook with language, grammar, and rhetoric as well as 
with commentary. The Quran abounds in excellent and, indeed,

1. Ibid._81.
2. foalkhis al-Bayan fl Majazat al-Qur’an. Introduction, 5*10.
3. Tajdid Dhikra Abu al-'Ala* (Cairo 1937) 97* Both Muhammad

Zaghlul Sallam and Mustafa al-Sawi al-Jawinl held that the book represented the linguistic trend in tafslr. Cf*Athar al-Qur * an fi Tatawwur al-Uaqd al-' Arab"!' "37 and
Manhaj al-Zamakhshari fi Tafsir al-Qur * an (Cairo 1959) resgeot iVeTy. ”

4. Majaz» introduction I* 16.
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typical examples of all th.ese !Ufum, Yet, this is not the 
essential characteristic of the hook.

To reach a fair estimate, let us put aside, for a 
while, the opinions already referred to and try to asnwer 
two questions: (1) Is al-Majaz; a hook on Tafslr or not?
(2) Is it a hook on language?

Before we answer the first question we must have 
some knowledge of hooks on tafslr, and the qualifications of 
the mufassir (commentator). In this respect, al-Suyuj;! * s 
book al-Itqan fi !Ulum al-Qur* an is the hest source,

"Tafslr" al~Suyu*fi says on the authority of al-Zar- 
kashl, "is the science, wherehy the Book of G-od, which was 
revealed to his apostle Muhammad, can he comprehended, hy 
which the meaning of the Book can he elucidated, and its 
principles and wisdom can he deduced. This can only he 
approached through a good knowledge of language, grammar, 
hay an, jurisprudence, and variant readings. Acquaintance with 
the reasons for revelations and of the abrogating and the 
abrogated verses are also needed,"^-

This passage clearly puts forward the qualifications 
which the commentator must acquire before he starts to write 
or comment on the Quran, It is likely, al-Suyu^I goes on, 
that a grammarian will confine himself to i trah and grammar

1. II, 395.
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when he comments on the Quran, as al-Zajjaj and al-WaTjd&I 
did, a story-teller, like al~Iha1alibi to stories of the 
ancients and to determining whether they are true or false, 
and a jurist like al-Quri^ubl to questions of jurisprudence."** 

In the light of what al~Suyu£l says however, al-Ma jaz 
is not a book of tafslr, since Abu 'TJbaida was not mainly 
concerned with the questions with which a commentator has 
to deal, such as the reasons for revelations, the rules of 
the Quran in regard to the social and human relationships, 
the abrogating and the abrogated verses and the legal conse
quences thereof, and so on*

On the contrary, Abu * Ubaida makes it clear that his 
sole aim was to investigate the modes of expression which 
were employed in the Quran in comparison with those of Arabic 
poetry, and to establish a reasoned correlation between the 
Quran and poetry in this regard. He does indeed profoundly 
analyse the Quranic text, but only those verses which have
an idiosyncratic or unusual structure. He therefore leaves

2many passages without comments 0
It is true that the author carries out his task 

systematically, chapter by chapter, and verse by verse, but 
he does not explain every verse or every word in order to 
elucidate the full meaning of the text. It is, accordingly,

1. Ibid. II. 324.2. l?or“*instance Cf. Majaz I. 278, 313, 355* II. 24, 91, 189, 281 etc.
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not without significance that Xbn al-Uadlm does not mention
'T 1this hook among the hooks of tafslr.

Al-Majaz, then, is not strictly speaking a hook of 
tafslr. Equally it is not a hook on language, as Jaha Husain 
maintains* nor a manual of words not used in their real 
(baqxql) meanings. Jaha Ijfusain seems to have failed to grasp 
the aim of Ahu rUbaida, and fails accordingly to substantiate 
his argument.

Undeniably* Ahu 1 Ubaida in his hook deals with 
linguistic phenomena in so far as they are necessary to 
sustain his main purpose. This is true not only in regard to 
language, hut also for grammar and rhetorical figures. As 
much it is mistaken to hold that this is a hook on grammar, 
or rhetoric, because of some necessary discourse on these 
two subjects, so also is it mistaken to say that it is a 
hook on language.

It is perhaps worth pointing out here the obvious - 
that although the commentary of al-Jabarx and the Kashshaf 
of al-Zamakhsharx abound with points of language, rhetoric 
and grammar, it would not he assumed of them that these two
works are on rhetoric or grammar.

2The story already quoted relating the reason which 
brought Ahu !Ubaida to write al-Ma jaz suggests that it was

1. Fihrist 33.2. Of: p. 314
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tlie artistic imagery of tlie Quran which first attracted his
attention. This in fact is an important interest of Ahu
‘Ubaida in his Ha jaz, The Quran abounds in imagery not as
something separate from the whole, but rather the ground on
which the expressions of the sacred text was based, and it
is the favourite means of communicating emotional, psychology

1ical and mental motives.
However, before Abu ‘Ubaida can examine the imagery 

of the Quran, he had first to make a full analysis of the 
modes of expressing or depicting these images. And it is with 
this first step that Abu ‘Ubaida mainly occupies himself. To 
the best of my knowledge, he did not go on from this first 
stage to the next, namely the examination of the imagery of 
the Quran,

Thus, the comparison made by the Quran in the verse 
"The buds of which are like heads of demons" is intended to 
make an aesthetic and psychological impact. The object of 
comparison, the "heads of demons", plays an important role 
in this regard,, and Abu ‘Ubaida was right to comment that 
"God spoke these to the Arabs in their own style", and to 
instance Imru’ ul-Qais* verse in which the poet compares his 
sword and arrow with the fangs of ogres, because, as Abu
‘Ubaida notes "as they [i,e. the Arabs] stood in awe of such

2beings, they were often threatened with tkem0"

1, Sayyid Qutub "al-TaswIr al-kanni fi al-Qur’an" (Cairo 
1959)„9-l6, 35TT95*' —Wafayat III, 390.



Of such nodes of expression Ritter rightly states
that "The description of details which escapes the ordinary
eye is called "tafgll" (particularization). Comparison with
strange things is called "gharlb". lafsll and G-harrb are two
elements on which the aesthetic value of a great many figura'

1tive egressions is "based,n
Abu ,ITbaida, however, was not interested only, or 

even mainly, in anatomizing the imagery and expounding its 
effect. His hook was rather centred on the concept of mat-jaz 
with which, it is reported, Abu ,TJbaida was the first to

pdeal. It is essential therefore that we attempt to define 
this term.

The Definition of the term Ma.jaz:
Linguistically, this term derives from jaza, yatjuzu

Xwhich means "to go, to pass through, over, or along*11̂ The 
word majaz was transferred to rhetoric to signify a definite 
concept which, it seems, was not precisely and accurately 
defined and established until the fifth century of Islam.
In rhetoric the term signifies the use of words which have 
a generally accepted meaning with the implication of a mean
ing other than hut not alien to the original one, creating a 
new relation between the first meaning and the second.

1. TAbd al-Qahir al-Jurjanl "Asrar al-Balaglia" (Istanbul 
1954) introduction 18.2. Al-Suyutm, al-¥asa*il ila Musamarat al-Awa?il (Baghdad 
1950) 127. “ “  ' “ ”3. Lisan Qauz) V. 327, Tajal-’Arus IV. 29. Lane II. 484.



—  1Majaz (trope) is always contrasted with hagiga 
(reality, actuality), and language as such was looked at as 
consisting of "tropical" and "real"♦ Arab authors, however, 
were at variance as to whether the trope could properly he 
said to exist in Arabic; and if it did, to what extent; and 
if not,why it did not,

Those who rejected the existence of the trope in
—  t  2Arabic, such as al-Asfarayinl, rest their argument on two 

bases: firstly, that the trope has no factual existence, and 
that therefore it is a lie, and secondly, that it is only 
the incompetent in language who employ the trope, because 
such people cannot express themselves in plain speech 
(haqlqa)2

This argument can hardly stand, and those who enter
tained this opinion must have had a very naive idea of the 
trope and of the Arabic language itself.

The supporters of the trope as an important tool of 
expression on the other hand are many. One of them, Xbn 
Qutaiba, defends this idea in his book "Ta?wll Mushkil

1, kor the purposes of this thesis, "trope" is to be considered by definition as having the same semantic content as majaz; according to New English Dictionary (Oxford 192’S ) i , 397 * the word "trope” in rhetoric means *a figure of speech which consists in the use of a word or phrase in a sense other than that which is proper to it; also, in a casual use, a figure of speech; figurative language,"
2. Talkhls al-Bayan fi Majazat al-Qur?an. Introduction 55*
3* Muzhir I. 3559 361, Cf, also "al~Burhan fi !Ulum al~Qur?an" 

TUalro 1957) II. 255. ™
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al-Qur’an", saying 11 If a trope were a collection of lies
ithen all our speech would "be absurd." He then substantiated

phis argument with examples from everyday speech.
The fact that the trope is part and parcel of language 

is indeed unassailable, and, among Arab rhetoricians and 
philologists, this thesis seems to have been definitively 
established despite the opinions of dissenters like al~ 
AsfarayinI*

There is no doubt that for Abu 'Ubaida the trope 
(ma.jaz) is an important element in language* The very title 
of his book supports this assumption. The question therefore 
is not whether Abu 'Ubaida accepts that the trope is part 
and parcel of language, but rather what forms the trope 
asaumes in his view and what is his conception of the term 
majaz.

1. p.99*2. It is, perhaps, profitable to refer to Ibn al-Athlr's 
argument on this question* Ibn al-Athlr, having rejected the^two extreme theses, the one that language consists of haqiqa only, and the other that entirely denies the haqiqa in language puts forward his own view on this point*A) There are real and tropical conceptions in every language, but the real is antecedent to the trope. (al-Suyu£l 
also advocates this view. Mushir I. 355* 361, 365).B) Every trope has a real correlate, because we do not call a word a trope unless it is transferred from its original meaning which is real (haqiqa).0) It is necessary that every trope has a real correlate but not vice-versa.D) Tropical usage is preferable in language on account of its effect on the imagination* Hence, tropes are more 
elegant in discourse.
E) There is some advantage in trope, otherwise people would not have shifted in their speech from_real to tropical meanings. Of. Al-Mathal al-Sa5ir fi Adab al-Katib 
wal-Bha'ir (Cairo 1339 Ai.H.) I. "59-64.
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Abu 'Ubaida does not put forward a clear definition 
of the term ma.jaz, on which he bases his study of the Quran. 
Yet, from the many verses he analyses with considerable 
sophistication, one can form a fairly clear idea of what his 
concept of matjaz was, and how far he establishes a definition 
of this important term by his usage.

The various kinds of matjaz according to Abu 'Ubaida:
In his discussion of tropes Abu 'Ubaida first deals 

with three categories of ellipsis:
(1) An ellipsis in a verse in which the word elided can

be understood from the context* Thus (XXXVIII. 6) "and the
noble ones amongst them went forth: 'Go and hold firmly to
your Gods'*.." Here Abu 'Ubaida notes that a word such as
tanadaw or tawagaw must be understood as introducing the

1direct speech.
This trope, namely the omission of a verb such as

_ _ pgain to introduce direct speech, is very common in the Quran.
(2) An ellipsis comparable with metonomy. Thus (XII.82) 

"and ask the town in which we have been, and the caravan in 
which we have come", vis. "and ask the people of the town..*"

1. Matjaz I. 8.
2. Cf. W.B. Stevenson " A  neglected literary usage" in T.G.O.S. (1929-33) VI. 14-1 where the writer discusses unintroduced direct speech in Arabic and English ballad style. This is also a common feature of Horse literature (Cf. Sweet 

Anglo-Saxon Reader Oxford 1891, 189 )* and indeed of the modernr English nove1.
3. Majaz I. 8.
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(3) An ellipsis covering part of the action, which must 
he understood from the context* Thus (XXXIX, 73-4) "••• 
until they come to it, and its doors shall he opened, and 
the keepers of it shall say to them, "Peace he upon you, you 
shall he happy, therefore, enter it to abide*"

"They will say: !Praise he to God1."
Although it is not specified hy Abu 'Ubaida what is 

predicated is a phrase covering the action which took place 
between arrival and their words of praise, viz. (So they will 
enter it and) they will say ... etc.1

(A) The trope in which a singular is used in place of
a plural* Thus (XXII. 15) "We bring you forth as an infant"*

_ 2"Infant" here Abu 'Ubaida says "means infants". To substan
tiate his argument, Abu 'Ubaida quotes the following verse 
of 'Abbas b. Mirdas a

fa-qulna aslimu inna akhuA
-  -  3faqad bari * at min al-ihani al-suduu

In this verse the word akhukum indicates the plural ikhwat- 
ukum. He also refers to two other verses which he considers 
similar cases to the trope in question* These verses are 
(XLIX. 10) "the believers are but brothers (ikhwa), therefore, 
make peace between your two brothers (akhawaikum), and

1. Ibid. I. 9.2. T W .
3. Tbid, II. A4--A5*
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(XLIX* 9) "and if two parties of the believers (ta’ifatan)
— 1quarrel (iqtatalu) . Needless to say, the last two

verses are not the same as the first one* In these two verses, 
it was the dual (akhawaikum) which is signifying the plural 
(ikhwa), and the plural (iqtatalu) which is signifying the 
dual (fra’ifatan) respectively*

(5) Ihe trope which can he seen in a verse whose subject 
is plural and whose predicate is singular# Thus (LXVT* 4)
"and the angels after that are their aider (gahlr)*" As Abu

T  — P’Ubaida puts it, here gahlr stands for guhara* ,
(6) Ihe contrary also occurs as a trope where the plural 

is used to denote the singular# Thus in the verse (III.173) 
"those to whom the people (al-nas) said, surely men have 
gathered against you#" Abu ’Ubaida says "the word al~nas Is 
plural and the one who said in the verse "surely men have*.." 
was one [person], so al-nas is used to denote one person#^ 
Similarly in verse (LIV* 49) "We (inna) have created every 
thing according to a measure" inna must be taken as a singular 
since in the words of Abu ’Ubaida "The Creator is God alone*

lL -He has no partner*" Here, however, It would seem that Abu 
’Ubaida is splitting hairs since plural personal pronouns 
are commonly used in all styles, and for that matter most 
languages, to indicate respect and to elevate status.

1. Ibid. I. 9,
2. T5T3*3* T5T5*4. TbTd.*



(7) The trope where the plural is used to denote the 
dual. Thus in the verse (IV, 11) "but if he. has brothers 
(ikhwa)", where "brothers" denotes "two brothers".

(8) The trope where a word denotes both the singular and
the plural, as for example (X. 22) "... until when you are
in the ships (fulk)", and (XXI. 82) "and of the devils,
there were those who (man) dived for him." Abu ’Ubaida says
of the first example that al-fulk is both singular and
plural, and that man in the second verse is singular and 

2plural.
(9) The trope where there are two subjects, one of which 

is plural and the other is singular, while the predicate is 
in the dual, whiah would normally refer to two singular 
nouns. Thus (XXI* 30) "that the heavens (first subject, 
plural) and the earth (second subject, singular) were 
(kanata) closed up but we have opened them (fa-fataqnahuma)»" 
In this the plural subject is treated as a singular for 
purposes of grammatical concord. Another example occurs in 
the verse, (V, 17) "And Allah's is the kingdom of the heavens 
(samawat) and the earth (ard) and what is between them 
(bainahuma)." In this example Abu ’Ubaida notes that "When 
the Arabs put together a plural and a singular, they treat

1. Ibid. I. 9.2. rKid. I. 10, In fact both these two words fulk and man,•EEe first is a noun and the second a relative pronoun,are used to denote the singular, dual and the plural, 
both masculine and feminine.

3. Ibid.
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the plural word as a singular,"”*”
(10) The trope in which two singular nouns are referred 

to by a plural* Thus (XLI. 11) "Then He directed himself to 
the heaven and it is a vapour, so He said to it (the first 
singular noun) and to the earth, (the second singular noun) 
come hoth willingly (*i!itiya tau’an) or unwillingly, they

_ —. photh said: !We come willingly (1 ataina ta*i1 in) *
(11) The trope in which a suffixed personal pronoun (or 

other referent) has the gender of only one of the two or 
three nouns to which it refers, usually the nearest noun*
U lus (IX. 34) "As for those who hoard up gold (masculine) 
and silver (feminine) and do not spend it (yunfiqunaha) in 
the way of God..."^

Arabic poetry employs the same stylistic device, Abu 
,IJbaida notes, and instances the following verse:

^  gX J  (J$ L> gXP S ^  CJ * ’ —̂  Cr*~*
The poet here does not say la~gharlban referring to the two
persons concerned, but the singular referent (la-gharlbu)
refers by implication to both, although it is in grammatical

zl «onncord only with one of them* Abu !TJbaida gives no examples 
in which there are three nouns, although he implies that 
there are such examples.

1. Ibid. I. 159-160.2. TEI3. I. 10.
3. TUTK,4. TbTcU I. 257*



(12) The trope is one in which the referent refers only 
to the first of two, or more, nouns, Thus (LXII. 11) "And 
whenever they see merchandise (the first noun) and sport 
(the second noun) they disperse to it (ilayha).

(1J) The trope in which a following clause refers only to
the last of two or more accusatives, as in the verse (IV,112)
"And whoever commits a fault (the first accusative) or a sin
(the second accusative), then accuses of it (yarml bihi) one 

2innocent Here the pronoun in bihi refers to the second
accusative only,

Abu 'Ubaida^ exposition of tropes 11, 12 and 13 is 
confused, He presents the first trope (No,11) as one in 
which the referent agrees with only one of the two nouns 
mentioned. In his examples two of the three referents refer 
to the nearest noun and one to the furthest. It follows there
fore that tropes 12 and 13 are part of trope 11, Clearly, if 
it is desirable to distinguish more than one trope here 
(which is doubtful), they would be better distinguished as 
follows:

(a) A trope in which a referent agrees in gender with 
only the nearest of the (two) nouns to which it refers.

1, Ibid, I* 10, It Is worthy of note that Abu ‘Ubaida, elsewhere In his book al-Matjag (II, 258) refers to the same verse as an example of the kind of trope he calls taqdlm wa ta’khlr.
2. Ibid. 10
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(t>) A trope in which, a referent agrees in gender only 
with the furthest of the (two) nouns to which it refers.

(14) The trope in which irrational or inanimate beings are 
treated as rational beings.*^ (Thus (XLI, ii) "Surely I saw 
eleven stars and the sun and the moon, I saw them making 
obeisance to me", and (XXVII, 18) "An ant said *0 ants, enter 
your homes [that] Solomon and his soldiers may not crush you 
while you do not know*1" In these verses, the (inanimate) 
stars, sun, moon and the (irrational) ants are treated as 
rational beings*

(15) The trope where the speech is directed to a third 
person (a person not present) although the second person (a 
person present) is intended* Thus (1*2) "Alif, Lam, r®m.
That is the Book in which there is no doubt." By "that
••• Book" is meant "this ... Book".^ Abu 'Ubaida's example, 
however, does not fit his definition as closely as might be 
desired. This verse illustrates rather a figure in which a 
present object is referred to as an absent object, both being 
in the third person.

(16) The trope where speech is directed to one person or 
one group of people in the second person and then continued 
in the third person. Thus (X. 22) "Until when you are in the

1* This trope corresponds to the figure usually called "personification" in English.2. Majaz I. 10.
3. Ibid. I. 11.
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ships, and they sail on with them", where the sentence 
means "Until when you are in the ships and they sail on 
with you.'̂

(17) The trope in which speech is directed to one individ
ual or group in the third person* and then continued in the 
second person. Thus (LXXV, 33-4) "Then he went to his family,
walking away in haughtiness* Nearer to you [is destruction] 

xand nearer,"^
(18) The trope in which the occurrence of otiose particles 

render the expression tropical. Thus in the verse (11.26) 
"Surely God is not ashamed to set forth any parable (mathalan
-N it _ma), from a gnat or anything higher.11 The particle ma in 
this verse is employed for emphasis, Abu lTIbaida says,^ but 
it is in fact otiose. Al~Nabigha says: uqalat a la laita ma 
hadha al-hamama lana", in which ma is also an otiose particle

1. Ibid. I. 11.
2. A good example of this trope is the first sentences of 

Cicero!s Cataline Orations where Cicero addresses the 
absent Cataline in the second person as if he were present before going on to speak of him in the third person.

3* This example and the previous one are often called iltifat (apostrophe) by Arab rhetoricians. For an account of "this" figure of speech cf.Ibn al-Athir "al-Mathal al-Sa’ir11 
(II. 4-19)* where the author discusses the importance of this figure and the different types it assumes with illustrative Quranic verses and poetry. Cf. also Ibn al- 
Mu'tazz al-Badi1 (London 1935) 58-59.In On the TJublime, Longinus refers to this stylistic device saying "sometimes, again, a writer in the midst of a narrative in the third person suddenly steps aside and 
makes a transition to the first. It is a kind of figure which strikes like a sudden outburst of passion."Cf. "Aristotlers Poetics and Rhetoric" (Everyman*s Library 
No. 901", liondon 1955) 310. “4. Majaz I. 11.

5. TBicTT Ic 35.6. Ibid.



Again in the Quranic verse (LXIV, h7), "And not one of you
(wa ma minkum min aba din) oould have withheld us from him" ?

1min is an otiose particle,
(19) The trope where there is a pronoun elided* In the

verse (XXVII* 30) "In the name of God", the demonstrative
- 2pronoun hadha is implied at the beginning of the verse.

(20) The trope where there is a repetition which gives 
emphasis to the meaning. In the verse (II. 190) "And he who 
cannot find [any offering] should fast three days during the 
pilgrimage and seven days when you return. There are ten 
[days] complete" ^  the summing up "these are ten complete" 
gives emphasis to the injunction,

Compare also the verse (CXI. 1) "The hands of Abu
ZlLahab have perished, and he will perish."

(21) The trope in which the contrary phenomenon occurs, 
namely where the statement is of such concision that repe
tition is (deliberately) avoided.^ Abu fUbaida does not give 
an example of this hind of trope.

(22) The trope in which a word occurs in a position before

1. Ibid. I. 11.
2. TEI3. I. 11-12.3. TblcU I. 12.
h. Ibid. By "hands" is meant Abu Lahab himself, God also 

says^in the Quran (II, 195) ,,an& throw__nntTyourselves (aydlkum) into ruin". Cf. Baidawl Anwar al-Tanzil wa
Asrar al~Ta’wIl" (Cairo 1330 A.H.) III. 198-199*

3, Hajaz I. 12.



(taqdim) or after (ta*khlr) its expected position. Thus 
(XXV. 5) "And when we send down rain, it stirs and swells", 
where the expected order would he "it swells and stirs". 
Compare also verse (XXIV# 40): "He is almost unable to see
her" (lam yakad yaraha). Abu ’Ubaida here gives the expected

1word order as "He did not see her and was almost unable to".
(23) The trope where the predicate agrees in gender and 

number with a noun (or pronoun) which precedes it, although, 
grammatically speaking, it should not agree with it. An 
example of such agreement ad sensum is the verse (XXVI# 4)
"So that their necks (a ’naquhum) should stoop (khadi’In) to 
it". Here the predicative kha^i1In agrees with the hum 
attached to the noun a ’naq where it should logically agree 
wAth a ’naq. itself,

(24) The trope where the verb of the subject (fi’l al- 
fa’il) (illogically) is referred from the object to a word 
other than the object* Thus (XXVTII* 76) "We had given him 
so much treasure, that its keys would have been weighed 
down by a band of men", viz. "Its keys would have weighed 
down a band of men#" Abu ’Ubaida gives as an example of 
this stylistic device from Arabic poetry the verse of !Urwa 
b# al-Ward "I have ransomed by him myself and my wealth"

- I* 12.
3* TbTdl. I, 12. Abu ’Ubaida gives no examples of this trope 

in which a word other than the object is affected#
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(fadaitu bi-nafsihi nafsl wa mall), by which is meant "I
1have ransomed him by myself and my wealth,1’

(25) The trope where a word is used to refer to another
word in a aontext rather than its original one. Thus compare
(II, 70) “And the parable of those who disbelieve is as the
parable of one who calls out (yanfiq) to that whiGh hears
nothing but a call or cry,” Here the trope consists of the

2use of the word yan1 iq out of its usual context;,
(26) The trope In which a verbal noun (magdar) is used to 

signify a noun or an adjective, as (II, 177) "But the right
eous one is he who believes in Allah”• Here the word trans
lated as 1righteous 1 (barr) is in fact the masdar, birr 
(righteousness),^

Abu 1Ubaida thus considers as a trope the use of
morphological pattern In a meaning other than its original
one, viz, the use of any pattern in place of another pattern,
as e,g, the use of a past participle to denote the present 

Aparticiple,
(27) The trope where the permitted variants of the 

celebrated readers of the Quran of some words are involved, 
as, (XV. 54*) fa-bima tubashshiruni as the people of Madina

-  -  5read it, or fa-bima tubashshiruna as Abu !Amr reads it.

1. Ibid. II. 110.2. T5id. I. 12.5. TEIcI. I. 12-15.
A. Ibid. II. 266, 267, 2?1, 275, 276, 289 etc.5* Ibid. I. 15. 552.
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(28) The trope in which a word has more than one meaning,
and on which different authoritative commentators have
different opinions. Thus, (LXVIII* 25) *ala baradin was
variously explained as meaning fala man1 in, *ala qasdin, and

1!ala ghababin wa h.iq,din •
(29) The trope in which variant readings are involved.

Thus in verse XLIX, 6 the word fa~tahayyanu was read fa
ta thabhatu. In verse XXXII, 10, ga l a l n a  was pead galalna,

-  2and in verse LXXXY, 22 the word lawhin was read luhin.
(50) The trope in which certain particles are given a

7meaning other than the original one/ In Arabic this is
called taflmln. Compare for example II, 26 in which fauq has
the meaning of dun. Similarly the particle ba*d in verse
LXXIX, 50 has the meaning of ma'a dhalika, fi in XX.71 has
the meaning of fala, !ala in verse 1XXXII. 2 has the meaning
of min, and the particle am in verse XLIII, 51-52 has the

zlmeaning of bal.
(51) The trope in which a verb occurs twice, once with and 

once without a dependent preposition. Thus in LXXXIII, 5 the 
root trayl Is employed once with the preposition !ala (iktala 
!ala) and once without (kaluhum).̂  In other words, an

1. Ibid. I. 15.2. TbI3. I. 15-14-.5. TET&. I. 14.
4. TbTd. I. 14.5. TSTE. I. 14.
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intransitive verb made transitive by means of a preposition 
(muta1addin bi-barf), followed by the use of the same root 
in a transitive form is considered by Abu 1Ubaida as the 
essential feattire of this trope.

(32) The trope in itfhich a verb occurs which may be used 
in different ways# Thus the word ihdina in (I#5) occurs with
out employing a preposition (ihdina al-girat al-mustaqim) 
although, Abu ,Ubaida notes, it is possible to say ihdina 
ila al-girat al-mustaqlm or ihdina lil~girat al-mustaq.xm#’*'

(33) The trope which consists of the use of a verb in 
different contexts, once with a preposition, and once with
out# Thus, the verb qara9a occurs in one verse (XVI«, 93) 
without a preposition wa idha qara * ta al-Qur ?an, and in
another verse (XCVI* 1) with a preposition iqra* bi-sml 

2rabbika #
(34) The trope in which a noun may be either masculine or 

feminine In gender# Thus (XVI# 66) the word an1 am was con
sidered as either masculine or feminine, this verse was read 
both as "And most surely there is a lesson for you in the 
cattle: We give you to drink of what is in their bellies 
(butunihi, and but uniha). The same holds for the word qaum 
in verse XXVI, 105.3

1. Ibid. 1.14.2. TEI3. I. 15.3 • H5Td#



(35) The trope in which a feminine noun is used in place
of a masculine, and the predicate agrees in gender with the
latter# Thus (LXXIII, 18) "the heaven (fern#) shall "be split
asunder (mas. predicate) thereby ..." The word sama* (heaven),
Abu ’Ubaida says, is substituted for the masculine noun saqf,

-  1and the predicate agrees with saqf and not with sama*.
(36) The trope in which a verbal clause is used in place 

of a noun* An example of this is XX.69 "innama sana’u kaidu 
sab-ir" (what they have done is a magician’s trick)* Here ma 
along with the verb is considered by Abu ’Ubaida to be 
equivalent to a noun, vis. the verse quoted Is to be under-

T  -  2stood as inna sanx’ahum kaidu sahir.
(37) The trope In which a statement is predicated of two

similar things of different categories (in the example given
below a sea of salt and a sea of fresh water) which can be
true only of one category. The example given (LV4 19? 22) is
"He has let loose the two seas. There come forth from them

 ̂ -both pearls, large and small*Clearly, Abu ’Ubaida notes,
pearls are not brought up from both seas, but only from one,

4the sea of salt water. This is like saying "I have eaten

1. Ibid*2. T5I5*3. Some translators of the Quran mistook the active verb yakhruj in the verse for passive verb, thus Sale translated the verse "from them are taken forth..." Cf. The 
Koran (London 1921). Also JAM. Rodwell, The Koran (Eondon
THT^T 61.------------------------------ --------- -4. Majaz I. 14.
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bread and milk" in which the verb "eat" is true of only one
1of these two foods, namely the bread*

(38) The trope where a noun accepts either of two cases,
nominative or accusative, such as al-sariqu or al~sariqa in

- « 2verse V* 38 or al~zaniyatu or al-zaniyata, in verse XXIV,2.
(39) The trope in which a substantive (or demonstrative 

pronoun) has a case other than the one required by the rules 
of grammar* Thus, in the verse (XX.63) inna hadhani la- 
saferan, the demonstrative pronoun is in the nominative, 
although it should have been in the accusative*^

The above-mentioned kinds of tropes are put forward 
by Abu 'Ubaida in the introduction to his Kitab al~Matjaz 
along with evidential verses from the Quran and poetry* In 
the main study Abu 'Ubaida examines and analyses in more 
detail these tropes as they occur in different places in the 
Quran, and also refers to the following two new tropes of 
which he says nothing in his first enumeration of the tropes 
as summarized above*
1) An interrogative expression by which a strong affirmative 
is meant, viz* a rhetorical question* An example occurs in

1. Ibid* II* 243-244,2* Ib'rd* I*__16* _
3. Xbid. Abu 'Ubaida reports the_statements of Abu !Amr b* aX^TAla1, TIsa b* 'Umar and Yunus b* Habib concerning this verse, namely that the demonstrative pronoun must be written in the nominative but is read as an accusative.
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verse I* 30 namely "Will you place in it [the earth] one who
1will act corruptly therein and shed blood?" This mode of 

expression is employed by Jarir when he says:
"Are you not the best who ever rode horses
And the most generous of all people?"

meaning "You are the best who ever rode a horse etc#" 
Similarly, the Arabs used to say when they hit a boy for some 
mischief he had done, "Have you not done so and so?", meaning 
"You have done so and so#" The Quran employs this trope in 
many places#-'
2) Another kind of trope Abu 1Ubaida notes is the case of a
negative expression by which is meant any affirmative* The
following verse (I* 75) is an illustration of this: "I do 
not swear by the day of resurrection, nor do I swear by the 
self«accusing soul," Abu fUbaida says that the meaning is 
"Verily, I swear by the day of resurrection#.."

Abu fUbaida !s concept of Natjaz:
It is quite clear from what has already been said 

that Abu 1 Ubaida tried to establish a definition of the term
majaz, and that to him the term primarily signifies modes of
expression, which are part of the essential character of the 
Arabic language#

1# Ibid. I. 35.2. TIdicL I# 36.
3. rETcL II# 133, 149, 150, 158, 159.4. Ttxuh II. 377.



The study of majaz in its different kinds, as explained 
by Abu 1 Ubaida in his conspectus, turns out to be nothing 
other than the study of the constructions of the Arabic 
language - the extent to which it is allowed for a writer to 
elide a word (No. 1-3); to use an otiose word (No*18); to 
reverse the order of words (No*22); to establish a new re
lationship between a predicate and a pronoun (No#23)or 
between a verb, belonging originally to the subject, and an 
object (No#24); or to make an intransitive verb transitive, 
and vice-versa, and the prepositions employed for this pur
pose (Nos*31-33). Abu tTTbaida also considers as tropes other 
linguistic phenomena relating to vocabulary, for instance, 
the different readings (No*27), and dialects,(No#34)•

The term majaz is also used to signify certain mean
ings of words* Thus, the majaz of the word tadhudan (XXVIII*

— — — i23)5 Abu 1 Ubaida says, is tamna1 an and taruddan$ and of the
—  —  2wor(̂  sfc.an»an (V*2) baghda* .

The term is even employed to denote the derivation
of words. Thus, in verse XXVIII* 27, Abu fUbaida explains how

-  -  3the verb ta7 juruni is derived from al-i jarah.*
Yet despite the loose application of the term to 

disparate linguistic phenomena unconnected with figures of

I- ^a.iaz 11. 101*2# Tbid#' I# 147# Other examples I. 19, 145, 190, 191, 253, 255~etc.3. Ibid, II. 102.
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speech* one can argue that the common denominator in almost 
all these kinds of tropes is the syntactical pattern of the 
Arabic sentence. Such patterns to a modern writer, M.fhSallam, 
are "deviations" from the normal construction of the Arabic 
sentence, "In al-Majaz" he says, "Abu ,Ubaida,s aim was to 
make clear to the Aarbicised classes [al-musta1 ribun] * who 
studied the language from books and not from the mouths of 
the Bedouins, the "deviations" from the norms and from the

Trules of syntax that Arabic sentences assume," This, however,
is incorrect, Abu 1 TJbaida never expresses or implies the idea
that the modes of expression employed in the Quran are non-
no rmative, On the contrary, time and again, he points out
that the different modes of expression he discusses in his
book are, in effect, widely used and known in the speech of
the Arabs, Thus, Abu ,Ubaida, having enumerated the different
stylistic devices, stresses the fact that "[The use of] all
these [figures] is permissible, [as] they [i,e, the Arabs]

2employ them in their speech,"
Abu 1Ubaida's task, it would seem, was "the examina

tion of the way languages carry contrast in meaning through 
their internal structure", and his "linguistic description

1, Al-Qur’an wa Atharuhu fi tatawwur al-Naqd al-!Arabi,
2, Majaz I. 19.
3, Nils E* Enkvist "Linguistics and style" (London 1964) 71*
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of the meaningful internal patterns of [the] language
Abu 1 Ubaida does not see linguistic facts or vocabu

lary as things in themselves, but in terms of relationships 
between words arranged so as to communicate ideas or express 
emotions, (The study of language is the study of style, and 
the study of style essentially is the investigation of modes 
of expression, which, in turn, implies the study of the manner 
of choosing and ordering words,

I. Nus£afa argues that the study of grammar should 
be a study that concerns itself only with the ,rrules of the 
Arabic sentence”• Thus the word nafcw should not be restricted
to the mere detecting of deviations from rigid grammatical 
rules, Grammar is not the science which points out solecisms 
or mistakes, rather it is the investigation of style: this 
was certainly the method adopted by Abu 'IJbaida in his book 
al-Hajaz in which he explains and investigates taqdlm, ta?khir,
hadhf and other figures in Arabic sentences, calling his

- 3inquiry al~Matjaz, that is to say tarlq, al-ta !blr” (the mode
of [self-**] expression),

I. Mu^Jafa goes on to say "This research in grammar 
was a new door that deserved to be opened, and a new step 
that should have followed the first step of the discovery of

1, Ibid,
2, Ihya’ al-Eabw (Cairo 1937) 12*
3, Ibid, 11.



tlie causes of i *rab , *. grammarians were so busy with Slbawaihi 
and his [Concept of] grammar, and so extremely infatuated 
with it .,. that this was the reason why scarcely any atten
tion was paid to what Abu 1 Ubaida had discovered in his book;

1and thus the book was absolutely neglected and forgotten*’1
"Many years later came *Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjani, and 

in his book Dala’il al-IUjaz struck out a new path in 
grammatical research. He went behind the endings of words 
and the causes of i 1rab, showing that in every discourse 
there is a nagm, and that in following the rules of this 
nagm and satisfying its requisites, we find the only way of

pconveying meaning and understanding*11
U|Abd al-Qahir*s theory of uagim was undervalued for 

two reasons: firstly, because of the general state of know
ledge in the fifth century (of Islam), the age of *Abd al- 
Qahir, in which thought became less ardent and minds fell 
into the captivity of imitation preventing them from accepting 
novelty of any kind* Ihe second reason is connected with the 
nature of *Abd al-Qahirfs theory which was based on taste 
and a sense of language capable of appreciating different 
styles and discerning their characteristics.11-'

1* Ibid. 12-16*
2* TbicL 16. Heedless to say Mug-Jrafa attempts to link Abu Tlfbaida * s work with that of al-Jurjanl. It may be worthy of note here that I had reached much the same conclusion before having the opportunity to consult Ihya* al-Nabw, 

and these quotations therefore embody the conclusion arrived at independently*3. Ibid. 19-20.
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It may be appropriate here to examine, in brief,
*Abd al-Qahirls theory of nagm so that we can link his work
to the work which Abu 1 Ubaida initiated and can see how *Abd
al-Qahir developed this work and elaborated a consistent
theory of his own*

In the following citation from Dala *il al-I!jaz,
!Abd al-Qahir puts forward the key to his theory and the
foundation on which it was based* He says "Individual words
which are the given material of language are not able
in themselves to express meaning adequately, but are able to
give the sense and provide the desired meaning when a group
of them is linked together in a certain relationship* This
is an honourable science and great fundamental principle.
If we allege that individual words are the given material
of language which we have invented to express meaning in
themselves, this would lead to an undoubted absurdity; it
would mean that we would be able to recognize objects just

1by mentioning the names which we have invented for them*”
In another passage, *Abd al-Qahir identifies the science of 
grammar with the way words are placed in interrelationship,

pand he calls this nagm.

1. Dala’il al-IMaz (Cairo 1913) 415-416.2. Ibid. '65* Ih'is theory, Dr. M, Mandur comments, is the same as that of the Swiss scholar Ferdinand De Saussure which considers language in terms of relationships and 
not of vocabulary. Of. al-Naqd al-Manhajx !ind al-'Arab 
(Cairo 1948) 283, 287*
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Many modern writers agree by and large with TAbd 
al-Qahir in the statement already cited. Thus D. Wilson says 
"Indeed it now seems that it is misleading to talk of words 
standing for things, or having meanings. They have only uses,
and these are largely determined by the rules of the lan-

1 - guage." Yet, rules of language, as Abu !Ubaida believes,
are those which are known to the Arabs and used in their
speech.

Abu "Ubaida and al-Jurjanlt
In considering the contribution of Abu 1 Ubaida along 

with that of al-Jurjanl, one can detect two differences.
Firstly, Abu !TTbaida in his study of the Quran does 

not put forward a theory as al-Jurjanl does, when he elabor
ates the theory of pngm, and according to which he analyses 
Quranic verses. As we have seen, Abu 'Ubaida conceived of 
almost the same thing, and his approach was consequently not 
greatly different from that of al-Jurjanl. However, if I am 
not mistaken, the idea that language consists of words 
arranged in certain relationships is,in fact, implied in 
Abu !Ubaida*s study in the way he analyses Quranic verses in 
comparison with early Arabic poetry.

Secondly, al-Jurjanl1s concern was not restricted 
to the mere exposition of the text, but is also concerned to

1. "Language and the pursuit of truth" (London I960) 17.



1 -show its aesthetic value, Ahu !Ubaida, on the other hand* 
attempts to refer to all modes of expression the Quran 
employs, hut he does not pay the slightest attention to the 
aesthetic effect behind the stylistic devices* Thus, in the 
Quran we read (LXXXI. 15-18), "I sx\rear not by [the stars] 
that lag, that run, and that fade away, by the night when 
it lingers, by the morning when it breathes."

Here we have a picture of the stars, indicated by 
the word kunnas (literally means 1antelopes 1), hiding them
selves, and of the departing of the night and the rising of 
the morning* This is a vivid picture, dynamically depicted. 
The use of the word tanaffas (*to breathe*) gives the picture 
both movement and force, and contributes to create an image 
of the whole scene. Abu *bbaida, however, overlooks the
aesthetic value of these verses and concerns himself with a

2brief explanation of a few words.

Abu !IIbaidats method in Kitab al-Ma,jaz;
Having discuss.ed in detail Kitab al-Matjaz, we 

should like to round off this chapter by investigating Abu 
lIJbaida,s method of dealing with his subject.

It was made clear by Abu *Ubaida that the Quran 
followed Arabic speech in regard to the different types of

1. Al-Taswir al-Fannl fi al-Qur?an, 29-31. 
2* Ma jaz II. 287-288.
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1syntactical construction, uncommon terms and concepts* In 

consequence of this he relies on pre-Islamic and Islamic 
poetry to define the meaning of words and sentence structure 
on the assumption that poetry was a perfect model for the 
study of linguistic phenomena in general and of the Quran 
in particular* This probably explains why Abu !Ubaida does 
not relate on the authority of the 1 Companions1, the follow
ers1, and other authorities on Quranic studies, as al-fabarl 
maintains in his censure of him. His method was a linguistic 
one* This method focuses attention on the ways and means the 
Quran employs in the course of expressing its spiritual 
purpose. In this connection, undoubtedly, Abu tUbaida displays 
a remarkable competence in language, and in Arabic modes of 
expression* Not only this, he also shows an acute and sharp 
sense with regard to the differences between one mode of 
expression and another, and between one construction and 
another. This sense is clearly utilised in the most effective 
way in his method of interrelating the Quran and poetry as 
sources of linguistic and stylistic material of approximately 
equal date.

In his study of the tropical usages in the Quran,
Abu IJbaida does his utmost to prove that the Quran is an 
Arabic book, revealed to an Arab Prophet, and to the Arab

pnation. The Quran says, (XIV. 4*) "And we did not send any

1. Ibid* I. 8.
2. Ma.jaz I. 8.
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apostle but with, the language of his people, so that he

imight explain to them clearly," Since, then, the Quran is 
an Arabic Book, it clearly seemed reasonable to Abu IUbaida 
to elucidate its secret by a comparative study of the Quran 
and Arabic poetry.

1. Abu !TTbaida bases his notion that the Quran is an Arabic Book on two foundations - one of these is the identity of Arabic speech in the Quran and poetry: the second is 
the absence of foreign words in the Quran.

The claim that the Quran is devoid of foreign words reflects a false outlook on language not accepted by the early commentators, who_admitted the existence of foreign words in the Quran (Itqan I. 120). Abu !TJbaida, however, categorically rejects the' claim that there is any foreign vocabulary in these words "Whoever claims that there is in thw Quran anything other than the Arabic tongue has 
made a serious charge against God." (Majaz 1,17). He adds 
"A word might be akin to other, and their meanings might be one, yet one is Arabic and the other is Persian" (Ibid. 
1.17). According to Jeffery, "his motive apparently was a feeling that the existence of foreign words in the Book would be a reflection on the sufficiency of Arabic as a 
medium for the divine revelation." (The Foreign Vocabulary in the Qur’an, London, 1938, 7)»

Abu 1Ubaida,s opinion, however, seems to have influenced later commentators such as al-Tabari, Pakhr 
al-Dln al-RazI, and Ibn Paris. Al-Jabarl,*for instance, claims that there are no foreign words in the Quran,(Jami1 al-Bayan 1.21). Words which are thought not to be Arabic 'are in fact Arabic: it is only "coincidence" that the words concerned resemble others in, say, Persian (Ibid. 1.15). The arguments of others, as related by aI-Suyu£l, do not differ essentially from that of 
al-Jabarl. (Muzhir, I. 267)#

The real question that is to be examined, however, is not the occurrence or non-occurrence of foreign words in the Quran specifically, but in the Arabic language generally. Arab philologists, including Abu lUbaida, admitted the existence of foreign words in Arabic.



(al-MufJam al-'Arabl 1.85), and Abu 'Ubaida himself 
traced back the existence of foreign words in Arabic to 
pre-Islamic poetry. He found Persian words in the poetry of al-A'sha and Jarafa, (Lisan. (Jld) III, 139, al~Mu* arrab 84. 10).

Por Abu 'Ubaida, however, it was important that nothing should interfere with the contention that the Quran was revealed in plain Arabic, the medium of expression and communication of all Arabs, and this explains his irrationality over this issue. Since foreign words occurred in all Arabic, they clearly cannot be excluded from the Quran, which, in this respect, is completely typical of the language as a whole, B. Bell, 
discussing this question, observes that the majority of these [words] however can be shown to have been in use in Arabia in pre-Islamic times ̂ and many of them became regular Arabic words. (Introduction to the Quran. Edinburgh 1953, 80),

Abu 'Ubaida seems to have contradicted himself at least once^on this issue, when he unequivocally states 
in his Majaz (I, 97) in regard to the word rabbaniyyln occurre& In''the Quran (III, 79) that "they Lthe SrabsJ did not know its meaning" and that "only the doctors and the learned men knew it. He adds "I think this word 
is not Arabic. It is either Hebrew or SyriacA" (Cf, also 
Itqan I. 235). Plainly enough, Abu 'Ubaida is defending a lost case, and perhaps one that he knows to be unsatisfactory when he accepts the existence of foreign words in Arabic, but maintains that such words are absent from the Quean.

A more reasonable view, that foreign words once subjected to Arabic patterns are Arabic, is put forward by Abu 'Ubaid al-Qasim b. Sallam (d. 223/837) when he says of words of foreign origin, "Having been rendered into Arabic and used by Arabs, they have become Arabic. When^the Quran was revealed, then words had already been Arabised, So, he who says that they are foreign is right, and he who says that they are Arabic is right," (MuzhirI. 269). ------
It is worthy of note, finally, that the opinion of Abu 'Ubaid al-Qasim b. Sallam referred to, and which was quoted by al-Suyuti, is mis take nly_ attributed by al~ ZaJjidi in TaJ al~'Arus (1.9) to Abu 'Ubaida and not to Abu 'Ubaid.
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Al-Jawinx points out that Kit ah al~-Ma,jaz was probably
the first hook to study the style of the Quran in relation

1to Arabic style in general* This demanded great ability 
since, as Ibn Qutaiba says, "No man is able to understand 
the excellency (fa<jl) of the Qtiran but one whose knowledge 
and understanding of Arab modes [of expression] are wide and 
deep.

Arabic modes of expression are embodied in their 
poetry. Thus, it would not seem erroneous to identify the 
expression "Arab style" with poetry, because poetry was the 
only prevailing literary form in Arabia apart from the Quran.

The more detailed exposition below discusses at 
length how Abu ’Ubaida compared these two important literary 
forms:
(a) Kltab al~Matjaz offers many examples which illustrates
Abu ’Ubaids’s method of comparing the Quran structurally
with Arabic poetry. In our discussion of the concept of trope
which Abu ’Ubaida held and the kinds of tropes by which he
illustrates his concept, there are many examples attesting 

*this.
The following examples, however, illustrate clearly 

Abu 1 Ubaida!s basic assumption that the Quran follows a

1. Manha(j al-Zamakhsharl fl Tafslr al~Qur?an, 202.
2. Ta’wxl Mushkil al-Qur’an, 103
5. Chapter 8, No. 11, 12 (Majaz 1.257? II* 258), 25 (Matjaz

II. 85), 24 (Na.jaz 11.110).



typical Arab style as represented in poetry.
On the verse (VII.13) ”... and whoever acts adversely 

to Allah and His apostle, then surely Allah is severe in 
requiting [evil]”. Abu 1Ubaida observes that while the 
protasis includes two nouns, the apodosis refers to only one. 
Abu iUbaida goes on to say that Arabs do not say ”He who 
fight al-Salt and Zaid, then al-§alt and Zaid are two brave 
[men]”, implying that the apodosis should refer to only one 
of the two nouns (either al~§alt or Zaid). This stylistic 
device is employed in poetry, and Abu *Ubaida instances 
Shaddad b. Mu*awiya!s verse:

in which the poet refers to Jarwa (the name of his horse), 
thus he says la tarudu wa la tu!aru, and not la narudu wa

be noticed, however, that the verse does not fit the Quranic

j jJ ■? :> 9

_ Tla nu'aru (referring to M s  horse and Mmself). It should

1. Ma,jaz I. 243-244.
• • •



verse as exactly as might be desired* In the latter the two 
nouns (God and His Apostle) are mentioned in the protasis, 
in the former it is only one noun (the poet) which is 
mentioned in the protasis. Still, one can argue, the simi
larity between the Quranic verse and the verse of Shaddad 
lies in the fact that the reference in the apodosis is made 
to one noun and not to two#

Another example illustrating Abu 1Ubaida1s method 
of establishing a correlation between Quranic structures and 
early Arabic poetry is given below.

“In the nominal sentences "Abu !Ubaida claims'1, the
Arabs make the verb agree with the noun (in number and
gender), and this is the normal practice. The verb however
can be in the singular and the noun in the plural only when
the normal word-order is reversed (muqaddam wa mu * akhkhar) ." ̂
Thus, In the verse Wa a1 yunuhum tafI&u (IX.92) where,
despite the fact that the sentence is nominal, the verb does
not agree with the noun in number and gender, that is to say,

-  2the verse should have been f±$m and not tafidu* This 
stylistic device is employed in Arabic poetry as Abu ,Ubaida

1. Ibid. 1.267# Abu ,Ubaida,s claim however can be debated on two grounds* Firstly he does not distinguish in nominal sentences between nouns of personal and non-personal 
reference, and secondly, the sequence verb + subject is the normal one in Arabic and not vice-versa.

2* Obviously ̂ Abu 1 Ubaida here implies that there is tag dim and ta * khir, and this accounts for the fact that the verb, in the Quranic verse, does not agree in number and gender with the noun.



as?
notes. Al-A'sha says . • - ̂  ̂

tA J; I ^  ̂  ^  ^

and according to the normal practice, the poet here would
-  1say awdaina biha.

(b) Recourse to poetry to substantiate the meanings of 
words is another method which is constantly used by Abu 
1Ubaida* In this respect he does nothing that other Arab 
authors do not do* As we have said before, Ibn fAbbas used 
to consult pre-Islamic poetry to determine the meanings of 
words* Thus when he was asked about the word wa-ma wasaq 
(LXKXIV*17)> Ibn 1 Abbas answered that the word means wa ma 
jama1 * He then was asked nDo Arabs recognize that [meaning] ?"
to which he replied "Have you not heard the verse of the
- 2rajiz ..."

Abu 1 Ubaida was also asked about the meaning of 
al-tafath. Having explained it, he added that no poetry had 
been passed down which could be instanced as evidence of 
that meaning he had given.

(This technique of explanation by quotation is widely

1 * Ibid* I * 268. *r ' *1 M
V ’ji (jt* ' O yC h* I > >S J> '  -1 I ' J 1 V

* C-) O  t) L ■* jj y S  ^  -4—P * '
"  •* ■ Cs* ■ ) '  0  j-*-* o  t i q—p^  ^ £  >1.... A  n

Kamil I. 566.
3* Muzhir I® 501. Ibn Mangur relates the same story. Lisan (tafath) II. 120.



applied in al-Majaz. Thus the great importance that Abu 
'Ubaida attaches to poetry to elucidate meanings led him, to 
disagree with other commentators concerning the word talk 
(IA/T. 29). Abu 'Ubaida says "The commentators have claimed 
that the word means 'banana-tree ', but according to the Arabs 
the word means "a big thorn tree1. A poet has said.

Similarly on verse (XXXIV. 24) "And most surely we 
or (aw) you are on a right way or in manifest error", he 
says that the conjunction aw denotes waw, and has not here 
its more usual meaning. Abu 1 Ubaida instances a verse by 
Jarir in evidence of his opinion#

Abu 'Ubaida gives the meaning of a word not as a 
thing in itself but as an element in a particular context* 
Thus some words may be given a number of different meanings. 
The word rafath is given the meaning "Conjugal intercourse" 
in verse 11*187, and the meaning "foul speech" in 11*192, 
and a poem of al-lAjjaj is quoted to substantiate the second 
meaning*

Abu 'Ubaida sometimes explicitly states that he is 
giving a meaning which fits the context* Thus he says, "In 
this context (the word fusuq) means transgression."^ And 
occasionally he refers to the various meanings a word assumes

1. Majaz II* 250.2. rbid'i 11.148. Other examples, Ibid. I. 2. 212, 215? 390. 
T m 4 4 ,  178, 179, 249, 299 etc!3. Ibid. I. 67, 70.4. TEoU. I* 84.
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in different contexts, supporting his explanations with
ievidential verses of poetry.

His explanations, however, are based on the oiitward 
meaning of a word and he seldom goes into deep or abstruse 
interpretations; nor does he seek symbolic significance

- T  2beyond the words and verses as did the Sufrs.
The poetry he utilised was both of the Jahill and 

early Islamic periods and there seems little doubt that his 
basic assumption is the best and soundest he could have made 
in the circumstances, namely that such poetry was the only 
literature sufficiently acceptable in quality, quantity and 
style to justify comparison with the Quran, We say in the 
circumstances of his time, in the knowledge that his criteria 
would not be accepted by scholars of our time without con
siderable modification.

1. Ibid. I. 92.2» Kantian al-Zamakhshari fl tafslr al~Qur*an, 284 •
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PART V

'The Historical Writings
Introductory Uote:

Ihe previous chapters were intended to investigate 
certain aspects of Abu fITbaida,s cultural activities. It 
remains to discuss another, no less important, aspect of 
his contribution to Islamic culture, namely his historical 
writings *

Any appraisal of Abu * Ubaida!s historical writings,
of course, necessitates a full acquaintance with his works 
in this field. Host of these are lost however, and the 
survival of reports, extracts and anecdotes offer but little 
help in this respect.

large literary genre which became important in his lifetime. 
LIhe term a ar given to those writings was rather vague and

whether true ot fictitious, concerning the life of individ-

1. Ihe word "history” seems to be rather inadequate as a description of Abu *Ubaida!s writings * However, until we find, in the process of this discussion, a more suitable word, we will retain the term "history" aa a convenient word for the present. Of.2. Abu * Ubaida, for example 0 writes a book called "Khabar 
Abl Baghld".

loose, being used to denote a wide range of anecdotes,

uals, poets, chieftains, jurists, scholars, etc.,2 or the
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life of communities and tribes. 'Thus, this term may be said
to have been used as a synonym for history* or to be more

{  -precise, to historical material. Rosenthal says, t!Ahbar 
corresponds to history in the sense of story, anecdote; it

pdoes not imply any fixation of timec” "The character of 
the habar" he goes on, ”as a self-contained unit is stressedv
by the chain of transmitters which precedes each habar and 
which is omitted only in order to achieve brevity or to 
remove the appearance of scholarly austerity,’’̂

yc’’Three features are characteristics of habar from
M N M M M M l iV

historical writings 0!t
(1) ”By its very nature it does not admit the establish

ment of a causal nexus between two or more events. Each 
habar is complete in itself and tolerate no reference to any 
kind of supplementary material,

(2) ’’From its ancient predecessor, the battle-day 
narratives, the' habar form retained the character of a

’V

vividly told short story, The action is often presented in 
the form of a dialogue between the principle participants of 
an event, relieve the historian of what should be his task, 
that is, presenting a clearly interpreted analysis of the

1, Such as "Akbar *Abd Qais" of Abu ’Ubaida.2. The History of ‘Muslim Historiography (Leiden 1952) 10,
3 *  i h i h ,  5 9 .4 . TBTd.



1situation, and leave such, analysis to the reader.”
(3) "As a continuation of the battle-day narratives and

i
the artistic form of expression, the' habar history required

pthe presence of poetical insertion.”
Khabar, then, is the first form which historical

writing assumes, and in this sense, as the khabar narratives
existed before Islam, historical narrative can be traced
back to pre-Islamic times.

’ ___al-Alusi infers that the Arabs before Islam were 
aware of history - that is to say, of the existence of other 
nations and their conditions, from the so many allusions the

—  -r 3Jahili poets made in their poetry.
Needless to say the reference to other nations does 

not mean the existence of historical writings, let alone 
history as a branch of human knowledge.

In contrast to this opinion, Margoliohth puts forward 
another view. In his lectures on Arabic historians he 
attempted to establish the idea that no Arabian chronicles 
existed in the pre-Islamic times. Although he admits that 
poetry being the diwan of the Arabs was an important vehicle

ILfor historical records.

1, Ibid.. 60.2. TEia.
3* Bulugh aI-Arab ffl Afcwal al-’Arab. (Baghdad 1314) III.209* 

bectures on Arabic Historians (Calcutta 1930) 22-23•



Finally, G-ibb thinks that the origin of Arabic 
historiography offers an insoluble problem* He sees between 
the legendary and popular traditions of pre-Islamic Arabia 
and the relatively scientific and exact chronicles which

iappeared in the second century of the hijra a wide gulf.
The southern Arabs preserved some form of historical 

tradition in the Minean, Sabaean and other inscriptions, 
while among the northern Arabs each tribe preserved its own 
tradition in the form of a series of stories and anecdotes
dealing largely with intertribal conflicts, widely known as

—  2Ayyam al-1 Arab» and in the form of tribal genealogies.
The Ayyam narratives played an important part in 

establishing a historical science and in promoting the idea 
of history.

Many reasons contributed to create a need for the 
study of history, and historiography. First and foremost 
was Islam. If we accept the assumption that history implies 
the existence of the idea of nation, then Islam, as a 
religion, appeals to all the Arabs, irrespective of their 
tribal obligations and relations.

(1) --*-• ££ (Ta*rikh) Supp. 233® This article was reproduced Tn his ibo'blc "Studies in the Civilization of Islam.”2. Ibid. 234-*# Brockelmann thinks that the historical consciousness amongst the northern Arabs was stronger than 
that amongst the southern. Of. "Tarlkh al-Adab al-’Arabr" IH. 7. “
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In pre-Islamic Arabia, the poet used to glorify the 
deeds of his own tribe, rather than the "Arab" as a race* 
A^mad Amin notices, that even when the Arabs were fighting 
a foreign race* the Persians, in the Day of lrDhu Qar”, the 
Arab poets praised and took pride in their own tribe!s

1actions, and there was not a general Arab consciousness* 
However, as the Arabs responded to the Islamic 

appeal, they discovered,., to their surprise, that they con
stituted a distinct nation, wider than the small communities 
to which they were related* Islam therefore created the idea 
of the "nation’1 and consolidated the elements of this nation, 
the tribes, when he put them face to face with other nations 
in an attempt to propagate Islam.

Then again, the collision with other foreign races 
further confirmed to the Arabs that they were a people 
different from others, and helped to create a new self- 
consGiousness, and self-realization.

The resultant historical writings followed two 
directions. The first dealt with the biography of the 
prophet. The first authors on this subject were *Urwa b* 
Zuhair (d. 94/712), Abban b* *Uthman (d. 104-/722), Wahb b. 
Munabbih (d. 110/728) and Shura^Lbll b* Sa'd (d.123/74-0).
The writings on the prophet were at first part of the hadlth,

1. Puba al-Islam I. 18-20.



- V 1as Dr, Durr points out, and the first in this field were
2also traditionists,

The second direction was the akhbar, including Ayyam, 
As Ibn al~NadIm indicates, the Umayyad caliphs, notably 
Mufawlya, encouraged writings on these subjects * Ibn al~

\ JNadlm also relates that *AbId b, Shariya al~jj?arhaml was asked
by Mu*awlya to write about the history of the ancients, and
about the kings of the Arabs and Persians,

al-Mas'udl also relates that Mu'awlya used to spend
the first third of the night listening to the history of the
ancients, their wars, and the Ayyam, In the second third he
would sleep and then get up in the last third, prepare his

4books on history and ask for pages to be read to him*
"In the second century of the Hidjra, the fields of 

tribal tradition, hitherto the preserves of the raw! and the 
nassab, were invaded by the philologists, who, in trying to 
recover and to elucidate all that survived of the ancient 
poetry, performed a valuable service to history by collecting 
and sorting out this mass of material. The typical figure of

1, Bahth f I Nasha * at al-Tarxkh1 ind al~1 Arab 20,2, For a fiill account on the subject, the study of Dr, Josef Horvitz "The Earliest Biographies of the Prophet and their Authors" may be consulted. This study was published 
in "10" 1927, pp.555-559. 1928, pp.22-50, 164-182 and 495-556.

3* Pihrist 89. 0, Pellat thinks that this is an indicationof'TjHe "birth of Arabic history". Of. al-jabig 196.4. Muruj al-Dhahab (Paris 1869) V. 77-78*



this activity is Abu 'Ubaida ... (His contributions to his
tory) compass the whole range of North-Arabian tradition, 
arranged under convenient heads such as the traditions of 
individual tribes, and families and those relating to the 
"Days’1 and extend also to the post-Islamic traditions relat
ing to the conquest of single provinces, to important events 
and battles, and such groups as the £a$L;Es of al-Bagra, the

writings, we may quote Pellat who says that in the process 
of collecting the ancient poetry, Abu 1Ubaida collected with 
it a mass of tribal akhbar which enabled him to write a 
number of books on history, which can be arranged under the 
following headings
1) On countries and provinces; Kitab Khurasan, Kitab 

Makka Wal-garam, Kitab Qiggat al-Ka'ba#
2) On tribes; Kitab Gharlb Butun al-'Arab, al-ffums Min 

Quraish, Kitab Akhbar *Abd al-Qais, Kitab Manaqib Bahila, 
Kitab Hathalib Bahila, Kitab AyadI al-Azd, Kitab Ma’athir

wal~Khazratj, Kitab Banu Nazim, Kitab Mahathir al-

*!&&=* "IKhawaridtj, and the mawall."

Abu 1Ubaida's books on HiSbtory;
To give a clear picture of Abu *Ubaidars historical

an, Kitab Tasmiyat Nan qatalat Banu As ad, Kitab

1Arab, (Kitab al~Qaba*il, Kitab al-Mathalib, Kitab
Buyutat al-'Arab)

1. Gitb. EI^1) (ta’rilrti) Supp, 254.
2. Books ’between two brackets have been added by the writer



3) On historical figures: Kitab Akhbar al-Ha.i.jarU Kitab 
Muslim b. Qutaiba, Kitab Khabar Abl Baghld, Kitab 
Muhammad wa~lbrahlm, Kitab al-A^an. (Kitab Khabar al- 
Barrad, Kitab Tasmiyat Azwa,i al-Nabl) •

4) On historical events: Kitab Maqtal 1 Uthman, Kitab Masyud 
b ♦ !Amr wa Maqtaluhu.

5) On battles: Kitab Gharat Qais wal-Yaman, Kitab Ayyam 
Banl Yashkur, Kitab Martj Rahit, Kitab al-Jamal wa Siffln,
(Kitab al~Ayyam al-Kablr, Kitab al-Ayyam al-Saghir, Kitab 
Maqatil al~Fursan, Kitab Maqatil al~Ashraf.)

6) On Conquests: Kitab Futub Armlniya, Kitab Futub al-Ahwaz, 
Kitab al~Sawad wa Futubuhu.

7) On parties and national elements: Kitab Khawari.j al-

This list illustrates the wide range of Abu lTJbai&sfs
historical contribution, though its scientific value is

the only authentic text that reached us in more or less

1. al~Jahig 199-200.
2. Ibid. 201, ShukrI Baikal "Harakat al~Fatb al-Islaml Fl 

al-Qarn al~Awwal. (Cairo 1952) 163.
3. Of. p . 4-

Bahrain wal~Yemama% Kitab al-Mawall, Kitab Fada*il 
al-Furs. \

8) On professions: Kitab QugLat al-Bagra.̂

2questioned by some writers, This point will be taken up 
later when we discuss Abu 1 Ubaida^ accounts of al-Ayyam,̂
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complete form, as an example of his historical writings in 
general.

The substance of these writings passed into later 
works as G-ibb points out**3" We shall however only refer to 
three of the later historians who drew on ‘Abu 1Ubaida, 
namely al-!fabarx, al-Baladhuri and al-Mas'udl#

In his great book "Tarlkh al-Rusul wal-Muluk”,
2 -al-^abarx relied among other sources, on works of Abu 

1Ubaida. It is on his authority that al-Jabarx relates the 
account of Yaum Dhl Qar,^ and of the uprisings of the

Zl vKharijites and other Islamic events. al-Jabam, it should 
be noted, does not depend entirely on Abu ,Ubaidafs versions 
of the events he is writing about. Conversely, he gives 
other versions to the same events which may or may not 
differ from each other.

al-Baladhurx, on the other hand, in his book "ffutufa. 
al-BuldanH, which is considered one of the nmost valuable

1, EI^1) (Ta’rlkh.) Supp. 234.
2* E  a paper written by Dr* J. !Ali in H.H.A.A. (I 1950, pp. 14-3-231* II 1952 pp. 135-190) entitled l!Mawarid Tarxkh al-Jabari11 the writer attempts to show the"'sources" from"’ which ai-Jabarl drew his information. He finds that in 

regard to the history of the^prophet, al-fabarl depended 
mainly on the siras and tafsxr literature; in regard to Jahili history, on Hisham 'al-Kalbl; in regard to al-Bidda movement, on Saif b. *Umar. The writer also refers to Abu 'Ubaida as one of al-Tabari!s important sources.

3* I* 1016, 1029.4, 1102 II. 1348-1349, 1375.



T_sources for the history of the Arab conquests", relied also 
on many informants such as al-gusain b. al-Aswad al-Kufl, 
al-Qasim b# Sallam, ’All b. Nu&ammad, al-Mada*ini, al-!Abbas 
b. Hisham al-Kalbl, Abu 1 Ubaida, Abu Mikhnaf, etc*^

Abu ’Ubaida was the main source for al-Baladhurl1 s
accounts of the conquests of al-Baljrain, al-Mada’in, Jurjan,

_ j _ h ____xJabaristan, al-Ahwaz, Bars, K&rman and Kurasan#
I - AThis author also uses Abu ’Ubaida1 s accounts of the

-  4foundation of both Kufa and Bagra. In so far as Bagra is
concerned Abu ’Ubaida, indeed, was the main source*

al-Has’udl uses Abu ’Ubaida’s accounts solely in 
regard to the pre-Islamic customs and traditions, Umayyad 
history and Persian history* It seems, however, that al- 
Mas’udl was acquainted with some of Abu 1 Ubaida!s works, 
such as Kitab Akhbar al-Burs, which deals with the history

— 6 — -r*of Bars, its kings, genealogy, etc#, since al-Mas’udi 
points out, that he (Abu ’Ubaida) drew all his reports and 
information on the history of Bars from a man called ’Umar 
Kisra, so nicknamed because he was so versed in the history 
of Bars,*'7

1* Becker El (al-Baladhurl) I* 972*
2* Butuh al-Buidan edited by §alâ i al-Dln al-Munajjid (Cairo, 1956), 18# introduction•
3. Ibid, 104, 323, 412, 469, 479, 499-506, 519-529*4. TEI5. 336, 425-428, 438, 358.
5. Hurun.i al-Dhahab III# 227, 341; V. 22; II. 112, 238*6. lUcl. 11 135.---7* TUIU. II* 112*



Tasmiyat Azwa.i al-Nabl:
Apart from scattered information in the form of 

akhhar and the Ayyam al-’Arab we have no other complete 
historical works except the monograph called "Tasmiyat Azwaj 
al-Nabl" which is still unpublished.^

Tasmiyat Azwa.i al-Nabl can be regarded as a good 
example of Abu 'Ubaida*s historical writings. In spite of 
the smallness of this work, it reveals a characteristic which 
is to be found in his other books, particularly al-Khail, 
namely systematization. He starts with a brief sketch of his 
subject and then proceeds to give short accounts of the 
Prophet’s wives in chronological order.

It can clearly be perceived that the author is con
cerned to give the most authentic details he could. Whether 
he succeeded in his attempt or not is questionable matter, 
but he is eager to substantiate his argument whenever it is 
possible for him to do so.

As an example of the sort of reasoning Abu ’Ubaida 
employs, we may refer to his account of Khadlja, ’kke first 
wife of the prophet. Abu ’Ubaida states that the prophet 
married Khadlja before Islam, and that his. four daughters, 
Zainab, Ruqlyya, Umm ICulthum and Pa£ima, were born before 
Islam* To prove this Abu ’Ubaida points out that the prophet

1. An edited version of this monograph is to be found at the end of this thesis, appendix I.
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married his daughter, Zainab, to Abu al-'Is b. al-Rabl1,
and that when Islam came into existence, Zainab accepted
Islam, although her husband refused* The prophet then
ordered his daughter not to see her husband* Later on, Abu
al-!&§ declared himself a Muslim* The prophet then left them

1 -to resume their marriage* Abu rUbaida draws the logical 
conclusions saying, "Had Zainab been born after the Revela
tion, the prophet, may God bless his name, would not have 
married her to an unbeliever*.* And if the prophet, may God 
bless his name, had married Khadlja after the time referred 
to at the beginning of this book Che refers to his statement 
that the prophet married Khadlja when he was twenty-five 
years old, fifteen years before the revelation was made to 
him], her daughter Zainab would not have been a mature woman,

pand would have been too young to get married before Islam*" 
The same argument was used in regard to the other 

daughters of the prophet*
Another feature which strikes the reader as soon as 

he sets out to read this treatise is its assured tone which 
indicates the independent character of the author and the 
sense that he was writing "historical facts" and not other
wise* He was both concerned with the veracity of what had 
happened, and thereafter sure that what he was reporting was 
the factual truth.

1* Of* p* Lj. o 2*. Cf * p* ^ o



This way of treating the material differs consider
ably from his method in the Ayyam al-'Arab, in that in the
Tasmiyat Azwaj al-Nabl, Abu 1 Ubaida is more an historian
than a rawl, in that he gives much thought to the correct 
Establishment of the historical fact*

Ayyam al-'Arab:
A1-Ayyam (the days) has several meanings* Besides 

its temporal meaning, it means also states, or favours of 
God, as in the verse "... and remind them of the days of 
God*11 (XIV. 5)» and finally it means 'battles'*'*' In the 
formula Ayyam al-'Arab, the word may have only the last
meaning. The term has often been translated as the "days of

pthe Arabs", which does not give a precise impression how
ever, and the term Ayyam (al-'Arab) is therefore retained 
throughout our study.

gajji Khalifa defines the term saying, "The science 
of Ayyam al-'Arab deals with the great battles and the most 
distressing and dreadful events that took place between the 
Arab tribes. The word "ayyam" is used to denote the "events" 
through the reference to the 'place1 (viz. in which they 
took place).^

1. Tatj al-'Arus IX 115; Lis an (yaum) XII* 649-651*
2. Mittwoch E I ^  (Ayyam al-'Arab) I. 793.
3* Kashf al-Zunun (Istanbul 1941) I. 204.



In fact* not all Ayyam deals with great "battles*
Xbn al-Athir clearly states, "We are mentioning the famous 
Ayyam and memorable battles, which constitute a great number 
of people and fierce fights* 1 have not referred to the small

1 T*forays because they are innumerable..." Ibn al-Athir1 s 
allusion finds an echo in both Mittwoch*s article on this 
subject in Ihe Encyclopaedia of Islam and in Hittl!s account 
of the Ayyam in his History of the Arabs. (The former says, 
"Many of them [al-Ayyam] however are not commemorative of 
proper battles like the "Day of Dhu gar" but only of insig
nificant skirmishes or frays, in which instead of the whole 
tribes, only a few families or individuals opposed one

panother*"' Ihe latter says, "Ihe history of the Bedouins is 
in the main a record of guerilla wars called Ayyam al-!Arab, 
in which there was a great deal of raiding and plundering 
but little bloodshed*"^

However, though al-Ayyam narratives are devoted to 
martial events, they also contain descriptions of episodes 
which characterise the social, economic and political status 
prevalent at that time* One aspect of the social life,

1* al~Kamil ffl al-larlkh (Leyden 1867) I* 367*
2. El2 (ayyam al-'Arab) I. 795.
5* History of the Arabs (London 1961) 87* Abu 1 Ubaida 

referred to three Ayyam only being the greatest Ayyam, 
they are yaum Kulab Rabl'a, yaum Labala and yaurn Dhl Qar. 
AghanI (D) XI, 131.
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namely, women in pre-lslamic Arabia, was the subject of 
study made by Lichtenstadter entitled "Women.in.the, Aiyam 
al-'Arab."^

0?o early Arab authors the interest in the Ayyam 
narratives was less because they give a panorama of Arabian 
life than that they tell the story of their ancestors1 glory, 
courageous raids and heroic deeds in bygone days* al-Nuwairl 
states that the Ayyam narratives are "one of the most 
magnificent traditions [of th.e Arabs] and he who reflects 
upon them will find [in them] the virtuous moral of their

pcharacter and the honour of their extraction*"
When the interest in collecting the pre-Islamic 

poetry began, the need to explain them necessitated reference 
to the events which the poets were describing. Goldziher 
for example points out that "ancient Arabic poetry truly 
reflects the tribal life of the Arab with all their passions 
and its traditional ideology# Its subjects; include petty 
intertribal feuds and the cause of them, the vendetta, the
predatory glprilla warfare; the adventures *.. thus the

/poets had '‘excellent opportunity to refer to the famous inter
tribal days of battle (Ayyam al-^rab1), the details of whose 
history are preserved in the prosaic narratives (Akhbar

1. Published in London in^|1935#
2# Nihayat al-Arab Pi Punten al-Adab. (Cairo 194-9) XV. 338.
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al~1Arab) .11 ̂ Besides, the hatred which the non-Arab elements
showed towards the Arabs may have compelled the latter to
reconsider and revive their heritage, of which the Ayyam 

2was part.
Abu ,Ubaida was considered to have been the scholar 

most versed amongst his contemporaries in Ayyam. Ibn Qutaiba 
says, nThe unusual expressions [of the Arabic language], the 
history of the [ancient] Arabs and their conflicts were his 
predominant preoccupation.

Abu !Ubaida himself boasted of his knowledge of the 
old Arab traditions, particularly of intertribal conflicts, 
saying, f,neither in heathen nor Muhammadan times, have two 
horses met in battle but that I possess information about

Zlthem and their riders.” And Nicholson says of him "Our 
knowledge of Arabian antiquity is drawn to a large extent
from the tradition collected by him which are preserved in

****** ~ Sthe ICitabu’l-Aghanr and elsewhere.”^
It must be noted, however, that Abu !Ubaida was not

the only rawl to write on the Ayyam, although his writings

Short History of Arabic Literature 2.2* Brockelmann, Tgtrikh al-Adah aT-̂ Arabl II c 33-34.
3. Wafayat III. 388-389. Muzhir II. 402. Lisan XV. 38.

Bughyat al-Wu>at 395.4. Muzhir ll. 462.5* A Iix'-berary History of the Arabs 345*
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on the subject have overshadowed the others*
Ihn al-Nadlm refers to al-Qarqabl (d* 155/771) and.

—  —  1 —Jannad as experts In the Ayyam* He also refers to Hsiham h*
Muhammad al-Kalbl (d* 206/821) as having written many books 
on the Ayyam* IJajji Khalifa however mentions only Abu
tUbaida as being the author of works on the Ayyam, and alludes
to his two books on the subject al-Ayyam al~Saghxr in which 
he gives accounts of 75 battles, and al-Ayyam al-Kablr in

•y,

which he gives an account of 1,200 battles.0 §ajji Khalifa
also refers to Abu-al-^araj as having added to Abu !Ubaidafs

Areports and raised the number of battles to 1,700. Other
biographers of Abu tUbaida mention his two books on the

« - - - 5Ayyam as well as a work on the Ayyam of the Banu Mazin* Ibn
al-Uadlm on the other hand mentions only a book called

1. Kihrist 91, 92.
2* Ibid. 97.
3* Kashf al-Zunun I. 204*
A. Ibid* I* 204. M.A. Khalaf Allah assumes that Abu al- 

ffaraj's accounts of the Bay of "Rahraftam" and “ShPb 
Jabala" in "al-Aghanl” were extracted from other books 
of Abu al-Faraj and added to nal~AghanIu* £f * “Sahib 
al-Aghanl, Abu al-Faraj al-Igfahanl al-RawIyaM (Cairo
1955) 279-280*

5* Wafayat III* 593. Irshad VII. 169.
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- f — 1" Ayyam Bann. Yashkur Wa Aklibaruhum"•

Ihe Transmission of .al-Ayyam:
The main part of the Ayyam narratives as has “been 

maintained above goes back to Abu 'Ubaida, whose transmission 
represents the school of Bajra, though there was also a

fflkrist 54-. The actual number of the Ayyam was, is, and 
always will be uncertain* Besides the loss of Abu ITJbaida*s 
works on the subject, the survival of which would have 
cleared up the difficulty other factors have created 
confusion* Thus the names of certain Ayyam vary from one 
source to another* In the ’Iqd (III. 90) for instance, 
yaum Balqa* al~$usn was given the name of Naqa al-Hasan 
in "al-Nitfaya" of al-Nuwairl (XV. 391) and in the "Haga*ij." 
(S) (1*177)• Also "yaum al-Nata’a" in al-Nuwairl1s book 
(XV 364*) was referred to as "Rabat" in the "Kamil" (I.4-84-). 
On the other' hand, some days were given more than one 
name* Examples on the point are legion. Yaum al-Sara!In 
is called also "al-Jurf" (1Umda II, 210), !Yaum al-Ghablt" 
was called "al»!A^ali" once and "al-Ayad" again (Ibid II. 
211) "Yaum A !shash" was given the name of "Malika" (Ibid 
11*211)* Yaum Milzaq" was given the name of "al-Suban" 
(Ibid* 11.212)* "Yaum al-Waqig" was also called "al~]Jinu" 
(Ibid. II. 213), etc.

This confusion in numbers and names seems not to be 
a new one. Ibn Bashlg. himself declared that he has done 
his best to shorten his accounts in "al-!Umda" and he 
observed the discrepancies we have just referred to, 
adding that the responsibility of this confusion is not 
his but the rawls. (Ibid* II. 220).



Kufite transmission which goes hack to al-Mufa$L$Lal* She 
following table shows through whom the two transmissions

al-1Abbas al-Yazxdx 
She Kufite transmission, however, never reached us 

and there is only one isolated allusion to a Kufite trans-

but there seem to be no grounds for such an assumption, The 
previously-mentioned table shows that two reciters, Muhammad 
b* gabxb and Abu Sa!xd al-Sukkarx derived material from 
both transmissions. This indicates that a sort of amalgamation, 
was probably made, and that the result was a uniformity and 
similarity in essentials, if not in detailsQ

Indeed differences in details occurred even within 
the Bagran transmission as for example the difference between

1* Caskel MAi;jam al~!Arab” I si arnica (1930) III. 86. 
"Aghanl" (D) XI 124.
"Aghanl" (D) XI 72.

5* "Islamica" (Aijam al-!Arab) 86.

were handed down* 1
The sohool 
of Bagra

Abu 'TJbaida

The school 
of Kufa

Muhammad Ibn IJabxb
Abu Sarxd^ 
al-Sukkarx

al-Akhfash, Muhammad bw  * mm* mam

Sa * dan

Ibn Sa’dan

al-Mufa^al 
Ibn al-^Arabx 

Muhammad b. gablb 
Abu Sa'xd al-Sukkarx 

*Alx b. Sulaiman al-Akhfash

mission in al-Aghanx. Gaskel assumes that there were import 
ant differences between the Basran and Kufite transmissions,



al-Agma1I 1s and Abu fUbaida!s reports of the murder of 
Zuhair b. Jadhlma al-'AbasI.^

The reason why it was Abu ,Ubaida,s transmission 
which found its way into later works, and not the Kufite 
transmission is a matter of conjecture. It may be however 
that among the rawis of the Kufite transmission there was 
no one who put anything in writing. Abu ’Ubaida was not the 
only rawi of the Bagran school to do this, but the importance 
of his reports would undoubtedly be enhanced by his reputa
tion as an expert on the pre-Islamic history* These two 
reasons may well have created greater interest in his work 
and ensured the survival of his transmission*

Any attempt to reconstruct his Ayyam material will 
be inadequate unless a comparison is made between his 
transmission and the Ayyam as transmitted by later authors.

Among the authors who related Ayyam on the authority 
of Abu 1Uba±da, and whose accounts are to be considered 
along with Abu ltfbaida,s accounts in the Naqa’id, are Ibn 
al-Athlr in his 'hl-Kamil fl al~Tarlkhu s Ibn *Abd Rabbih in 
his "al-1Iqd al-Farid" and al-Nuwairl in his "Nihayat al-Arah

1. "AKhanI" (D) XI. 82, 91.
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fx Funum al-Adab".'1'

1. Other authors related Ayyam on the authority of Abu
fUbaida, such as Ibn Rashlq in his "al-!Umdatf. He says, 
,?And I have given accounts in this chapter of what I have 
access to concerning the Ayyam al~!Arab and their con
flicts from al-Naqa*id and other works (II 198). The 
other works which Ibn Rashlq referred to are not express- 
edly named. Yet if we take the reference to Ibn Qutaiba's 
disagreement with Abu *Ubaida In regard to Yaum al-Fijar 
seriously (Ibid II. 218-219) then we may infer that one 
of the authors from whom Ibn Rashlq derived his informa
tion was Ibn Qutaiba. Ibn Rashlq does not otherwise refer 
to his sources and says only "someone other than Abu 
fUbaida said" (Ibid II* 203),

Another author who related Ayyam was al-Maidanx in 
his "Na.jma1 al-Amthal" (Cairo, 1310) II. 324-337. But 
his accounts are short and incomplete and not of partic
ular importance, although Mittwoch holds that al-Maidanx1spreports are "very useful for quick orientation" (Cf. El 
(Ayyam al-1 Arab) 794)» A third author is Abu al-Faraj 
whose transmissions of Ayyam are of special importance for 
reasons which will be discussed later. It must be noted, 
however, that Abu al-FarajTs transmissions are not 
included with the above-mentioned authors for the reason 
that his accounts of Ayyam are rather a by-product than 
an end in themselves. "They are inserted by way of explan
ation of events, alluded to in the ancient verses", as 
Mittwoch says (EI^ (Ayyam al-!Arab) 794), Thus he is unlike 
Ibn al-Athxr, al-Nuwairx and Ibn *Abd Rabbihi who devote 
special chapters to the Ayyam narratives.
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The accounts of those authors are different in that
each author presents the material in the way which suits
his purpose, Thus Ibn-al-Athlr, as a historian was more
interested in the events than in poetry inserted in them.
Ibn *Abd Rabbihi on the other hand was an author whose
writings bear witness that he was more rawl than historian,
and that his book was meant not to be a history but rather
a literary work covering many subjects appealing to different
readers of dissimilar tastes. He therefore cuts short dry

*1historical events and inserts more poetry.” Al-Nuwairi1s 
accounts of the Ayyam do not differ radically from those of 
Ibn *Abd Rabbihi, as one can see from the accounts of both 
these authors on Yaum Khaww, Yaum al-Kijar the first, second 
and third, and many others.

The Ayyam al~!Arab in al-Naqa»id:
Abu *Ubaida's accounts of the Ayyam in al-Naqa*ig. 

offer some problems, but they are not insoluble.
The authorship of al-Haqa * id has been subject to 

dispute among some scholars. These suspicions, however, are 
directed more at the commentary on the poetry rather than

1* Ror example compare Ibn al-Athirfs account of yaum al- 
Nisar (Kamil I. 462-463) with that of Ibn rAbd Rabbihi 
(al-^Iqd III. 77) aud al-Nuwairl (Nihayat XV 421). Also 
the account of yaum Khazar in al-Kamil I. 382 and in 
al-!Iqd III. 78 and in Hihayat XV. 420-421*



the poetry itself#
A^mad al-Shayib for example observes that there are

additions in the commentary attributable to al-Yarbu!I,
_rr 1 al-A§maTx, al-Sukkari, Safdan b# al-Mubarak and Ibn gabxb.

Dr* al-Ghannawx goes as far as stating that the book is a
collection of commentaries and explanations put together

-  2 -  -  — Tafter the time of Abu lTJbaida, and Jaha al-gajiri expresses 
similar doubts#^

All these objections can be to some extent justified, 
but none seriously affects the proposition that Abu *Ubaida 
was the sole author of the original text# This obviously 
suffered from alterations and additions as time went on, but
those additions can always be recognized by the reference

— v Zlto the rawi to whom the addition or alteration is attributed.
However, if the linguistic and other historical 

remarks are to be taken seriously, the Ayyam narratives in 
the book are, unquestionably, Abu ’Ubaida's. Ihe fact that 
Abu lUbaida is referred to as the transmitter cannot be 
overlooked and only on one occasion, the narrative of the 
battle of Daljds is the name of another transmitter, viz#

1* D?arxkh al-Naqa*id fi al-Shilr al-^Arabx (Oairo 194-6)
27^71. " 7 --------------- ------ ----2. Haqa?id Jarir wal-ffarazdaq 122-123.

3* Al-Katib al-Migri (Abu ’IJbaida) 4-63#
4-. Haqa’id (S) I. 55, 125, 130, 264-; II# 12, 29* 85, 112, 

IE97-&3 etc#
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_  1 al~Kalbi, mentioned as a transmitter*
The aim of Abu rUbaida, when writing his book, was 

to explain and comment on the poetry, these Ayyam narratives 
being an important element in the understanding of the 
Naqa*id« So many references were made to the Ayyam that it 
was inevitable that the commentator on the Naqa’id should 
explain them*

The Ayyam material in the Naqa’id is not exhaustive 
and two reasons contribute to limit their number* Firstly,
Abu *Ubaida felt himself obliged to deal with the Ayyam 
which the two poets refer to* A careful study of those 
narratives shows that al-Farazdaq, for instance, used to take 
pride in the Ayyam of the Tamlm, Darim and Taghlib particu
larly* Jarir referred to and boasted of the Tamlm in 
general, and Yarbu1 and Qais !Ailan in particular* Generally 
speaking the Ayyam were limited to narratives concerned
with the 'Adnanites and Qalybanites» * Thus a great number of

-  2 -other Ayyam were not included therein* Secondly, Abu 'Ubaida

1* Ibid* _2. Ejmad al-Shayib points^ out that pre-Islamic Ayyam appear 
in the Naqa*id of Jarir and al-Farazidaq rather than Islamic 
ones* (Tarlkh al-Naqa*id fi al-Shi'r al-!ArabI 228). In 
fact, Abu 1 IJbaida refers only to five Islamic Ayyam only, 
namely Yaum Haramlf, al-Shai£ain, al~VaqI$, al-Lahhaba 
and Barajum. Al-Shayib also observes that in the Naqa * iff, 
of Jarir and al-Akh^al, the case is just the opposite, 
and the two poets refer mainly to Islamic Ayyam* (Ibid*)



narrates the Ayyam in his hook only to the extent that they 
help to elucidate the text. The narration of a Yaum may not 
he complete, or it may he cut off and then returned to again. 
For example, in one of his poems, al~Farazdaq refers to the 
battle of al-Nisar and Abu 'Ubaida gives a detailed account 
of this battle in seven pages, only to return to it when

T 1Jarxr alludes to the same Yaum in a later poem.
In view of the intentions of the author, it will be 

clear that the Ayyam in the Uaqa1 id could not be arranged 
chronologically. It is believed however that Abu 'Ubaida
adopted a chronological arrangement of Ayyam in his two*

_  _  _ pbooks al-Ayyam al-Kabrr and al-Ayyam al-Saghar.
aQ?he contents of these two books are totally unknown. 

It is possible, nevertheless, to form some idea of their 
contents if we make a comparison between the Ayyam as trans
mitted by Abu 'Ubaida in his Naqa»id and the Ayyam as trans
mitted by Ibn 'Abd Eabbihi, Ibn al-Athir and al-Nuwairl in 
their previously mentioned books. Before this however, it 
will be useful to refer to E. Mttwoch's opinion on this 
point, viz. "The information concerning the Ayyam which later 
writers have preserved, is partly given in scattered bits 
and partly in entire chapters in proper sequence. Instances 
of the former are found in al-librizl’s Hamasa commentary,

1. Naqa’id (S) I. 224-231, 244-245*
2. al-'Umda II. 199.
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in the Kitab al-Aghanl, where they are inserted by way or 
explanations of e-vents alluded to in the ancient verses, in 
the collections of proverbs, and in the works of geography

d in

encyclopaedia, Nihayat a 1-Arab I1! Funun al-Adab, and Ibn 
al-Athlr's historical work al-Kamil Fr’l-Tsrlkh. The account 
in the 1 IkdT was probably based on the minor work of Abu 
1 Ubaida* It is very concise, often to such an extent as to 
obscure the meaning* al-Huwayrl copied the whole chapter on 
the Ayyam from the f Ikd* Ibn al-Athxr has tried to arrange 
the separate days in chronological order, in accordance with 
the character of his history. His-account goes into greater 
detail than that of the ^kd* A great deal must doubtless be 
traced back either directly or indirectly to the larger 
version of Abu'TTbayada's work, much also to other sources,

iall of which cannot be retraced."
This quotation contains two assumptions* Firstly, 

that almost all the extant accounts of Ayyam in the previously 
mentioned works go back to Abu TIJbaida, and secondly, that 
these accounts were drawn from Abu lUbaida,s two books on 
the Ayyam, al-Ayyam al-gaghlr, which Mittwoch calls the 
minor work and al-Ayyam al-Kablr or the larger version*

1. El2 I 794.

ffie*ilM  al-Earld of Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi, in al-Euwayrl’s 
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(The first assumption is correct and does not need to 
be laboured. The second one is open to question, and Mittwoch 
gives no supporting evidence for it.

Here, a comparison between al-Uaqa’ij^s accounts of 
the Ayyam and other accounts preserved in Ibn *Abd Rabbihi, 
Ibn al-Athlr and al~Nuwairx!s works is useful and answers 
the question whether those authors drew from al~Uaqa*i& or 
from Abu 1Ubaida*s other works on the subject.

The table below compares the Ayyam material as trans
mitted by Abu 1 Ubaida and later authors.
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The table, undoubtedly, reveals some important facts. 
The first is that the accounts of al-Naqa*id are considerably 
less in number than the others. As has been mentioned before, 
Abu 1 IJbaida !s aim in this book was not to write a book on 
al-Ayyam, and his accounts in the Naqa*i£ were, in fact, 
background material.

Since the accounts of the other three writers contain 
narratives of Ayyam not documented by Abu 1 Ubaida in 
al-Naqa*i& such as Yaum al-Daflna, al-Quwaira, Zubala,
Haramit and al-Faruqain, it is reasonable to suppose that 
their accounts do not draw on al-Naqa’id but from Abu 
rUbaida*s other books on the subject.

An examination of Ibn !Abd Rabbihi *s Ayyam and those 
of al-Nuwairl reveals a striking similarity* This fact 
entitles us to assume that the source of those two authors 
was one, and in all likelihood al-Ayyam al-Kablr. On the 
other hand, the accounts of Ibn al-Athlr which are less in 
volume, one can assume were based on Abu * Ubaida fs al-Ayyam 
al-gaghlr.

Thus Mittoch*s assumption that the material of Ibn 
al-Athlr was based on al-Ayyam al-Kabir and that of Ibn !Abd 
Rabbihi on al-Ayyam al-Saghlr is not justified* Had Ibn *Abd 
Rabbihi drawn from the latter, the number of Ayyam in his
account could not have exceeded 75 v for Abu 'Ubaida gave an

_  -  1account of only 75 Ayyam in his minor work on al-Ayyam.

1* Kashf al-gunun I* 204.
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The Historical importance of the Ayyam:
Having discussed the Ayyam transmissions we turn now 

to examine their historical value and how far they illustrate 
Abu fUbaida!s historical sense which as we have seen has been 
called into question#

§ajji Khalifa unequivocally states that this science
M  *1(al-Ayyam) should he considered a branch of history.

Certainly to Ibn al-Athlr and al-Mas'udl these narratives 
were part of their historical writings* This is a fairly 
sensible outlook. Both these historians - indeed most Arab 
historians - understood history as a branch of knowledge 
which concerned recording accounts of bygone events, and 
questioning the authenticity of the events and making a 
judgment on their historical value seems to them out of place* 

Ibn Khaldun (d 808/1406) seems to be the first Arab 
thinker to treat such narratives critically, not only in 
regard to the Ayyam, but with all historical writings.

Furthermore he attempts to put history on a logical 
and scientific basis and by comparison with these concepts 
he shows, up the defects of Arab historians* Two faults are 
stressed. Firstly, that Arab historians missed the factor of 
uchange” in their historical writings, change affecting 
people, communities, life and race. Secondly, and more

&ashf al-gunun I. 204,
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immediately relevant he maintains that they are not accurate 
meticulous investigators when relating historical happenings 

The modern scholars have taken up this point and 
they are more or less in agreement that the historical value 
of the Ayyam accounts is small and that they lack any true 
historical sense* Rosenthal, for example, states, "At any 
rate we can he sure that battle-day narratives existed in 
pre-Islamic time, and the question arises whether their 
existence is an indication or expression of historical con
sciousness, The reply must he negative# Those narratives 
were not originally intended to he historical material# 
According to W# Caskel the elaborate hattle-day narratives
were fully accepted in historical literature no earlier than

2the thirteenth century* The historians thus showed them
selves hesitant to adopt material which they recognised as 
belonging to the domain of philologists or litterateurs.
And in fact, in their origin the battle day narratives 
belonged rather to literature in the narrow sense than to 
history#"^

1# Ibid* I* Concerning Ibn Khaldun's historical theories IT is profitable to consult the remarkable study made by Muhsin Mahdl, "Ibn Khaldun's philosophy of History" 
(London 1957) particularly Chapter 155-171*2# This^is, of course, not correct. Ibn al-Athlr and al- Mas'udl considered those narratives as part of their historical source material long before the thirteenth century.

5* "History of Huslim Historiography" 18*
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Gibb on the other hand considers that there is a 
core of truth in the Ayyam narratives. Thus though they are 
“one sided* vague in chronology and often romantically 
exaggerated, [they] nevertheless, reflected a reality and 
sometimes preserved a substantial core of truth.""1*

Lichtenstadter reluctantly agrees with Caskel that 
"their (al-Ayyam) historical value and the amount of

2historical data which can be derived from them is but small."
Dun*, al-buri has an opinion of them similar to that

of Rosenthal and Gibb. He sees no historical sense in the
Ayyam literature, yet he admits that they contain some

*historical facts.
These views are not in substance incorrect. Yet one 

cannot help wondering whether their hypotheses are suffic
iently proved. In the writer's view they are historical 
accounts reflecting a reality which once existed. Besides the 
Ayyam, we have no texts which reflect that reality and with 
which the Ayyam can be compared and examined, and a reasoned 
judgment then passed on whether they are historically 
authentic,.
1. (Ta*rlkh) Supp.234*. Dr. F. ]JittI echoed^Gibb's opinion regarding the exaggeration in the Ayyam. "History of the Arabs" (London I960) 89*
2. ff¥omen in the Aiyam al-'Arab" (London 1935) 2* Strangely enough ‘to notice that although Lichtenstadter found small historical data in the Ayyam, she nevertheless based her study on the women status m  pre-Islamic Arabia on the Ayyam themselves I
5 • Babth fi Hashk’at film al-larxkh !ind al-'Arab, 17 ♦
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In other words it must he stressed that the Ayyam 
are not imaginative literature, and the correlation of these 
narratives with what we know of reality and history is close 
so far as can he judged* They represent the traditional 
history of the Arahs and as such merit treatment as historical 
texts, which, on careful scrutiny, could yield valuable 
historical data concerning tribes, characters, and circum
stances. Accepting this the ancient Arab authors were justi-

1fied in considering these events history*
Doubtless, it is no small part of the force of the 

Ayyam that they have much of reality behind them. The element 
of history in them, and their close relation to the lives of 
those from whom they were made, have given them a substance 
and solidity which no early imaginative literature could 
offer.

Generally speaking, the Ayyam al-1 Arab are the 
material of an epic, not a romance. Ker says "whatever epic 
may mean, it implies some weight and solidity* Romance means 
nothing, if it does not convey some notion of mystery and

pfantasy."
Ihus unlike the 'Antara romance whiGh was constantly 

added to, modified and altered, the narratives of the Ayyam 
al-1 Arab were kept intact and thus the reality behind them

1* Gf. p. 3f V*
2. V.P. Ker "Epic and Romance" (London 1926) 4-.



stayed -unimpaired.

Abu 1Ubaida*s Nethod in transmitting al-Ayyam:
Obviously any examination of Abu fUbaida*s historical 

method requires a thorough survey of the method of transmis
sion and contents of the Ayyam. Thus we will see for ourselves 
whether Abu * Ubaida was more an historian whose paramount 
concern was to transmit and relate authentic events to time 
and place, or a rawl whose sole task lay in the mere collec
tion of the events he transmits irrespective of their value 
or significance.

It is generally agreed that Msulim historiography 
shared with gadlth its methods in so far as the latter is 
concerned with criticism of the chain of transmitters. Dr. M. 
Mahdl states, "tradition and history both ... use authority

icriticism as a methodological tool." After that, however, 
they part company. Where Uadith method goes on to examine 
the text (matn) after analysing the isnad, historical mathod 
does not really go far enough in criticising the material 
collected and collated.

Abu *Ubaida*s transmissions, poetical, historical 
and otherwise, were based, in the main, 011 oral transmission 
and only to a small extent on written sources. The validity 
of such sources, however, is open to question, and Abu

1. "Ibn Khaldun*s Philosophy of History" 134.
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1Ubaida*s attitude was most critical and analytical*
In the second part of this thesis we have seen that

Abu 1 Ubaida was not only a transmitter of the data he passed
on, but that he subjected them to criticism and scrutiny
before either accepting or rejecting them. His method in
transmitting the Ayyam material is therefore likely to have
the same features, and to be equally critical.

However, before we embark on a detailed discussion
of this point, there are certain other points to be clarified.
We have already more than one version of the Ayyam of Abu
* Ubaida, each one differing from the others and it is
essential to determine which of them best reflect his methods.
For the reasons stated before the accounts of Ibn al-Athxr,
Ibn *Abd Habbihi and al-Nuwairl will be discarded. What
remains are al-Naqa * id and al-Aghanx* ^aha al-§ajiri prefers
the latter to the Ayyam narratives of al-Naqa’ig. because,
according to his argument, Abu 1Ubaida*s authorship of this

o _book is doubtful. Abu al~FarajTs accounts, according to 
him, are more authentic because Abu al-Faraj is a meticulous

1. Of. p. 3 Si
2. al-Katib al-Kisrl (Abu * Ubaida) A6J.



1and accurate transmitter.
Jalia al-gajirl1 s reasoning lacks cogency however.

2 -As has been shown before the Ayyam narratives in the 
Naqa* icL are Abu fUbaida!s, because the reference to him as 
the transmitter is beyond doubt. Moreover, a comparison 
between the accounts of Abu al-Faraj, which Jaha al~gajirl 
trusts, and that of al-Naqa * id shows that there are no 
essential differences between the two* It can therefore be 
stated that Abu al-Baraj has to all intents and purposes 
copied verbatim from al~Haqa>id* The great similarity
between al-Naqa?id and al-Aghani on Yaum Shi*b Jabala and

- 3RaljraTjian is striking.
The conclusion to be drawn accordingly is that the 

accounts of al-Aghanl1 s and al-Naqa * id are equally authentic

1. Abu al-Raraj certainly states clearly whether he is trans 
mitting on the authority of Abu 'TTbaida or collating other versions. _In the story of Aus b* Ha jar, Abu al- Raraj says, "Abu Muhammad al-Bahill related [this] to me on the authority of al-Agma1!. This anecdote was also reported by al-Tawwazi on the authority of Abu fUbaida*
I have collated the two versions...1' (Aghanl (D) XI 72).
Again in regard to the story of the murder of Zuhair b. Jadhima, Abu al-Faraj says, having related the story, "This is the transmission of Abu lUbaida." He then proceeds to give the transmission of al-Agma'x on the same subject as transmitted by al-Athram.(Ibid. XI. 91).2. Of. p.

3. Naqa’id II. 654. AghanI (D) XI. 131, 124.
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and both reflects equally well the method of transmission 
which Abu 'Ubaida employed.

It now remains to examine how Abu fUbaida individually 
applied the general technique of criticism of isnad and matn*

Isnad in the Ayyam:
Isnad was first established with the collecting of 

the traditions. The importance which the traditionists 
attached to the tradition as a source of legislation compelled 
them to discredit the tradition unless they are sure of its
authenticity through a reliable chain of authorities. Ibn

—  —  1al-Sala^ said that "al~Isnad is part of the religion."
For the same reason as the mufeaddithun the rawls 

employed the isnad in an attempt to lend the text they were 
transmitting the authenticity it required. But this attempt 
was doomed to failure for two reasons• Firstly unlike 
fra d i t h s  akhbar and Ayyam narratives, almost all go back 
to the pre-Islamic times. Thus the span of time was rather 
longer than with hadiths and it was difficult to keep intact 
a chain of authority. Secondly in fields other than badith 
such as poetry, history, etc., equal importance was not 
attached to the isnad, and it was not regarded as an absol
utely essential feature.

Abu !Ubaida however in his historical reports,

1. Nuqaddimat Ibn al~galah (Aleppo 1931) 215*



including al-Ayyam, did consider that the isnad was a salient 
feature. Of the many examples a few are detailed below:
1) Abu !Utham said, it was told us by Abu *Ubaida who said, 

it was told us by Abu al-Mukhtar Faras b* Khandaq al- 
QaisI, and other Arab scholars, whose names Faras b. 
Khandaq has mentioned , *.

2) In the account of yaum Dhu Qar, which was transmitted by 
Abu ,Ubaida we come across the following: "SallJ b.
Sa'dan b* Mi1 dan said: *We were told by our prisoners who 
were there that time: they said, when the warriors met

peach other in the battlefields...1»"
3) "Abu *UbaIda said: 11 was told by more than one informant 

who was told by Ibn al-Jarud b. Abi Sabra from Hudhail... 
saying...1."^

A) nAbu fUbaida said, I have heard G-hllan b. Muhammad talking 
to fUthman al-Batti saying: *1 was told by fAbd al-Rahman

ZLbo Jawshan who said1*.."
5) "Abu fUbaida said: !I was told by Yazld b, Summair al- 

Jarml who was told by Sawwar b. Sa!id al-Jarml*...
6) "Abu ,Ubaida said: !I was told by Maslama b. Mu^.arib b. 

Salm b. Yazld and others from Ziyad on the authority of

1• Naqa’ifl 638-639.2. Ibid.6AA.
3. TEId. 723-72A.A. TBTd. 722.
5. TBId. 726.



those who witnessed that, [i.e* the events he narrates 
concerning Mas'ud Murder] and by their clients, who are
more knowledgeable in these [events] than others that1

.. 1 « • «  •

7) "Abu ’Ubaida said: !I was told by Zuhair b* Hunaid who 
was told by *Amr b* 'Isa,1

8) "Abu 'Ubaida said: 'I was told by Hubaira b. §udair who 
was told by Isljaq b* Suwaid' ..

9) "Abu 'Ubaida said; fl was told by Zuhair b. Hunaid, who 
was told by al-Wa^a^. b. Khaithama one of Banii 'Abdullah 
b# Darim who was told by Malik b. Dinar1

10) "Abu 'Ubaida said: 'I was told by Dirwas, one of Banu.
Ma'bad b • Zurara *•*."^

11) "gatim said: *1 was told by Abu. 'Ubaida, who said I was
told by more than one well-versed informant from Hawazin
tribe, some of whose fathers were lived in the Jahiliya' 

„6• Aft

12) "Abu 'UbaicLa said: 'I was told by 'Abd al-gamld b. sAbd 
al-Walj.id b. 'S§im b. 'Abdullab b. Rafi' b. Malik b. 'Abd 
b. Julhuma b. £ta<M-a!3. !>• Yarbu* b. Sa'd b. Taghlib b. Sa'd 
b. 'Auf b. Jillan b. Ghanm b. A'fur, who said I was told

1. Ibid. 726.2. I5 3 Z . 727.
5. Tbia. 730.
4 . TUTS.. 731.
5 . TE I3. 753.6. aTIUlqd I. 150. (1316 ed.)
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by my father 'Abd. al-Waljid. and my uncle §afwan who were 
told "by* their father 'Sgim b. 'Abdullah who were told 
by those [informants] who have seen Sha’s b. Zuhair

13) !,Abu * Ubaida said: lI was told by Ibn Shifa* al-Manafi 
of the Banu !Abd Manaf b. Darim

More examples could be given, but those we have 
mentioned are sufficient to illustrate the importance of the 
isnad in Abu 1 Ubaida's scholarly discipline. It can well be 
seen that Abu 'Ubaida was eager to refer to all the Informants 
in the isnad, and thus to match the carefulness of the 
traditionalists in this respect, perhaps because he was a 
muhaddith  ̂as well as a rawl and philologist. To all appear
ances Abu 'Ubaida, in the field of Akhbar in general and 
Ayyam in particular, was employing the traditionists1 method. 
Yet it may be necessary to make a reservation in this respect. 
The chain of authority in the Ayyam narratives of Abu 'Ubaida 
was not as strictly regulated as for authentic hadlth. That 
is to say, the isnad is not necessarily mar f u 7, in which no 
link in the chain of authority might be absent, and in fact, 
to demand such criteria for pre-Islamic events is not 
reasonable, for the mere fact that the distance in time 
separating the occurrence of the events and the first or the

1. AghanI (D) XI.75.
2. Naqa’ifl (S) I. 226.
3. 6im p# above where his career as a teacher of hadlthin Baghdad is mentioned. Moreover he transmits about" 24

hadlths at the beginning of al-Khail (10-15).
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second class of rawis was too long* The isnad of Abu 1Ubaida
in bis Ayyam is nearer to wbat is called isnad maqtu' or
isnad mursal, in tbe sense that either one or more of the

1authorities is not mentioned*
Dr* Najir al-Dln al-Asad indeed states categorically

that these two kinds of isnad (viz* maqfru1 and mursal) were
employed in literary transmissions almost exclusively, while
al-marfu*, which is so important in hadith was almost entirely 

2absent•
While it is true that Abu 1Ubaida essays to trace

back his chain of authorities to pre-Islamic times and to
the first authority who witnessed the event concerned as some

*examples show, he does not do so in all his narratives,
4Sometimes, his isnad contains no more than one name, and

5occasionally only the egression, "Some of them said*.*",
—  6 or "Some scholars from the Banu 'Amir claim ..." In other

cases there is no reference to a transmitter at all but
only "Abu 'Ubaida said,.."^

1. Bor an account of these terms and the differences between them, the best source, perhaps is 'Ulum al-Uadlth, known as "Muqaddimat Ibn al-galah" by Abu 'vAmr'" *Utliman b* 'Abd* al-Barman.'
2. Magadir al-Shi'r al-Jahill 258*
3* Of. also al-Jamhara fl al-Lugha II. 110. Uamasa (Cairo 

1953) IV•”'1879*4. Uaqa’id 305*
5. Ibid. 639.6. T5TU. 671.
7. AghanI (D) XI. 121, 131.
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In spite of the concern which Abu 1 Ubaida displays 
in regard to the isnad, and there seems no doubt that he 
gives an isnad whenever possible, there is no indication 
that he examined them critically. Abu 'Ubaida to all appear
ances took for granted the events which his transmitters 
were relating. The way in which these stories were narrated 
and presented, however, will be examined later.*** We are con
cerned here with the criteria which Abu 'Ubaida applied in 
regard to the veracity of the factual happenings.

To some modern scholars, the Ayyam narratives lack
pobjectivity and are permeated by a strain of exaggeration.

If they are accepted as historical texts, however, as it is 
*argued above-' that they should be, this exaggeration is a 

secondary consideration» The primary consideration is how to 
extract from them a kernel of truth of use to the historian 
firstly and secondly to decide whether Abu 'Ubaida did apply 
any comparable criteria or an analytical technique to these 
texts.

Matn in the Ayyam:
The first thing to be investigated in this connection 

is to see whether Abu 'Ubaida accepted the reports of his

1. Gf. Chapter 10.
EI^ J (Ta’rikh) Supp. 234-. History of the Arabs 89#

3 * Chapter 10•
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informants without question or objection, or whether he 
selected, sifted and rejected some events,

A careful reading of the Ayyam narratives suffices 
to convince one that Abu 1Ubaida faithfully related all the 
versions he gets of the same event, and seldom prefers one 
to another.

Examples to prove this assumption are ample. Here 
are a few.
1) In the account of the murder of Khalid b, Ja'far b. Kilab, 

Abu * Ubaida relates on the authority of Abu §ayya al- 
Nuwairx, "that al-Aswad b, al-Mundhir raided Banu Dhubyan 
and Banu Asad because they broke the treaty in Sha$£ 
Arlk. Abu * Ubaida asked his informant Abu Jayya which one
[it was], because there are two places called Sha*Jr£ Arlk,

the Black and the White. Abu £Eayya said that he did not
know, Abu ’Ubaida said* "Others related*,*" He then gives

1another version.
2) "Abu 'Ubaida said: When al-Harith was killed, Shura^bxl 

went to the Banu Darim and took refuge with the Banu 
paxara, as for the Banu 'Abdullah b e Darim, they say, "No, 
he took refuge with the Ma'bad b, Zurara, and they later 
accepted him and gave him protection, and this led to the 
Day of RaT̂ ralian, and the Day of Ra^ra^an led to the Day 
of Jabala."2

1. Apihanx (D) XI. 109.
2. Ibid. XI. 112.
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3) In the account of Khalid b. Ja'far's murder, Abu ’Ubaida 
speaks about al-^arith b. galim who was captured by the 
Banu Hizzan and then escaped* Later he was taken prisoner 
by a group from the Qais tribe and Hizzan* They beat him 
so that he would reveal his identity, but he would not. 
Some people from Qais bought him from the Hizzanites for
a wineskin and a goat. It is also related that he was sold 
to a man from the Sa'd tribe.1 Abu 'Ubaida after giving 
this account, then gives another version concerning the 
escape of al-garith. According to Firas b. Khandaq, al-

2§arith escaped from the Banu Qais and went to al-Yamama.
4) In the account of Yaum Shi'b Jabala? Abu 'Ubaida describes 

how Shuray^i killed Laqlf and said, "[People] are at 
variance on this point* Q?hey say that it was Jaz’b. Khalid 
b. Ja'far who killed LaqI'f, while the Banu 'Uqail claim 
that it was 'Awf b D al-Muntafiq al-'Uqailx that killed 
him ... as for the scholars, they have no doubt that it 
was ShurayljL who killed Laqllj*"^

5) In the account of Khalid b* Ja'far^s murder we read, "Then 
al-garith went to al-Sham and asked the protection of one 
of the Ghassanid kings. It is said that the king was al- 
Nu'man. It is also reported that the king x̂ras Yazld b.

1. Ibid. XI. 114.2. TBIH. XI. 115.
3. TETH. XI. 144.



’Amir al-Ghassiml.
6 ) In the story concerning the death of Mas’ud, Abu ’ Ubaida

reports more than one version from different sources des-
-  2cribing the death of Mas’ud.

7) When Mas’ud was killed and a rapprochement was to he 
brought about between the contested parties, ”’Umar b. 
!Abd al-Raljman said to ’Umar b. fIJbaidullah, ’We will pay 
the blood money1. lUmar b. !Ubaid said, ’Why do we both 
pay it? Either you do or I do1. Abu ’Ubaida said,
1 Muhammad b* §:af§ claimed that !Umar b. ’Ubaid paid it,
while Banu Makhzum claimed that both of them paid the

-zblood moneyl*n>
8 ) In the account of Taum al-Nisar we read, "Abu al-Gharraf 

said: Ihe head of the As ad tribe on the Bay of al-Nisar 
was ’Auf b. ’Abdullah b. ’Smir. Abu Mar^ab said: No, our 
leader on the Bay of al-Nisar was Khalid b. Na^Lla.,,Z|' Abu 
’Ubaida then refers to other versions on the same point.^

Ihe previous citations go to prove that Abu ’Ubaida 
more often than not retained the isnad and, as far as the 
matn was concerned, he was uncritical in that he did not in 
many cases reject a statement for, say, its incredibility or

1. Ibid. XI. 118.
H a ^ i a  733-737.3. Ibid. 739.

4-. THct. (S) I. 226.5. Ibid. (S) 1.226, Another example Ibid. (S) II. 159> 
Aghanl (D) XI. 75, 76.



contradictory nature. Rather did he keep each evidence side 
by side, leaving the problem of sifting and rejecting to the 
reader or perhaps to a later historian. As an example for 
this point we may refer to his account of the murder of 
Zuhair b. Jadhima al-'Abasx. Abu 'Ubaida, on the authority 
of Ibn Sarrar al-Ghanawx, reports that Zuhair with his family 
had left his people and moved to another home near the Banu 
'Amir. Abu 'Ubaida also refers to the statement of 'Abd al- 
gamxd and Abu IJayya who both said that the Banu 'Amir lived 
in Damkh while Zuhair lived in al-Nafirat, between which are 
two or three nights' journey* Later on, Abu 'Ubaida reports 
the evidence of Sulaiman b. Muzalp.m al-Mazinl, who was told 
by his father that the home of the Banu 'Amir was in al-

v - 2Jarxtha, while Zuhair's was in al-Nafirat.
These different versions, of course, cannot all be 

true. Giving different versions is a first step, but it must 
be followed by a critical examination of the purported facts. 
Abu 'Ubaida does not undertake this task, and neither re
solves their contradictory nature nor, essays to reconcile 
them. He thus avoids the duty of the true historian.

Abu 'Ubaida would seem to have introduced the tech
nique of telling a story about the past from the point of

1. Von Grunebaum generalizes this phenomenon to all Arabic historiography. Cf. "Nediaeval Islam" 281.
2. "Aghani" (D) SI. 84-85.
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view of a disinterested observer, who neither judges the 
events nor character. We thus find ourselves manoeuvred into 
judging not only the observer, but also the events themselves.

It must be noted, however, to do Abu 1 Ubaida justice, 
that he occasionally criticises the evidence, preferring one 
version or rejecting an account altogether.

Thus in his account of Yaum Dhl Qar, Abu 'Ubaida 
tells us how al-Nu'man, being afraid of the Chosroes, deposits 
his coat of mail, cattle, arms and other possessions in the 
hands of Hanl* b. Mas’ud. Abu ’Ubaida then points out the 
anachronism in this story when he quotes other informants
who maintained that this event took place not during the

-  ©lifetime of Hanx’ b. Mas’ud but during the lifetime of Hanx’
-  r? -  -Qubaisa, the grandson of Hani’ b. Mas’ud. To Abu ’Ubaida the

nlatter version is the more likely. Does this mean then 
that Abu ’Ubaida was more a rawl than an historian?

The history of Islamic culture makes a distinction, 
although somewhat vague, between the historian’s business 
and that of the rawl. The latter is concerned with reporting 
what he hears irrespective of the authenticity of the reports. 
The historian, on the other hand, is interested in the truth 
which can be elicited from the events he investigates. It is 
not enough for the historian to base his study on facts. He

1. Naqa’id, 659*
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must also link the events in proper sequence of cause and 
effect, or as E.H. Oarr says, his concern is "in marshalling 
the events of the past in an orderly sequence of cause and 
effect .

The Ayyam consist of facts, hut nothing heyond that* 
Hardly ever can we find a sense of causation in relating 
those facts, or even distinguishing the facts proper from 
historical facts. The Ayyam narratives are accumulations of 
events, mainly martial, which were put together at random, 
a series of unconnected episodes which gives no serious 
attention to the consequence of time. It is true that Abu
1Ubaida, as Ibn Rashlq noted, and as other allusions in the

2extant narratives show, recorded these narratives chronol- 
*ogically. Yet, this does not mean that he had an historical 

sense, by which we mean being conscious of the past as a part 
of the present, which necessarily leads to a notion of con- 
tinuity in history, or history as progress. Having dis
cussed in some detail Abu 1Ubaida!s method and outlook, we are 
now in a better position to decide whether these writings 
can in fact be properly defined as historical.

1* What is History (London 1964) 88.
2* Naqa * id I. 225-226 S. Mu*jam al-Buidan II 4J2.
3. al-!Umda II. 199.

What is History 115. J. Peters EB (History) XIII, 527.
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The absence of a historical sense in Abu 1Ubaida!s 
presentation of the Ayyam does not allow of them being 
considered history in the modern sense, but does not prevent 
them from being considered chronicles, accounts "reproduced 
textually from sources which the chronicler is seldom at 
pains to indicate, and of personal recollections, the 
veracity of which remains to be determined ... to separate 
facts from falsehood, and to establish the value of each 
piece of evidence are ... a difficult undertaking."

Clearly in this sense the Ayyam narratives are 
chronicles rather than the work of an historian.

Abu 1 Ubaida drew these narratives, and even the
2events of each narrative, from more than one informant, and 

with a poor sense of their historical nature and value, put 
them together. The Ayyam narrative therefore as raw material 
for the historian, needs to be sifted and re-interpreted.

Summary;
In summing up, it can be said that Abu 1Ubaida was 

essentially a rawi, a transmitter of material of potential 
historical value*

Yet, this material, in the hands of an historian of

1. Bemont EB (Chronicle) VI. 298.
2. Such as Abu fAmr b. al-rAlaJ, Baras b. Khandaq, Abu 

Hayya al-Numairi, Abu Sawwar al-Ghanawi, etc.
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sharp acumen can he a good historical evidence. From this 
standpoint, the Ayyam, although lacking an historical sense, 
contains historical facts which could contribute to a better 
understanding of the pre-Islamic times and after. The 
connection of the Ayyam narratives with history is real and 
it is a fitting subject for historical inquiry, though it 
Cannot be maintained that Abu 1 Ubaida has seriously under
taken this task.



Chapter X 

Style, Form and Diction

In discussing the question of the style of al-Ayyam,
_ iwe are not going to ask what Abu 1Ubaida ought to have done,

but rather what Abu 1 Ubaida did and how he did it.
Speaking about the style of a writer usually implies

judgment. Here we are face to face with the difficulty of
what sort of criterion we should apply* F.L. Lucas maintains
that "the highest criterion is not whether the artist shows
good technique, but whether he has or has not a high person- 

2ality", because, according to the same author, "style is a 
means by which a human being gains contact with others; it
is personality clothed in words, a character embodied in

2speech."
This outlook, however, is mainly applicable to 

imaginative literature in which the writer clothes his 
experience in an impressive and stimulating way. In other 
writings, the impact of the writer’s personality is not so 
important. Thus the technical aspect of style gains priority.

The Ayyam narratives, in fact, immediately raise the 
important question of how far these narratives reflect Abu

1. W.K. Wimsatt "The Prose Style of Samuel Johnson" 
(U.S.A. 1941) 107 ~ " “2. "Style" (London 1964) 41.



TUbaidafs style at all.
We should like, before we attempt to answer this 

question, to refer to Jaha gusain’s opinion on this issue. 
Jaha gusain thinks that in the second century of Islam 
Arabic prose was influenced by Greek philosophy and Persian 
literature. But besides that prose there was a purely Arabic 
prose which was absolutely free from any foreign influence. 
This prose represents, Jaha gusain adds, the Arabic mentality 
of that age. The example he gives of such prose are the 
Ayyam al-TArab in the Naqa*id.^

This assumption implies that the Ayyam style repre
sents second century prose rather than pre-Islamic prose.

3?aha gusain was probably actuated by his theory of 
Hahl, expounded at length in his book "Pi al-Adab al-Jahi 
ll", and the application of which he extended to prose as

pwell as poetry* In that book he flatly denied the existence
of artistic prose in pre-Islamic times, except for the Mudar
tribe, who are known to have had prose writings0 These, how-

*ever, have not survived.
This hypothesis is open to the objection as why the 

Ayyam narratives were not affected by any foreign influences. 
To us the answer is that those narratives were, in the main,

1. "Hin Uadlth al-Shi ’̂ wal-Uathr" (Cairo 1948) 31-32. 
2* Pi al-Adab al-Jahill" 369 and after.
3# Ibid. 371*
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pre-Islamic oral prose literature rather than Islamic prose 
literature. Thus they were immune from Greek or Persian 
influence. Accepting this assumption rejects the second part 
of gusain(s opinion* namely that the prose of the Ayyam was 
Islamic. It must he admitted however at the same time that 
the question with which we opened this discussion, i.e. that 
of Abu fUbaida!s style, becomes irrelevant if he is merely 
recording oral literature. How, indeed, can we speak of Ahu 
1Ubaida!s style at all, when we advocate the assumption that 
the Ayyam prose is pre-Islamic? The answer as far as the 
Ayyams is concerned must he in the negative.

Ahu *Ubaida, as has been mentioned before, was faith
ful in recording the reports of his informants concerning

-Ayŷ m accounts. This fidelity entitled us to assume that 
a large part of the Ayyam prose was preserved intact to the 
extent that it can be regarded as a genuine and authentic 
example of pre-Islamic prose.

Yet, the fact that one cannot fairly speak of Abu 
!Ubaida!s style leads to the question of whether the charac
ters that took part in those events have, then, an appro
priate style of their own. We mention this because the Ayyam 
stories consist mostly of dialogue. A cursory glance at the 
Ayyam shows that this is the principle medium of expression 
with short descriptive passages to link dialogue-scenes with 
each other. It is through the characters which participate
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in the dialogue that the events reveal themselves and the
1reader becomes acquainted with the development of the story.

Various characters may indeed have a style, or 
language of their own. The speeches of the soothsayers, for 
instance were in rhymed-prose and the dialectical idiosyn- 
cracies of different characters were retained. In the story
of Warqa* b. Zuhair, the word antlnl, instead of a 1 tin! was

— 2used by Riyâ ., one of the protagonists of the story. The
word yuhariq was used by the narrator Abu Ya]jya al-Ghanawi 
in the same story.

This is in fact the utmost accuracy a transmitter 
can aspire to. In this respect Abu 1Ubaida manages success
fully to keep his ovm character in the background, and to 
exhibit instead the characters of his protagonists as they 
really were.

The poetry of al-Ayyam:
Prose was not the sole medium through which the 

character reveals itself in the Ayy&m narratives. Poetry was 
also widely employed and these poetical insertions in the

1, Cf. Appendix 2 for specimen.2. "Aghani.11 (D) XI. 76* This dialect was attributed to Safd b . Bakr, Hudhail, al-Azd and al-Ansar tribes„ Arab philologists called this phenomenon "al-Istinta*rt. Of. Mal-Lahatiat al-fArablya" 103. It is noteworthy that replacing the letter ,T ti 11 by ” ^ M is still used in the 1Iraqi dialect nowadayse
3* Ibid.



Ayyam have been the subject of considerable speculation*
It is believed that Abu lTJbaidats interest in the Ayyam 
lies in the fact that a great deal of poetry is to be found 
in them* Other orientalists tried to find a reason for the 
existence of poetry in the Ayyam* Rosenthal, for instance, 
observes "Verses are found in them [i.e. al-Ayyam] not only 
because the philologists who preserved the material cared 
for those stories which contained poetic material, but mainly 
because of their character as an indispensable element of 
the literary form. If no verses were connected with a certain 
event, or if verses were not at some early date brought into 
connection with it, the event would not have been handed

pdown to posterity. He concluded that "verses had become a
stylistic law which nobody would think: of questioning."^

Gibb, on the other hand, assumes that "in some
instances the verse is a kind of memoria technica, in others
it appears that the prose narrative is nothing more than an
interpretation of the verse* In either case it was the verse
which maintained the currency of the tradition, and ancient
traditions disappeared as the corresponding verses were 

Aforgotten."

1• Bahth fl Nash’at film al-larlkh !ind al-!Arab 17 
"larxkh al-Adab al-’Arabi" I. 50*

2. "History of Muslim Historiography" 18.
3 * im " ; so;—  — ------------ —
4. EI^) (ta’rxkli) Supp. 234.



The opinions put forward by both Rosenthal and Gibb 
are undoubtedly true, but a few remarks may be added to them.

In spite of the relative abundance of poetry in the 
Ayyam a striking feature concerning the subject-matter of 
poetry cannot be missed. The poetry deals almost entirely 
with the conventional themes of the gagIda, i.e. descriptions 
of battles, satires, panegyrics and dirges. Other themes 
are absent, and this argues that the poetry forms an import
ant and essential part of the prose narratives. The poetry 
also helps to make clear the events in a variety of ways.

(a) Poetry may fill a gap in the story, thus helping to 
give as complete as possible a picture of the events of a 
"Day". In the "Day" of Kulab for example, one of the charac
ters, Qais b. !£§im attacks his enemies reciting a piece of 
poetry which describes the state of the enemy and how they
fled from the battle. This description is not to be found

1in the prose narrative of this "Day". Compare also the poem
‘ _attributed to Malik b. gaf£an, where he gives an account of 

the battle in which he took part and tells how his tribe
psuffered on that "Day".

(b) Poetry also helps to give a portrait, however 
defective of character. The poem recited by Mu'awlya b. 
fUbada b. rUqail on the "Day" of Shi*b Jabala refers to the

1. "Naqa’jd" (S) I. 138.
2. Ibid. I. 23.
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fact that he was left-handed*^

(c) A poem also may describe at length an event which 
the narrator has only alluded to in a brief senetnce. At 
the end of the yaum of Shifb Jabala, Abu fUbaida mentions 
that Mirdas b# Abl ,Amir looted a hundred she-camels and 
that Banu Abl Bala? b. Kilab took the she-camels away from
him* In the poem recited by Mirdas before Xazld b. al~§a*iq,

2he gives a detailed account of this event*
Poetry, therefore, is part and parcel of the struc

ture of the story; it helps to reconstruct the events, 
although often freely modified by imagination* It is true 
that poetry does allow distortion for dramatic effect# Yet, 
the poet, who is, more often than not, one of the story!s 
characters is obliged to include in his poem factual elements* 

However, it is also to be remembered that poetical 
quotations were a marked feature of Arabic prose writing in 
general, the quantity and quality of such poetry varying in 
accordance with the subject.

Al-Ayyam narratives, as part of the Akhbar, which 
in turn were part of Adab, required poetical insertions, as 
Rosenthal points out.^ Abu 1Ubaida!s interest is almost 
equally divided between poetry and prose. The first engages 
his interest in poetry as a rawl, and the second his

1. "AghanIt! (D) XI. 140.2. rrafrri. 155*3. Siŝ fc'ory of Muslim Historiography 18, 60.
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inclination as an akhbarl towards tlae actual events of the 
Ayyam.

But poetry in the Ayyam serves another purpose, 
namely, to prove the veracity of the events. And this method 
is characteristic of Ahu 1 Ubaida. As we have seen throughout 
this thesis, poetry, to Ahu ,Ubaida, was of paramount import
ance in regard to language, style, and meaning* In the 
Ayyam narratives poetry is used hy Ahu 1 Ubaida as an instru
ment to prove or disprove the facts.

Bor example in his account of Yaum al-Nisar Ahu 
’Ubaida does not believe the allegations of some groups from 
al-Ribab, Banu Asad and Ghalpafan tribes with regard to the 
date on which the battle of al-Nisar took place and he says 
"And irrefutable poetry bears witness that it was not son^
He quotes Zuhair b* Abu Sulma in this connection.

However, the question as to whether Abu ’Ubaida was 
conscious of the limits beyond which poetic insertions became 
redundant and added nothing to the structure of the story 
would entail a thorough examination of each story. We may 
cautiously suggest that he was more or less aware of these 
limits. "A lot of poetry", says Abu ’Ubaida in his account
of the Murder of Mas’ud, "was written on that occasion, and

2we have cut it down for the sake of brevity". This is,

-1-* "Uaqa’id" (S) I* 225; for another example Of. "AghanI"
(D) XI. 90.2. Ibid. 737.
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indeed, an indicative statement which, clearly shows that a 
sense of balance guided Ahu 1 Ubaida with regard to poetry 
insertions in the Ayyam♦

The Structure of al-Ayyam:
The structure of almost all these narratives follows 

a similar pattern* In viewing them from this standpoint, the 
uniformity of the narration became quite perceptible* The 
way in which the account of a particular day begins and ends 
is virtually the same in almost every episode: the emphasis 
is laid on the reasons which led to the conflict* These

lreasons, of course, vary from one episode to another?. The
opening passage starts always with one or other of the
following conventional expressions.

i ^  Cr* <■> ̂ y~>
or
or

...or
-  C O Jt por ( - ’* etc.

Occasionally the story begins with a description of

1. The reasons which incite Bedouins to fight are, in fact, limited. They are either political (Yaum Kulab), or 
economic driving them to raid and loot (Yaum al~Baradan), or social, concerned with some deep-rooted convention such as blood-revenge, protection of neighbours, (Yaum Sumair, Mun!i,i) etc. Of. "Tarihh al-Uaqa’id fi al-Shi'r al-!Arabxn 35-59®

2® "Naqa’id" (S) I. 136; I* 177, I. 61; II. 172; 1.61, 1.180 respectively ♦



the battle-field, as is the case in the account of Yaum

receives any attention from Ahu 1 Ubaida, and in fact a des
cription of the battle is often entirely absent, its place 
being taken by such standard formulae as:

In a few episodes a dramatic description is given 
of a duel between two combatants, as in Yaum 3?aif al-Rllju 
The description runs thus, "And when Amir came to him [his

with his spear* He split his cheeks, and llmirIs eyes 
cracked. Then [Mushir] gouged out his eyes, and put his 
spear into [!Amir!s] eyes, and lashed on his horse and caught

him, but he struck the end of the saddle; the horse took 
fright, so he attacked him [again] and threw him from his 
horse. Then [Abu ganash] dismounted, cut off the head [of 
BhuraTibil] and sent it to Salama by a cousin of his whose 
name was Abu Aja* b. Ka'b b* Malik b. 'Attab. He brought the

but the battle itself seldom

or
2or etc

antagonist Mushirflru— '3, he [the latter] thrust at his cheek

3up> with his people."^
Compare also:
"Then Abu Ijtanash charged ShuratLbll and stabbed at

1. Ibid. 238, 190.
2. Tbld. 929 and (S) II. 1?3> 258; I. 65.3. TbTd. (S) II. 174.



head to Salama and threw it before him* Salama said, "You
should have thrown it down gently*11 "What he did to me when

1he was alive was worse than this11 he said*

The Gharaoters in al-Ayyam:
In the process of narration Abu !Ubaida introduces

new protagonists to the reader, so that the latter becomes
acquainted with the 11 dramatis personae11 of the story.

Thus in the "Murder of Khalid b. Jaffar" we read
"Then al-jjarith b* Sufyan, one of Banu al-§arld came; he was
al~§arith b.* Sufyan b, Murra b. *Auf b* al-]Jarith b. Sufyan,
brother of Sayyar b* !5mr b. Jabir al-Eazarl, a half-brother
on his [the latter!s] side.11 ̂

Compare also "And his sister Salma daughter of galim
was the wife of Sinan b. £[aritha al-Murrl."^

Sometimes the introduction of the new character is
given in vivid and minute description* On the Day of al-
Ra^ra^ian, JJangala, one °£ characters of the story* was
asked by her uncle Zurara to describe the men who had
captured her the day before. She described al-ATjLwag b. Ja5far
saying: \j> ^  c/U- * Up U  i ^

 ̂ and Rabl!a b. QurJ saying ^

1. Ibid. (S) II. 159* Cf. for another example "AghanI" (D) 3<Tr“l47-148.2. "Aghanx" (D) XI. 111.
3. "Aghanx" (D) XI* 126*
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1

and both. Khuwailid and Khalid, the sons of Nufail, saying: 
IjlSlf '-J: ci*-> j> cXc— 1  ̂^-r 11 2
O j ' Jr' f1 J>yji ' 1 1> ' J 'L^J U lAs**?'' ' ^  J ‘ ' l> Cr^y* J-h

?/ \--LrvJ (
while ’Amir b. Khuwailid and his two sons were described
thUS ^   ̂*L~? ̂ ' t*----P O' h- l el.,*-* f~*~̂  ' y /ŷ > s <~^*z ' -* "

>'' j>' ̂ UpjjJ--' (jwA U"^ * 1 j/^3 '' j < 5
.. u v 1 1 ^

As for 1 Abdullah b. Ja'da he was*^^l<r1J O  ’'
1/ ^ - 5 ^  ) jJ • ^ ^ J a ^ 1 Cr* tJ* > *  o  L r - ^  c r - *  1 4 -

These "literary portraits", Cashel states, "have 
actually an impressive and dramatic effect, although they 
have no historical value.

The end of the story is almost always concerned with 
the losses and gains of the battle, the names of the dead, 
and the men and women captured* On the fay of al-Nisar, Abu 
fITbaida describes the aftermath of the battle saying: "Then 
qadd b* Malik al-Walibl killed Shuraili b* Malik al-Qushairl,
the head of the Banu !Amir* And they [the Tamlmites] killed

— €? — _’Ubaidullah b* M u ’awxya b* 1 Abdul],ah b* Kilab, and they
killed [also] al-Hisgan and ’Amir b. Ka'b of the tribe of 
Banu Bakr b* Kilab, faudan b* Khalid of the Banu Naufal and

1. Ibid* XI* 126.
2. TETd. XI. 127.3* TETS. XI. 12?.
4. TSId. XI. 127.5. Islamica (Aitjam al-Arab) 31.
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Khalid b. Najla al-Asadl were taken prisoners. As for Salma 
bint al-Muhallaq, she was taken by *Urwah b. Khalid * while 
al-!Anqa’ bint Hammam was taken by Ziyad b. Zubair. And Umm
Khazim was taken by Arfa’a b. Munqidh, while Ramla bint

—  1 §abi£. was taken by Jaz’ b. Ja^wan al-Asadl etc."
In the account of Shi*b Jabala, the aftermath is 

given as follows, "As for ’Utaiba b. al-IJarith b. Shihab, 
he was taken prisoher .. . when Mu^arram came he escaped with
out paying the ransom..*. As for Mirdas b. Abl 'Smir, he 
plundered a lot and got from one man a hundred she-camels, 
but the Banu Abl Bakr b* Kilab took them away from him. 
Mirdas then went to Yazld b. al-i3a!q, who was a friend of 
his and addressed him in these verses.

 ̂  ^

' c r  J rY ^  c_r l / V  ^ ^
 ̂ "   * * '

s ?  ^  \  ' j>\ Vx> J> V o  U  r-ij, L’ c r ' Cr' s  _>>

S ?  f  — lr \ f  £ j \ s -  ~y^J ^ ' — c ̂ ,7
' rej'o-s,'̂  ( 0 {+fi I ^  *-> O'

So Yazid went to the Banu Bakr, got back the she-
pcamels and returned them to him....

The vividness and the impact of the narrative is 
occasionally interrupted, detracting from the coherence and 
unity of the story. In the midst of the story, the flow of 
events and the narration is sometimes hindered by remarks

1. "Kaqa’id" 241-242.
2. "AghanI11 (D) XI. 155-156.
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1 2 explaining a difficult word, or relating another version
or mentioning the full name^ of the character or referring

zlto a genealogy.
Undeniably, the first impression of the Ayyam on 

the reader is one of confusion. The reader1 s mind and con
centration are distracted by the digressions and prolifera
tion of detail, so that it takes time and effort before the
complete picture of the episode can be firmly grasped. One

—  S 1needs only to read the account of Yaum Kulab^ to see for i 
oneself what this means. Other examples of this faultering 
in development are Yaum al-HIsar, Yaum Qifyshawa, Yaum al-Iyad 
and Yaum Shi*b Jabala.^

Owing to the pressure of events in these narratives, 
and the heavy and cumbersome details, the structure, being 
more or less without shape, is too frail to support the 
details of the events which the Ayyam narrative describes,

A judgment of the style of al-Ayyam;
If not the greatest charm of the Ayyam narratives, 

at any rate the one which is perhaps most generally

1. "Naqa’id11 784. "AghanI” (D) XI. 134.
2, Ibid. ?81, 784, "AghanI11 (D) XI. 138,
3* "AghanI” (D) XI. 137*
4. "Naqa’id" 639, 641.5. iHdTTS) II. 156.
6. TBTcU (S) I. 225, 20; II. 271. "AghanI” (D) XI. 131.



appreciated by modern readers is their economy in the 
essential passages, the brevity with which the incidents 
and speeches are conveyed, and the restriction of all 
commentary to the bare minimum, single phrases being charged 
with meaning*

Oaskel observes that these stories are characterized
by their fidelity to reality, and that their language is

* 1 sober, vivid and stripped of all superfluous matter. On
this point von Grunebaum and Caskel are at one. The former
points out that the marked feature of these stories is
accuracy of description, precise and colourful language and

pdramatic poignancy
The short sentences give these parts of the narration 

a quick tempo and impressive accent. All this fits in with 
the swiftness and rapidity of eventse The following is a 
typical example.^ ̂  ̂  ^  ̂  o- ' i.J* »

C r-^  c-|_p ^ -> yy* Cr~* U JhJL—
cJy lt î̂ < j p  < O— ^ ^   ̂̂ ’ Up

A ^ ‘ U>' p J I --' \ J  jjs [3 ^  ej"'
<v O—45 CL-AJLr o 'A~3

1. Islamica (Ai.jam al-!Arab) 43.
2. "Medieval Islam" 82, 223, 276,
3. "AghanI1* (D) XI. 114.



Undoubtedly the shortness of the sentences lends 
them precision and clothes the description of events with 
force and grace without damaging the clarity of the text or 
ohsouring the meaning.

The following phrase, although compressed to the 
utmost, is clear, forceful and elegant*

It can also he discerned that the use of conjunctions
links tightly the successive events and lends them a quick 
tempo and uninterrupted continuity* Thus, the passage looks 
like a series of small pictures, hut each one contributes 
to make a whole. In the following example makes this dear.

Demetrius observes that "the opposite device to dis 
junction, namely, continuation, produces an impressive 
effect. The repetition of the same conjunction suggests an

1. "Naqa’id" 640.
2* Ibid. 783*
3* Demetrius "On Style11 in "Aristotle1 s Poetics end 

Rhetoric" (Everyman!s Library Uo *901)• 216-217•

"  ”  ' C /  ^  Q-*-----  * 1 p s  U L J \ I  2

unlimited force
The lack of rhetorical figures in the language of



■fch-e Ayyam is striking, particularly the almost complete 
absence of rhymed-prose (satj 1)* But this is quite natural* 
Those narratives as we have said before, represent pre- 
Islamic rather than the second century prose* As is known,
the use of rhymed-prose in pre-Islamic time was restricted

-  2to the kahins .
Even in the lifetime of Abu 4Ubaida the use of sa.j 1 

did not prevail to the extent that it might have invaded 
historical writings, including the Ayyam* It was not until 
later that rhymed prose became predominant in literary 
writings *

Rosenthal observes that historical writings "success 
fully withstood the onslaught of the rhymed prose mania 
which did so much more harm than good to Muslim literature*” 
The reason which the writer gives is that "Historiography 
was not wholly belles-lettres, but in many aspects a scien
tific pursuit and as such able to offer some resistence to 
literary fashions. Its concern with concrete data and
observation from daily life brought with it a factual and

4concrete form of linguistic expression." This is clearly 
applicable to the Ayyam narratives* Only here and there does

1. Of. p*n/<f a .̂d Min ffadxth al-Shi^r wal-Hathr 31-32.
2. Krenkow EI^*^ (Sad.i1) IV. Part I* 43*
3* "History of Muslim Historiography" 154«4. M T ---------    ^



the reader come across expressions in rhymed prose. In the 
account of the second Day of al-Kulab for instance, one of 
the characters whose name is M̂ idhljLio asks Ma’rnun al-garithl 
who was a kahin. ^
u> a j J P Lx |  ̂rOr1 (J» rrf CĴ  J~> <•

' i I .—  ' . y ." U —£ O U U-41
1

Rhymed phrases also occur in the account of the same 
Day when Aktham h. §aifl addresses a group of the Safd and 
al-Ribab tribes thus: ^  ^  ,7t^( ̂  '>

r"’> p 1 O ^  {J- i jj jJ. i ^ i

* V7 1J s_y f j v̂JLr5, ^  ̂ s cĵ  ->-* i *
</ \jrP jJ ̂  (^L-P i **J fj- cj^ 1

2
On the Day of al-Ra^raT^an a conversation occurs 

between ^angala and Zurara. He asked her about the people 
she saw the other day and she replies
,/ s 5 y O  -V J J 1 &  J^T^t f '->s ^  ^

The occurrence of rhymed prose in those narratives 
is extremely limited however and is not sought after for its 
own sake* It occurs spontaneously, and this lends beauty to 
the passages in which sa,j* occurs, and frees their language

1* "Naqa’id" 149*
2* Ibid* 149*
5* "AghanI" XI. 126.



from the superficiality which has been always associated 
with this sort of writing, W. Gaskel observes this pehenom- 
enon and gives as instances some of the examples mentioned 
above ♦***

The style of the Ayyam is almost devoid of imagery, 
although the very nature of the Ayyam provides a natural 
setting for employing imagery on a large scale. The lack of 
imagery in the Ayyam, however, can be explained by the fact 
that these narratives are not purely imaginative literature. 
The Ayyam, being prose, and having an historical background 
and tradition do not attain that high "intensity of passion

pin which imagery originates,"
Furthermore, they are not composed by one writer at 

leisure, Al-Ayyam are rather a presentation of bygone events, 
and record of the speeches of the characters who took part 
in those events, Abu 'Ubaida transmitted facts, and he was 
not preoccupied with embellishing the information he was 
going to hand down. Given the density of details, figurative 
language has little place„

Only occasionally in the Ayyam does one come across 
imagery. For example in the speech of al^Nu'man b, al-Mundhir 
we find this sentence which is carefully elaborated, and in

1, Islamica (Aiipam al-Arab) 46*
2, t)n Longinus" ' On the Sublime (Everyman^s Library No #901)294, "~



which the successive images doubtless strike the imagination 
O  k j £ ^ U-* O wi? r ' c3 Lii—-* U* i 1

,/ Cf^-^i Lr ^  Lî  ̂  j> ' 4^ c/U 1
On the second hay of al-RaT^ral^an, IJangala describes

<7 * ° ?the thickness of a manrs hair, saying G u /
and again describes a man's leg-hair, saying:

// c>U ‘v  6 b7 " 2
Q?he diction of the Ayyam is forceful, outspoken and 

unpolished# In some of its bearing it runs counter to what 
Aristotle called "decency" as one of the two virtues of the 
word, the second being perspicuity,^ Oaskel called this 
"roughness of expression"#^ Examples of this, however, are
few in number, taking into consideration the sheer bulk of
’k*ie Ayyam# Ihe following are examples of this phenomenon:

c_y vj 1 O * — - • t ^ v I \Ĵ j " o J-# 1 _j c _ f M

// j â^j ' A5 ̂  I <JX*— -— I ; 1 cJ Li* *i it i j-
i ^  ^" St-'* ̂  O-* u*-A ̂  cr «

In the Ayyam also a sharp sense of the beauty 
resulting from the use of appropriate words in a given 
context Is also perceptible# The word sagata "to fall down"

1. "AghanI" (h) XI.95-96.2. Ibid, XI. 127.
5* "Rhetoric" (In Everyman *s Library No a901) 150.4. Isiamica (Aitjam al-Arab) 46#
5* "Ashani" (D) XI. 99, 105, 108, 126 respectively



is used in the sense of "reach" in the following expression
„ t ( I  ̂ S' *1~ ^y\Cr* L (_y -eX-^ Lr-P . The story tells us how

al-^arith had hilled ShuraljLbll and went wandering about the 
land* Being exhausted and tired when he reached the homeland

oof the Rabl!a, he laid down his arms and fell asleep* The
use of the word saqata in the sense of "to reach" conveys
his state of utter exhaustion and weakness and increases the
beauty of the whole expression* A similar case is that of
the word yahwl * This word originally means Tto fall

* ■ ^down" but in the following expression "
it is given the sense of speed and fear that obsessed al- 
^arith after having escaped from Banu Qais in the story of 
"The Murder of Ja’far b* Khalid"*

Similarly the word kha<j.a "to wade through", is used 
in the sense of attacking or forcing a way, in the sentence 

£ 1 O-P Lp »■ j_n account of "Yaum al-
T 4Ghabrf", to illustrate the danger a combatant faces in 

taking his rival priaoner.
The examples given above are a kind of metaphor 

( isfrifara)? and in which a word is used in place of another 
to indicate a relationship between the two* Some of these

1* Ibid* XI. 114.2* TbTcI* XI*
3* TET5* XI. 115.

MBaqa*id" (S) II. 23.



examples have become platitudes from excessive use such as 
KhacjLa in the sense used in the aforementioned expression-, 
others have remained elegant and evocative*

words which contributes to the creation of a forceful style* 
In some cases this is done by repetition* By repetition we 
mean the repetition of the same word in two or more success
ive sentences or the repetition of the meaning expressed in 
one sentence in the following one. A typical example of the 
first kind is illustrated by the following passage:

defend us, and [In return] I sha~~xgive you [as a wife] * 
Khawla bint Sinan, my daughter. So Malik charged upon 
Mu*awlya and killed him, ^armala al-'Ukll then came forward 
after him [i.e. Mu'awlya] reciting [verses], so Malik 
charged upon him and killed him. Then, a man from Kilab 
tribe came forward, Malik charged upon him and killed him. 
Then two men from Qais Kubba [a clan] of Bajlla came forward, 
Malik charged upon them and killed them. Malik and his 
companions then went away."

In the following example, the repetition is not of 
words but of meaning.

"And they fought each other fiercely and [some] were

However, it is not only the artistic use of certain

"Then Sinan said, 0 Malik, charge upon them and

1. "Aghani" (D) XI. 157
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killed from the two [contesting] parties» from these and 
thosei

A third example is given in the following passage:
"As for Yaum Jadud, gawfazan* namely al-^arith h*

Sharlk al~ShaihanI, raided the Banu Tamlm, with Ah jar h#
Jahir al-!AjlI. They went forth under various standards

— Pwith the intention of raiding the Banu Tamlm."

1. "Haqa’id" 929.
2, Ibid. 144o
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OONOLUSIOH
Having 'brought to a close the argument developed in 

the preceding chapters, it is appropriate to attempt a final 
stocktaking.

In the process of this study two aims have "been kept 
in mind. One was to investigate the already known 1 facts* 
about Abu !Ubaida, and either piit them on solid ground or 
reject them, if they can be proved unconvincing and contra
dictory* The first part of the thesis accordingly is devoted 
to untangling Abu ,Ubaidals life and to discussing his socio
religious views* As a consequence the accusation of Shurubite 
and Kharijite leanings with which Abu ’IJbaida was labelled 
were examined and rejected*

i\\*  ̂\The second aim was to examine, in the round of, Abu 
*TTbaidafs literary and philological works, hitherto either 
unknown or only briefly touched upon* This has been dealt 
with at length in parts two, three, four and five* The most 
important conclusions under this heading are summed up below:-
a) In the field of poetry, the importance of Abu ,Ubaida 
cannot be doubted* The survey of his poetical transmissions 
is, more or less, indicative of his method and the scope of 
his ability* The range of his transmissions was wide. It was 
not limited to pre-Islamic poets, but included also Islamic 
poets. His transmissions do not deal with the poets* dlwans, 
but with anthologies based on subject-matter - such as



al-Naqa*i for example* Reference has also been made to the 
fact that the dlwans and anthologies discussed are not all 
the Arabic poetry that Abu !TJbaida transmitted* The amount 
of poetry Inserted in the Ayyam narratives speaks volumes 
for the extent of Abu IUbaida,s poetical transmissions in 
general*

Abu *TJbaida*s transmissions of poetry went side by 
side with his attempts to authenticate and evaluate poetry. 
Poets were looked at according to a criterion known also to 
be that of Xbn Sallam,s, viz* the t?abaqat theory* It has 
been shown that the conception of t&baqat and the first 
application of it was by Abu *Ubaida rather than by Ibn 
Sallam* Abu *TJbaida,s book al-ShiTr wal-3hu!ara* (or Tabaqat 
al-Bhu*araa) however is not extant, and to the best of my 
knowledge, no attempt to reconstruct the book has been 
previously made*

The importance of Abu !Ubaida!s contribution to the 
tabaqat theory can easily be seen from the fact that this 
theory played a significant role in Arabic criticism. Arab 
critics, from the time of Ibn Sallam onward, have utilized 
it and considered it as a useful means by which poetry and 
poets may be evaluated, and appreciated. To examine the 
evolution of this method in detail is, of course, beyond the 
scope of the present thesis. Yet a short reference to the 
development of the frabaqat conception is not perhaps out of



place* A cursory glance at the ,rTabaqat al~Shu1 ara’11 of Ibn 
Sallam may suggest that although Ibn Sallam developed this 
conception, he nevertheless took his models from Abu lUbaida* 
To do Ibn Sallam justice, it has to be noted that his classi
fication of poets was not determined by one factor only, 
namely that of time, according to which he distinguished 
between the two main classes, pre-Islamic and Islamic poets* 
Two other factors were also taken into consideration by him* 
The "provincial" factor, according to which Ibn Sallam 
grouped the poets of Mecca, Madina, (pa’if and Bahrain in 
distinct classes, the ,rartisticM factor, according to which 
he considered the elegiac poets (agfrab al-Marathl) as one 
class

The theory of tabaqat was also adopted and adapted 
by Ibn al~Mu!tazz in his book "Tabaqat al-Shu1 ara * " , ̂ 
although his application of this method differs slightly 
from that of his predecessors in that he deals with the 
modern poets.

b) Abu ’Ubaida, it seems, was a language-conscious 
rawl* The assumption behind his attitude towards language 
was that language was a social phenomenon* The word is the 
smallest significant -unit of speech, and he, therefore, set 
out to collect and study words in an attempt to clarify

1. Tabaqat al-ShuTara’ 179-235
2. .....3* Published in Cairo 1956*



their meanings, and show their proper use. In this, Abu 
TUbaida, probably achieved no more than other philologists 
of his time. Abundant though his philological works may be, 
they show little striking originality, although they doubt
less furnished material for further studies by later authors.

As a grammarian, Abu lUbaida, although a Ba^ran by 
birth, was not altogether of Bagra school in his attitude 
towards grammar. He disagrees with them on many questions, 
and was occasionally in agreement with the Kufite school. 
Mention has been made of the fact that a final judgment of 
Abu ,Ubaida,s stand as a grammarian is not, for the time 
being, possible. Until his grammatical works come to light, 
it can only be said that he was rather independent in his 
outlook on grammar, in the sense that he cannot be grouped 
with either school.

The material transmitted by Abu !Ubaida on dialects 
shows a rather slipshod approach, so that modern scholars 
who have studied ancient dialects, such as Kofler, Rabin, 
and Rleisch, have made little attempt to utilize them. This 
is due perhaps to the fact that these materials are scattered 
over different sources most of which have no apparent bearing 
on the subject and it is therefore difficult to find them.
The material on dialects is scanty therefore, but if this 
material does not contribute to a better understanding to 
the subject, it at least to some extent enhances the value of



the studies already published since Abu ,Ubaida,s information 
is earlier and thus more reliable and authentic.

Abu !TJbaida however in his treatment of dialects 
should be exonerated from s^ack method insofar as many of 
his faults are shared by other early writers on the same 
subject.

c) As regards Quranic studies, the fact was established
that the Kitab al-Majaz was the first book to have been
written on the subject and the first of its kind to survive
the vicissitudes of time. The importance of the book has
been shown, by studying it in its various aspects and the
opinions of both ancient and modern scholars on the book
have been reviewed and discussed.

Although Abu ,Ubaida does not put forward a clear
definition of the term majaz, yet it is possible to see that,
from the first pages onwards, the author uses the term as
synonymous with style* Style with Abu ’Ubaida has acquired
the significance of a "technique of expression", or the
legitimate technique of a given language to express and
communicate. In other words, he conceives of style as "a

1quality inherent in all expression" as critics of the
Aristotelian school maintain, and not "a quality that some

2expression has" as critics of the Platonic school hold* The 

1* J.T. Sharply "Dictionary of World Literature" (New Jersey
1962) 397.2. Ibid,
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absence of the individualistic element is obvious, and,
perhaps, this is the reason why the aesthetic element in
expression was overlooked# The concept of style as something
generic, as Abu !Ubaida sees it, is in contrast with the
concept that modern writers such as Murry, for instance,
hold, namely that "a style must be individual because it is
the expression of an individual mode of feeling#"*1* Similarly
F#L, Lucas states that "literary style is simply a means by
which one personality moves others. The problems of style,
therefore, are really problems of personality - of practical 

2psychology."
In Abu !Ubaida!s study the separation between what 

was later called balagha on the one hand and style on the 
other is not kept clear, and indeed, it needs not be* The 
distinction between purely grammatical and structural form, 
and between form containing an additional superimposed 
ornament became sharp only after the time of *Abd al-Qahir 
al~JurjanI, and gradually the "decorative theory" got the 
upper hand on rhetorical studies,

d) In the analysis of Abu lTTbaidars treatment of the 
tribal conflicts (Ayyam) of the Arabs (the subject of the 
fifth part of the thesis), attention is concentrated upon

1# The Problem of Style (Oxford 1956) 56® 
Style (London 1964) 58,



two questions, Firstly, the method of Abu 'Ubaida in trans
mitting these narratives, and secondly their historical 
importance. As regards the first point, it will be seen that 
Abu lITbaida adopts the rawl1 s method, in the sense that he 
was engaged in transmitting accounts of events without 
questioning their veracity. He gives more than one account 
of the same event, and seldom examines the accounts critic
ally in order to sort out which is the authentic one. As a 
result, Ayyam cannot be considered historical writings 
proper, but as historical documents which, when examined 
thoroughly, can be utilized by historians, Abu 1 TTbaida was, 
therefore, not an historian but a chronicler.

These narratives are put in their true perspective 
in an attempt to clarify their nature and language. A 
hypothesis has been formed in connection with the language 
of the Ayyam, namely that it represents pre-lslamic prose 
rather than that of Abu ‘Ubaida.

In almost all Abu ‘Ubaida^ writings, it is to be 
perceived that he was original, and from this stems his 
importance as a scholar. This point is made by Gibb in the 
following statement, "His services to the development of the 
Arabic humanities are beyond calculation; almost half of the 
Information about pre-lslamic Arabia that was transmitted by 
later authors came from him*"*1. Similarly Nichelson observes

1. Studies on the Civilization of Islam, 68•
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that "his work as editor, commentator and critic of Arabic 
poetry forms ... the basis of nearly all that has since been 
written on the subject*1,1

This thesis is based on a systematic interpretation 
of the works of Abu 1Ubaida in which I have tried to eluci
date his intentions as expressed in his works* Abu 'Ubaida 
was not always explicit concerning his purposes and method: 
he did not formulate principles or rules, but embodied them 
in the products of his scholarship* Method to him was not 
simply a technique of fact-finding but rather a guide to 
interpretation* He was not a theoretical scholar, but texts 
under examination by him revealed some of their secrets, and 
the result of this process was a huge mass of observations 
and comments, apparently dissociated and heterogenous, but 
inwardly united by an implicit rational and critical approach* 
This may give the impression of lack of originality, contrary 
to what has just been said* But in fact it is precisely in 
his capacity to manipulate almost all the range of the 
"Arabic Sciences" that the originality of Abu 'Ubaida most 
clearly manifests itself*

Abu 'Ubaida composed works on various branches of 
the "Arabic Sciences" as they were in his time* The range 
of his works (Chapter III) speaks volumes for his versatility.

1 * A Literary History of the Arabs 34-5*



In this, he evidently mirrored a stage through which Arab 
culture was basing, in which specialization was rare. An 
authoritative reader of the Quran was at the same time a 
grammarian, a rawl, and a critic* One reason as why polymaths 
abounded in his age was presumably, that all these "sciences" 
could still be encompassed by an individual mind* The 
"Arabic Sciences" were traditional and they were based by 
and large on transmission and report. With Abu 'Ubaida a 
strain of rationalism permeated them* His approach was 
essentially one of analogy, but in turn sometimes subjected 
to 'hearing' (sama')* Sama' ensures to a grammatical form 
or a verse an existence which defies any reasoning or 
argument even if it runs counter to them. This process is 
obviously a dogmatic one.

This, however, does not contradict the statement 
which has often been made in the present work that Abu 
'Ubaida was, in contrast with al-Agma'I, a rational scholar. 
More often than not, the method of examination of a given 
subject is shaped by the nature of the subject itself, and 
of necessity now assumes a rational and now a dogmatic stamp. 
Abu 'Ubaida had to handle materials of different nature, 
and whenever the nature of the subject under consideration 
necessitates a rational approach, Abu 'Ubaida applies such 
a method*
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ADDENDUM

I have argued, in connection with Abu 'Ubaidafs 
parentage (Chapter I), that his father was a Muslim,
Mention has also been made of the fact that Abu rUbaida 
was given the nickname subbukhut because his grandfather 
was a Jew. I happened to find, after the manuscript of 
the present study was virtually complete, a clear reference 
in Khizanat al-Adab (Bulaq 1299 A,H. II, 519) to the effect 
that Abu fUbaida!s grandfather was converted to Islam by 
one of the Banu Bakr. This confirms my argument that Abu 
lUbaida,s father was certainly a Muslim, and that his 
grandfather was born a Jew but was subsequently converted 
to Islam,
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